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ABSTRACT
This dissertation identifies political practices that increase negotiation effectiveness and
democratic legitimacy simultaneously, as key enabling factors for democratization from
within a hybrid regime. This finding runs against the Habermasian idea that success-
oriented negotiations run counter to the logic of reason-based deliberations that are
necessary to produce democratic legitimacy. I present six cases of political negotiation and
deliberation that led to major democratic reforms in Mexico, during the period 2006-2009,
and offer multiple examples of how negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy
reinforced each other or, as predicted by Habermas, entered in tension. Finally, in a
comparative analysis of overall levels of democratic legitimacy and negotiation
effectiveness across all cases, I find a positive relationship between these two dimensions
and trace it to the use of a set of complementary political practices that further both
dimensions and, together, may offset the tensions that do emerge when some of the
practices are used in isolation. I conclude that reform champions in Mexico need to engage
in action that is both strategic and communicative in order to move beyond hybridism into
full democracy.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Introduction
This dissertation illustrates how negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy
may complement and reinforce each other in enabling institutional change that furthers
democratization within hybrid regimes. Such a finding challenges contemporary normative
political theory (i.e., Elster, 1998; Habermas, 1999) that portrays political negotiations as
running counter to the logic of reason-based deliberations that are necessary to produce
democratic legitimacy. In contrast, my findings are consistent with contemporary
negotiation approaches (Fisher & Ury, 1981; Lewicki, Saunders, & Barry, 2011; Susskind
& Cruikshank, 1987; Thompson, 2001; Walton & McKersie, 1965) that highlight the
possibility of mutual gains by exploring, through constructive dialogue, the interests of
both sides, instead of traditional power-based or positional bargaining tactics.
Towards the end of 2000, Mexico and most nations in Latin America were widely
regarded as part of the democratic world (Freedom House, 2001). These regimes were
considered by the international public opinion and self-appraised as democratic in light of
the minimalistic conceptions of democracy that prevailed, where this ancient ideal was
reduced to participation in free and competitive elections.
This dissertation departs from a critique of these minimalistic conceptions of
democracy and offers instead a broader understanding of democracy based on the
deliberative turn (Habermas, 1999; Cohen, 1997; Elster, 1998; Dryzek, 2002; Fung &
Wright, 2003). According to this alternative conceptualization, democratic legitimacy is
assessed by the degree to which collective decision-making is based on exchange of
reasons among free and equally entitled citizens, even if such entitlements are limited to
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the election of representatives and to different forms of civic participation in the public
sphere that may influence decision-making and foster public accountability.
In congruence with this deliberative understanding of democracy, I agree with
Avritzer (2002) in that most Latin American regimes are better classified as hybrid systems
that may hold free and competitive elections on a fairly regular basis but are still myriad
with authoritarian practices, widespread patronage and corruption, weak rule of law and
deep inequalities. But above all, hybrid regimes are characterized by the presence of
powerful defacto interest groups that chronically distort decision-making in favor of a few
and systematically oppose democratic change that may curb their privileges.
To transform such hybrid regimes into full democracies, Avritzer highlights the role
of social actors innovating deliberative practices in the public sphere. He provides multiple
examples of these innovative practices--from neighborhood associations in Brazil to civic
monitoring of elections in Mexico--and then describes the formal institutional changes that
reflect these innovations and contribute to move the democratization process forward.
However, Avritzer (2002) says nothing about the political process by which these
social actors manage to effectively influence decision-making and translate their practices
into legal change in contexts where powerful interest groups may have informal veto
power. Such investigation would require assessing negotiations and, more broadly,
strategic action--oriented to success--of the kind deliberation theorists tend to neglect.
In contrast to Avritzer (2002), I investigate practices deployed by reform champions
in six cases of legal reform, and posit that democratization in these hybrid regimes requires
action that is both: a) communicative in generating shared understandings among decision-
makers and the broader public sphere, and b) strategically oriented to the effective
negotiation of democratic changes.
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By negotiation effectiveness, I mean the process of generating mutually acceptable
agreements where participants: 1) claim value for themselves, and 2) create value for all
parties. In turn, democratic legitimacy is assessed by the degree to which decision-making
reflects the ancient ideal of "government by the people and for the people," by adhering to
the following principles: 1) equality in rights and ability to participate in decision-making;
2) freedom to express opinions; 3) reason-based discussion; and 4) accountability.
I illustrate the interplay of different forms of deliberation and negotiation by tracing
how reform champions led reform processes in six critical cases of political negotiation
and deliberation that enabled major legal reforms in Mexico during the period 2006-2009.
Figure 4 (in Chapter 2) presents a two-by-two matrix that illustrates the ways in which
negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy may interact in a political policy-
making process. The upper-right quadrant (high democratic legitimacy and high
negotiation effectiveness) represents the mix of processes that I suggest best enhances
democratization in hybrid regimes. In what follows I analyze how the dimensions of
negotiation and legitimacy noted above interacted in the six cases and place each case in
one of the four quadrants, based on archival, interview, and survey data.
The evidence reviewed suggests that the cases that can be positioned in the upper-
right quadrant deploy a combination of practices that are both strategic and
communicative. Practices may enhance public sphere discussion by, for example,
convening public and plural forums or by implementing a pedagogical media strategy; or
they may be geared at the more private settings of conversations among members of the
political elite, such as engaging trustworthy interlocutors from key stakeholders or
appointing professionals as facilitators. At either of these levels, individual practices may
enhance both negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy.
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A nuanced analysis of these practices shows how they each advance different
democratic principles and criteria of negotiation effectiveness, but also run the risk of
hindering one or several of these criteria. In particular, several practices that are strategic in
building leverage for value-claiming, such as coalition building or a media strategy to raise
awareness, may hurt reason-based decision-making and even the possibility of free and
equal participation; other practices such as multiparty negotiations in private face-to-face
meetings, that enable integrative negotiations, may have a cost in terms of accountability,
as well as on more free and equal participation.
However, the cases also illustrate that different combinations followed by reform
champions may allow reform processes to move in a historical trajectory where legitimacy
and effectiveness reinforce each other, thereby increasing the likelihood that the process
enhances democratization as defined here.
This finding circumvents what conventional wisdom dictates may be an
insurmountable tension between strategic action, oriented to the pursuit of effective
negotiations, and communicative action that seeks shared understanding and democracy
legitimacy. Rather, the finding suggests that democracy advocates and reform champions
should thoughtfully plan interventions that are both strategic in increasing negotiation
effectiveness and communicative in generating reason-based insights for legitimate
decision-making. It also grounds a democratization theory where change from within the
hybrid system is possible if political and social actors are willing and able to renovate their
repertoire of political practices.
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Overview
Chapter 2 presents the conceptual framework, the political context and the methods
used in the analyses. To lay out the conceptual framework, I begin by arguing against
minimalistic conceptions of democracy that have dominated the public debate in Latin
America and argue that most regimes in the region are better characterized as hybrid
regimes. I then offer a theoretical framework for democratization within a hybrid regime
and explain the role of both deliberations and negotiations in advancing change. The
chapter ends by offering the four criteria to assess democratic legitimacy and the two
criteria for evaluating negotiation effectiveness, as well as a simple two-by-two matrix
composed of the aggregate of two dimensions, on which any decision-making process may
be mapped, as well as a review of practices prescribed by the literatures of negotiation and
deliberative democracy that promise to enhance both dimensions. The rest of Chapter 2
presents a brief description of Mexico's political context, where all six cases took place,
followed by an explanation of the methods deployed for the qualitative and quantitative
empirical analyses of the following chapters, including a description of the indicators used
for the four criteria of democratic legitimacy, as well as the two criteria of negotiation
effectiveness.
Chapter 3 offers six detailed case studies of processes that led to institutional reform
on issues that are central to the democratization agenda. These cases are the media reform
of 2006, transparency reform of 2007, electoral reform of 2007, fiscal reform of 2007,
security and justice reform of 2008, and PEMEX reform of 2008. For all six cases, I begin
by discussing the underlying democratic deficits or the need for reform. I then summarize
each reform's content and review evidence of its contribution to addressing these deficits.
Next, I describe the process of negotiation and deliberation in detail and follow with an
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analysis of how it evolved through the two-by-two matrix of democratic legitimacy and
negotiation effectiveness.
Chapter 4 looks at all six cases together. I start by presenting quantitative indicators
of the democratic legitimacy of deliberations and the effectiveness of negotiations, as
subjectively assessed by participants and key stakeholders in all six cases. These indicators
describe a positive relationship between these two dimensions of reform process. The
chapter then highlights nine practices used by reform champions, and shows how these
practices are associated with higher levels of both legitimacy and negotiation effectiveness,
thus offering a compelling explanation to account for the positive relationship between
democratic legitimacy and negotiation effectiveness.
I end with Chapter 5, discussing the implications and limitations of the findings, as
well as possible lines for future research.
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CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK, CONTEXT AND METHODS
Towards an Integrated Conceptual Framework of the Democratization Processes
Latin America under minimalist conceptions of democracy
Latin America has been a central region in both the second and third waves of
democratization (Huntington, 1991). The second wave was followed by an authoritarian
backlash, so generalized that in 1973 only two Latin American countries were ruled by a
democratically elected president. The third wave began just a few years later and had a
sweeping effect over the continent. Towards the end of 2000, all nations in the region
(except Cuba) were widely regarded as part of the democratic world (Freedom House,
2001) because their rulers had been elected in free and competitive elections.
Prevailing democracy indexes were, and still are, mostly dichotomist in nature (e.g.,
Freedom House, 2001; Huntington 1991), classifying nations in broad categories of
democratic vs. non-democratic. These indexes all reflect the general consensus that
dominated back then, both in the academia and in the public debate, with respect to the
advantages of minimalistic, procedural definitions, equating democracy with the existence
of free and competitive elections. In line with such a consensus, Freedom House
authoritatively celebrated: "the election of President Vicente Fox brought democracy to
Mexico after more than 70 years of virtual one-party government by the Institutional
Revolutionary Party."
Following the Schumpeterian (1942, p. 269) formulation of democracy as a
"method" where "individuals acquire political power to decide by means of a competitive
struggle for people's vote," the last four decades of the 20th century saw a growing number
of theorists and policy makers adhering to the idea that democracy could be reduced to a
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process of "selection of leaders through competitive elections" (Huntington, 1991, p.6).
Beyond participation in the electoral process, deliberation and decision-making could be
legitimately restricted to the elites.
Such a point of arrival contrasts significantly with other more Rousseaunian
approaches to democracy that emphasized the following ideas: a) that democracy is a
means towards the enactment of a "general will," the good of the people, or a societal
consensus that is readily accessible to the committed ruler, and/or b) that democratic
legitimacy rests on the ability of "every citizen" (Arendt, 1965; Patemran, 1970) to
participate in public deliberations and decision-making, so as to achieve authentic
government "by the people."
The idea of a "general will" was so effectively used by the fascist regimes that
propelled World War II that it was easy to dismiss by democracy theorists as anti-
pluralistic and potentially tyrannical. With regards to the proponents of participatory and
direct democracy, already towards the end of the 19th century, Weber's insights on the
logic of bureaucracy and the rationalization of decision-making pointed to very clear limits
on the feasibility of direct citizen control over collectively-binding decisions in modem
societies, with power being increasingly delegated to professionals with expert
competencies in evermore complex administrative bodies.
In addition to complexity, leading authors and social theorists of the first half of the
20 t century initiated the study of mass behavior and portrayed masses as all too often
irrational, undemocratic, dehumanized and subject to manipulation, particularly under the
influence of mass media controlled by charismatic leaders--as in the case of fascist regimes
in World War 1--or by the capitalist economic elites and their consumerist ideology (e.g.,
Ortega y Gasset, 1929; Freud 1921; Adorno & Horkheimer, 1947; Bernays, 1955; Arendt,
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1965). While some of these authors prescribed different forms of deliberation and
reflective practice as antidotes to mass behavior (e.g., Arendt, 1965), the irrationality of the
masses and its destructive potential suggested that broad political participation was in
tension--if not totally incompatible--with rational decision-making. A safe response to this
risk was simply to insulate the more rational and democratically inclined elites
(Kornhauser, 1959) from the masses.
Even if citizens were indeed rational, political participation was also deemed
unnecessary. Indeed, rational choice theorists were able to demonstrate that under the
assumption of perfect rationality the electoral process could work like a perfectly
competitive market, where social welfare could be optimized by having voters elect their
most preferred representative (see Downs, 1965).
In Latin America, the ideas advanced by European fascist regimes exerted influence
for several decades after WWI, in the form of more or less authoritarian expressions of
organic-statism (Stephan, 1978). In fact, according to Stephan, liberal democratic regimes
of the second wave of democratization were substituted by more authoritarian organic-
statist regimes under a promise of organizing a unitary "general will" by the hierarchical
structuration of interest representation and state mediation. Yet the appeal of organic-
statism declined sharply after the end of the cold war and the documentation of extreme
human rights abuses--in countries such as Chile, Argentine, Brazil and Mexico--
perpetuated in a logic of raison d'Etat, that resembled the Rousseaunian rhetoric of the
European fascist regimes. This decline of organic-statism led to rise to the third wave of
democratization.
By the end of the 1990s, both to the left and right of the political spectrum, social
thinkers had arrived at a similar conclusion: broad, reason-based political participation was
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very risky, unnecessary or impossible. Such a conclusion fed directly into what came to be
known as democratic elitism (Bachrach, 1976 in Avritzer p.14), or the widely shared
conclusion that the political participation of the masses could--and in fact should--be
limited to choosing, through elections, between elites. This ability to choose required some
basic political rights, but only as preconditions for free and competitive elections.
In short, as Huntington (1991, p. 6) said, "[b]y the 1970s the debate was over, and
Schumpeter had won." But along with the intellectual defeat of Rousseaunian approaches
came the de-intellectualization of the debate over the principles and sources of democratic
legitimacy. As Huntington proudly described, "Sweeping discussions of democracy in
terms of normative theory sharply declined ... and were replaced by efforts to understand
the nature of [existing] democratic institutions..." (p. 7)
This apparent end of the normative debates on democracy was almost in perfect
synchrony with the demise of the Communist regime and the end of the cold war. The free
world had triumphed over Communism. It was the time of the Washington Consensus'
(coined in 1989) and ideas like the "end of history" announced by Fukuyama (1992) in
reference to what he posited as the end of ideological struggle due to convergence towards
political and economic liberalism. The triumph of capitalism required no more than that
from democracy: a very basic system of rights (including property rights and freedom of
Wikipedia offers the following definition of this phrase:
The term Washington Consensus was coined in 1989 by the economist John Williamson to describe
a set of ten relatively specific economic policy prescriptions that he considered constituted the
"standard" reform package promoted for crisis-wracked developing countries by Washington, D.C.-
based institutions such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank, and the US Treasury
Department. The prescriptions encompassed policies in such areas as macroeconomic stabilization,
economic opening with respect to both trade and investment, and the expansion of market forces
within the domestic economy [...] Subsequently [...] the term [...I has come to be used fairly widely
in a second, broader sense, to refer to a more general orientation towards a strongly market-based
approach (sometimes described, typically pejoratively, as market fundamentalism or neoliberalism)
(Washington Consensus, 27 February, 2013)
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expression) and a competitive electoral system to provide the right environment for market
efficiency.
Latin American hybrid regimes
Two decades later, despite notable progress in the establishment of institutions for
electoral democracy under the Schumpeterian paradigm and the greater stability that these
institutions have enjoyed in the third wave, compared to the second wave, democracy in
the Latin America region is still facing profound challenges and even setbacks. These
challenges include:
Authoritarian practices and corruption. Forty-eight percent of the population in
Latin America and 55% in Mexico believe that facing corruption is the biggest challenge
of their democracy (Latinobarometer, 2011). The UNDP (2011) democracy report
concluded that democracy in the region is endangered, among other things, by the
concentration of power.
Crisis of violence and insecurity. Crime rates in Latin America grew from 8% in
2001 to 28% in 2011 (Latinobarometer, 2011). Mexico is struggling to define the exact
number of violent murders registered in the Calderon administration. According to the
latest count from an independent think-tank, the number is a total of 101,000 deaths, a toll
that is comparable to the total amount of violent deaths registered in the wars of the
Balkans and Iraq, with a total of 100,000 and 147,000 respectively (Flores, November 27,
2012). Murders of journalist have also reached their peak, from a total of 28 during the Fox
administration, to 84 under Calderon's rule ("Sexenio de Calder6n," 2013).
Persistence of deep inequities and unemployment. Twenty-one percent of the young
in Latin America neither work nor study, and only 18% of the population believe that the
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economic situation is "good or better." In Mexico, only 15% believe that income
distribution is fair. (Latinobarometer, 2011)
Crisis ofpolitical representation. Only 17% of Mexicans believe that government
rules for the good of all the people (Latinobarometer, 2011). Also, programmatic
differentiation and congruence is low according to the UNDP (2008), so that citizens are
not really choosing between alternatives that have committed to policies or ideologies that
differentiate each other clearly.
Excessive influence of de-facto powers in decision-making. Political leaders claim
that big business (80%) and media (65%) are the real power holders and that they, as
elected representatives, have very limited power (UNDP, 2004).
This pattern points to chronic democratic deficits in terms of both substantive
outcomes and procedural understandings of democracy, despite the prevalence of
competitive elections. They also suggest that Latin American regimes may be better
characterized as being hybrid regimes, since they are so far from the standards of
consolidated democracies, even under minimalistic conceptions, with extreme poverty and
de-facto powers effectively limiting participation in free and equitable elections.
Yet all regimes claim to be democratic and continue to be widely regarded as
democratic by the international community. Hence, it is no surprise that a high percentage
of the population in Latin America has little or no appreciation for democracy as they have
experienced it. According to the Latinobarometer (2011), only 58% of the population in
Latin America believe that democracy is preferable to authoritarian government. In Mexico
this percentage drops down to 40%. These figures suggest that the idea of democracy is
suffering a legitimacy crisis in the region. "Democracy is under stress" worldwide and in
Latina America, specifically, concluded the most recent Democracy Index report (2011).
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Now, it is also possible that this legitimacy crisis of democracy might also be
understood as a crisis of precisely the minimalistic understandings of democracy that
dominate the region, an understanding that has been devoid from the meaning, aspirations
and ideals that inspired the democratic movement during the first democratization wave,
back in the 18th century (Habermas, 1999).
This crisis of minimalist democracy comes hand in hand with the crisis of the
Washington Consensus or, generally speaking, a crisis of legitimacy of the market
economy as the primary prosperity-generating mechanism, particularly in light of
persistent or growing inequalities and youth unemployment (UNDP, 2011). Even the
economic and political elites of the region have paid the cost of democratic institutions
built around the elitist paradigm, as the data on chronic corruption and growing insecurity
suggest.
Not surprisingly, the mainstream response to the deficits of minimalistic conceptions
of democracy and their results has been the resurgence of Rousseaunian definitions of
democracy, in either versions described above, combined with a strong influence from
critical theory and the post-modem critique of liberal democracy that views it as mere
reflections of Western capitalist interests.
The famous UNDP (2004) democracy report provided ample evidence of the
excessive influence of big media and business that critical theorists had described since the
first half of the 20th century (see quote above). Such evidence, along with the huge income
inequalities of the region, explain the great influence that Rousseaunian approaches and
critical theory have had in the region, mainly among left-wing intellectuals, social
movements and the political left, all of which advocate a return to stronger state
interventions. Democracy is equated with a strong state with genuine distributive
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capacities. In fact, one of the key recommendations of the latest UNDP democracy reports
(2011) is precisely to strengthen the distributive capacity of the state and to expand social
welfare.
Moreover, Rousseaunian approaches that rely on the concept of a readily accessible
"general will" have been appropriated by neo-populist regimes in Venezuela, Bolivia, and
Ecuador (and increasingly in Argentina), where democratically elected presidents have
contested constitutional controls and led major constitutional redesign in favor of stronger
executive power to intervene in the economy and redistribute wealth, even at the cost of
infringing basic rights. Liberal democracy theorists as well as influential opinion leaders
from around the world view these regimes as setbacks for democracy, so that Bolivia,
Ecuador and Venezuela rank at the bottom, among Latin American countries, on several
non-dichotomist indexes (e.g., Democracy Index, 2012). But others argue that these
regimes are popular because they are among the only ones in the region that are leading to
concrete and genuine processes of income redistribution and effectively constraining de-
facto powers such as media and big business, which is probably why Venezuela, Bolivia
and Argentina rank at the top of support for democracy (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Support for democracy in Latin America'
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1From the Latinobarometer, 2011.
According to the Latinobarometro (2011), what the people in the region want is:
"governments working for the good of the majority and not the minority; they want to see
governments working to redistribute income, they want to see governments distributing the
benefits of progress" (p. 34). According to the same source, in Venezuela, Ecuador,
Argentina and Bolivia, 39, 34, 30 and 30% of the population, respectively, believe that
government works for the good of the people, which is around double what it is in Mexico,
with only 17%.
In practice, however, these regimes also operate under minimalist democratic
premises. They have little regard for checks and balances because they need strong
executive powers to fulfill "the general will"; they expose a weak commitment to building
a robust system of rights; and show disregard for the formal processes that may grant
legitimacy to the claim that the charismatic ruler is actually representing the "public good,"
so long as the majority are cheering, be it through state controlled referendum, tightly
controlled electoral processes or mass mobilization.
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All in all, the region as a whole faces deep challenges in terms of the persistence of
authoritarian practices, rampant corruption and extreme poverty, as well as different forms
of social polarization, conflict escalation and violence that describe hybrid regimes rather
than consolidated democracies (Avritzer, 2001; UNDP, 2011; UNDP, 2004). The region
itself is also polarized between liberal democratic regimes that have failed to generate the
minimum levels of substantive equality that equal participation requires, versus the
populist leftist regimes that may be effectively redistributing wealth, but lack controls on
authoritarian abuse and a clear strategy to promote sustained economic growth.
Both types of regimes face the challenge of resolving the dialectic tension between
freedom and equality; both types of regimes are myriad with democratic deficits; and
perhaps with the exceptions of Uruguay and Costa Rica, neither has managed to move
steadily beyond a state of hybrid or flawed democracy that seems to perpetuate itself over
time.
This protracted state of hybridism or flawed democracy is not adequately explained
by mainstream theories of democratization. Democratization theory (O'Donnell, 1973;
Linz & Stephan, 1996; Schmitter, 1995), still influenced primarily by the assumptions of
elitist democracy (Schumpeter, 1942; Downs, 1956; Sartori, 1987), tends to focus on the
role of political elites and to explain democratization as the result of a negotiation or pact
among its factions in favor of peaceful institutional arrangement for the distribution of
power. These theories were convincing in explaining transitions from a succession of
unstable authoritarian regimes towards electoral democracy, but have difficulties in
predicting authoritarian backlashes and explaining protracted hybridism in so-called
electoral democracies.
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Backlashes have been convincingly explained by reference to culture (Almond &
Verba, 1963; Diamond, Linz & Lipset, 1989; Huntingtion, 1991; Moises, 1995; Peruzzotti,
1997; Putnam, 1993). These authors have been effective in describing cultural barriers that
characterize hybridism, both within the elites and the masses, and to identify values and
attitudes that increase the probability of an authoritarian backlash. Anthropological
perspectives have also produced valuable insights in terms of understanding persistent
clientelism and patronage (e.g., Garcia Canclini, 1995; Damatta, 1985). However, these
authors lack a theory of action with a clear normative orientation that describes a way out
from within the hybrid regime. At most, these approaches may inspire different forms of
mass mobilization, civil disobedience or outright violence to overthrow the illegitimate
regime, with again no clear theory as to how a truly democratic or just regime can be built
after the defeat of the existing one.
This dissertation looks at six cases of legal reform where social actors and/or
members of the political elite sought to address democratic deficits that are typical of
hybrid regimes, with varying degrees of success. In doing so, I hope to shed light on the
dynamics that may lead to effective change from within hybrid regimes, towards
democratization.
Table 1 summarizes the democratic deficits and the contributions to democratization
of each reform:
Table 1: Democratic Deficits and Reform Outcomes
DEMOCRATIC DEFICITS THAT WHAT KIND OF WHAT HAS BEEN THE OVERALL
REFORM SOUGHT TO OUTCOME WOULD OUTCOME OF THE REFORM APPRAISAL OF
ADDRESS ADDRESS SUCH IMPACT ON
DEFICITS DEMOCRACY
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MEDIA REFORM 2007
1. Restrictions on freedom of
expression associated with a
history of discretionary
control of the Executive over
the media industry.
2. Inequalities in the abilities
to participate in public
discussion due to a monopolist
control over the TV industry.
TRANSPARENCY REFORM
2007
Limited accountability
associated with poor and
unequal quality of legislation
to protect the right to access
public information at the state
and municipal levels.
ELECTORAL REFORM 2007
Inequalities in electoral
competition due to:
1. excessive influence in
electoral competition of the
corporate sector and media
industry due to unequal access
to advertisement in TV and
radio, and
2. lack of trust from the
opposition in the impartiality
of the Federal Electoral
Institute, and the associated
decline in citizen trust in
electoral institutions.
1. An independent
regulatory body of
experts with real
enforcement power and
decision-making
autonomy.
2. A more competitive
and plural
broadcasting industry.
State legislation
establishes mechanisms
for transparency and
information access that:
a) adhere to
international standards
of transparency, and
b) are used by citizens.
4 I-
1. Effective mechanism
to secure equitable
access to advertisement
in radio and TV among
electoral competitors.
2. Citizen trust in
electoral institutions
increases.
1. Independent regulatory body
was created but has had limited
independence and effectiveness.
2. No new private broadcasting
permits have been issued after
seven years of reform.
Concentration rates remain
unchanged at 97% market
share by the two industry
leaders: Televisa and TV Azteca.
a) 28 out of 32 states have
reformed their constitutions
after the reform to increase
transparency standards; 29
have established independent
deliberative bodies to protect
the right to access information;
budget for state transparency
increased 70%.
b) 27 states of 32 have
established the same online
system for information
solicitation designed by IFAI.
The number of information
solicitations at the state level
has increased more than three-
fold in three years.
1. New communication model
that mandates equity in access
to radio and TV among political
parties is operating at 97%
compliance rates, since 2009, at
both federal and state level.
BUT: Only political parties have
access to advertisement in
elections.
2. In 2012, levels of citizen trust
in the Federal Electoral Institute
rose from the low levels of
2006, and are now closer to the
levels of 2000.
Ineffective
change
Effective change
with significant
and non-
ambiguous
impacts on
democratization
Effective change
with significant
but ambiguous
impacts on
democratization
(clear impact on
equality, but
ambiguous impact
on free
participation)
________________________ I ___________________ I _________________________ J. _______________
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FISCAL REFORM 2007
Structural inequalities in
ability to participate freely due
to extreme poverty and
persistent relationships of
clientelism and patronage,
perpetuated by:
1. limited state capacity to
redistribute income, and
2. accountability limited by
systematic inconsistencies in
accounting standards and
criteria for public spending at
the state and municipal levels,
which enable the perpetuation
of clientelism and patronage.
SECURITY AND JUSTICE
REFORM 2008
1. An overcrowded and
power-based penal justice
system impedes equal access
to justice and constrains
reason-based decision-making
by judicial authorities.
2. Rising rates of crime and
violence limiting all basic
freedoms.
1. An increase in tax
revenues through
progressive taxation
equivalent to 5% of GDP.
2. State and municipal
governments adopt
shared and consistent
accounting standards
and objective criteria for
public spending.
1. Adoption and
effective
implementation of
justice reform lead to an
increase in accessibility
and impartiality of the
justice system.
2. Executive powers to
fight organized crime
are a) used rationally
and subjected to
effective judicial
controls, and b) lead to a
reduction in crime,
impunity and/or
violence rates.
1. A new direct tax on corporate
income and other fiscal
adjustments lead to an increase
in tax revenues by 1.4% of GDP.
2. State and municipal levels are
now following shared and
consistent accounting standards
and a criteria favoring
investments in infrastructure
now constraints discretionary
spending.
1. The new justice system is
operating at least partially in 13
states; states under full
implementation are
experiencing a more democratic
justice system. Full
implementation of reform is
part of the Pact for Mexico
signed by the three leading
parties.
2. Several different sources
suggest systematic abuse of
precautionary imprisonment
with ineffective judicial
controls. No evidence of
reductions in impunity levels,
crime or violence.
Effective change
with modest
impacts on
democratization
(somewhat
greater
redistributive
capacity of the
state and higher
standards for
accountability)
Effective change
with significant
but ambiguous
impacts on
democratization
(important steps
towards a reason-
based and equality
in the justice
system, but
negative impacts
basic freedoms)
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PEMEX REFORM 2008
Reason-based decision-
making and accountability
over PEMEX, a key state asset,
is limited by:
1. short-term planning of
energy policy and discretional
decision-making, and
2. legal and ideological
constraints on the
administration of the
nationally owned oil industry.
1. Deliberative bodies of
independent experts
acquire decision-making
powers for long-term
planning.
2. Elimination of legal
constraints on the
efficient administration
of PEMEX's assets are
eliminated, under strict
accountability; leads to
an increase in long-term
profits and investment
1. A Commission for
Hydrocarbon Policy, and a more
plural PEMEX Board of
Directors, are now in charge of
long-term planning, with the
inclusion of independent
experts designated jointly by
the Executive and Congress.
2. Too early to assess. But only
few incentivized contracts have
been signed with the private
sector and the citizen bonds
introduced by the reform have
not been issued.
Effective change
with modest
impacts on
democratization
(mechanisms to
increase reason-
based decision
making are
operating with
limited evidence
on effectiveness)
The deliberative turn
In the midst of this polarized debate on democracy, the deliberative turn has
contested both thin conceptions of democracy and left-wing Rousseaunian definitions or
post-modem critiques of democracy, while integrating their respective concerns in a
powerful analytical apparatus that has only recently begun to influence democratization
theory (i.e., Avritzer, 2002).
Under the deliberative turn (Dryzek, 2002), democracy is a dynamic system and
open-ended project designed to produce democratic legitimacy that results from: "The
ability of all individuals, subject to a collective decision, to engage in authentic
deliberation about that decision [and the degree to which] the decision... could be justified
to them in convincing terms" (Dryzek, 2000:V). Under such an approach, minimalistic
definitions of democracy are criticized on the basis of ample evidence of systematic
distortions in decision-making that emerge when democratic participation is limited to
elections, including but not limited to the excessive influence of the de-facto powers in
politics; the erosion of trust in elected representatives; and the decline of political
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participation and support for democracy that characterizes many Latin American regimes
(UNDP, 2004 & 2011; Latinobarometro, Democracy Index, 2011) and even well
established democracies (Fung & Olin, 2003; Democracy Index, 2011). These distortions
affect the very fairness and competitiveness of electoral processes, and also the
responsiveness of democratically elected representatives.
This is why the deliberative turn posits that a responsive democracy requires political
participation beyond elections. At the very least, democracy requires an active, noisy and
unconstrained public sphere where citizens problematize, contest and influence formal
decision-making by elected representatives (e.g., Habermas, 1999). Without such a public
sphere, elected representatives are prone to respond more readily to economic and political
interests that may be far removed from the public interest. Other deliberation theorists
advocate more structured efforts at expanding citizen participation in collective decision-
making through innovative institutional designs that allow for more citizens to participate,
so long as such participation is based on deliberative practices (Fung & Olin, 2003;
Avritzer, 2002; Cohen & Arato, 1992).
On the other hand, the deliberative turn is also critical of the neo-populist definitions
of democracy because it acknowledges both pluralism and complexity. Building on the
pluralist tradition, deliberation theorists acknowledge that modern societies are better
characterized as a mosaic of values, interest groups, ethnicities, religions and ideologies, so
that the definition of a "general will" is problematic, if not impossible. At the same time,
the complexity of modern societies imposes logistical and epistemic constraints on the
feasibility and efficacy of direct democracy.
Responsive bureaucracies require expert knowledge and decision-making powers to
provide timely and high-quality public services. Subjecting the decisions of these
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bureaucracies to direct forms of democracy such as town hall meetings or referendums
may have serious unintended consequences such as manipulation by a minority, tyranny of
the majority, polarization, impasse or apathy (Mansbridge, 1980) that risk limiting the
legitimacy of the democratic process itself and may well bias the outcome in detriment of
minority rights or the majority itself, hence the need for democratically elected
representatives who may be accountable for these risks and should have powers to make
executive decisions when risks outweigh expected benefits.
In short, contemporary deliberative democrats (Habermas, 1999; Cohen, 1997;
Elster, 1998; Dryzek, 2002; Avritzer, 2002; Fung & Wright, 2003) are aware of
complexity but caution against encroachment of political and economic powers in
decision-making. Hence, they support representative democracy, while advocating
experimentation with different forms of broader democratic participation as a complement
to elected representation and expert decision-making, but require-ultimately-that any
collectively binding decision made by an elite be subjected to critical examination in an
unconstrained public sphere (Habermas, 1999).
With varying degrees of emphasis, deliberation theory has looked at two types of
deliberative process: a) deliberations among a relatively small group of decisions-makers
or citizens, and b) broad public discussions in the unconstrained public sphere. Mansbridge
et al. (2011) have highlighted the importance of looking at both levels and how they might
interact. But the purpose is always the same: to produce democratic legitimacy.
Constitutional democracies are designed to generate democratic legitimacy by
enhancing reason-based decision-making among free and equal citizens, while distributing
functions among elected representative, governmental branches, and the citizenry, to
account for complexity. This is one of the main insights of Habermas' (1999) discourse
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theory of democracy. In the case of Congress, the legislative process had built-in
mechanisms to enhance public discussion and accountability.
This doesn't mean that decision-making in Congress adheres to the highest standards
of deliberation, because the logic of the economic and political systems and the particular
interests they serve will always be a threat to the possibility of reason-based decision-
making. Rather, it only means that there are formal processes and a system of rights that
are designed to enable deliberation among representatives of different ideologies and
constituencies or, at the very least, in the public sphere, from which powerful insights may
emerge and influence public opinion, so as to activate decision-making that incorporates
these insights. And when the law-making processes fall prey to particularistic interests,
judicial review offers another phase of deliberative practices in which the congruence of
the new law with democratic principles established in the constitution is discussed among
highly experienced experts in constitutional law, usually in the context of public discussion
to which the court is inevitably permeable.
Habermas (1999), like most critical theorists, also posits that the task of the
progressive intellectuals is to investigate and uncover systematic distortions in decision-
making. However, in the context of the chronic distortion and deficits of democratic
legitimacy that hybrid regimes exhibit, it seems more fruitful to investigate, rather, what
kind of practices enable processes of democratic reform that address democratic deficits;
and then investigate why they manage to effectively influence the decision-making process
even in the face of systematic distortions that run counter to democratic principles.
Now, because hybrid regimes and even well-established democracies are
characterized by the presence of de-facto powers with undemocratic privileges and a
disproportionate influence in decision-making, a significant change in the direction of
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democratization is prone to being resisted by the informal veto power of these actors.
Hence, change in such a context will require strategic action to build powerful coalitions or
creatively solve the underlying conflicts of interests, as part of an effective negotiation.
However, mainstream deliberation theory (i.e., Elster, 1998; Habermas, 1999) portrays
negotiations--and more generally, strategic action that is oriented to success--as running
counter to the logic of reason-based deliberations that are necessary to produce shared
understanding and democratically legitimate decisions.
I will argue that the deliberative turn must incorporate negotiation as part of the
repertoire of action that is required for legitimate decision-making and democratic change.
In fact, I will show that deliberation and negotiation may actually complement and
reinforce each other in enabling institutional change that furthers democratization within
hybrid regimes.
This argument is consistent with contemporary negotiation approaches (Fisher &
Ury, 1981; Lewicki, Saunders, & Barry, 2011; Susskind & Cruikshank, 1987; Thompson,
2001; Walton & McKersie, 1965) that highlight the possibility of mutual gains by
exploring, through constructive dialogue, the interests of both sides as well as possible
solutions to address conflicts of interest, instead of traditional power-based or positional
bargaining tactics.
Democratization and hybridism under the deliberative turn
From the perspective of the deliberative turn, democratization cannot be reduced to
the spread of free and competitive elections to more countries. Rather, democratization is
better understood as the extension of the number ofpeople who can effectively participate
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in collective decisions, the scope of issues and areas of coexistence that are subject to
democratic control and the quality or authenticity of this control in deliberative terms.
A deliberative and systemic approach to democratization also allows for an
integration of ends and means, because democratization can only result and be sustained by
processes of rational argumentation oriented to produce institutions that protect and further
the system of rights that free and equal participation requires. In turn, free and equal
participation in decision-making will tend to expand and further strengthen the system of
rights, providing citizens with greater levels of entitlements and a fair share in prosperity.
Conversely, a systemic approach to democracy also helps diagnose and understand
how the hybrid regime works and the dynamics that prevent it from evolving toward more
robust forms of democracy.
Figure 2: Cycle of hybridism under minimalistic conceptions of democracy
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As Figure 2 illustrates, deficits in substantive democracy (i.e., limited access to
justice, inequality, discrimination against minorities, violence and insecurity, etc.) allow
for the perpetuation of authoritarian and adversarial practices by a political elite that feels
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empowered by the popular vote, because it shares minimalist ideas of democracy.
Decisions are thus controlled by a few and reflect the interests of those few. In turn,
because power is not perfectly concentrated in a single hand, partly because some basic
freedoms are effectively in place, decisions are often contested or blocked by those
affected or marginalized by these decisions, leading to impasse, conflict escalation and
violence that are often resolved with further encroachment or violation of existing rights to
enact the authoritarian decision. Conflict escalation and violence also reflect the societal
contempt and disregard for the minimalist democratic institutions that are fed by
illegitimate decision-making.
Because this cycle leads to growing levels of conflict escalation and violence, these
regimes are inherently unstable, which explains the high levels of regime change in the
region. Unfortunately, most of time, regime change means nothing but the replacement of
one elite with another, equally prone to authoritarian practices, and with a similar mindset
of minimalist democracy. The fact that such replacement takes place through competitive
elections doesn't change the fundamental dynamics of the hybrid regime. Over time,
however, the mechanic replacement of elites leads to cynicisms towards liberal democratic
institutions and increases chances of populist backlash.
Note that the mindset generated by minimalist conceptions of democracy is at the
core of this dynamic facing both types of regimes in Latin America--liberal democratic or
left-wing populist. Such a mindset often works against the interest of the elite that
overestimates its power to impose arbitrary decisions that lead, ultimately, to impasse and
conflict escalation and, sooner or later, to replacement.
Some of the time, however, these same regimes operate under a different logic and
institutions experience genuine improvements in terms of democracy understood
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deliberatively. Variations in the frequency with which some regimes in the region adopt
this alternative logic might account for the growing disparities in the quality of democracy
within the region. In fact, according to the Democracy Index (201 1)--a more recent, non-
dichotomist measure that takes into account variables such as political participation and
political culture, beyond elections--Uruguay and Costa Rica are among the 20 highest
ranking democracies. Uruguay ranks just above the US and the UK, while Costa Rica, just
one place below the latter, ranks above Belgium, France and Spain. In contrast, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Venezuela and Haiti are all below Iraq and Burundi, closer to the bottom of the
list.
A few contemporary democratization theorists have sought to capture this alternative
dynamic in recent studies that emphasized the role of civil society actors, their democratic
practices and the institutional innovations they have advocated and advanced during the
last two decades (Avritzer, 2002; Murillo & Pizano, 2003). In particular, the goal of
Avritzer (2002) has been to provide an alternative democratization theory, based on both
the deliberative turn and contemporary social movements theory (Melucci, 1980; Swidler,
1995; Tilly, 1986), grounded on concrete experiences of democratic change in the region.
Indeed, by looking at concrete processes of recent democratic change in Brazil,
Argentina and Mexico, Avritzer (2002) shows how social actors innovated practices that
furthered democratic principles and were later institutionalized, as in the case of
independent electoral observation in Mexico, neighborhood associations in Brazil and
human rights activism in Argentina. By describing these cases of institutionalized
deliberative practices, Avrizter persuasively shows how political developments in Latin
America are not entirely determined by the logic of the hybrid cycle, but rather leave space
for the advancement of the democratization process.
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However, Avritzer (2002) says nothing about the political process by which these
social actors managed to effectively influence decision-making and translate their practices
into legal change in contexts where powerful interest groups may have informal veto
power. Such investigation would require assessing negotiations and, more broadly,
strategic action--oriented to success--of the kind deliberation theorists tend to neglect.
In contrast to Avritzer (2002), I investigate deliberative practices and negotiation
tactics deployed by reform champions in six cases of legal reform advanced in Mexico, in
the period of 2006-2009, and posit that democratization in these hybrid regimes requires
both a) communicative action that generates shared understandings among decision-
makers and the broader public sphere, and b) strategic action oriented to the effective
negotiation of democratic changes.
This evidence is used to ground an integrated framework of endogenous
democratization. Such a framework is an inverted version of the hybrid regime
authoritarian dynamic, one that I believe captures both the experiences described by
Avritzer (2002) and the cases that I have chosen for this essay.
Figure 3 depicts how rights and entitlements (even if limited) enable reform
champions--with a mindset that understands democratic deficits as well as the role of
deliberations and negotiations in enabling change--to pursue institutional reform based on
deliberation and public discussion, but that also has to be negotiated at the level of the
political elite. Because they are the product of good processes, the agreements reached will
enjoy high levels of democratic legitimacy and the associated decisions will be perceived
as being "for the people and by the people." Legitimate institutional change will enjoy
wide public support and will further expand or strengthen the system of rights and
entitlements.
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Figure 3. Democratization from within a hybrid regime
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In contrast with Avritzer (2002), I will argue that innovative democratic practices
among the "political elite" are a prerequisite for the institutionalization of democratic
changes in Mexico, while acknowledging the importance of public deliberation and social
actors. My viewpoint is at the intersection between the political elite and the public sphere,
characterized by different forms of negotiation and deliberation.
Furthermore, while Avritzer acknowledges the importance of normative standards
for democratization, he offers no clear normative criteria to assess the quality of the
practices deployed by the social actors in the process of innovating and institutionalizing
their innovations. In contrast, I propose sets of criteria to assess both deliberative practices
and negotiation effectiveness.
Quality of Deliberation: Assessing Democratic Legitimacy
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Under the deliberative turn, democratic legitimacy should be measured by the quality
of the deliberations on which decisions are based. According to most deliberation theorists,
democratic legitimacy rests at least on three essential pillars that make quality
deliberations:
a) Equality in the rights and ability of members of the community to decide or
exert influence on issues of public concern.
b) Freedom to participate in opinion formation and decision-making without
coercion.
c) Reason-based argumentation as the basis for collective decision-making, broadly
defined as the reciprocal exchange and thoughtful consideration of public-
spirited reasons in pursuit of shared understandings.
Furthermore, because of the limitations that complexity (Habermas, 1999; Avritzer,
2002) imposes on citizens to participate in high-quality deliberations on all collectively
binding decisions--both in terms of the time and the knowledge that would be required by
complexity--the combination of democratically elected representatives, separation of
powers and expert control over bureaucratic apparatuses plays a fundamental role in
ensuring quality deliberations and decision-making in the everyday working of
government. However, because our ideal includes all individuals, it is necessary to add a
fourth pillar:
d) Accountability to ensure that every citizen may exercise the right to participate in
the public scrutiny of any decision on issues of public concern in an
unconstrained and non-binding public sphere, in addition to the standard checks
and balances provided by other expert or democratically elected deliberative
bodies.
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Complexity and specialization is one of the central features of the legislative process,
where the legal system has grown increasingly sophisticated and technically intricate.
Therefore, direct participation of all those affected by the decision is unfeasible. However,
deliberations among elected representatives may very well vary in terms of the equality,
freedom and rationality of the exchange, in both formal and informal discussions, either
public or private. It is also possible to directly integrate social actors and key stakeholders
representing the different perspectives in different kinds of private and public deliberative
forums; referendums and public consultations may also enrich any law-making process.
These practices may directly increase the equality and freedom of participation beyond
elected representatives.
At the very least, the legislative process requires public discussion and reason giving
that may be subject to discussion and public scrutiny by every citizen in the unconstrained
and non-binding public sphere. Ideally, there should be enough time to allow for these
informal public discussions within the public sphere to exert influence on the final
decision.
This feature of the process is a built-in legal requirement for the law-making process
in most constitutional democracies at different stages (committees and plenary sessions)
and in both chambers (and state legislatures in the case of constitutional reforms).
However, most constitutional democracies also establish exceptions to these requirements
by way of different fast-track alternatives, all of which require a majority vote but may
significantly reduce the democratic legitimacy of a reform if used to circumvent public
scrutiny and not on the basis of a genuine public interest cause, such as a financial crisis,
an armed invasion or a natural disaster, that may indeed require an emergency response.
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Value Claiming and Value Creation: Assessing Negotiation Effectiveness
Broadly defined, negotiation theorists have characterized negotiation as "the process
by which two or more parties try to resolve perceived incompatible goals" (Carnevale &
Pruitt, 1992, pg.) or try to create something new that parties cannot unilaterally achieve by
engaging in "creative problem-solving that aims to achieve mutual gains" ("Negotiation",
2013). Taken literally, deliberations may also fall into the latter part of this definition to the
extent that they create new shared understandings and binding decisions that cannot be
unilaterally achieved. However, it is also widely accepted that negotiation, in contrast to
deliberation, is "an issue of strategy [where] the purpose ... is to maximize your surplus"
(Thompson, 2001).
Hence, for the purposes of this essay, I will define negotiation as aprocess of
interaction where two or more parties seek to advance a set of interests--that may be more
or less compatible--by reaching a mutually agreeable or acceptable outcome. In contrast
to mainstream definitions of negotiation that emphasize the resolution or the construction
of an agreement, this definition highlights the individual or partisan pursuit of interests, so
as to emphasize the theoretical differences between deliberation and negotiation.
At the very least, an effective negotiation is one that ends with a "mutually agreeable
outcome" (Pruitt, 1983). However, mainstream negotiation theory (Walton & McKersie,
1965; Lewicki et al., 2011; Thompson, 2001) has traditionally distinguished between two
key dimensions or sub-processes common to almost any negotiation. On the one hand,
theory and practice of negotiation are concerned about the value claimed by each of the
parties in the negotiation, which is the portion of the total value that each party
appropriates as a result of the agreement reached. The sub-process of claiming value--or
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the type/style of negotiation that focuses on this dimension of a negotiation--is labeled
distributive bargaining or adversarial negotiation.
On the other hand, contemporary negotiation theory and practice emphasize a second
dimension, which relates to the total surplus or value created by the final agreement that
results from the negotiation. The sub-process of focusing on such value creation is
integrative bargaining and the style of negotiation that is more concerned with this
dimension is generally termed the interest-based or mutual-gains approach (Susskind,
1998).2 The central premise of value creation is that parties come to the table with multiple
interests that they prioritize differently, such that there is usually a combination of
common, opposite and compatible interests. Thus, it is possible to create surplus or value
through log-rolling--a tactic that involves exchanging concessions on different issues, so as
to exploit differences in parties' priorities--or by focusing on common interests (Lewicki et
al., 2011).
In negotiation theory (i.e., Lewicki et al., 2011) interests are generally understood as
the set of underlying needs, goals and aspirations that negotiators expect to achieve or
satisfy through the negotiation; they can be tangible or intangible; explicit or hidden;
substantive, procedural or relationship-oriented. Interests are commonly contrasted with
positions, which are specific outcomes that parties claim, very often without much
2 Walton & McKersie (1965) emphasize two additional dimensions or sub-processes, which are a) the set of
attitudes of negotiators toward the process and b) intra-organizational bargaining. Attitudes--which can be
anything from cooperative, or in good faith, to competitive or even vindictive in cases of conflict escalation--
and the way in which these might evolve throughout the process are key in structuring the context of the
negotiations and may have a decisive impact on the relationships of trust among those who were involved in
the negotiation and on negotiation outcomes themselves. However important, this dimension is either
instrumental to claiming or creating value, or a source of intangible value in itself, but not per se a dimension
to assess the effectiveness of a negotiation. Hence, I decided not to include it as a separate criterion. On the
other hand, intra-organizational bargaining refers to the internal negotiations within each side of the
negotiation. While this is clearly an important dimension in any political negotiation, particularly where
multiple parties and their respective constituencies are involved, precisely because there are so many parties
involved, it is beyond the scope of this study to assess the quality of these intra-party negotiations, unless
they become salient in relation to the other dimensions of the negotiation.
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flexibility. The term positional bargaining is widely understood as negotiations that are
anchored on positions and focus on value claiming, and is used almost interchangeably
with the term distributive bargaining, both of which are contrasted with interest based
negotiations (Walton & McKersie, 1965), which many use as a synonym for mutual gains
or integrative bargaining, because it focuses on exploring interests to create value before
distributing the surplus.
These two dimensions, value claimed and value created, offer a more nuanced
understanding of negotiations, beyond "mutually agreeable" solutions, and may be used as
criteria to assess negotiation effectiveness. More precisely:
Value claimed refers to the value attained by the focal actors as a result of the reform
when compared to the status quo or the best alternative to a negotiated agreement
(BATNA). Such value is usually the function of at least three variables: a) the interests of
the focal actor, b) his or her leverage in the negotiation, and c) the value created through
win-win solutions embedded in the final agreement.
By leverage or power, I mean real and perceived ability to attain desired outcomes.
In a negotiation, there are many sources of leverage or power, typically including different
forms of political influence or economic advantage, social capital, the relative strength of
supporting and blocking coalitions, and even the threat of the use of violence. But there are
also other sources of power on which value can be claimed, including access to credible
information, technical expertise, personal charisma, moral authority and even legitimacy,
as French & Raven (1959) pointed out. Most of these sources of leverage may be
encompassed in the concept of BATNA, which is "the course of action that will be taken
by a party if the current negotiations fail and an agreement cannot be reached. BATNA is
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the key focus and the driving force behind a successful negotiator. A party should
generally not accept a worse resolution than its BATNA" (Wikipedia, 2013).
Value created is the value generated by the agreement reached by parties, compared
to the status quo. If both parties manage to claim at least some value, compared to their
BATNA, then we can conclude that at least some value was created. The sources of value
creation are usually the differences in interests, priorities or preferences and their
exploitation through simple exchange or "log-rolling"; different forms of collaboration
towards common interests; and creative solutions to address the interest of one or more
parties at a zero or low cost to the others.
Contemporary negotiation theory and practice (Fisher & Ury, 1981; Lewicki,
Saunders, & Barry, 2011; Susskind & Cruikshank, 1987) recommend that parties first
explore interests and different options for value creation, before engaging in value
claiming. Such a sequence of efforts is the essence of mutual-gains or interest-based
approaches to negotiations. However, it has also been acknowledged that there is often a
tension between value creation and value claiming that gives rise to mixed-motive
negotiations where parties may see value in collaboration but may also fear exploitation or
disadvantageous concessions (e.g., Bazerman & Hoffman, 2003; Lax & Sebenius, 1986).
In fact, Arrow et al. (1995) identify several barriers to a mutual-gains approach or interest-
based bargaining that center on value creation before value claiming.
Nonetheless, most theorists and practitioners (e.g. Fisher & Ury, 1981; Lewicki et
al., 2011) now widely acknowledge that effective negotiators rank high on both
dimensions, and do so because they strive at understanding and satisfying their own
interests and the interests of the counterparts. By showing concern for interests of all
parties at the table, effective negotiators prevent costly conflict, build trust for future
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collaboration, and also claim more value for themselves, in the medium and long run by,
virtue of both the value created and the sustained collaboration, hence the value of these
two concepts as criteria to assess the effectiveness of negotiations in any arena.
Furthermore, in political processes, a negotiations approach that centers on
generating trust and a free flow of information will be more conducive to high quality
deliberations.
In the case of the legislative process, political negotiations are a central part of law-
making in almost any country. This is particularly true in Mexico, because no single
political party or stable coalition has had a majority in both chambers since 1997.
However, these political negotiations take place in the context of highly adversarial
electoral competition that often extends throughout the entire electoral cycle. Hence,
tensions inevitably arise between value creation and value claiming, and generating sound
deliberative processes becomes a significant challenge, which partly explains why so many
attempts at legal reform end at an impasse or have a low quality of outcomes.
Although many actors may have a voice in the legislative process, they become
relevant actors in the negotiation only to the extent that they may have formal decision-
making power or some kind of veto power (whether formal or informal). Hence, the
number of parties in any negotiation of this kind will vary significantly across cases.
However, in assessing the negotiation effectiveness of the processes I analyze, I focus on
the value claimed and created specifically by reform champions, in terms of their interests
and the interests of their counterparts.
Integrating Democratic Legitimacy and Negotiation Effectiveness
Beyond the dichotomist divide between strategic and communicative action
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I will use the criteria outlined above to assess both the quality of deliberations--in the
form of democratic legitimacy--and the negotiation effectiveness of the practices employed
by reform champions in pursuing institutional reform in the Mexican Congress. These two
dimensions can be integrated into the following two-by-two matrix, illustrating different
paths to institutional reform.
Figure 4. Processes of Institutional Change
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institutional institutional
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No change nor
democratic Democratic
deliberation deliberation
w/ no change
Democratic legitimacy
The cases in this dissertation will be used to illustrate that an ongoing
democratization process from within the hybrid system, at least in context of multi-partisan
regimes (including bi-partisan regimes seeking constitutional reform), will better sustain
itself in the upper-right corner, and that discrete reform processes that locate themselves in
this quadrant will lead to more stable, effective and legitimate outcomes.
In contrast, processes of high quality deliberation that do not lead, eventually, to the
formation of a winning coalition that is willing to vote for a formal institutional change
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(lower-right corner) fail to solve the problem they intended to address, no matter how
inclusive the discussions or how reasonable the insights they might have generated. Hence,
they will lose credibility, generating a move towards the lower-left corner, unless future
negotiations build on these insights and allow for a move towards the upper-right corner.
In contrast, decisions based on highly effective negotiations that may well manage to
build a winning coalition, but have low levels of democratic legitimacy (upper-left corner),
belong to the dynamics of the protracted hybrid regime and will hardly move the
democratic process forward. Moreover, even if there is merit in the context of these elitist
decisions, they will more likely be contested and opposed during implementation by social
actors excluded from the process, thus hurting the long-term effectiveness of the
negotiations by virtue of their instability.
While negotiations and deliberative democracy are two different fields of study that
have interacted very little, recent efforts to bridge these two fields (i.e., Mansbridge et al.,
2010) suggest that negotiations and deliberations exist as pure action prototypes only in
theory. Perhaps the two key differences are that negotiations admit power differences and
their strategic use for the party's advantage, while deliberation is deliberation to the extent
that reasons and not pure power are deployed; and deliberations seek democratic
legitimacy, while negotiations are concerned with the advancement of the interests of a
given focal actor.
This is why Mansbridge et al., (2010) have argued that integrative negotiations may
well be part of a deliberation, as long as power is not the main force driving the decision-
making. In turn, political negotiations may well be democratically legitimate if they have
been informed by reason-based discussion and the results can stand on their own under
public scrutiny.
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Despite the thin line distinguishing deliberation from negotiation in practice,
democratic theory, even under the deliberative turn, has traditionally contrasted bargaining
or negotiation against deliberation as almost opposite decision-making procedures
(Habermas, 1999; Elster, 1998). The former is characterized by a mechanical exchange of
concessions or "log-rolling" where parties seek to reach agreements based on strategic and
self-interested considerations and using power to claim more value for themselves.
Generally speaking, negotiation falls into what Habermas (1999) labels strategic action. In
contrast, deliberation requires, as a precondition, that participants engage in
communicative action (Habermas, 1999), a prototypical kind of action that satisfies certain
normative preconditions and is characterized by a commitment to reaching shared
understanding and not personal advantage.
Deliberation is a rational exchange of reasons where parties collaborate in the effort
of reaching shared understanding with respect to the common good and make decisions
accordingly. Bargaining and negotiation are generally regarded as non-deliberative
strategic kind of actions that rank low in terms of democratic legitimacy vis-d-vis
deliberation that is based on communicative action. In terms of strategic action, bargaining
or negotiation tend to score better than deliberation because of their orientation to success
or political efficacy.
Such a dichotomist approach to action, divided into communicative and strategic, is
problematic even in well-established democracies, because it lowers "the normative
standards with which we judge - and, as a result, the actions we expect from -
individual and collective actors in the political 'system"' (Plot, 2009, p. 849). Moreover,
political and economic actors face the increasing need of justifying their agenda in terms of
the public interest and, therefore, they strategically engage in deliberations in the public
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sphere, where they are often forced to meet even stricter standards of veracity in order to
sustain their credibility.
Indeed, negotiations and deliberations share two essential features: a) they are
communication processes that require a reciprocal exchange of information among two or
more parties, and b) parties share the goal of reaching decisions that are mutually agreeable
by, at the very least, a winning coalition of parties. In addition to these common features,
negotiations also require c) at least some degree of objective or perceived differences in
interests among parties, while deliberations d) revolve around issues of common concern.
These two additional features, while distinctive of each, are not incompatible.
Integrating these four features into a single definition, I posit that any decision-
making process on issues of common concern that is based on a reciprocal exchange of
information to generate required consent by two or more parties with different interests
that are not readily aligned in a winning coalition, may be located in the two-by-two
matrix of Figure 4 on the basis of the quality of deliberations--and the associated
democratic legitimacy of the decision--and the level of negotiation effectiveness.
In modem societies, most processes of legal reform to address democratic deficits
will fit the above definition to the extent that they require a majority vote from a
deliberative body representing a plurality of interests--as in the case of legal reform--and
revolve, by definition, around issues of common concern. But these kind of processes are
often long, multi-phased and involve a host of different actors. Hence, to assess such
complex processes along both dimensions, we can look at specific actions or practices to
assess their individual contribution to both negotiation effectiveness and democratic
legitimacy. In looking at an individual practice or action, we might rarely find any that
satisfies all six criteria of negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy, but we
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might also expect to find that different combinations of actions might produce overall high
or low levels for these two dimensions.
The following is an example of how three different actions or practices oriented to
advance human rights reform may combine to address different criteria of the two
dimensions:
A massive public demonstration--organized by human rights activists to advance
legal reform--might be an important action to generate leverage to claim value in favor of
the desired change, therefore contributing to overall negotiation effectiveness, and might
also contribute to greater equality in the decision-making process by giving voice to
marginalized groups, which also adds to democratic legitimacy. But such kind of action
might not contribute at all to reason-based decision-making that is also central to
democratic legitimacy and may limit value creation by emphasizing positions over
interests. Later, however, private conversations among decision-makers and leaders of
demonstrators (made visible because of mobilization) might enhance value-creating if, for
example, a coalition of politicians commits to support human rights reform in exchange for
public recognition, thus adding even more negotiation effectiveness. These same
conversations might also allow for reason-based discussion where both demonstrators and
politicians might be able to exchange perspectives and generate shared understandings,
beyond previously polarized communication, which is key for democratic legitimacy. At
this point, however, the process would still suffer from a deficit of accountability. Finally,
however, both sides might convene a press conference and assist communication with their
respective constituencies to communicate the course of action agreed and the insights that
emerged from the small group discussions, so as to address the accountability deficit and
ensure overall democratic legitimacy.
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In short, individual actions or practices, as well as sequences of actions or the
process of institutional change as a whole, may all be located at different places in the two-
by-two matrix of negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy, so long as the
decision-making process satisfies the definition above.
The level of negotiation effectiveness assesses the success of actors in advancing
their agenda within the process, while democratic legitimacy looks at the level of
adherence to normative standards of quality deliberations throughout the process. In short,
negotiation effectiveness is concerned with the strategic aspect of action and democratic
legitimacy looks at quality of the communicative angle of action, but in contrast to leading
deliberation theorists such as Habermas (1999), I assume no dichotomy between the two as
separate forms of action. Instead, I posit that action can be strategic, in that the actor is
seeking to advance his or her agenda, and at the same time communicative, to the extent
that the same actor also genuinely hopes to generate shared understanding with respect to
the relevance of this agenda.
In general, as the example also illustrates, action by reform champions committed to
advance institutional change may take place at two levels: a) within the unconstrained
public sphere, where all citizens in a democratic regime should be "equally capable of
mastering language and introducing arguments at the public level" as well as of subjecting
"authority to open criticism" (Avritzer, 2002, p. 42); or b) at the level of elite conversations
in private or discrete settings among decision-makers, either in formal meetings or at
informal gatherings.
At both levels, reform champions may engage in action that is strategic and/or
communicative, leading to more or less effective negotiations and quality deliberations, as
they seek to advance legal reform to address democratic deficits.
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Reform champions in hybrid regimes: strategic and communicative action
Because hybrid regimes are characterized by the existence of powerful elites that
benefit from the democratic deficits of the system and, thus, have a vested interest in
blocking further democratization, reform champions are required to engage in strategic
action to build a winning coalition and effectively negotiate democratic change. But under
the deliberative turn, the direction of democratic change can only emerge from quality
deliberations (i.e., there is no a priori prescription for reform, only principles to assess
democratic legitimacy), which is why champions also need to rely on action that is
communicative to ensure that the changes they advocate are democratically legitimate.
In the pursuit of democratic change, reform champions may be members of the
political elite or social actors. While social actors may be more likely to operate at the level
of public sphere discussions, successful ones should also be capable of engaging members
of the political elite. Similarly, members of the political elite will need to operate at both
the level of elite conversations and the public sphere in order to advance change.
In short, social actors or political leaders who choose to become reform champions
need to engage in action that is both strategic and communicative--in public sphere
discussions and/or in elite conversations--in order to transform the logic of hybrid regimes.
Negotiation and Deliberation in the Legislative Process
In constitutional democracies, including hybrid regimes and well-established
democracies, the legislative process has built-in mechanisms to promote both quality
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deliberations and the associated democratic legitimacy, as well as negotiation
effectiveness.
1. Public sphere discussions. On the one hand, the formal legislative process is made
up of a series of public meetings of either legislative committees or the full chamber
assembly, where issues are openly discussed and voted on. The publicity of these meetings
and the fact that any decision (except for fast-track legislation) requires discussion and
majority vote--at legislative committees and assemblies in both chambers--opens the door
for free and equal participation of citizens in public sphere discussions, with enough time
to organize opposition, surface new issues or, at the very least, scrutinize decisions ex-post.
In short, these public discussions built into the legislative process are key to enhance
minimum levels of equality, freedom and accountability in the overall decision-making,
therefore contributing to democratic legitimacy.
In turn, the fact that the legislative process is open to public sphere discussions
allows for strategic action oriented toward influencing public opinion and generating
capabilities for social mobilization, both of which may be key to ensure leverage for value-
claiming in favor of the desired change. Such forms of leverage may be essential for
negotiation effectiveness under conditions of power imbalances against reform.
2. Elite conversations. On the other hand, despite the relevance of these meetings in
public settings and their contribution to public sphere discussions, the construction of a
winning coalition that will vote for reform usually takes place in more private or discrete
settings within a legislative committee or even a subgroup of committee members, among
fellow party members, or between legislators and representatives from influential
stakeholder groups or experts. Most of these elite conversations take place without the
immediate pressure of public opinion or concern over the next-day's newspaper headlines.
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They, thus, constitute a venue for creating value where different forms of log-rolling or
creative solutions to conflicting interests may be crafted and discussed, therefore adding to
overall negotiation effectiveness.
In addition, these same elite conversations maybe equally important to ensure
reason-based discussion--of the kind that leads to shared understandings--among decision-
makers of different political orientations who will tend to take extreme positions and
emphasize their discrepancies in any public venue. To the extent that elite conversations
enable reason-based discussion that is rare or unlikely at more inclusive or public venues,
these conversations may also significantly add to the democratic legitimacy of the overall
process, if and only if they are complemented with public discussions.
Reform champions seeking democratic reform should consider both levels of
intervention in their efforts to advance change, effectively and legitimately, throughout the
legislative process.
Deficits of legitimacy and effectiveness in the legislative process
Despite the robustness of the legislative process in constitutional democracies,
scholars in the fields of both negotiations and democracy have also highlighted important
shortcomings that limit democratic legitimacy and the effectiveness of negotiations. The
following are among the five most salient drawbacks that I identified in both literatures.
1. Adversarial democracy. As Mansbridge (1982) argued, western-type
contemporary democracies provide limited incentives for cross-partisan collaboration and
constructive dialogue among politicians of different ideological orientations. Indeed, the
combination of majority rule and electoral competition exacerbates adversarial traits in
public discussion and hence limits the possibilities for generating shared understandings on
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issues of common concern, based on exchange of reasons, thus limiting democratic
legitimacy.
Furthermore, as Linz (1990) empirically documented, in presidential systems where
the ruling party lacks a majority of votes in Congress, adversarial politics often leads to
legislative impasse and overall regime instability, as in the case of many Latin American
countries. Even consolidated presidential democracies like the US have suffered decades of
impasse or policy instability on important issues, as Susskind and Cruikshank (1987) point
out. Legislative impasse and regime instability are extreme forms of negotiation
ineffectiveness where political actors fail to claim and to create value.
2. Rigidity of "Robert's rules" type discussion. In Congress and beyond, Susskind and
Cruikshank (2006) argue that small or large deliberative bodies and even everyday work or
community meetings tend to operate under quite rigid formats of discussion, of the
"Robert's rules" type, where parties are called upon to defend opposite predefined positions
and, thus, tend to exacerbate their differences in views so as to "win" the debate, instead of
seeking common ground. Such rigid discussion formats only exacerbate adversarial
democracy traits, run counter to the generation of integrative solutions to resolve
conflicting interests and impede the emergence of shared understanding among individuals
holding different perspectives. Indeed, each and every stage of the formal legislative
process in most constitutional democracies is required to adhere to these rigid discussion
procedures that limit negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy prior to vote.
3. Low quality of elected representation. Political scientists have pointed to declining
trust in elected representatives and political parties as evidence of the low quality of
representation in hybrid regimes and consolidated democracies alike (Latinobarometer,
2009; UNDP, 2011). Without quality representation, political negotiations will lack
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effectiveness in addressing the interests of different constituencies, and citizens will not
feel equally represented, thus limiting democratic legitimacy.
According to the Latinobarometer (2009), 62% of citizens in the Latin American
region have little or no trust in the legislative power. In explaining the crisis of
representation in the region, the UNDP (2011, p. 84) points mainly to: a) lack of
programmatic differentiation and "weak electoral proposal" leading voters to decide on the
basis of individual traits rather than policy alternatives; b) "clientelism" limiting "voter's
freedom of choice"; and c) "unequal opportunities for parties" in electoral competition.
But "surveys in Europe yield similar figures, where political institutions, particularly
political parties, have lost popularity over the last few decades" (UNDP, 2011, p. 90).
Similarly, in reference to the US, multiparty negotiations research has also posited that the
mandates given to representatives elected by popular vote are "overly generalized and
simplified" and in a "yes-no" format (Susskind and Cruikshank, 1987, p. 57), so that
complex issues are often left unresolved or inadequately addressed by Congress.
4. Limited opportunities for citizen participation beyond elections and excessive
influencefrom de facto powers. The complex nature of law-making limits opportunities for
spontaneous citizen participation, despite the publicity of the formal legislative process.
Additionally, as the UNDP (2011, p. 90) points out, elected representatives and political
parties "view citizen participation through 'direct democracy' or through the activities of
civil society organizations (CSOs)... as a direct challenge." Under such circumstance, only
defacto powers--most notably from the business sector and media--gain access to
legislators and may effectively influence decision-making in the Latin American region
(UNDP, 2004).
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Even in well-established democracies, participation in the legislative process is often
limited to different forms of lobbying, where "lobbying is most often condemned for
fathering the interests of business and industry to an inappropriate degree" (Susskind and
Cruikshank, 1987, p. 4).
This elitist nature of the legislative process limits equality and freedom of
participation, contributes to the crisis of representation, and limits the overall democratic
legitimacy of decision-making by Congress.
5. Adversarial science and lack of expertise. In the midst of adversarial democracy
and Robert's rule type discussions, scientific evidence and expert analysis are used as
swords and shields in heated debates that often contribute little to generating shared
understanding and, instead, feed into positional bargaining and polarization. Such
dynamics do not lend themselves to the generation of sound technical solutions that may
creatively address conflicting interests in order to create value for two or more sides.
Indeed, as Susskind et al. (1999, p. 376 & 377) argue, "information gaps and scientific
uncertainty are inherent" to complex societies; under such circumstance, "there are always
experts available to provide the answers that support ... [any] point of view."
Additionally, in Mexico, without immediate legislative re-election (and staff
members who come and go with legislators), expertise remains at relatively low levels, in
detriment of the quality of committee discussions and, more broadly, reason-based
legislative deliberations.
By limiting reason-based discussion and the pursuit of value creating solutions to
complex negotiations, adversary science and lack of expertise hurt both democratic
legitimacy and negotiation effectiveness.
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Best practices for legitimate and effective law-making
Scholars from the fields of negotiations and deliberative democracy have
documented best practices in multiparty negotiations and consensus building (Susskind et
al., 1999; Sebenius, 1994; Walton & McKersie), as well as deliberative or participatory
processes (Fung & Olin; Abers, 1998; Avritzer, 2002; Fishkin & Laslett, 2005; Pruitt &
Thomas, 2007) that reform champions may implement to complement the traditional
legislative process in ways that may address the deficits highlighted above.
In a review of this literature I found nine such practices and classified them by
whether they are designed to intervene at the level of the public sphere or at the level of
elite conversations. For each practice, I discuss its connection to each of the two
negotiation effectiveness criteria and to the four criteria for democratic legitimacy, as
follows.
Public Sphere Discussions
1. Build a broad coalition capable of different forms of social mobilization. Building
a broad coalition can be essential to securing voice and participation for marginalized
groups in decision-making, thus leveling the playing field vis-a'-vis defacto powers in the
legislative process and generating more equal terms of participation. The multiparty
negotiations literature (Susskind, 2004; Sebenius, 1994) emphasizes the relevance of
building both blocking coalitions and winning coalitions as one of the key determinants of
success in any negotiation involving more than two parties. A broad coalition may well
serve as both a blocking coalition against an undesired change, and the basis for a winning
coalition in favor of democratic change.
From more sociological and anthropological perspectives, the entire field of social
movements theory (e.g., Melucci, 1996) has documented and studied the role of broad
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coalitions of citizens or social movements in advancing change due to their ability to raise
an issue in the public agenda and generate leverage in favor of change. But the process of
building such broad coalitions often requires that "social actors enter in conflict with
systemic institutions" to contest the status quo and mobilize citizens on the basis of
"affective bonds and based on intuitive capacity of mutual recognition," all of which may
enter in tension with both reason-based discussion and value creation in negotiation, to the
extent that actors adopt extreme positions to have their voices heard. However, several
deliberative democracy theorists (Avritzer, 2002; Cohen, 1996) have acknowledged the
relevance of this form of action that is "non-rational...without yet being irrational"
(Melucci, 1996, p.66) as an "offensive public sphere" (Avritzer, 2002), where insights that
emerge from public discussion are not left to exert influence--only indirectly--through
public opinion formation, but are advocated by contentious social actors that seek to
aggressively influence the decision-making process in favor of marginalized groups and
the inclusion of new issues in the political debate.
In short, building broad coalitions offers multiple advantages to advance democratic
legitimacy through greater equality in decision-making against powerful groups benefiting
from the status quo and the generation of new shared understandings among society; as
well greater leverage for value claiming in effective negotiations to advance change. But
they also risk exacerbating polarization and tend to emphasize positional bargaining that
may end at impasse. In doing so, reform champions may limit the possibility of value
creating, as well as reason-based discussions with decision-makers.
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2. Convene public and inclusive deliberative forums directly connected to decision-
making, with clear ground rules for constructive engagement. In the legislative process,
public and inclusive forums that are clearly connected to decision-making should increase
the quality of representation by informing legislators, and may also contribute to leveling
the playing field vis-a-vis the powerful lobbying groups by giving voice to less powerful
groups. Indeed, scholars in the deliberation and participatory democracy fields have
documented different efforts at effectively expanding the scope and breadth of citizen
participation in the form of public and inclusive forums, where ordinary citizens may
exchange views and generate shared understandings on issues of common concern. An
example of these efforts is deliberative polling (Fishkin & Lasslet, 2005), where a random
sample of citizens from different social strata meet to discuss a contentious issue under
clear guidelines for constructive engagement and a survey is conducted to assess the
impact of informed deliberation on opinion formation.
Another kind of effort is the design and convening (usually by an elected authority)
of participatory planning meetings, where ordinary citizens exchange views, generate
shared understandings, andjointly decide on specific issues of public concern, such as the
allocation of public spending at the municipal level (Abers, 1998; Avrizter, 2003; Fung &
Olin, 2003). According to Fung & Olin (2003), one of the key determinants of success of
these forums is the direct connection with formal decision-making and the associated
appeal of participating in the forum. Another key success feature of this kind of practices,
according to Biaocchi (2003), is the establishment of ground rules for constructive
engagement.
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By convening such kinds of efforts, reform champions may add significant
democratic legitimacy to the legislative process by increasingfreedom and equality of
participation, without compromising reason-based discussion and the possibility of value
creation, so long as clear ground rules are in place.
3. Design and implement a media strategy. Negotiation scholars and deliberations
theorists caution against the manipulative use of media campaigns by powerful groups,
precisely because they are so effective at influencing public opinion and, thus, generating
leverage to claim value in favor of their agenda. Precisely because of their effectiveness,
most advocacy or consensus building processes will seek to include a media strategy. But
media strategies by actors seeking to influence the legislative process are often based on
overly simplistic messages and even misleading information, seeking to generate leverage
at a cost to reason-based public discussion and deeper exploration of underlying needs and
interests. Furthermore, even if reform champions lack a media strategy, the press might
still seek to exacerbate difference and polarize decision-makers through its coverage of the
decision-making process.
To prevent these negative impacts, Kunde (1999) recommends assessing the media
situation and developing a strategy for handling the press in such a way that it does not
disrupt negotiation and consensus-building efforts, while ensuring that the broader
community is guaranteed adequate information about the process and its outcomes. In
contrast, social actors in the "offensive public sphere" will seek to mobilize public opinion
will likely seek a very different kind of public communication strategy, in the form of more
contentious criticism of existing institutions (Avrizter, 2002). In both cases, a media
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strategy increases accountability of decision-makers, but reason-based discussions will
only be enhanced to the extent that the messages conveyed elicit reflection and new
insights among citizens.
To summarize, by designing and implementing a media strategy, reform champions
may increase leverage to claim value in favor of reform and enhance accountability of
decision-makers, therefore increasing negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy.
They may also increase democratic legitimacy by generating new insights and shared
understandings by providing new information or justice claims. But overly simplistic
media strategies may only polarize views and positions, with negative effects on value
creation and reason-based discussion.
4. Use afacilitator. Facilitators are widely prescribed by both negotiation and
deliberative democracy scholars as key to enable constructive dialogue in public forums--
as well as in elite meetings involving more than a handful of actors (e.g., Baiocchi, 2003;
Pruitt & Thomas, 2007; Schwarz, 1994; Susskind et al., 1999). The literature on multiparty
negotiations (Susskind et al., 1999) suggests they might be useful indeed to increase both
negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy, because of their expertise in
enhancing respectful exchange of information and creative problem-solving to address
conflicting interests. Furthermore, facilitators are also expected to propose and enforce
ground rules designed specifically to generate a safe space for free and equal participation
in constructive dialogue, where reasons may be respectfully exchanged and reflexively
considered (Baiocchi; Pruitt & Thomas, 2007), all of which furthers the quality of
deliberations on all four criteria.
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Now, to the extent that facilitators manage to promote equal participation, they may
also be a threat to value-claiming by the most powerful participants, participants who
might otherwise have disproportionate influence in the decision-making process.
Overall, reform champions have much to gain from hiring a professional facilitator
with expertise in generating safe space for quality deliberations and effective negotiations.
Among other positive effects, facilitators promote afree flow of information, constructive
engagement and a problem-solving orientation to conflicting interests that foster value
creation; treatment as equals among participants and reason-based discussion. Despite
their many advantages, facilitators may be resisted by powerful actors because they are
likely to be constrained in their value-claiming potential by the balancing effect of
facilitated discussion.
Elite Conversations
5. Identify and include trustworthy interlocutors representing key stakeholders. One
of the key prescriptions in the negotiations literature and, recently, in democratic dialogue
research is the importance of adequate stakeholder representation in decision-making
processes. Susskind et al. (1999) emphasize the importance of including representatives
from each of the relevant stakeholder groups, with real decision-making power to commit
to implementing multiparty negotiation agreements, while for Pruitt & Thomas (2007, p.
88) "the principle of inclusiveness dictates an effort to create a participant group that is a
microcosm of the social system where the challenge to be addressed is located" so that "by
changing themselves [as a result of democratic dialogue] they can contribute to the process
of change in the institutions and social sectors from which they come." Under both of these
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perspectives, stakeholder participation ensures adequate representation of different views,
interests and perspectives, thus complementing some of the deficits of elected
representation--even if it is still mostly an elitist participation.
In selecting participants from different stakeholder groups, Kahane (2004) also
recommends that conveners look for trustworthy interlocutors who are highly respected
within their communities or stakeholder groups. In the negotiations literature (Thompson,
2001), trust and trustworthiness have been identified as key enabling factors of value
creation, because parties that trust each other are more likely to exchange information
regarding underlying interests and needs.
Reform champions should map key stakeholders and identify trustworthy
representatives of their groups in their negotiation and coalition-building efforts. Including
representation from different stakeholder views in elite conversations is key to both
effectiveness and legitimacy. It adds equality of participation by giving voice to groups
with different interests and perspectives. Plus, the flow of this information regarding
interests and perspectives fosters reason-based discussion and value creation. The more
trustworthy the interlocutors are perceived to be, the more likely information will flow.
6. Convene multiparty face-to-face meetings under clear ground rules for
collaborative engagement. In direct connection to the identification and inclusion of
stakeholder representatives, multiparty negotiations research and deliberation theorists
highlight the importance of face-to-face meetings among all key parties or stakeholders
(Fishkin & Laslett, 2005; Mendelberg, 2002; Straus, 1999; Susskind et al., 1999). Scholars
from both fields agree that this type of space is conducive to building trust and to
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generating shared understandings among participants, so that consensus based on mutually
advantageous agreements is more likely to emerge. For the success of these meetings, the
literatures underscore the importance professional facilitation and ground rules that are not
of the Robert's rules type and, instead, enhance collaboration towards the exploration of
interests and perspectives, as well as the generation of creative solutions to address
tensions or conflicts.
While the consensus-building literature prescribes including all parties or relevant
stakeholders in these elite meetings, reform champions might instead decide to convene a
subset of parties or stakeholders that have been identified as potential allies or coalition
partners in advancing reform. The advantages of face-to-face meetings outlined above
should help in building strong coalitions, based on trust and commitment to a common
course of action, thus adding leverage to claim value in favor of reform.
By convening face-to-face meetings among key decision-makers and stakeholders,
under ground rules for collaborative engagement, reform champions may contribute to
trust building and to a free flow of information that is central to both reason-based
discussion and value creating. Such face-to-face meeting might also be ideal spaces for
building coalitions that add leverage to claim value in favor of reform.
7. Devise and encourage mutually advantageous packages. Devising mutually
advantageous packages requires an exploration of interests of all parties to exploit
differences in priorities, as well as common or compatible interests. Based on this
exploration, champions may then package issues in ways that reflect these differences in
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priorities as well as the common interests shared by parties, so as to generate agreements
among a winning coalition of actors.
Indeed, the ability of parties to effectively devise such mutually advantageous
packages is at the core of value-creating in almost any negotiation involving two or more
issues (Fisher & Ury, 1981; Lewicki, Saunders, & Barry, 2011; Susskind & Cruikshank,
1987; Thompson, 2001; Walton & Mckersie, 1965). In addition to cultivating and
exploiting this ability, reform champions may also encourage other parties to engage in
such efforts and, more generally, to commit to working towards mutual gains.
Reform champions may devise and encourage the use of mutually advantageous
packages to reach a final agreement among a plurality of actors, or in bilateral negotiations
to build coalitions throughout the decision-making process.
Traditional deliberation theory tends to emphasize the force of the better argument as
the essence of quality deliberation, in such a manner that may lead to what negotiation
theorists call apositional stance that does not lend itself to value creating or shared
understandings. But attempts at integrating conflicting rationales and the underlying
interests of different stakeholders in society may directly add to the quality of deliberation
by generating new insights with respect to ways in which complex problems may be
addressed. For example, a large corporation and environmental activists may agree to
jointly advertise a new green product in exchange for the elimination of a polluting
ingredient from another product. More generally, the exploration of self-interest and the
pursuit of creative solutions to address conflicts or tensions between the interests of
participants have been recently accepted by some deliberation theorists (Mansbridge et al.,
2012) as a legitimate form of deliberation.
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However, when the interests at play are in conflict with the rights of other citizens or
are against the public interest, mutually advantageous packages devised in elite
conversations might not stand on their own when scrutinized in the public sphere. Hence,
without opportunities for more inclusive public discussion or clear accountability
mechanisms to ensure that these packages are in the public interest, this same practice
could lead to effective negotiations at the cost of democratic legitimacy.
Mutually advantageous packages are the essence of value creation. They are also the
"glue" with which coalitions with leverage to claim value may be built. Furthermore,
devising these packages requires an effort to integrate different kinds of reasoning and the
underlying interests of different stakeholders. Such efforts may significantly contribute to
reason-based decision-making by generating new insights into complex issues and shared
understandings over possible solutions.
8. Design and implement a joint fact-finding process with consent from key
stakeholders. In order to address challenges imposed by adversary science, multiparty
negotiations experts (e.g., Susskind et al., 1999) recommend that stakeholders engage in
joint fact-finding, so that expertise and data that inform the views of each stakeholder may
be integrated into a more unified body of knowledge that all parties may come to trust. The
exact process by which information is gathered, shared and integrated may vary across
cases, but it requires, at the very least, that all stakeholders agree on it and participate in
one way or another (Ehrmann & Stinson, 1999).
Interestingly, while this practice is a prescription from the field of negotiations that
seeks to create common ground for value creating and, ultimately, mutually advantageous
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agreements, it consists, essentially, of reason-based discussion to generate shared
understanding among parties with different forms of expertise. Furthermore, the process is
generally undertaken with professional facilitation and under ground rules that promote
equal respect and freedom to participate without coercion. Hence, if successful, joint fact-
finding is by definition a form of high-quality deliberation that should significantly add to
overall democratic legitimacy, particularly if the outcomes of such endeavor are made
available to the public for scrutiny.
Joint fact-finding is a process for high-quality deliberations that has clear advantages
in terms of promoting reason-based decision-making, as expertise and data from different
fields and stakeholder groups are exchanged and integrated into shared understandings.
Furthermore, experts and stakeholders that participate in joint fact-finding will also be
more effective at value creating because of their common and deeper understanding of the
issues, and the associated ability to generate and analyze policy alternatives integrating
conflicting interests.
9. Assist with intra-group communications. For Walton & McKersie (1965), intra-
organizational or intra-group bargaining is a negotiation sub-process altogether that is
essential to any negotiation involving two or more groups. By assisting internal
communications within their stakeholder groups or party lines, reform champions may help
clarify their mandate, thus increasing the possibility of effectively claiming value for their
constituency. Also, throughout the negotiations, Susskind et al. (1999) recommend that
stakeholders get feedback from their constituencies to ensure that packages being
negotiated are acceptable and/or to generate alternative packages. Such feedback loops are
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essential for value-creating and, more generally, to curb adversarial dynamics and avoid
impasse. They also generate trust in the process, buy-in and commitment to
implementation among constituencies.
Intra-party communication is also key to ensure that the insights that have emerged
from elite negotiations or multi-stakeholder engagement are widely shared among the
different constituencies, so that agreements based on these insights will be more readily
accepted. In such manner, intra-group communications also increase the chances of reason-
based decision-making.
In short, by assisting communication within stakeholder groups or party lines, reform
champions may enhance both value claiming by clarifying the mandates of agents and
value creating by enhancing commitment to mutually advantageous agreements. These
internal communications should also contribute to reason-based decision-making if parties
engage in quality deliberations with each other and incorporate feedback from
constituencies in final agreements.
Remarks on the contribution of best practices to legitimacy and effectiveness
A review of the literature on multiparty negotiations and deliberative democracy
suggests that each of the nine practices described above may contribute to both negotiation
effectiveness and democratic legitimacy by directly impacting one or more criteria from
each of these dimensions. Thus, theoretically, these practices constitute action prototypes
that are strategic and communicative.
I identified three practices designed to intervene at the level of the public sphere, five
that are geared at elite conversations, and one that is prescribed for both levels. With some
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exceptions, practices oriented at public sphere discussions increase democratic legitimacy
by enhancing equality andfreedom of participation, as well as accountability, and
contribute to negotiation effectiveness by adding leverage to claim value in favor of the
agenda of reform champions. In contrast, practices oriented to elite conversations add
democratic legitimacy by fostering high quality reason-based discussions and contribute to
negotiation effectiveness by enhancing value-creating. This suggests that practices geared
at elite conversations may actually complement public sphere practices, so as to generate
high levels of negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy, potentially satisfying
all criteria in both dimensions.
In Chapter 3, throughout each of the six case studies, I will describe the practices
actually used by reform champions throughout the reform processes. Chapter 4 will then
contrast these practices to the ones identified in the literature in the pursuit of qualitative
evidence of the simultaneous contribution of individual practices to negotiation
effectiveness and democratic legitimacy, as well as evidence of the complementary nature
of practices geared at the elite and public sphere levels.
Methods
Research question and design
This essay revolves around two central research questions: What kind of practices do
reform champions use to advance democratization from within hybrid regimes? How do
these practices enable effective and legitimate change to address substantive democratic
deficits?
An understanding of the nature and patterns of action that enable democratization
from within a hybrid regime requires detailed descriptions of what reform champions do
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and how they accomplish change. These what and how kinds of research questions are
most suitable for the case study method, particularly when there is an interest in "first-hand
understanding of people and events" (Yin, 2004, p. 2).
However, because I am interested inpatterns of action, a single case study would
provide limited insights. Rather, this study presents six case studies of negotiations and
deliberations that led to legal reform, embedded in the broader Mexico case, which is an
example of a hybrid regime that meets all the criteria specified above in the conceptual
framework. Of the six cases, five are exemplary cases of institutional change to address
democratic deficits in the face of opposition from defacto powers, while a sixth, which
failed to produce significant change, was chosen to serve as a counterfactual.
By definition, the case studies are never randomly selected. Rather, they are detailed
examinations of examples chosen to investigate a broader class. However, because they are
chosen and usually come in small numbers, insights may not be directly generalized to the
broader class. This study suffers from these methodological limitations and, thus, insights
do not directly translate to other hybrid regimes. However, as argued by Flyvbj erg (2006,
p. 223):
Social science has not succeeded in producing general, context-independent theory
and, thus, has in the final instance nothing else to offer than concrete, context-
dependent knowledge. And the case study is especially well suited to produce this
knowledge.
Furthermore, according to this same author, genuine expertise comes only from context-
dependent knowledge. Hence, the choice of the case study method also increases the
chances of producing useful insights for democratic reform champions in hybrid regimes,
in Mexico and elsewhere.
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Now, as with any other social or natural science method, case studies will be more
robust to the extent that they adhere to the following standards that have guided my inquiry
to the best of my understanding: a) start with explicit research questions, b) use a "research
design to address these questions," c) collect and fairly present "evidence to support
interpretations," and d) reference "related research to aid in defining questions and drawing
conclusions" (Yin, 2004, p. 24).
For five of the six cases, I used data retrieved by a research project under my
supervision in 2009. While this research project led to a publication by Hernindez, Del
Tronco and Sanchez (2009) that will be quoted wherever used as a secondary source, I
relied mostly on the primary sources summarized below and described in more detail in the
appendices. The case of media reform, 2006, was developed specifically for this essay. All
six cases share the same method of similar in-depth semi-structured interviews and a
quantitative survey applied to a total of 64 key actors, identified through snowball
sampling (Goodman, 1961). The cases analyzed are the following:
" Media Reform, 2006
" Transparency Reform, 2007
" Electoral Reform, 2007
" Fiscal Reform, 2007
" Security and Justice Reform, 2008
" PEMEX reform, 2008
Hence, I base my case study analysis on both in-depth interviews and quantitative
survey responses.
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Appendices A, B, and C contain the full interview protocol, the Subjective Process
Assessment (SPA) and a complete list of interviewees, interviewers, interview dates and
the cases for which they were interviewed.
While each of the methods chosen for the analysis of the cases has limitations that I
will discuss in detail below, Yin (2004) recommends using different sources of data, both
quantitative and qualitative, to increase reliability of case studies; while King, Keohane &
Verba (1994) argue that "an efficient use of data involves maximizing the information used
for descriptive or causal inference." Hence, the choice of multiple methods described next.
Qualitative data
The interests of reform champions and their counterparts were identified through the
following questions:
" From your perspective, what where the underlying issues that this reform sought
to address?
" Who where the key actors in this negotiation?
" What were their interests?
" What were you trying to accomplish?
These questions were designed to elicit the interests of all the key actors, both
explicit and possible hidden ones. Explicit interests of the interviewees were expected to be
directly expressed, but interviewees were also expected to point to what they believe might
have been the hidden interests of others. Because the latter are only attributions made by
others about the interests of an actor, there is a significant margin of error, and hence,
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whenever I refer to these hidden interests, I will specify that these are indeed only
attributions.
The practices deployed by reform champions, as well as their assessment in terms of
democratic legitimacy, were based primarily on three key questions of the interview
protocol:
" What were you trying to accomplish and what was your strategy?
" How did the process begin? Describe the key moments.
" Which would you say were the key factors (behaviors/attitudes/events) that
enabled negotiations and dialogue?
" Which factors constituted obstacles of both negotiations and dialogue?
These four questions elicit practices deployed by the interviewees as part of their
strategy and also key events such as forums, public statements or debates, dialogue
sessions or specific moments within a negotiation that were "key" enabling factors or
obstacles, and may also constitute practices employed by other actors or the interviewee
himself.
The third and fourth questions also elicit statements about the attributes of the
process that were enabling or obstacles for deliberation and/or negotiations. For example, a
staff member from the Lower chamber who was part of a small work group that negotiated
the transparency reform says: "Legislators, staff and experts worked should-to-shoulder,
trying to find the best solutions." Here we find evidence, in the same statement, of a value-
creating orientation in the negotiation, as well as of the deliberative quality of dialogue.
Alternatively an industry representative in the media reform says: "There was no
negotiation; they refused to talk," or "They had agreed that they wouldn't change a comma"
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(a legislator from the PAN). Both statements describe a positional negotiation that
presumably left scarce room for equal, free or reason-based discussion as the bases for the
agreement. Yin (2004) recommends separating as clearly as possible the data from the
analysis, even if the analysis is interwoven throughout the report, so that you:
[T]ell your story in chronological sequence: "in the beginning..." ... present (fairly)
and discuss the data about this initial period of time. ...then present data and discuss
the next period of time...
Hence, for my analysis of the statements of interviewees (and other qualitative
sources) in light of the specific criteria outlined in the conceptual framework, I looked for
accounts of key practices, events or attitudes and the attributes ascribed to them by
interviewees. Presented in chronological order, for each of the key practices, events or
attitudes identified by interviewees, I summarize the data on which I based my analysis
and present samples of it, in the form of direct quotations from interviews. For example,
several interviewees from the transparency case highlight a small workgroup of legislators,
staff and experts as a key enabling factor. After summarizing the descriptions of
interviewees I directly quote one of them, who describes the dynamics of this group as
"staff members, academics and legislators from different parties working elbow-to-elbow."
I present this statement as an example of the attributes ascribed to this small work group by
interviewees and then argue that the multiparty face-to-face meetings of this small work
group contributed to creating a problem-solving environment, conducive to value-creating
and to deliberations where parties came to treat each other with equal respect.
Limitations and biases of the qualitative analysis
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Despite effort to separate data from interpretations, qualitative data are "inherently
imprecise and subject to unconscious biases" (King et al., 1994, p. 152), including
researcher's and respondent's biases. In particular, researcher biases are prone to skew the
results in favor of the hypothesis that is being tested or in favor of researcher's values
(Shuttleworth, February 5, 2009).
Because I did not approach this study with an a priori falsifiable hypothesis, but
rather sought to explain how formal institutional change that furthers democratization in
hybrid regimes may be achieved, the former is not as problematic. However, the latter
source of research bias is particularly true for contested political issues of the kind
investigated in this essay. Hence, it is important to disclose that my personal values are
aligned with the deliberative turn and with mutual-gain approaches to negotiations, and to
acknowledge that such alignment might be influencing my interpretations in the form of
attribution biases (Kahneman, Slovic & Tversky, 1982). In turn, these values might have
been communicated to interviewees through subtle cues of which I was unaware, thus
eliciting respondent biases.
Nonetheless, as a general rule, to minimize both researcher and responder biases,
throughout the analysis of Chapter 3, I relied on facts, use of practices, and general process
attributes that were confirmed by two or more interviewees from different political parties
or stakeholder groups. Relying on multiple interviewees from different stakeholder groups
also shields the research from self-serving biases of respondents who are expected to
overestimate their contribution to group efforts and to underreport behavior, or interests,
that are socially unaccepted or politically incorrect. Also, the interviewee protocol is based
on open-ended questions intended to elicit the narratives of interviewees without
predisposing them to highlight any kind of factor or practice. To this same purpose, the
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quantitative survey, which explicitly reveals what the researcher was looking for, was
applied to all interviewees after the open-ended questions. Finally, wherever I found
contradicting opinions about attributes or facts, I present both versions and tried to present
a third source on which to base my interpretation of the conflict.
While biases will inevitably persist, transparency clarifies sources of uncertainty and
some of the procedures described increase reliability to the extent that they reduce sources
of bias.
Quantitative Assessment of Democratic Legitimacy and Negotiation Effectiveness
In Chapter 4, to compare levels of democratic legitimacy and negotiation
effectiveness across all six cases I use data from the SPA, applied to interviewees from
each of the six cases. Not all interviewees filled out the survey, mainly due to time
constraints (the interview took longer than expected) or because interviewees offered to
send it later and failed to do so. In total, 50 out of 64 interviewees filled out the survey (a
78.12% response rate).
The survey was designed and applied by all cases, except the case of media reform,
in Hernandez et al., (2009). I collected the data for the media reform of 2006, specifically
for this thesis, as well as two additional surveys for the electoral reform of 2007. In order
to ensure compatibility of data, I used the same SPA.
The SPA is composed of 17 statements and asks respondents to asses in a "1" to "5"
scale how much they agree with each statement, where "1" means "I completely disagree"
and "5" stands for "I completely agree."
Although the SPA was not designed specifically for the purposes of this essay, all
items were designed to assess either the effectiveness of negotiations or the quality of
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deliberations, offering a perfect match or good proxies for five out of the six criteria. For
accountability, the single criteria for which I could not find an adequate match, I used an
independent metric. Below is a descriptions of the items used for each of the six criteria
(two for negotiation effectiveness and four for democratic legitimacy).
Negotiation Effectiveness Criteria
Value creation. A single item in the SPA was used to assess the effectiveness of the
negotiation in terms of the value generated for all parties by the agreement:
* "The final agreement reflects the main interests and concerns of all those who
participated in the negotiation."
Value claiming. To evaluate the value that participants claimed for themselves, I
used an item in the SPA that assesses levels of satisfaction with the outcome:
* "My party/organization/sector is fully satisfied with the result of the process."
To calculate overall negotiation effectiveness for each case, I calculated the average
of value claimed and value created.
Democratic Legitimacy Criteria
Free participation. This dimension looks at the degree to which participants in the
decision-making process were able to express themselves freely. I use the average of two
SPA items:
* "Threats and blackmailing had a decisive influence over the final agreement."
(inverse) 3
" "Distrust among the parties limited the quality of dialogue." (inverse)
3 I use the term inverse in parentheses when the variable I use is the opposite of the responses given to the
specific item. To construct these inverse variables: "5" = "1", "4" = "2", 3 = "3", "2" = "4", and "1" = "5"
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The first of these items assesses the degree to which parties where coerced into the
agreement, as opposed to freely expressing their consent or dissent. The second item
assesses the degree to which distrust might have limited free information and perspective
sharing. The average of these two items is a reasonable proxy for a broader idea of free
participation.
Reason-based decisi on-making. Hemrnndez et al., (2009) conducted a factor analysis
of the SPA and grouped the following two items under this label:
" "The force of the better argument surfaced at all moments."
" "Hierarchies prevented an open dialogue, based on reason." (inverse)
Equal participation. This broad principle has traditionally referred to three distinct
ideas: a) the degree to which citizens have equal rights to participate; b) inclusiveness or
the degree to which different interest groups and stakeholders may be equally represented
in a specific decision-making process, c) the degree to which participants are treated and
treat each other with equal respect. The three are essential to democratic legitimacy. In
terms of rights, all six cases took place under basically the same system. Hence, for the
purposes of my analysis, I concentrate on SPA items that assess the other two ideas:
* Equal representation, or inclusiveness in Hemndez et al., (2009), measured by
the average of the following two items:
- "The participants adequately represented all interest groups and perspectives
about the issues discussed. Nobody was missing."
- "Important voices and perspectives that would have enriched the discussion were
missing." (inverse)
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* Equal treatment, or plainly equality in Hemnndez et al., (2009), by averaging the
following two items:
- "During the processes, all participants were treated as equals."
-"Not all the opinions were equally valued." (inverse)
Accountability. None of the SPA items refers directly to the accountability or even to
the transparency of the process. However, as discussed in the conceptual framework, the
formal legislative process has powerful built-in mechanisms that ensure minimum levels of
accountability by way of institutionalized public discussions where legislators are required
to engage in public reasoning with respect to the laws or reforms they subject to vote. To
be precise, the legislative process establishes at least four moments of public discussion
preceding formal voting: a) discussion and vote in legislative committee meetings of the
lower chamber, b) discussion and vote in plenary session of the lower chamber, c)
discussion and vote in legislative committees of the upper chamber, d) discussion and vote
in the plenary session of the upper chamber.
As evidence of public discussion in plenary sessions I reviewed the full
transcriptions of the sessions in which the bill was voted on (all of which are available on
the internet) and verified of there had been two or more speakers prior to the vote.
Similarly, in the case of legislative committee meetings, I looked for minutes of the
meetings (these too are required to be available on the internet) to verify that the
committees actually met and discussed the bill. When minutes were not available and
plenary discussions made no reference to an actual, face-to-face committee meeting, I
assumed that the committee chair gathered the required signatures to pass the bill on to the
plenary without convening the committee (which is the usual fast-track procedure). In all
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cases where minutes were not available, I also verified with interviewees or transcriptions
of plenary sessions that committee meetings had not taken place.
Hence, to measure accountability across all six cases, I used the average of four
categorical variables, one for each of the moments for public discussion required by law,
that take the value of "5" if there is evidence that the deliberative body (plenary session or
committee meeting) actually met and discussed and "1" if there was a formal fast-track
vote or there is no evidence of a formal face-to-face public meeting. If anything, this
metric of accountability is quite lax in that it only looks at the degree to which a formal
legal requirement is met, without digging into the quality of the public discussions or the
degree to which all perspectives on the issue were represented in the discussions. An
alternative would be to have experts coding the minutes of the meetings so as to evaluate
the quality of the public discussions along relevant dimensions.
Democratic legitimacy. To calculate democratic legitimacy in each case, I averaged
accountability, equal participation, free participation and reason-based decision-making.
The six cases are contrasted along these two dimensions in a scatter plot that shows a
clear positive relation. No regression analysis or correlations were calculated because the
nature of the sample (snowball type) does not lend itself to statistical inference. Rather, this
analysis seeks only to illustrate what may be a pattern in the relationship between these
two dimensions in processes of legal reform to advance democratic principles in hybrid
regimes.
Limitations of the quantitative analysis
The SPA used for the quantitative analysis of the case studies was not designed
specifically to measure the concepts of this study. Instead, I chose some of the items in this
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survey as proxies of some of the constructs introduced in my theoretical framework. For
other constructs, such as accountability, I used archival data.
Given time constraints and limitations on the availability of interviewees for a
second encounter, I did not specifically design and apply a survey to measure my
theoretical constructs. Instead, I chose to make an efficient use of available data by
maximizing the use of existing information (King et al., 1994). The result is that only one
or two items are used to measure each construct and that there is not enough data to test
different types of validity. Such limitations entail several risks, including that: a) my
measures may not accurately capture my constructs (measurement error); b) the items
averaged for a specific construct may not actually belong together (lack of convergent
validity); c) the items for different constructs might be so highly correlated that it is not
possible to treat them as separate constructs (lack of discriminate validity); d) measures
may correlate because survey respondents that are satisfied with the process--or want to
feel good about it--might give high scores on every item, while those who are less satisfied
or dissatisfied will give lower scores on all items, without discriminating (common method
variance).
A more robust analysis would be required to produce more consistent and valid
measures for all constructs, and to establish significant correlations. Quantitative indicators
based on such robust measures would allow for a more valid assessment of each process
along the two dimensions, allowing us to test whether democratic legitimacy and
negotiation effectiveness are in fact statistically correlated with each other and with the use
of specific practices.
Furthermore, by developing indicators for each of the two criteria for negotiation
effectiveness and the four criteria for democratic legitimacy, we could also test whether the
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use of a specific practice is more highly correlated to performance on certain criteria, as
posited in the qualitative analysis. For example, we could test whether the use of a
professional facilitators is correlated to value creation and reason-based discussion, as
practitioners claim. Also, such indicators would allow for the development of experimental
studies to test the impact of specific practices on different criteria, so as to establish causal
links.
In order to conduct such analysis, the measurements for each criterion could be
developed through two different strategies:
1. Develop objective indicators of each criterion. I followed this kind of strategy in
developing an indicator of accountability, which I assessed by whether or not due
legislative process was followed at each stage. Similarly, equality might be assessed by the
number of participants registered in written records of meetings, forums or consultations of
any sort. However, given the relatively abstract nature of most of the criteria, objective
indicators might be hard to find, or only loosely connected to the theoretical constructs of
the framework, therefore compromising the validity of measurement (King, Keohane &
Verba, 1994). For example, what kind of objective indicators would suggest that decision-
making was based on a reciprocal exchange of reasons? How can we objectively assess
how openly and freely participants discussed? Or how much value was created in the
negotiations? Furthermore, the interpretation of written records might be subject to
different forms of researcher bias, so that expert coding would probably be necessary.
2. Design and validate a survey to measure subjective assessments of each criterion.
The development of such a survey would begin with a draft survey including at least three
items per construct based on previous measures or alternative definitions of each, wherever
available in the literature. Ideally, this survey would then have to be applied to different
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decision-making processes, in different settings, and with different kinds of actors. The
data gathered could then be subjected to different statistical analysis to test:
a) convergent validity by ensuring that items belonging to the same construct (criteria
or dimensions) are more highly correlated with each other than items belonging to
other constructs (criteria or dimensions).
b) divergent validity by ensuring that constructs that are not theoretically connected
exhibit lower correlations with each other that constructs that are indeed theoretically
connected. For example, value creating and reason-based discussion seem to be
furthered by the same type of practices, but value claiming and reason-based
discussion are not theoretically connected. Hence we would expect a lower
correlation between value claiming and reason-based discussion than between value
creating and reason-based discussion.
c)predictive validity by showing that responses to the survey predict valid criteria
later in time, in congruence with previously established causal links. For example,
negotiations research has documented that procedural fairness leads to higher levels
of overall satisfaction with negotiation outcomes. If we think of overall perceived
democratic legitimacy as a measure of perceived procedural fairness in legislative
decision-making, democratic legitimacy assessed by survey responses towards the
end of the negotiation process but before the final vote, should predict previously
validated measures of satisfaction with the final decision, after the final vote.
Reliable validity tests would require reasonable sizes and a plural composition of
samples in each case, as well as a large "N" of randomly selected cases. Cases might
include any kind of decision-making procedure that satisfies the definition given in the
conceptual framework. For each case, survey respondents must represent all key
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stakeholders in equal proportions, including those that were excluded from the negotiations
and those that sought to oppose or block the decision. Plus, the sample could be
complemented by responses from randomly selected ordinary citizens who will have at
best a superficial understanding of the process, but might still serve to mitigate selection
biases.
Finally, in addition to validity tests, robust survey measures should address risks of
common method variance that are common to data collected through surveys. In particular,
to avoid false correlations between negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy
due to biases associated with overall high or low levels of the respondent's satisfaction with
the process, the most straightforward solution would be to design separate methods and
sources in measuring each. For example, to assess democratic legitimacy, we might use a
survey method similar to the SPA applied to key participants in the process, while using
informed independent experts who did not participate in the negotiations to assess
negotiation effectiveness of each interviewed participant. With enough cases, we could
expect to calculate the correlation between these two dimensions, free from common
method variance.
The Mexican Political Context
Under the minimalistic conceptions of democracy that prevailed in 2000, Mexico's
transition was completed that year after the first competitive and credible presidential
election where the PRI was voted out of office after 70 years of hegemony. The process
began several decades earlier, all the way back in 1963, and developed through an iterative
process of negotiated reforms that progressively increased the participation of the
opposition in the political system, up until the defeat of the PRI's presidential candidate in
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2000 (Del Tronco, 2009). This groundbreaking event was possible because of the
cumulative reform process in what has been termed a "voted transition" (Merino, 2003)
because of the emphasis on competitive and fair elections. But it might as well be
described as a "negotiated transition" because each iteration of reforms was the end result
of complex negotiations between the opposition (in the form of political parties and social
actors) and the ruling party. In particular, the 1996 electoral reform consolidated the
Federal Electoral Institute (IFE in Spanish) as an autonomous, non-partisan election
organizer and arbiter. Immediately after, in 1997, the PRI lost control over the lower
chamber for the first time in six decades. This gave birth to a new phase in Mexican
history, where Congress became a true counter-balance to the executive branch and the
arena per excellence of national debate, with three leading political parties (the right-wing
National Action Party, PAN; the center-left Institutional Revolutionary Party, PRI; and the
left-wing Democratic Revolution Party, PRD) controlling more than 85% of the seats but
none with a majority in both chambers.
In a sense, the victory of the opposition in 2000 was just "the cherry on the cake"
baked on low heat for many years. The cake was a fairly robust electoral democracy and a
three-branch Republic floating on an authoritarian culture, widespread patronage and a
weak rule of law.
Twelve years later, with the persistence of patronage and other authoritarian
practices; rampant corruption and impunity; increasing inequalities and a disproportionate
influence of powerful interest groups in public decision-making-as in most Latin
American regimes (UNDP, 2004)-the country's political system is better described as a
delegative democracy or hybrid system (Avritzer, 2002; O'Donnell, 1994). Such
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hybridism, along with a crisis of violent crime and human rights abuses, directly feeds into
widespread disenchantment with what citizens have been told is their new democracy.
Even under thin conceptions of democracy, the post-electoral conflict of 2006
severely hindered the credibility Mexico's electoral system. The Federal Electoral Court
(TRIFE in Spanish) ruled the election results valid but acknowledged in its final sentence
"significant inequity" in the process. The episode evolved into fist-fighting between
legislators from the PAN and the PRD and lasted for several days, until the PRI decided to
back the formally elected President and enabled the ceremony to take place.
Therefore, when President Calderon from the PAN assumed what was perceived as a
weak presidency on December 2006, he had less than 40% of the votes in both legislative
chambers, the country was highly polarized, the credibility of the electoral system had
been severely damaged, and all the challenges of hybridism described above persisted. It
was during the last years of the Fox administration and the first three years of the Calderon
period that all cases analyzed in this dissertation took place.
In addition to polarization and soaring violence, Calderon faced the challenge of
heading the executive branch without a stable majority in Congress, as did the last two of
his predecessors, since the PRI lost control over the majority of both chambers in 1997.
However, the two leading opposition parties were in control of the majority of state and
local governments, including Mexico City, in a system where the federal government (both
executive and legislative branches) remains in control of a large percentage of public
revenues that are transferred to state governments for spending and has legislative power
on many issues that affect state and local governments. This situation creates structural
interdependencies between the three leading political parties and has been an important
ingredient in cross-partisan negotiations to build Congressional majorities since 1997. Still,
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social polarization, adversarial politics, authoritarian practices and ongoing electoral
processes (either at the state or federal level) generate a difficult context for these
negotiations and explain why so many reforms were at an impasse from the end of the
nineties and up until 2006.
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CHAPTER 3: SIX PROCESES OF LEGAL REFORMS AND THEIR
CONTRIBUTION TO DEMOCRATIZATION
This chapter presents six case studies of processes that led to institutional reform on
issues that are central to the democratization agenda. For all six cases, I begin by
discussing the underlying democratic deficits or the need for reform, I then summarize the
outcome of the reform and review evidence of its contribution to addressing these deficits
and, specifically, in furthering the four principles of democratic legitimacy. Next I describe
the process of negotiation and deliberation in detail and analyze how it evolved through the
two-by-two matrix and its four quadrants. For this analysis I use the four criteria of
democratic legitimacy and the criteria of negotiation effectiveness discussed in the
previous chapter.
The cases at a glance
Below are six case studies of political negotiations that resulted in institutional
change on issues that are central to the democratization agenda, by way of legal reforms
approved by both chambers at the federal level.
The first case serves as a counterfactual and illustrates both low democratic
legitimacy and ineffective negotiation. It will be used as a contrast to the other five cases.
This "counterfactual" case presents the efforts of two distinguishable coalitions of
stakeholders and legislators that worked at odds with each other for several years, trying to
change the highly discretional regulatory framework of a media industry that is
concentrated in a few hands. The first coalition, led by specialized legislators from the
three main political parties, civil society organizations and independent media experts,
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worked fruitlessly to enact allegedly more democratic and competitive media legislation,
with stronger state intervention, using tactics that granted high levels of democratic
legitimacy to its proposals, but rather ineffective negotiations that led to no reform.
The other coalition, led mostly by the media industry and key legislators from
different parties, led to the 2006 reform of the regulatory framework of
telecommunications, radio and TV, that sought to give greater certainty to industry
investors and a more independent regulatory agency that would limit presidential control
over the industry, according to its champions. This reform process began with highly
effective negotiations at the highest level of decision-making, but was severely questioned
as reflecting undue influence of the industry, both in terms of the low democratic
legitimacy of the process that led to its approval and in terms of its content. Neither of
these processes resulted in a discemable contribution to the democratization process.
The following five cases are the transparency (2007), electoral (2007), fiscal (2007),
security and justice (2008), and PEMIEX (2008) reforms. These cases of constitutional
amendment or legal reform share several features: a) they were approved in the 2006-2009
legislature that began shortly after--literally--fist-fighting in the Lower chamber, following
the post-electoral conflict of 2006; b) legislators from at least three of the largest political
parties (PAN, PRI and PRD) participated and reached agreements through processes of
intense deliberations and negotiations that have been documented in detail; c) they were
approved despite opposition from powerful interest groups, perceived at the outset as
having informal veto power; and more importantly, d) while different aspects of each of
these two reforms remain controversial, they both led to institutional innovations that
advance one or several democratic legitimacy principles, according to the empirical
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evidence I was able to collect in assessing the contribution of the reforms in addressing
democratic deficits.
The transparency reform of 2007 was advocated by a coalition led by a small group
of academics and public officials from the newly established Federal Transparency
Institute. This reform was unanimously approved by both chambers after highly effective
negotiations with governors and legislators from the three leading political parties, as well
as two phases of inclusive public deliberations with experts, academics and civil society
actors. There is wide public consensus that this reform was an important step forward in
increasing standards of transparency and information access in state governments and,
more generally, in the country's democratization process.
The electoral reform was far more controversial, negotiated behind closed doors and
voted on after a very short period of public deliberations under the fierce opposition of a
powerful and directly affected stakeholder: the monopolists of the broadcasting industry.
Nonetheless, the effectiveness of the negotiations, along with the quality of deliberation
among a multiparty workgroup, plus the heated debates on national broadcast TV prior to
its approval with 90% vote in both chambers, and a Supreme Court decision upholding the
entire reform, all paved the way for what is now widely regarded as a step forward toward
a more equitable and trustworthy electoral system.
Fiscal reform was negotiated in parallel to the electoral reform, as part of a package,
where the former was a priority for the executive and the latter a precondition of the
opposition to collaborate on any negotiation with the ruling party. While this reform also
confronted opposition from the business sector and its powerful lobbying apparatus, this
process managed to combine broad public discussion with the bilateral negotiation toward
the establishment of a new tax on corporate revenues and other measures to increase
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government revenues, as well as transparency and accountability mechanisms for public
spending at the federal and state levels.
The 2008 justice and security reform emerged from two different and almost
perfectly opposite reform projects. Justice reform, advocated by a coalition of social actors
and opposed by the judiciary, lawyer associations and the Executive, sought to abate
inequalities and inefficiencies in the access to justice and introduce a completely new
justice system in accordance with core democratic principles. Security reform was about
strengthening the executive powers to prosecute organized crime by lowering standards of
due process. After a complex negotiation process, a new justice system emerged, in
conjunction with a regime of exceptionality designed to increase the executive's capacity to
fight organized crime.
The reform of PEMEX, 2008, seemed highly unfeasible, but was enabled by a mix of
intense public forums and private negotiations. With the vote from legislators of the three
leading political parties, this reform paves the way for more accountability and reason-
based administration of this national asset by institutionalizing deliberative procedures in
the Board of PEMEX and in energy policy planning, and by granting more fiscal and
administrative autonomy to PEMEX, as well as greater flexibility in its contract regime.
But most stakeholders agree that the changes were insufficient and that probably the most
significant contribution of the reform process is that the three leading political parties were
able to genuinely discuss and understand a polarizing taboo issue where change is needed.
For each of these cases, I will argue that the combination of practices used by reform
champions ensured minimum levels of both negotiation effectiveness and democratic
legitimacy and that these two features reinforced each other to enable democratic changes
in the form of legal reform that seemed unlikely in a context myriad with the authoritarian
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practices and power imbalances that characterize hybrid regime dynamics. I will also argue
that these two cases illustrate how democratization can be furthered from within the hybrid
regime if a different dynamic, the dynamic of the ongoing democratization, is activated
through effective negotiations and deliberative practices that enhance democratic
legitimacy.
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Media Reform, 2006, or "The Televisa Law"
Democratic Deficits: the needfor reform
Media reform had been an issue of heated public debate and failed negotiations for
many years prior to 2006. The democratic deficits it sought to address were:
* Restrictions on freedom of expression associated with a history of discretionary
control of the Executive over the media industry.
9 Inequalities in the abilities to participate in public discussion due to a monopolist
control over the TV industry, as well as its undue influence in elections and other
key decision-making processes.
State control over media, including radio, TV and the written press, had been
extensively documented as being at the core of the PRI hegemonic system that lasted seven
decades in Mexico (e.g., Lawson, 2002; Esteinou & Alva, 2009). The federal government
owned the second largest national broadcast TV conglomerate; private concessions for TV
and radio were granted by the federal government to a handful of owners without proper
checks and balances, under the implicit promise of limited competition in exchange for
favorable coverage; journalists from all main newspapers and broadcasting services
received side payments from federal and local governments on a regular basis to ensure
favorable coverage.
Most attempts at independent journalism were illegally censored and harassed into
disappearance up until the late 1980s. Such state control over media, along with the
mutually beneficial relationship established between government and the large players in
the media industry, were key elements in the success of the PRI in retaining power:
Media corruption and censorship for news coverage [ensured]: (1) official control
of the public agenda, (2) selective silence on issues of particular sensitivity to the
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government, and (3) partisan bias in favor of the ruling party. The net effect of
media coverage was thus to marginalize regime opponents and legitimize
authoritarian rule. (Lawson, 2002, p. 8)
The phase of economic liberalization of the 1990s led to the privatization of publicly
owned TV channels and to a considerable decline in censorship, so that independent
journalism was able to emerge and become an important player in the country's
democratization process. Later, President Fox, the first opposition candidate to win after 70
years of PRI hegemony, publicly committed to freedom of the press, championed
important transparency reforms approved in 2004, and bragged about being severely
criticized by the media because, he argued, he was not willing to offer side payments to
journalists.
Despite these significant changes, alleged biases in broadcast media coverage of
political elections have remained at the core of the democratization agenda to date and
have constituted the main grievance of opposition presidential candidate, Andres Manuel
Lopez Obrador (AMLO), in accusations of electoral fraud in 2006 and then again in 2012.
Also, the relationship between the president and the media has remained opaque, to say the
least, as exemplified by the licenses for gambling centers granted to Televisa and other
media owners during the Fox administration. These licenses were granted just five days
before Creel, the Minister of the Interior in charge of issuing the permits, resigned to
compete for the presidency, in a hasty and controversial decision that was severely
questioned by the opposition and later led to the administrative sanctioning of several
public servants involved. Such persistent biases have been directly linked to lack of
competition in the broadcasting industry.
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As documented by Lawson (2002), greater levels of competition in the media
industry have been seen to cause greater independence in coverage and more active
participation of media in favor of democratization. In the case of Mexico, a moderate
increase in competition led to the emergence of independent journalism in the last two
decades of the 20h century and censorship is no longer an issue at the federal level. 4
However, the increase in competition has been limited. According to both The
Economist ("Court TV," 2007) and The Wall Street Journal (Cordoba & Luhnow, 2012),
the two largest media conglomerates, Televisa and TV Azteca, control an estimated 95%
of the television industry together. In such a context, consumers have limited power to
punish systematically distorted communication services, while the two big players are able
to act as a duopoly in selling advertisement as well as in protecting and furthering their
privileges in the industry. The independent experts I interviewed also point to the
concentration of the radio broadcasting industry in a handful of consortia, "Fifteen or so,"
says one of them, that coordinate and operate like a cartel when it comes to protecting
privileges (see also UN-HR, 2011).
This oligopolistic control over the broadcasting industry, particularly in TV, had
been-and continues to be-identified as a significant threat to the working of democratic
institutions and even to economic development. It was also the scene in which the reforms
to the telecommunications, radio and TV legislation were approved in 2006. Back then, the
industry faced other major challenges.
First, the president retained full control over the process of granting and renewing
broadcasting licenses, with a regulatory agency that lacked autonomy (COFETEL, in
4At the state and municipal level, cooptation and subtle forms of censorship are still comnmon.
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Spanish), a board appointed and removed at the president's discretion, no guidelines for
granting/revoking broadcasting licenses, and a lack of transparency.
Second, the radio and television regulatory framework was more than half a century
old and required important adjustments in light of the imminent convergence of all media
and communications services into digital technology.
Third, as three interviewees suggest, the perceived risk for the industry was
heightened by the fact that left-wing opposition candidate Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador
(AMLO) was competing for the lead in most polls. As a charismatic leader deemed
populist by his critics, AMLO orchestrated a polarizing campaign that emphasized class
cleavages and a critique of the economic elite, including big media, for which he was
associated with President Hugo Chavez from Venezuela. Hence, after decades of a
mutually beneficial relationship between media and government, the big players in the
industry were suddenly keen on limiting the president's political control over media.
Outcome: Appraisal of Reform's Impact on Democratization
The controversial reform to the telecommunication and TV and radio laws approved
by both chambers in 2006 was portrayed by supporters as addressing many of the above
described challenges. In particular, the reform was portrayed by supporters as a step
forward in limiting presidential control over media; in strengthening an independent
regulator led by a deliberative body of experts that could not be removed by the president
after their designation; and in providing legal certainty and rationality to the licensing
process and to the process of digital convergence, among other improvements.
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Yet several aspects of its content were so severely questioned that it soon came to be
known as the "Televisa Law" 5 ("Ley Televisa," 2012). Aspects of the reform that were
most controversial include the length of licenses established at twenty years, "compared to
the 8 to 10 years of most OECD countries," according to Madrazo (2012); the necessity of
automatic renewal of licenses, which excluded potential competitors from presenting an
alternative project; prerogatives to offer any kind of additional services-beyond those
established in the original permit-through the portion of the spectrum that becomes
available after transition from analog to the more efficient digital technology, without due
licensing process; the lack of clarity with respect to the process for digital convergence that
public and community broadcasting should follow; and the introduction of a public
auctioning process of licenses that privileges a financial criterion at a risk of greater market
concentration, among others.
These aspects were all declared unconstitutional in 2007. This court ruling declared
unconstitutional eight out of eleven impugned articles. Two of these, "the most important
ones" according to an expert and reform critic, were invalidated completely, while six
others were partially invalidated.
The following are the main legal changes introduced by the 2006 media reform that
are still in effect after the court's ruling:
* Technical, administrative and financial independence to the National Antitrust
Commission (COFECO, in Spanish) as the regulatory body for the industry, based
on a new governance structure where commissioners are designated by the
president for an eight-year term.
5Televisa is the TV industry leader, controlling approximately 70% of TV advertisement.
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" A clear mandate for COFECO, as the body in charge of regulating and promoting
an efficient development and broad social coverage of telecommunications and
broadcasting industries in Mexico. Specifically, this mandate includes:
- The exclusive responsibility to execute all attributions conferred to the
Ministry of Communications and Transportation (SCT, in Spanish) in
matters of radio and television by law, international treaties or
administrative ruling.
" The administration of the electromagnetic spectrum to promote efficient
use.
- The design and leadership of the licensing processes, requiring favorable
opinion from the COFECO.
" The power to establish a fee in exchange for the license, if deemed
convenient, and to establish differentiated treatment (in terms of fees,
quality requirements, etc.) to different license holders on the basis of their
market shares.
" An exclusive mandate for the COFETEL to lead a mandatory process of
convergence to digital technology for all private license holders operating with
analogical technology.
In other words, despite the court's ruling invalidating many key articles, the reform
does define and empower an independent regulator. Critics argue that this independence
already existed in a presidential decree of 1996 and a substantive aspect of the reform was
a "copy-paste from the decree to the law" (interview with independent media expert). But
the old COFETEL, created by decree, only had powers to "recommend" decisions and its
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jurisdiction was limited to telecommunications (mostly telephone, cell phone and internet
services).
In contrast, the reform gave COFETEL exclusive decision-making powers as the
regulator of radio and TV, and real "teeth" by way of sanctioning powers over license
holders. Furthermore, interviewees (two media experts and a public official) commented
that another step forward in the autonomy of COFETEL is the eight-year term in the
appointment of commissioners that the president is compelled to respect. One of them said,
"Before the reform, anyone working at COFETEL could get fired the day after making a
decision that the president didn't like."
Despite these legal improvements, the performance of COFETEL has been severely
limited by several different factors that have curbed its ability to function as an efficient (or
reason-based) and independent regulator.
Contentious and controversial process board member designation. Of the first board
members designated by President Fox in 2006, two were objected to by the Senate and
replaced by another two, even before taking office. This initial board, ratified by the
Senate, was criticized by reform critics as reflecting "state capture" (academic and media
expert), due to alleged links of several commissioners to the industry. Later, following the
court's ruling that canceled senatorial powers to oppose presidential designations, the
removed commissioners litigated and won their reinstallation. A few years later, Mony De
Swan, a close collaborator with the Minister of Communications, was designated as
commissioner in a controversial decision that many saw as "strengthening the influence of
the executive over COFETEL" (Herrera, quoted in Maksymiv, July 1, 2010). The result is
a board with weak congressional support that has struggled to prove its independence from
both the Executive and the industry.
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Impasse in the enactment of new legislation to fill the vacuum left by court ruling. In
addition to invalidating several key articles of the 2006 media reform, the court also
recommended a new reform to fill in the legal vacuum left by its decision. However, to
date, Congress has only legislated to effectively grant the Senate veto power over the
presidential designation of commissioners through a constitutional amendment. All other
aspects of the legal vacuum remain. Most notably, the court (2007) invalidated public
bidding as the key criteria in the private licensing processes, but also reasoned that
COFETEL should adhere to "objective rules and precise criteria in its decision-making."
The definition of these alternative rules and criteria has been a contested issue that is at the
core of the legislative impasse. "The public bidding was not perfect, but it was a clear and
objective criteria; now we have nothing," adds a legislator from the opposition.
Uncertain process of concession renewal and revocation, subject to presidential
discretion. By introducing an automatic renewal of licenses, the industry sought to shield
itself from discretionary control from the executive and the associated threats to freedom
of expression. But this aspect of the reform was declared unconstitutional because it
limited state ability to regulate. And although the law mandates that COFETEL be the sole
decision-maker on licensing processes, defacto, the executive has continued to play an
active role in license regulation. An example of this executive interference was the
decision, attributed to President Calderon and STC, to withdraw a radio broadcasting
permit from MVS Comunicaciones, one of the smaller players in the industry. This highly
controversial decision was overturned by the courts, but the legal process took almost a
year ("Suprema Corte," April 17, 2013). While the Executive argued that the frequency
was not being efficiently used, many linked the decision to the critical stance taken by
communicators from the consortium toward the administration.
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Concentration levels untouched at 96% by two companies. Perhaps the most
significant indictor of the ineffectiveness of the COFETEL is that no new private
broadcasting permits have been issued after seven years of the reform. "They worry that
the court's ruling left them without a clear criteria to grant permits," explains a legislator
from the opposition. In addition, no significant asymmetric regulations have been issued to
increase competition. The result is that concentration among broadcasting license holders
in open TV remains untouched, with "96% of the TV industry in the hands of two
corporations; 82% of the frequencies of radio in the hands of eleven individuals" (Corral
2013). "When the reform was approved, no new licenses had been granted for the previous
15 years; now 20 years have passed and we still don't have any new licenses in either radio
or TV," claims an industry representative. "The only beneficiary from this situation is the
industry giant."
Systematic executive interference in decision-making. Through a series of executive
decisions, presidential discretion has continued to play a significant role in the regulatory
decision-making process of the industry broadly speaking, defacto contesting the
independence of the COFETEL. The MVS Comunicaciones case discussed above is a
good example. But there are many more. Just a few years after the reform was approved, in
January 2009, the STC issued an internal statute where it assigned prerogatives to the
Minister of the STC to review decisions made by COFETEL and to grant broadcasting
licenses and permits, among other decision-making powers that the 2006 media reform
conferred exclusively to COFETEL as the independent regulatory body. In response to this
attempt to neutralize the independence of the regulator, the Lower chamber initiated an
unconstitutional action on February 2009. The Supreme Court published its decision a year
later, on February 2010, declaring void all precepts of the STC statute that conferred direct
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attributions or revision powers to the minister, in detriment of the independence legally
granted to the COFETEL. While the STC argued the hierarchical superiority of the
minister, the key argument used by the Court to declare these precepts unconstitutional was
the legal superiority of a law over an executive ruling. Without the 2006 media reform,
that 2009 statute would have overruled the 1996 decree, because of the hierarchical
superiority of the SCT over the COFETEL. But again, this legal process took over a year
and has not preempted future attempts at executive interference.
Through continued favorable court rulings, the effectiveness of COFETEL might
eventually increase, since judicial decision-making has systematically backed the
independence of the regulator. "COFETEL has won them all," claims an industry
consultant. Alternatively, a constitutional amendment mandating major and comprehensive
telecommunications reform has been approved by both chambers in the context of the
Pacto por Mexico (an agreement signed by the three leading political parties) at the start of
the current administration. Its full approval by state legislatures, against the intense lobby
displayed by the industry, would lead to the creation of a new independent regulator with
full constitutional autonomy and powers to effectively break down the industry
monopolies.
Meanwhile, after seven years of the reform, the democratic deficits generated by a
monopolist market structure in the broadcasting industry seem almost chronic and the
COFETEL is currently a weak regulator, where key decisions ultimately rely on court
ruling. As an interviewee, an industry consultant, claims: "Everybody lost; the big players
wanted legal certainty and what we have is an ongoing judicial battle where every decision
is legally contested... [all] because of 'the ways."' Table 2 summarizes the assessment of
the reform's impact on democratization.
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Table 2: Appraisal of the Media Reform's Impact on Democratization
DEMOCRATIC IDEAL OUTCOMES ACTUAL REFORM OUTCOMES OVERALL
DEFICITS: NEED OF REFORM APPRASAL OF
FOR REFORM IMPACT ON
DEMOCRATIZATION
1. Restrictions on 1. An independent 1. A regulatory body was created but Ineffective change
freedom of regulatory body of has had limited independence and
expression experts effectively effectiveness:
associated with a decides over: * The designation of board members
history of * broadcasting of regulatory body has been
discretionary permits, contentious, subject to litigation and
control of the * sanctions, and dependent on executive discretion
Executive over the * asymmetric with no involvement of Congress.
media industry. regulation to * The executive intervenes
2. Inequalities in ensure systematically and defacto disputes
the abilities to competition. the regulators independence;
participate in controversial decisions are
public discussion 2. A more competitive systematically resolved by the
due to a monopolist broadcasting industry courts.
control over the TV with more players and * Public bidding as a criterion for
industry and its lower concentration licensing was declared
undue influence in levels, unconstitutional and no other
elections and other criterion has been put in place.
key decision- * The process of concession renewal
making processes. and revocation is uncertain and
subject to presidential discretion.
No significant asymmetric
regulations are issued to increase
competition.
2. No new private broadcasting permits
have been issued after seven years of
reform. Concentration remains at 96%
market share by the two industry
leaders: Televisa and TV Azteca.
A narrative of the process
Ineffective deliberative efforts
The public debate on radio and TV legislation can be traced all the way back to 1977,
in the context of the first public hearings to discuss the first constitutional amendment that
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introduced the right to information. The outcome of these hearings was incorporated in a
draft bill that sought to "promote the democratization of media" ("Anteproyecto de Ley,"
1981) and was never made public, but was negatively referenced in more than 481
newspaper articles (Solis, 2009) under allegations that the regulations were a direct threat
to freedom of expression and a covert attempt at increasing state control over media.
Later on, from 1998-2005, intense, inclusive and reason-based discussions organized
by the Congress, academics, international cooperation--most notably the German Konrad
Adenauer Foundation--and civil society organizations, fed in broad public recognition of
the need to adjust the regulatory framework of media and telecommunications in
accordance to the country's democratic transitions. In reference to the forums that took
place during this period of time, Dr. Gehring (2005, p.7), from the Konrad Adenauer
Foundation, wrote:
Evaluating and analyzing in plurality the divers aspects of the media, in an
international perspective, has prompted the establishment of relationships between
legislators, academics, public servants and business... to move forward in the
definition of the new rules for the industry in the context of our democratic
transition.
These forums were the back stage for at least two other attempts at reforming the
regulatory framework of the industry towards greater plurality of media expressions; a
more transparent relationship between government and media; state intervention to
enhance socially oriented expressions by way of independent public and community
broadcasting services; and a stronger and more independent regulatory agency (Solis,
2009). These attempts crystallized in draft bills, only to be blocked by the informal veto of
one or several big players in the industry, who argued that such mechanisms limited
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freedom of expression, legalized discretionary decision-making for license granting, and/or
would hurt the economic efficiency of the sector
Most notably, Senator Javier Corral from the PAN, Chair of the Communication and
Transportation Committee, worked on a bill to reform the Radio and TV Federal Law,
"with support from academic Beatriz Solis" and a few close allies, including the Mexican
Association for the Right to Information (AMEDI), of which Corral is a founding member.
This bill was designed to address the conclusion of several years of public forums
summarized above and was presented formally to Congress in 2002, signed by 64 senators
(exactly half) mostly from the PAN, the PRD and the PRI.
Between 2003 and 2004, Senator Corral requested a leave of absence to run for
office in the elections for state governor in Chihuahua, and negotiations were interrupted
until he returned, even though the substitute committee chair, Senator Osuna, had pledged
to work on the reform (Solis, 2009). But by early 2005, Corral was back and legislators
from different parties "had reached consensus on most articles of the bill and the majority
of members [of the committee] had already signed on. ... I have a copy of the version that
they had signed and then marked-off" (senator from the PAN). But several interviewees
describe this reform project as the "Corral Law" (word of a legislator from the opposition),
in the sense that there was no coalition advocating it or any real sense of ownership beyond
this lone reform champion.
In parallel, the industry requested a copy of the bill and time to send comments, and
soon after expressed its opposition. The bill was criticized as being "a Frankenstein that
mixed economic and technical regulation with censoring content regulation; it risked
perverting the social orientation of the public broadcasting by allowing profit-generating
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activities; offered no objective criteria for the licensing process and enhanced discretionary
decision-making," an industry representative claims.
Then, as the same senator from the PAN relates, several senators withdrew their
signatures, as the opposition from the industry became more intense.
According to an industry representative, the stance of Corral was "all or nothing; an
'integral' reform as he defined it, or nothing." By "all" he meant deeply changing the
regulatory framework without considering the interests of the industry with regards to legal
certainty against executive discretion and associated risks to freedom of expression, under
concepts like "content regulation," as well as "very subjective dispositions for the
assignment of [broadcasting] permits" (industry representative).
In the view of the reform champions, the industry had no interest in passing any kind
of reform that would challenge the status quo and was ready to exert their veto power
against any attempt to strengthen state capacity to regulate them or increase competition.
Thus, they argue, there was nothing to negotiate.
In any case, throughout my interviewees, I found no evidence of a negotiation or
coalition building strategy on behalf of reform champion Javier Corral and allies, beyond
allegations that the bill reflected years of public discussion.
The impact of this initial phase on the criteria for negotiation effectiveness and
democratic legitimacy is summarized in the following box:
This initial phase lasted for several decades (1977-2005) and was characterized by
several episodes offree and highly inclusive reason-based discussions among state actors
and non-state actors. These discussion then led to the draft bills, followed by highly
polarized public discussions where different rationalities and interests were exposed to the
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public opinion, all within acceptable levels of democratic legitimacy, but characterized
also by positional bargaining without enough leverage to claim value that ultimately led to
low levels of negotiation effectiveness as reflected by the impasse at which these reform
attempts ended.
A very, very fast-track approval in the Lower Chamber
The second phase of this process (November-December, 2005) developed in the
midst of these polarized discussions. However, the interests of the industry had suddenly
shifted. Interviewees from all stakeholder groups associate this shift with the rise in
electoral polls of left-wing presidential candidate, AMLO. Even the big players in the
industry "were afraid AMLO would win" (industry consultant) and suddenly wanted a
regulatory agency with greater independence from the president; one that could not be
manipulated by what they feared might be a populist "media-phobic" 6 regime. But the
industry also knew that the senators had a different idea of regulatory framework, which is
why, according to an industry representative, the negotiations moved to the lower
chambers, where legislators had been only marginally involved in the media discussion
and were prone to be more receptive to their views and interests.
This phase lasted just a few weeks and was characterized by highly effective
negotiations to pass a bill to reform both telecommunication and radio and TV legislation.
The bill was approved by the Chamber of Deputies on the 8th of December of 2005,
unanimously and on the fast track, with a debate that lasted only seven minutes, just a
6 Words of an independent media expert I interviewed, in reference to positional stances against big business
in media.
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couple of weeks after it was introduced by a low-profile PRI legislator, Lucero Palma, on
November 22.
Although most interviewees point to the industry as the promoter of this bill, I
couldn't identify any individual reform champion committed to change and responsible for
the negotiations. An industry representative from one of the top TV companies stated:
We did not participate in negotiations until the bill reached the Senate. In general,
the industry didn't get involved until it got approved by the Lower Chamber... It
took us by surprise, but when we looked at it, we assessed it as an important step
forward.
Another industry representative, from another top TV company, says: "It was poorly
drafted, but we thought it was step forward and collaborated [emphasis added] with the
industry leaders in pushing the reform forward," and then adds: "I really don't know who
wrote the reform; nobody really knows, as far as I know; but it was definitely someone
close to the industry, a consultant hired by the industry."
According to most interviewees, the negotiations were led by legislators from the
PRI and the Green Party, most prominently Xavier Orozco (previously top-level analyst
and lawyer for Televisa) and privately supported by the industry. The details of these
negotiations have been hard to uncover and remain controversial. However, interviewees
from the Senate and independent experts claim that the bill was ghost-written by a Televisa
consultant and negotiated at the highest level of party leadership in the lower chamber. But
nobody seems to know exactly what was negotiated.
Independent experts and legislators attribute the unanimous vote to threats and
promises. "How else can you explain the unanimous approval of such a complex reform in
such a short period of time by a multi-partisan Congress; no other reform was approved by
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unanimity during the Fox administration," argues an independent expert in an interview.
Later, a dissenting senator from the PRI would publicly declare:
We know what happened. [The industry] met with them in private saloons; they told
them it was a great bill. There was no agreement, no consensus; there was a scam,
there was a promise, there was a threat. That is what happened there [in the lower
chamber]. (Barttlet, 2006)
But two lower chamber legislators I interviewed claim they were genuinely
persuaded of the benefits of the reform at the time of the vote, and one says that only later
did they come to understand that it had important drawbacks. In a compatible account, an
interviewee from the industry claims the reform was indeed crafted to present a sound
improvement in terms of strengthening the regulatory agency, providing objective criteria
for license-granting, limiting presidential control over media and granting brokering
powers to the IFE in the commercialization of electoral propaganda. After all, the main
interests they proclaimed were to limit presidential control and to provide certainty for
investment in the sector. "It was good reform; it promoted competition and an independent
regulator... but it was perverted," says an independent expert and consultant.
Based on the merits of the reform and an arms-length lobby strategy, the industry
was able to bring all the political parties in the lower chamber on board. The opposition
was glad to limit presidential control over media; the PRD was also interested in granting
the electoral institute brokering powers to ensure a flat rate for advertisement to all
political parties; they all wanted to be in good standing with the big TV companies and
ensure positive coverage during the upcoming elections. Even the PRD, which was later
the party that most vocally opposed the reform, was enthusiastic about it when it was voted
on in the lower chamber. "This is a historic reform [...]. If the industry knew what we were
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voting they would block it," expressed the PRD party whip Pablo G6mez, according to an
industry representative, as he urged a quick vote in favor of the bill. This same legislator
later apologized for "not reading" the bill in detail.
According to an industry representative, this strategy that he attributes "mostly
likely" to Televisa had two important limitations. First, Televisa was "too greedy" and
included unnecessarily self-serving precepts, such as the explicit waiver of the bidding
process for the license renewal, and the very long twenty-year license period; and the
prerogative to use the assigned electromagnetic spectrum, after digital convergence, for
services not specified in the original license. These "details" feed into the suspicions of
critics who argued the reform was tailored to illegitimate interests of the industry and
constitute some of the key articles of the reform that were later invalidated by the Supreme
Court.
Second, the process was so "untidy" that critics became "irrationally opposed"
(industry representative) even to some aspects of the reform that independent experts and
academics consider important steps forward, such as the independence of the regulator and
the objection powers granted to the Senate over the designation of the commissioners.
Through persuasion on the merits of the reform, deceit and/or co-optation, the
industry effectively claimed value by creating value--or the perception that value was
being created--for all party leaders, thus securing political support for their reform in the
lower chamber. On the other hand, there is no evidence of public discussions--neither in
the respective committees nor in the Chamber's plenary--providing basic accountability
standards; or even private exchange of reasons as the basis decision-making; there is no
trace of a deliberative process of any sort, either formal or informal, among the legislators
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that voted the reform. Such excessively high levels of negotiation "effectiveness" devoid
of legitimacy later came to haunt reform effectiveness.
A contentious public debate surfaces the issues but has low negotiation effectiveness
Suspicions regarding the authorship and direct involvement of Televisa in the
approval of this reform in the lower chamber were fed with evidence of phone
conversations published by El Universal (leading national newspaper) under the title
"Radio and TV Law: Uncovered, a Network of Pressures," just a few weeks after its
approval in the lower chamber. In the conversations, Televisa's main lobbyist, Javier
Tejado Donde, and his allies from the industry planned and gave follow-up to a detailed
strategy to persuade all the industry players to publicly support the reform in the Senate,
including several skeptics whom they agreed to "pressure" (Tej ado, Aranda & Romano,
2006).
Despite the success of Televisa in garnering public support from the key industry
players, soon after the bill was sent to the Senate, a wide range of stakeholders participated
in forums and public hearings in a context of intense media coverage, where different
aspects of the reform were analyzed and discussed critically. This stage was characterized
by an intense deliberative process: public, equal participation for different voices and
perspectives, transparent, reason-based. These public discussions signaled significant
disagreements surrounding the bill approved by the lower chamber and a host of different
changes were proposed.
The Ministry of Communications (SCT), plus COFETEL and COFECO, all took a
stance against the reform, in public forums and official communications, arguing that it
would enhance concentration by favoring incumbent license holders in an already highly
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concentrated industry, along with representatives from public and community broadcasting
who affirmed that the bill was also against the interest of a socially oriented radio and TV,
as well as the IFE which took a stance against the bill because it granted electoral
candidates the right to directly buy propaganda instead of restricting this right to political
parties.
Seventy-three percent of the 46 speakers [...] suggested different changes to the bill.
[...] We are talking about the most questioned reform; one that has disregarded the
majority of qualified voices in society by having given more weight to the opinion of
12 lobbyists and business spokespeople, to the minority. This means that those
supporting the bill are validating a new form of parliamentary procedure; the
Corporative initiative: the right of corporations to initiate legislation. (Vicencio,
2006)
None of this stopped the industry or opened the door for negotiations. Legislators
supporting the bill would succinctly reply: "The bill could certainly be improved, but it is a
step forward and needs to be passed without changes" and, in private, would add: "the
election is at stake" (staff member to a legislator from the PAN; and Villamil, 2009).
It is unclear that there was any room for negotiations at this phase. In fact, a staff
member to a dissenting senator claims: "Senator Corral and Senator Osuna would talk
about the reform, but Osuna would say 'we have clear instructions to approve the Reform."'
Even the detailed and eloquent presentation of amendments proposed by Senator Corral
was self-understood and announced as having a strictly "pedagogical purpose" (Corral,
2006), since the opposing senators anticipated they would be voted out, and they were.
But a media representative also claims that "most likely, Televisa chose to initiate the
legislation in the lower chamber in order to circumvent Corral; ... he had adopted an all or
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nothing [stance] .... and the industry was desperate to pass legislation limiting presidential
discretion, before the elections." "Corral is an excellent polemist," this media
representative adds, "but hasn't been able to negotiate any reform on this issue on which he
has led legislative efforts since the 90's, twice as representative and once as senator."
Furthermore, while the hearings and forums were "very inclusive; everyone had a
chance to speak" (an academic who participated); reform critics were "quite intolerant" and
it all ended in a "power struggle to see who 'hit harder'... the senators used their immunity
to call you anything; it was not constructive" (industry representative).
In any case, these positional stances polarized the situation even more. A broad
blocking coalition emerged forcefully in the public sphere shortly before the approval of
the reform in the Senate. It emerged perhaps just a little too late to block or influence the
so called Televisa Law, but it was central to generating the public deliberation and
heightening awareness with respect to the risks to democracy contained in the bill. It also
significantly influenced the court's ruling against it, later in 2007. "They made a lot of
noise that was very important in stopping it all a year later, with the court's decision," says
an independent media expert from academia who participated in the forums organized by
the Senate.
This phase of forums and hearings in the Senate, along with the wide media coverage
that the blocking coalition received, served to document different shortcomings of the
reform and to deepen reason-based public debate. These debates also increased
accountability over the process. It was an intense deliberative phase, which did partially
offset the democratic deficits of the previous phases. Furthermore, the forums and the
coalitions also gave reform critics leverage towards the judicial process. However, this was
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another moment where high levels of democratic legitimacy and even leverage did not
translate into effective negotiations in light of the positional stance that both sides had
adopted.
Win-win negotiations with low democratic legitimacy
Perhaps the most significant barrier to negotiations between the positions of those
supporting the bill and reform critics was the parallel negotiations that took place behind
closed doors (Villamil, 2009). Legislators in the lower chamber were no longer
unanimously backing the reform and by the end of February there was a general feeling
that "the political moment has changed; if you touch a single comma it will have to go
back [to the lower chamber] and it will get stuck in the electoral context" (industry
representative).
In fact, in March 2006, lower chamber representatives signed a letter to the Senate
urging a careful revision and discussion of the bill. Plus, the PRD had taken a stance
against the bill in the Senate and the lower chamber PRD party whip had apologized for
"not reading" the bill carefully enough.
All this in a context where AMLO was leading most polls and was taking an
increasingly anti big business and private media stance. Clearly, the other two leading
parties, PRD and PRI, had much to win in a coalition with the two industry leaders against
the left wing candidate. On the other hand, media leaders were anxious to pass the reform
before the end of the electoral process; otherwise "big media would lose much of the
leverage it had during the campaigns" (an independent expert).
By the end of March, the big industry players had taken a strong stance, privately and
publicly, against any changes to the bill. Party leadership of both the PRI and PAN
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embraced this same stance: "the bill could certainly be improved, but it is a step forward
and needs to be passed without changes." "[T]he election is at stake," urged the PAN party
president in a meeting with legislators from the PAN to discuss the bill, according to
Villamil (2009). Several different accounts from my interviewees and public declarations
from several dissenting legislators, assert that the leadership of both the PRI and PAN had
struck a deal with the industry:
Political parties and legislators supporting the reform without changing "a single
comma" (several different interviewees used this expression) would be rewarded
collectively and individually in the upcoming electoral process. Dissenting legislators and
parties would be punished. Villamil (2009) provides several examples of how some of the
most vocal supporters of the reform obtained important political positions and/or favorable
media coverage following the passage of the Televisa Law, while most of the leading
dissenters were excluded from electoral positions in the 2006 elections and some received
unwarranted negative media coverage, such as Senators Corral and Bartett, accused in
prime TV programs of different crimes, such as corruption, despite the fact that there was
not even a formal investigation or legal trial against either of them and no chance for them
to reply (see Trejo, 2007, June 7, for details of negative campaign against dissenting
senators).
Political parties, the PAN and the PRI, also negotiated their share. Several legislators
describe that their party leaders argued in favor of the reform by highlighting the need to
be "in good standing with the media during the electoral process at hand" (staff member of
a legislator from the PAN). It is hard to underestimate the impact of such "good standing"
in an election that the PAN won by only 0.5% of the vote.
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The deal was executed and not "a single comma" was modified after 15 hours of
debate where the amendments proposed were backed by 40 dissenting legislators from all
leading political parties represented in the Senate--among which were senators who had led
the TV and Radio Subcommittee--as well as a broad coalition of stakeholders, including
several key public entities, intellectuals, public and community broadcasters, and
independent experts. These dissenting senators could not be dismissed as marginal in their
respective parties. Leading the dissent was Senator Javier Corral, one of the closest
collaborators of Felipe Calderon in the early stages of his presidential campaign, up until
he distanced himself from the PAN leadership in direct connection with his stance against
the reform.
On March 2006, in the 15-hour session of the Senate where the bill was voted on,
dissenting senators presented 46 amendment proposals that were each explained in detailed
argumentation, followed by a brief debate or even silence and then voted against by the
coalitions of 78 senators supporting the bill. Senators in the coalition would respond to
several of the proposed amendments by saying nothing more than: "The bill is not perfect,
but it is a step forward and it needs to be approved without changes" (Villamil, 2009).
A few months later, a wave of unsuccessful requests came upon President Fox,
urging him to veto the law. Even the key cabinet members objected to the reform,
including the Minister of Communication himself who took a written stance against the
reform in an in-depth analysis of "50 pages long" ("Abascal defiende," 2006), as well as
the commissioners of the COFETEL who resigned out of disagreement with the reform
("Dicen que," 2006). But the election process was at its peak and breaking the deal with the
industry seemed an unlikely choice with Lopez Obrador now leading polls.
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The President did not exert his veto power and the reform was formally issued on
May 2006. According to the Minister of the Interior, Santiago Creel, the law was imposed
by the pressure of the big TV consortia in the context of "an intense electoral campaign"
where political parties "required access to TV broadcasting services," as he publicly
admitted a few months later (Becerril, 2007, 5 de Mayo).
The log-rolling tactics used between the media industry and two political parties
certainly created value for all sides in the negotiation and gave leverage to the industry in
claiming value in favor of their proposed bill, but only so long as they remained secret,
which was up until the reform was approved and after the elections. When the alleged
deals and the reform were subjected to public scrutiny, they generated public outcry,
eroded the already low credibility of the political class and fed into the backlash against
reform.
A backlash from an angry blocking coalition
According to an industry representative, in reference to the practices used by the
industry lobby: "what ended up blowing it all up were the ways." This same interviewee
adds that "all this happened because of the pig-pen [sic] created with the law; it generated
anger and resentment."
Indeed, cross-partisan collaboration in dissent with party leadership is extremely
rare--if not unprecedented--in Mexican politics. Yet legislators from the three leading
political parties were so angered by what they felt was an abusive process, that shortly after
the approval of the so called "Televisa Law" on May 4, 2006, a group of 47 dissenting
senators from the PAN, PRD and PRI initiated the constitutional controversy against the
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reform. Senator Corral was no longer the lone champion of democratizing the media
industry.
During the court's deliberative process, the big media players continued their efforts
in favor of the reform through an aggressive communication campaign that is clearly
exemplified by the label of "Chavista Court" used in a leading news program by TV
Azteca (Madrazo, 2011). "The media sought to sabotage the follow-up of the Senate on the
unconstitutionality suit" (a senator from the PAN). This media strategy based on
harassment only made matters worse. As this statement of Senator Corral suggests: "The
best evidence that the Court has of the abusive usage of the monopolized media is their use
of the TV screen to intimidate and aggravate those that do not think like them" (quoted in
"Javier Corral y Manuel Bartlett," May 16, 2007). Thus, despite the intimidating strategies
used by the industry, a year later, in May 2007, the court ruled unconstitutional key articles
of the reform and left a legal vacuum that Congress was called upon to fix.
Furthermore, following the court's ruling, legislators from five political parties,
including the three largest ones, united again by the shame and anger generated by the
evidenced state capture. "The Televisa law had been an imposition and ... all three political
parties were dissatisfied with the relationship with the media " (senator from the PAN).
Hence, they were able to cohesively negotiate an electoral reform in 2007 that significantly
hurt the media's interest and strengthened political parties. This electoral reform created a
new model of political communication, banning the commercialization of electoral
propaganda in TV and radio. It was another major backlash against the interest of media
because of the huge loss of revenue from electoral propaganda and the associated political
control.
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Reform Trajectory
Figure 5 illustrates the different moments of this reform process, starting with efforts
at genuine deliberations as the basis of reform, on behalf of those who had championed
more plurality and a more competitive industry. These actors also led an open, free and
reason-based debate in the Senate, providing a venue for accountability in a failed attempt
to block a reform backed by the industry. But the actions of these actors all fall in the
lower-right quadrant, with high-quality public debate but low levels of negotiation
effectiveness. The figure also highlights how the moves of the industry to push forward the
reform scored initially very high in negotiation effectiveness but had huge deficits of
democratic legitimacy that eventually triggered concerted action to invalidate most of the
changes achieved by the reform. The outcome was a reform with little or no impact in
addressing the interests either of those who lobbied for it or of those who championed a
different reform, as well as a reform with a complete deficit of democratic legitimacy.
Nonetheless, it is fair to say that the coalition that championed a democratic reform
of media won the public debate, particularly after the court's ruling. The "Televisa Law" is
sure to keep its epithet as long as it is remembered, and its passing will most likely be
remembered as an episode of state capture by the interests of big media companies. In
addition, the court's ruling has set a high standard for the intervention of the judicial
branch in the country's democratic process, as grantor of the constitutional principles, even
under severe pressure from such powerful players as Televisa and TV Azteca.
Unfortunately, because all attempts at reforming the laws of telecommunications and
radio and TV to address the court's ruling have ended at an impasse, the big players, those
that have been indubitably portrayed as the "bad guys," continue to benefit from the status
quo and exert significant influence in public decision-making. But even this preservation
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of the status quo has come at a high cost. Televisa, by all accounts the number one reform
lobbyist, has paid a high cost in terms of credibility and the industry in general has lost
billions in never-ending litigations that have been the only path to move decisions forward
in light of the legal vacuum. And even if they might benefit from the status quo, they got
nothing out of their lobbying efforts toward the 2006 media reform.
Ultimately, the result is a reform process of low negotiation effectiveness and low
democratic legitimacy, located in the bottom-left quadrant, a lose-lose for all sides,
including citizens, consumers, the industry, and the country's democratization process.
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Transparency Reform, 2007
Democratic Deficits: the need for reform
The transparency reform of 2007 sought to address deficits of accountability
associated with poor and unequal quality of legislation to protect the right to access public
information, particularly at the state and municipal levels. This amendment to Article 6 of
the constitution was also the first major reform passed by the polarized legislature of 2006-
2009. The reform was primarily designed and championed by the President of the Federal
Institute for Transparency and Information Access (IFAI in Spanish), his staff, a handful of
transparency experts and later a coalition of state governors from different political parties.
IFAI is an independent public institution created in 2002 by mandate of the first
Federal Transparency Act of 2004. It is governed by a council of non-partisan transparency
experts proposed by the president and ratified by the Senate. Its mandate includes
channeling information solicitations from citizens, solving controversies between federal
authorities and citizens seeking information, and promoting transparency and the right to
public information. From 2002 to 2006, all 32 states had voluntarily passed legislation
regulating transparency and information access inspired by the creation of IFAI
(Hernitndez & Merino, 2009). However, IFAI, civil society organizations and experts from
all over the country were concerned that the quality of most of these state laws was
questionable. Many established unjustified prerequisites to solicit information; others
legalized discretional restrictions on the right to public information; and several lacked an
independent authority to solve controversies and promote transparency, such as IFAI
(Lopez Ayllon, 2006; Hernndez & Merino, 2009). Moreover, most states lacked an
electronic platform to enable online solicitations of information.
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In fact, opacity had become a trademark of state and municipal administration, with
an estimate of 2,813.1 million pesos (approximately $200 billion) of federal funds lost to
corruption, just in 2005, according to the federation's supreme auditor (Mendez, 2007).
"The right to public information was becoming a caricature," says an interviewee from
IAI.
Another concern was the lack of clarity regarding the legal frontier between public
and private information. The right to privacy and the protection of personal information
was a missing piece in legislation all across the country.
Outcome: Appraisal of Reform's Impact on Democratization
The constitutional amendment on transparency and information access approved in
2007 introduced the following innovations:
* The establishment, in the constitution, of the principle of maximum publicity as
guiding principle to solve controversies regarding the right to information.
" The mandatory accessibility of all information in possession of any governmental
authority or public entity at the federal, state and municipal levels, requiring each
of these entities to preserve information in accessible and updated files.
" The recognition of the right to free access to this public information for every
citizen.
" The requirement that exceptions to the right to information be established in law
and justified in terms of the public interest and that, in such cases, restrictions
should be temporary.
* The right to protection of private information and exceptions to this right.
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" Deadlines for the adjustment of state and federal legislation in accordance with
these new constitutional principles.
" The obligation of federal and state governments to install electronic systems to
enable remote, free and expeditious access to information, solicitations and
revision procedures.
As stated by Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR), one of the three elements of the basic rights of freedom of speech and opinion is
"the right to seek and receive information, or the right to access information." Furthermore,
access to information and transparency per se are prerequisites for rational argumentation
in the public sphere and for public accountability.
To this end, the transparency reform has had significant impacts along the following
three dimensions.
Constitutionalprinciples and benchmarking. By establishing clear principles in the
Constitution, the reform has established mandatory guidelines for the development of
transparency institutions in all three branches and levels of government, as well as
independent government entities. Because these standards are binding, legislation that does
not adhere to them can now be subject to judicial activism and adjudication (Hernandez &
Merino, 2009), and to date, at least four court rulings have declared state legislation
unconstitutional in light of violating the principle of maximum publicity (Becerra, April
15, 2013, personal communication). But beyond these adversarial procedures, these
principles have served as the basis for benchmarking, public accountability and reason-
based discussion on the status and challenges facing the exercise of the right to access
information at all levels of government. An outstanding example of such benchmarking
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impact is the Metrica de Transparencia (2010), a comprehensive study conducted by CIDE,
a prestigious public university and research center.
M6trica de transparencia 2010 analyzes legal frameworks, transparency agencies,
transparency websites and the process for access to public information (simulated
user and statistics), in order to assess the status of the transparency system [...] built
on the rights and principles contained in Article 6 of the Mexican Constitution.
Local institutional development of transparency institutions. According the M6trica
de Transparencia (2010), to date, 28 states have reformed their constitutions to incorporate
national constitutional standards, and 29 states have instituted independent deliberative
bodies to protect the right to information access. These formal changes have also led to an
overall increase in financial resources and institutional capacity to protect the right to
information. In 2006, the average yearly transparency budget, per state, was 10.04 million
pesos; by 2009, the yearly budget for transparency at the state level had risen by 70% up to
17.35 million. Finally, according to this same source, in 2006, states that lacked records or
reported zeros on transparency budgets and information solicitations added up to 10 and
14, respectively; by 2009, only 2 states reported a budget in zeros and 5 states lacked a
record of solicitation.
Free and expeditious online access to information. The constitutional requirement
that all public entities install online mechanisms to request information, solicitations and
revision procedures, has been followed by most state transparency institutes. Out of 32
states, I was able to verify that 31 have established some form of online system for
information solicitation and 27 of them have adhered to the platform designed by IFAI to
guarantee clear, free and expeditious information access of a standard quality.
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Generalized online accessibility, at both state and federal levels, increases freedom
and equality in the right to access information. Before the reform, 7 the total number of
information solicitations per year, at the state level, stood at 31,600; since the reform, 8 the
average has risen almost threefold, up to 145,880 solicitations. Moreover, in 2005,
solicitations at the state level represented only 17% of the total number of solicitations,
with solicitations at the federal level accounting for the remaining 83%. By 2010, the
percentage of solicitations made at the state level had risen to 49.46% of the total. These
percentages suggest that, indeed, the gap between the right to access information at the
state versus the federal level, has decreased significantly since the reform.
The Mdtrica de Transparencia (2010 p. 9) has also identified important challenges,
lags and opportunities to improve, "particularly in matters of personal data protection,
criteria for classifying information, administrative files, appeals of refusal of information,
and ex officio public information." Furthermore, this study also points to persistent
heterogeneity in the quality of information supplied in response to solicitations, as well as
the time of response.
Nonetheless, by establishing constitutional standards for state and federal legislation
on transparency, as well as an electronic platform to reduce the cost of exercising this
right, the 2007 transparency reform has contributed to greater freedom and equality in the
right to access public information across the country, generating better conditions for
accountability and reason-based discussion. Table 3 summarizes this assessment.
Table 3: Appraisal of the Transparency Reform's Impact on Democratization
7 Data available only for 2005 and 2006. The figure reported is the average of these two.
8 Average of 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010.
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A narrative of the process
The first round ofpublic forums
IFAI was created in 2004 with the mandate to protect the right to access public
information in possession of the federal government. It had no jurisdiction over
transparency at the state level and no formal powers to initiate legislation. However, the
institution was at the forefront of the debate on transparency and was among the first to
identify the democratic deficit generated by inequality in the right to access information
and the low levels of transparency legislation at the state level. Moreover, IFAI had
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DEMOCRATIC IDEAL OUTCOMES OF ACTUAL REFORM OUTCOMES OVERALL
DEFICITS: NEED REFORM APPRAISAL OF
FOR REFORM IMPACT ON
DEMOCRATIZATION
Limited State legislation The 2007 constitutional amendment Effective change
accountability establishes mechanisms established transparency principles in with significant and
associated with for transparency and accordance to international standards. non-ambiguous
poor and unequal information access that: Plus, impacts on
quality of democratization
legislation to a) adhere to a) 28 out of 32 states reformed their
protect the right international standards constitutions in adherence to new
to access public of transparency national standards; 29 states have
information, established in the established an independent body to
particularly at the constitution--or else are protect information access. By 2012, at
state and declared least four state laws were declared
municipal levels. unconstitutional by the unconstitutional by courts because they
court--and violated the new constitutional
standards. The average state
b) are used by citizens transparency budget increased 70%
in effectively exercising from 2006 to 2009.
their right to access
information. b) 27 states of 32 have established the
same online system for information
solicitation designed by IFAI. Before
reform, yearly information solicitations
averaged to 31,600; after the reform the
average is 145,880.
different kinds of resources to champion this right more broadly and experts in this subject
matter working to protect the right beyond any partisan commitments.
Not surprisingly, interviewees unanimously point to the role of two senior public
officials from IFAI as the main reform champions of the 2007 transparency reform: IFAI
President Alonso Lujambio and liaison Ricardo Becerra.
The need to set standards of transparency and information access for all public
entities, particularly at the state level, was widely discussed in different studies published
under the initiative of IFAI (see compilation by Lopez-Ayllon, 2005) and in almost two
years of public forums, most notably the I and III National Transparency Weeks of 2005
and 2006. These forums and publications generated broad reason-based discussion and also
served as part of a media strategy that sought to expose the need for greater transparency
standards.
What emerged out of these efforts was "a very solid diagnostic, socialized and
widely shared (many discussions, many actors, journalists, etc.) with data and [public]
space where it could be discussed" (public official from the IFAI) that served to increase
broad public support for the transparency agenda and to mobilize a small group of
intellectuals and independent experts that partnered with IFAI in championing the reform.
In words of an interviewee:
A group of people among which were several academics... and public servants from
IFAI, ... [came to believe] that a constitutional reform with minimum standards of
information access was required to consolidate progress on the issue of information
access and to abate the low quality of state legislation. (academic from UNAM)
This first coalition of reform champions resulted from and promoted free, reason-
based discussions in public forums and kept the conversation going. But the challenge was
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to improve state legislation without violating the state autonomy that had become a reality
in Mexico only a few years earlier, after the defeat of the PRI in 2000 and the associated
loss of presidential control over governors.
Just a few years later, governors had gained a very strong lobbying capacity in the
Mexican Congress. But they were not really known for their commitment to democratic
principles. In fact, back in January 2005, 16 states were still under the uninterrupted rule of
the PRI for more than seven decades, and several of the governors of these states were
renowned for their opacity, such as governors Jose Murat and later Ulises Ruiz from
Oaxaca, as well as Jose Marin from Puebla ("El Congreso de Puebla," 2012; Garcia, 2008;
Mendez, 2007). Even governors from the PRD and PAN, such as Lopez Obrador and
Ramirez Acufia, respectively, were exposed by the media as resisting higher standards of
transparency for their administrations ("AMLO, the Legal," 2005; "AMLO, Transparency
Canceled," 2006; Estrada, 2007; "Prepara PRD expediente," 2006; "Ramirez Acufia,"
2007).
Conventional wisdom suggested that governors would resist any reform that would
impose higher standards of transparency on them, both because of their comfort with
opacity and because of their zealousness regarding the newly gained state autonomy. All
interviewees shared this perception. Moreover, the judicial and legislative branches at all
levels of government, along with other independent state institutions such as the federal
electoral institute, were also prone to resist a homogenous and centralized legal framework
for transparency and information access.
In October 2005, during the national Transparency Week hosted by IFAI, experts
presented and discussed different alternatives to strengthen transparency institutions. One
of the most popular policy recommendations discussed at the forum was a specific reform
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model that would set standards and principles for all levels and branches of government, at
the constitutional level, but would leave the specifics of the legislation for transparency
and information access under state jurisdiction. This model was well received as a second
best. The preferred alternative, for most transparency advocates, was a constitutional
reform to centralize transparency legislation and establish by federal legislation a single,
coherent and high-standard institutional framework to be followed by all levels and
branches of government.
However, reform champions and most participants at these forums came to agree that
this ideal alternative had little or no political feasibility. Plus, some experts also pointed out
that state legislation in some few cases had even better quality than institutions governing
the federal government and, hence, were against a homogeneous framework. Hence,
following the insights from the forums, reform champions led by IFAI decided to draft a
bill along the lines of the second-best model, described as "very elegant" by one of the
experts interviewed, and meant to address the risk of opposition from governors. This
project did not violate state autonomy and would also be respectful of the independence of
Congress and the judicial branch, but managed to set minimum standards that state
legislation and all branches would have to meet.
This initial phase of the process highlights how leverage to claim value may be generated
through deliberative efforts that communicate the need for reform, in the form of
publications and public forums that fosterfree, equal and reason-based discussion. Public
forums also proved to be a useful venue to create value by discussing policy alternatives
and creative solutions to address conflicting interests. In short, during these two years,
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reform champions moved ahead on all six criteria of democratic legitimacy and negotiation
effectiveness.
Governors join and publicly lead the coalition
Despite the multiple advantages of the reform model designed by the coalition of
experts and IFAI officials, the risk of governors resisting even this project was perceived
as high by most interviewees. Furthermore, even if the bill was sound and "elegant," IFAI
as afederal government agency would create more resistance if it were to publicly promote
the reform. These risks seemed even higher in the context of the coming presidential
election and the political polarization that was then taking place.
Reform champions from IFAI came up with a simple and smart strategy to give
political feasibility to this reform even in a polarized context. They decided to work under
a very low profile to garner the support and allegiance of a few state governors from the
three leading political parties (PAN, PRI and PRD). Governors publicly leading this
coalition in favor of transparency would work as an important lobbying force in Congress;
and, most importantly, would serve to neutralize the opposition from more autocratic
governors and leaders of other government branches. In exchange, governors would gain
public recognition as transparency champions in their respective states. In the words of the
late Alonso Lujambio (March, 2009, personal communication):
We had governors that were impermeable to the issue and we had governors that
wanted transparency. We started with three governors from each of the big parties
that wanted [transparency]. These state governors won locally. I would go to each of
these states saying, "This governor is the leader of the reform" [...] We let them be
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the protagonists and not us [...] Imagine governors themselves saying: "I want
higher standards [of transparency]."
It was a win-win deal: the governors won positive media coverage, while IFAI and
its allies won leverage in support of reform. As part of the deal, IFAI worked on a low
media profile all throughout the process. "We were prudent all along. There was good
reasons to have them [governors from different political parties] appear publicly as reform
champions," says a senior public official from IFAI.
By November 2005, three governors, from the PAN, PRI and PRD, respectively, had
agreed to champion the reform. These governors became public advocates of the need for
reform. They also endorsed and presented a draft of the bill prepared by IFAI during the 1"
National Forum for Local Transparency, in what was called the "Guadalajara Declaration."
A few months later two other governors had joined the cause and in March of 2006 the
issue was included in the agenda of the National Conference of Governors by consensus of
all 32 state governors. "The vaccine had worked; no governor would publicly oppose the
reform," explained Lujambio (March, 2009, personal communication).
That same month, in a different transparency forum in the state of Chihuahua, this
sui-generis coalition garnered the allegiance of three legislators from different political
parties. These representatives committed to arranging a meeting with all eight lower
chamber party whips to persuade them to formally endorse and present the bill.
As several interviewees explained, the federal legislature had just been inaugurated
and party whips were eager to show results after the rough start and the polarization that
resulted from the post-electoral conflict, but distrust among parties was high and "none of
the big three was willing to 'follow' another" (legislator from the PAN). This reform was a
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low-hanging fruit, particularly because it was backed by a multi-partisan coalition of
governors so that Congress as a whole would share the political benefits.
The three lower house representatives kept their promise and the meeting took place
in December 2006, when party whips unanimously committed to signing and presenting
the bill.
During this phase of the reform, champions gave a huge leap in negotiation
effectiveness. First, by winning the allegiance of a plural and powerful group of
individuals from the political elite, reform champions increased leverage to claim value
towards state transparency standards. Second, this broadened coalition was built on the
basis of a win-win agreement that created value for both advocates and politicians.
Furthermore, these new members of the coalition served to amplify the message and
sparked even broader, reason-based discussion on the need for reform, therefore also
increasing democratic legitimacy.
Negotiation in multiparty face-to-face meetings
To follow up on their commitment, party whips commissioned a small workgroup--
composed of legislators from the three main political parties, intellectuals and reform
champions from IFAI--led by the Committee of Constitutional Affairs, to work on
"technical" details of the bill and negotiate a few issues that remained controversial.
According to the reports of those involved in the workgroup, deliberations were of
high quality. Participants in this workgroup, both experts and legislators (Hernandez &
Merino, 2009), assert that issues were discussed knowledgably; legislators treated each
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other as equals, with mutual respect, and "worked elbow-to-elbow with experts to find the
best technical solutions" (senior staff member to the Committee on Constitutional affairs).
Experts participated and championed reform throughout the entire process; in fact,
"there was a synergetic relationship between academia and IFAI" (academic from UNAM).
However, their contribution to these small group negotiations is widely acknowledged by
legislators. As a legislator from the PAN says: "The accompaniment of first level
academics from CIDE and UNAM elevated the quality of the dialogue; we had important
theoretical discussion. They helped us focus only on the essence," and later adds: "I had
preconceived ideas, such as the idea of giving IFAI constitutional autonomy; but I was
persuaded that this was not the best way; that what mattered most was to have general
principles."
In fact, a staff member who participated in the small group negotiations singled out
four of these independent experts (Sergio Lopez-Ayllon, Diego Valades, Jorge Carpizo,
and Ernesto Villanueva) as among the most influential individuals in the reform process as
a whole, because of "the power that was granted to them in light of their knowledge,
experience and academic prestige."
But legislators also exhibited commitment, trustworthiness and expertise, as a
legislator from the PAN says: "I was skeptical of the commitment of the PRI and PRD, but
in the end we realized a reform and there was a commitment to enacting something good,"
and then adds, "The process contributed a lot to build trust that was essential for other
reforms such as the justice reform."
Within this workgroup, reform champions had to negotiate several sensitive issues,
such as the subjection of political parties and unions to the standards of the reform, as well
as the standards for the protection of private information. Legislators from different
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political parties argued that these issues required a different set of reforms to labor and
electoral legislations. Intellectuals, IFAI officials, and independent experts, all agree that
this was just an excuse and that both parties and unions could be required to comply with
the standards to the extent that they received public funds.
IFAI officials and most intellectuals backing the reform ultimately agreed that
although very important, excluding parties and unions from this reform would not offset its
positive impact in generating greater standards of transparency at the state level. Also,
reform champions managed to negotiate a commitment from legislators to reform the
electoral law for greater transparency of political parties that was approved that same year
(although experts claim it didn't fully adhere to the new constitutional principles), and to
include a paragraph in the reform's statement of purpose alluding to the obligation of
unions to adhere to the new standards when dealing with public funds. The transparency of
unions with respect to funds provided by union members would have to be addressed in a
reform to the labor legislation, a reform that is currently being discussed in Congress with
transparency as one of the hottest issues.
These negotiations in multiparty face-to-face meetings served as a venue for value
creation through log-rolling between the priority interests of the parties. Also, because
parties at the table had significant expertise and respected each other, the solutions to
conflicting interests were base on sound exchange ofreasons among individuals who
treated each other as equals. The result was another step forward toward democratic
legitimacy and negotiation effectiveness. However, the results of these negotiations had yet
to be subjected to broad public scrutiny to ensure accountability and minimum levels of
equality.
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A second round offorums
The workgroup of legislators and experts also served as a bridge between the
political elite and the broader community of experts and transparency advocates. Several
hearings and public forums served as a venue to socialize and debate the draft bill that the
workgroup had negotiated. Again the issues of unions and political parties came up in
these forums, as did other issues such as transparency and documentation of decision-
making processes.
Participants in these last series of forums claim that the quality of the discussions
was high but that they had very little impact on the actual bill (Hernndez & Merino,
2009). As a transparency advocate explains, "There was no incentive to listen to civil
society; when there are contrasting positions [among politicians], one of the sides calls you
to promote its interests; but ... here there wasn't," but another interviewee reminds us that
"this reform arrived [in Congress] after being widely discussed, bottom-up, and it was
discussed in excess in the Low Chamber" (academic and transparency advocate).
In any case, despite the limitations of the reform that was finally approved and the
scarce impact of the last series of forums, these public deliberations and, more generally,
those that surrounded this reform process at its different stages served to generate broad
public support for the reform and also to highlight the need to address the issues that were
left out, as all actors agreed that they were also important challenges.
In February 2007, the constitutional amendment was approved unanimously by the
Lower chamber and a few months later, in April, by the Senate, also unanimously,
providing further evidence of both the democratic legitimacy and negotiation effectiveness
of the process.
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A second round of forums organized by Congress added accountability to the results
of mostly private negotiations, where only a handful of individuals had participated. Even
if these discussion had almost no influence on the final decision, reform champions and
legislators were able to explain and exchange reasons with a broader audience and, most
importantly, with those who saw shortcomings in the bill. Also, because the forums served
to communicate the relevance of the reform, they also added public support and value-
claiming leverage in favor of a bill that was unanimously approved by both chambers. This
was thus an important phase to secure the democratic legitimacy of the reform and a
modest contribution to what was already a very high level of negotiation effectiveness.
Reform Champions as non-partisanfacilitators
Throughout the negotiations and public forums held in Congress, the chief of staff of
the Committee for Constitutional Affairs in the Lower chamber, Publio Rivera, was able to
build relationships of trust with legislators from all political parties, experts and civil
society, because of his non-partisan affiliation and professional credentials. With a PhD in
Constitutional Legal Studies, Rivera was hired by the PRD committee chair because of his
expertise and not in light of any partisan commitment. When the party whips agreed to
form a working group, they relied on the Committee to integrate it. Once the workgroup
was formed, the committee Chair commissioned Rivera to serve as the secretariat of this
workgroup. Throughout the entire negotiation process that followed, Rivera was in charge
of "convening the meetings, writing-up the agreements, gathering the opinions of experts,
... [as well as] preparing and sharing all the different drafts of the bill" (staff member to a
legislator from the opposition).
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According to a legislator from PAN, "The committee's chief of staff didn't take on a
partisan position and that helped build trust"; while a civil society advocate explains:
"Raymundo [the committee chair] delegated everything to his chief of staff. It was Publio
who wrote everything... The attitudes are determinant... Publio was key on all the technical
aspects... I wish we had identified him earlier."
Now despite his position as chief of staff, Publio was a relatively junior professional,
a recent PhD graduate. Hence, Publio's facilitation role was mostly "technical" in that it
was centered on keeping written track of agreements, elaborating the different drafts of the
bill, and organizing meetings. Such a role was well complemented by two self-appointed
political facilitators: IFAI President Alonso Lujambio and liaison Ricardo Becerra. This
role is well summarized by a PAN legislator:
IFAI helped a lot in coordinating and giving voice to all stakeholders... We heard
experts, governors, municipal associations... IFAI facilitated dialogue with all
these actors and did so without taking sides...Lujambio always knew in what
direction the discussion had to go.
Together, IFAI officials and Publio generated conditions for cross-partisan
collaboration and multi-stakeholder dialogue that both integrative negotiations and quality
deliberation require. They were particularly effective in their role because of their
commitment to non-partisanship. A civil society advocate describes these complementary
facilitation roles as follows:
Inside... Publio for the technical... outside--mirroring Publio--Ricardo Becerra and
Lujambio, increasing the level of interlocution. ... [Lujambio] convenes governors
and party leaders and they receive him. That, along with their great political skills,
generated the conditions to achieve the reform.
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Reform champions are not neutral or impartial because they are advocating change
that may be against the interests of other parties and, hence, are not in the best position to
facilitate consensus. However, in this particular case, public officials from IFAI and a
legislative staff member who were identified--by others and themselves--as reform
champions, were also able to effectively play the role of facilitators due to their non-
partisan expertise, and because they were able to build trust among all political parties. By
working as facilitators to create a safe space for reason-based dialogue and search for
value creating solutions, in multiparty face-to-face meetings, these champions were also
key to assembling the winning coalition that secured a unanimous vote for the reform they
were advocating. In their role as facilitators, these champions added negotiation
effectiveness and democratic legitimacy.
Reform trajectory
Figure 6 below depicts the key moves in this process along the two-by-two matrix
introduced earlier. The figure illustrates how the reform process started with open public
forums and a media strategy that generated societal consensus regarding the regional
disparities in the quality of transparency and information access institutions, while also
garnering a small coalition of experts, academics and officials, in favor of reform.
However, the coalition was still very slim and, hence, the process still ranked low in
effectiveness.
However, in parallel to these forums, the design and discussion of a bill that would
not violate state autonomy, along with the formation of a coalition of governors and, later,
the commitment of party whips to pass the legislation, were all part of a highly effective
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negotiation strategy that contributed to increase the political feasibility of the amendment.
Because these moves also involved public reason-based discussions and media coverage,
they also served to enhance democratic legitimacy.
The success crystallized a few months later, due to the efforts of the small work
group of legislators and experts. This workgroup helped the process move in both
dimensions, due to the high quality of deliberations that were reflected in a sound bill and
to the sensitive issues that were negotiated to ensure party leaders would not oppose the
reform. The result was not perfect, but it was a significant step forward.
The unanimous approval of the reform in both chambers, early in 2007, left little
doubt of its democratic legitimacy, while the sense of pride and public recognition gained
by legislators from all political parties, as well as the group of supporting governors,
experts and intellectuals, speak to the joint gains that resulted from an effective
negotiation.
The case illustrates how the political feasibility of a reform that has effectively
increased the standards of state legislation on transparency emerged as a result of a
coherent strategy that generated broad public support and favorable public opinion through
high quality discussions in public forums and inclusive deliberations that secured the
democratic legitimacy of the process, while ensuring political support for a reform that
state actors were expected to resist, through effective negotiations in face-to-face
multiparty meetings to assemble a broad coalition of decision-makers that would vote on
the reform.
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Figure 6: Trajectory of Transparency Reform 2007
6. Constitutional
amendment approved
High unanimously (2007)
5. Public forums to discuss bill
4. Key legislators and experts
deliberate in safe space (2007)
3. Coalition of governors presents bill
& party whips commit to it (2006)
2. IFAI and allies design reform model
and reach out to governors 2006
1. Public forums organized
Low by IFAI (2003-2006)
Low Democratic legitimacy High
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Electoral Reform, 2007
Democratic Deficits: the need for reform
The electoral reform of 2007 sought to address the polarizing post-electoral conflict
of 2006 as well as significant inequalities in electoral competition associated with:
" Excessive influence in electoral competition of the corporate sector and media
industry due to unequal access to advertisement on TV and radio.
" Loss of trust from the opposition in the electoral system and in the impartiality of
the Federal Electoral Institute (IFE), and an associated decline in citizen trust in
electoral institutions.
Following the creation of the IFE, in October 1990, came a period of progressive
electoral democratization where this organization enjoyed increasing levels of trust from
the public opinion. The IFE was in fact the cornerstone of the Mexican democratic
transition, where fair and competitive elections stood at the center of the debate. But the
contested presidential election of 2006 evidenced the persistence of significant inequities
in electoral competition and led to a decline in the levels of trust in electoral institutions.
Accusations from the opposition pointed directly towards inconsistencies in voting records
favoring the ruling party, "illegal and negative campaigning" against the leading opposition
candidate orchestrated by President Fox, big businesses and the large media consortia, and
a lack of impartiality from the IFE in enforcing the law.
The impartiality of the IFE was first called into question in 2003, when its entire
General Council 9 was renewed with the votes of a slim coalition of PRI and PAN, where
left-wing party PRD voted against, in contrast with previous council members who had
9The governance structure of IFE was reformed in 1996 and became an autonomous state institution led by a
General Council of non-partisan citizens voted for by two-thirds of both chambers.
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been elected unanimously by both chambers. Later, during the presidential campaigns, the
IFE was accused, by the PRD and its presidential candidate AMLO, of being biased and
light-handed in sanctioning an overt negative campaign by President Fox and big
businesses.
But the climax of imputations came with the post-electoral conflict of 2006 that
began on the election night, when the president of the IFE announced it was "too tight to
call" and refrained from sharing any additional information on the vote count, despite prior
commitment to do so at 8pm sharp on election day. The official results came out later
favoring Calderon by less that 0.5% of the vote, along with accusations of vote miscount
and fraud, as well as a prolonged sit-in on Reforma Avenue--one of Mexico City's main
roads--and legal action contesting the results.
This legal action interposed by the opposition was resolved by the TRIFE (2006)
ratifying Felipe Calderon as President-elect. The sentence concluded that there was no
evidence of abnormal inconsistencies in voting records, but it also acknowledged
considerable inequalities during the campaigns--including the negative campaign against
Lopez Obrador, sponsored by powerful business leaders--that continued even during the
propaganda ban established by law during the week before election day, as well as overt
campaigning by President Fox, and thus fed into the grievances of those supporting the
opposition candidate.
The peak of the post-electoral conflict came with the attempt to impede the
inauguration of President Calderon's administration that ended with two full days of fist-
fighting between legislators supporting AMLO and those supporting Calderon. While the
inauguration took place, thanks to the last minute support granted by the PRI to the elected
president, the essence of the Mexican democratic transition--namely clean and credible
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elections--seemed at stake. The referee had been discredited by one of the key players and
the incoming president, whose legitimacy was under question by the leading opposition
party. Hence, the urgency of a new pact between the main political forces was evident
from the outset of the 2006-2009 legislature.
In addition, the 2007 court ruling that declared unconstitutional core articles of the
2006 reform to the radio, TV and telecommunications legislation (the so-called "Televisa
Law") argued that the reform was tailored to favor the interest of the Mexican TV duopoly
in detriment of more competition in the industry. This ruling, along with public
declarations of key legislators accusing the industry of blackmailing legislators during the
electoral process to ensure support for the "Televisa Law," as well as rumors of generous
discounts in the fees charged for electoral propaganda to supporters of the "Televisa Law"
during the 2006 campaigns, all fed into the public sentiment against big business and
media, with their excessive influence in the elections and, more generally, to a declining
trust in electoral institutions.
From a more citizen, non-partisan and expert perspective, multiple forums since
2003 also confirmed the need for a new reform to electoral institutions. The key issues
raised during this period can be summarized in three key demands:
" Greater transparency and accountability of political parties, with clear
mechanisms for enforcement and effective oversight (Del Tronco, 2009).
* Shorter campaigns along with a reduction and rationalization of public funds for
political parties. The existing regulation, which established formulas to determine
the amount of money to be assigned to political parties, was such that the cost of
elections in Mexico was up to "10 times that of the international standard, partly
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because campaigns are 10 times longer," lasting up to 180 days in Mexico,
compared to 20 days in Chile (Guerrero, 2003).
" Tighter constraints on private financing to address the shared concern that the
limit was too high to ensure independence from defacto powers in the election
and that it had to be reduced, in addition to stricter oversight to enforce such limit.
" A reform to the model of political communication to ensure greater independence
of political parties from the media industry and equity in electoral competition.
Starting in 1997, political parties directed an increasing percentage of their
resources to radio and TV ads. In 1994, they assigned 24% of their total spending
to media (Guerrero, 2003), while in the 2006 election, the cost of radio and TV
propaganda amounted to 60% of total campaign costs (Chamber of Senators,
2007).
" Tighter regulations on electoral coalitions to promote a more legitimate
representation.
In short, by the end of 2006, the need to revise electoral norms was evident both in
political and in more technical terms. Prevailing institutions were called into question
under charges that they allowed opacity in campaign funding, inequities and a
disproportionate influence of defacto powers through unrestricted access to propaganda in
mass media and a biased IFE without real "teeth" to enforce controls. Furthermore, the left-
wing coalition supporting AMLO, which managed to win more than a third of the popular
vote, had broken the implicit pact to abide by and respect electoral institutions that was
established at the end of the 1990s and was out in the streets trying to push its agenda
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through mass mobilization and civil disobedience, instead of channeling its struggle
through the formal institutionalized mechanism established in the electoral legislation.
Outcome: Appraisal of Reform's Impact on Democratization
In response to the challenges outlined above, the main innovations established by the
2007 Electoral Reform include (see Woldenberg, 2007):
" Reformulation of the communication policy model for political parties and
electoral competition, along the following lines:
o The constitutional prohibition of the commercialization of electoral
propaganda, including the buying of electoral propaganda by political
parties as well as by private actors.
o Guaranteed access to TV and radio airtime by all political parties through
slots assigned to the state and managed by the IFE through objective
criteria.
o The prohibition of "negative campaigns" in the constitution.
o The granting of executive powers to the IFE to decree the suspension of
radio and TV transmissions that violate electoral law.
o The requirement that all government propaganda be institutional and under
no circumstances contain the names, images, voices, or symbols for partisan
propaganda or personal promotion of a public servant.
" Reduction of 85% in the limit on private financing of electoral campaigns.
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" Reduction in public financing for political campaigns (although not in proportion
to the total savings achieved by the ban on broadcast propaganda sales and the
reduction of the formal campaigning period).
* Establishment of explicit criteria for the declaration of a null election.
" Tighter controls and accountability mechanisms for political parties and the IFE,
including limits on banking and fiscal secrecy for the purposes of strengthening
the power of this institution to oversee the finances of political parties.
" Stepwise renewal of the IFE's General Council members and TRIFE magistrates,
starting with an early removal of all the incumbent council members before the
beginning of the following federal electoral process.
" Access to both public funding and to propaganda on radio and TV for purposes of
electoral campaigning to be granted only to political parties.
" Constitutional recognition of the right to reply.
This 2007 electoral reform was a comprehensive constitutional amendment with
several implications. I will highlight two that address the democratic deficits that reform
champions identified, as well as evidence of ambiguous impacts on freedom of expression.
Reconciliation and renewed trust on the electoral system. Perhaps the most
significant positive impact of the reform was the renewal of the "pact" among all political
forces to play by the rules of electoral institutions and regain minimum levels of trust in
these institutions. Despite the turmoil following the 2006 elections, all registered political
parties have participated in subsequent electoral processes and have channeled their
disputes through institutional mechanisms and peaceful non-disruptive demonstrations,
even after the 2012 controversial elections where AMLO again contested the results. In
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words of a senator from the PAN: "The reform represents, symbolically, the re-founding of
the political pact among leading parties that originated the foundational reform of 1996; ...
the reform didn't point to the electoral; it pointed to reconciliation through the electoral"
(quoted in Carrasco, 2007).
Moreover, among the broader population, the reconciliation brought about by the
2007 electoral reform has been essential towards restoring levels of citizen trust in
electoral institutions. According to an independent pollster (Consulta Mitovsky, 2012)
back in 2000, only 21% of Mexicans had "little or no trust" in the WE. This percentage
dropped even further to reach 18% in 2003, and stayed at this level until the beginning of
2006. After the elections of July 2006, this percentage had risen to 31% and reached a peak
at 35% in 2009, before the board of the IFE was fully renewed in accordance to the 2007
electoral reform. By 2012, the percentage of distrust had declined to 22%, closer to the
2000 levels.
A new communication model that generates equitable electoral competition. The ban
on sales of mass media propaganda, the nationalization of broadcast air time to be
distributed equitably by the IFE, the sanctioning powers granted to the IFE to enforce the
new reform as well as a ban on negative propaganda, are the key elements of the new
communication model. This model, designed by the consensus of the three leading political
parties, offers a more leveled playing field for electoral competition and curbs the power of
big media to influence the electoral process. Despite skepticism on its enforceability, the
distribution of airtime according to the new model has seen a 97% compliance rate
throughout the entire nation in both national and state elections from 2009 to 2012
(Buendia, 2012).
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Ambiguous impacts on basicfreedoms. In spite of its contribution to greater equality
in electoral competition among political parties, reform critics from across the ideological
spectrum argue that the reform also reflects a collusion of the large political parties to
increase partisan control over the electoral process-and the political system more broadly-
at a cost in terms of basic freedoms. In particular, the ban on "negative campaigns" along
with the prohibition on buying propaganda and the restrictions on independent, non-
partisan candidatures have been severely questioned by media, private sector leaders, and
some intellectuals and citizen groups (Del Tronco, 2009), as restrictions to freedom of
expression and to the political participation of non-partisan citizens. Even some
intellectuals who support state control over propaganda airtime have expressed concern
that the ban on "negative propaganda" limits the possibilities of open debate and deep
scrutiny of the different options competing for office, without any gains in equality. As for
independent candidatures, these had already been explicitly forbidden several years before
by the IFE, but the reform reinforces the partisan oligopoly over participation in electoral
competition and fails to creatively address the need for other forms of citizen participation.
Freedom and equality are necessary and complementary principles in a constitutional
democracy, but as argued by Habermas (1999), they are also very often in direct tension.
The new communication policy model advanced by the 2007 electoral reform did not
manage to solve this tension and seems biased towards the principle of equality in
detriment of freedom.
In my view, such bias is still worth the reform in a region where the most powerful
actors in the perceptions of citizens are big business (mentioned at the top of the list by
48% of respondents) followed, far behind, by military (16%), political parties (9%) and
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government (8%) (UNDP, 2011). But the debate is still open and the impacts of the reform,
while significant, seem to have had ambiguous impacts on democratization.
Table 4: Appraisal of the Electoral Reform's Impact on Democratization
A narrative of the process
Public forums in the background of the negotiations
As described in the introduction to this case, the need for electoral reform had been
established in public discussion since 2003. With the participation of many of the same
actors, in June and July of 2007 came the public forums convened by the Executive
Commission for Negotiations and Agreements in Congress (CENCA in Spanish),
established early in 2007 under the leadership of the PRI in the Senate, to promote
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DEMOCRATIC IDEAL OUTCOMES OF ACTUAL REFORM OUTCOMES OVERALL
DEFICITS: NEED FOR REFORM APPRAISAL OF
REFORM IMPACT ON
DEMOCRATIZATION
Inequalities in electoral 1. Effective mechanism 1. New communication model Effective change
competition due to: is put in place to bans the commercialization of with significant but
1. Excessive influence eliminate price electoral propaganda in radio ambiguous impacts
in electoral competition discrimination and secure and TV and establishes equitable on democratization
of the corporate sector equitable access to airtime distribution among (clear impact on
and media industry due advertisement on radio political parties. equality, but
to unequal access to and TV among electoral Communication model reaches ambiguous impact on
advertisement in TV competitors. 97% compliance rates in free participation)
and radio. elections from 2009 to 2012, at
2. Citizen trust in both federal and states level.
2. Loss of trust from the electoral institutions
opposition in the increases. BUT: Only political parties have
electoral system and the access to advertisement in
impartiality of the IFE; elections.
as well as an associated
decline in citizen trust 2. All parties continue to play
in electoral institutions. under electoral institutions and
levels of citizen trust in the IFE
have come closer to those of
2000.
agreements for state reform among all political parties in both chambers. This Commission
was created by law with the participation of all political parties in Congress and with
"democracy and the electoral system" as one of the five overarching issues on which
legislators committed to work (Avifia, 2008). During the forums and consultations, this
was the topic that received the greatest number of policy recommendations (Avifia, 2008).
The CENCA forums and consultations during the summer of 2007 touched on so
many issues and had so many actors participating that it is hard to trace any direct impact
specifically on the electoral reform. Also, no citizen coalition or media strategy surfaced to
champion reform based on the insights that emerged from these discussions.
While there is no evidence of direct impact of these public forums on the elite
negotiations taking place in the Senate, they certainly confirmed the public consensus
regarding the urgency of reforming electoral institutions to address media influence, the
need for greater financial oversight of political parties and stricter rules for governmental
propaganda during electoral campaigns. Other issues that were not included in the reform
were also discussed, such as the strengthening of citizen participation in the IFE.
The public discussions of this period seem only loosely related to the rest of the
negotiations and they are not pointed out as a strategic move by champions or as a
significant enabling factor. Nonetheless, they added to the democratic legitimacy of the
reform process as a whole because they involvedfree, inclusive and reason-based
discussion and, most importantly, because several of the issues discussed in these events
were addressed by the reform.
Negotiations in midst ofpost-electoral conflict
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As described above, the constitutional electoral reform passed on September 14,
2007 was a direct response the challenge of restoring the curbed credibility of the electoral
system in general-and of the IFE in particular-in addition to addressing the grievances of
the opposition as well as the mandate established by the TRIFE sentence acknowledging
inequalities in the electoral process (senators from the opposition). To fulfill these goals,
the reform would have to be supported by at least the three main political parties, including
the ruling party PAN, which was fearful that a reform would be interpreted as recognition
that the president had been elected through an illegitimate process, as well as the PRD,
which was concerned that sitting at the negotiation table might be interpreted as a tacit
recognition of the legitimacy of the 2006 presidential election. Hence, a few months after
the climax of the post-electoral conflict, in the summer of 2007, skepticism with respect to
the possibility of reform dominated the political arena.
However, it was also true that the president, from the PAN, was interested in
ensuring political stability during his term, "governability for the new administrations"
(senator from the PAN), while the opposition, both PRD and PRI, had a lot to gain with a
more leveled playing field for the next election.
In fact, the recognition on behalf of all political forces of the need for reforming
electoral institutions was reflected in the creation of the CENCA, where electoral reform
was one priority issue included in the agenda by consensus of all parties. In fact, following
the court ruling on the unconstitutionality of the Televisa Law, "among the three large
political parties (PRI, PAN and PRD) there was a shared vision;... a diagnostic: 'too much
money for political parties ends in the pockets of the TV companies that are meddling
more and more ...... we've got to go to the root of this issue"' (electoral expert who
participated in the negotiations)
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These were the forces pushing for a negotiation process. But they seemed innocuous,
or mere political statements, in the midst of the polarization generated by the post-electoral
conflict. Nonetheless, national party leaders and key legislators from the PRI, PAN and
PRD (most notably party whips of these three parties in both chambers) negotiated for
several months (from the end of 2006 to early 2007) the terms and objectives of the
process, starting with an invitation to establish a tripartite dialogue from the PAN backed
by the mediation of the PRI with the more skeptical PRD (interviews with several
legislators).
Against all odds, these legislators were able to reach an overarching agreement
among the three leading political parties and President Felipe Calderon to work on an
electoral reform designed, primarily, to address the grievance of the opposition and
strengthen the IFE. The PAN would gain greater political stability during the Calderon
administration. Plus, in exchange for political support towards an electoral reform, the
opposition parties would collaborate towards a fiscal reform that would significantly
increase tax revenues for the incoming federal administration and state governments
(according to legislators who negotiated the fiscal reform).
The Senate would lead the electoral reform, while the fiscal reform would be
initiated and discussed in the Chamber of Deputies. This overarching agreement, based on
a typical log-rolling tactic, was critical to the success of the reform, as it generated the
political will to then discuss and negotiate each of these reforms in separate deliberative
processes. The agreement also generated incentives for collaboration even under severe
pressures from different stakeholders who came to oppose both reforms at different stages
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This period of private negotiations at the elite level were effective at creating value
because they log-rolled with the interests of the three leading political parties and
generated commitment to claim value towards reform. Legitimacy had yet to be built, but
the interests at play in the negotiation were all issues of public concern, so that
effectiveness did not come at a cost to legitimacy.
Negotiations in private multiparty face-to-face meetings
In parallel to the forums of the CENCA, to work on the concrete design of the
electoral reform, the parliamentary groups of the PRI, PRD and PAN in the Senate
designated a handful of legislators, led by Ricardo Garcia Cervantes from the PAN, Arturo
Nuiiez from PRD, and Felip Solis Acero from the PRI, who in turn invited two prestigious
experts in electoral legislation (Jorge Alcocer and Marcos Bahos). Deliberations within the
workgroup were of high quality, as described by the participants. Legislators from the
three participating political parties agree that they all treated each other as equals and with
genuine respect, based on the belief that they were all "qualified interlocutors; highly
knowledgeable of the electoral system" (interview with a legislator from the PAN).
Furthermore, shielded from the pressures of the media and their fellow party
members, the group was also able to deliberate freely, genuinely centered on identifying
the best technical solutions to ensure greater equity in the electoral process and a stronger
enforcer of electoral legislation. And most importantly, participants had developed long-
lasting relationships of trust even before this particular negotiation, so that they were all
confident that the discussion was being effectively steered by "the force of the better
argument" and that any partisan interest would be made explicit and, hence, incorporated
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in the deliberations.10 As an independent expert I interviewed explains, "Negotiations flow
better when people know each other and there is trust" and then recounts that several of the
key players "had been participating in processes of electoral reform since 86."
Yet another independent expert refers to a group of "notables" from all three political
parties who "participated with great efficacy due to their knowledge of the issue," while a
legislator from this group of notables complements this description, talking about how
"honoring the given word" was a defining features of the process and about how key
interlocutors served as "grantors of the agreements."
In addition to their trustworthiness, "the 'weight' of each negotiator vis-d-vis his
own parliamentary fraction was fundamental," says a legislator from the PAN in the
electoral reform, while another legislator from the PRD explains that the small workgroup
in charge of this reform design was composed of "three senators, three party leaders, and
three lower house representatives" to ensure fluid communication and buy-in from
legislators from each of the three parties in both chambers.
Thus, despite the elitist nature of these discussions, these influential, trusted and
trustworthy interlocutors generated an atmosphere that was conducive to integrative
bargaining and value creation, which included a "phase of expression of interests and
openness to the... concerns of participants" (interviewee with electoral expert), a statement
that seems almost like a quote from Getting to Yes (Fisher & Ury, 1981), the classic win-
win negotiation text. At the same time, the quality of reason-based discussion also
increased democratic legitimacy.
'4See Mansbridge et al. (2010) for a discussion of the conditions under which consideration of particular
interests may be part of a high-standard deliberation.
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Indeed, the negotiations and deliberations within this elite group moved relatively
smoothly on most issues, including the new communication policy model, constitutional
restrictions on "negative campaigns," greater transparency standards for political parties,
"teeth" for the IFE as the enforcer of the new regulations, shorter periods of electoral
campaigns, and a reform to the model of party coalitions to ensure that each vote would be
directed to a specific political party. Several of these changes reflected the results from the
earlier public debates summarized in the section above.
In any case, by the end of the summer of 2012, the bill was ready. But one major
issue was still unresolved. This issue, core to the PRD's agenda, was the removal of IFE's
President, Luis Carlos Ugalde, and the entire general council. It was also a very sensitive
issue for the PAN, as Ugalde and the other council members had been responsible for
overseeing the election in which Felipe Calderon, their candidate, had been elected
President. The removal of any of these public servants was prone to be interpreted as a
recognition of wrongdoings of the IFE during the electoral process and hence the
illegitimacy of the presidential election.
This was a very hot issue, so much so that the small workgroup agreed to leave it to
the very end of the negotiations and completed a draft of the bill with all the other issues
on which agreement had been reached, except for the details of the new communication
model prohibiting the commercialization of propaganda on radio and TV (interview with
expert). While a detailed agreement to reform the communication model had been reached,
the negotiators anticipated a virulent response from the media industry and did not make it
public until all other issues were resolved.
Also, important stakeholders had been excluded from these negotiations and would
react negatively to the bill, most notably, civil society and democracy advocates. While the
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agenda was broadened to a certain extent by the experts (in particular, Jorge Alcocer, who
was actively involved in the public forums of 2003), these actors had been invited as
experts to facilitate an already complex elite negotiation among the big political parties,
with limited interest in including other voices. Hence, it is not surprising that the agenda of
independent democracy advocates was only partially addressed.
Other important voices that were not part of these deliberations include FE
personnel with updated technical expertise, small political parties, media experts and the
broader community of academics and intellectuals, all in detriment of greater democratic
legitimacy that would have resulted from more inclusive deliberations. The exclusion of
these actors affected the negotiation effectiveness also, as these actors all came together in
an almost successful attempt to prevent the approval of the negotiated bill.
By convening private multiparty face-to-face meetings, trusted and trustworthy
interlocutors who treated each other as equals were able to create value for all parties and
develop sound technical solutions, based on a genuine exchange of reasons. Also by
securing the participation of party leaders and legislators from both chambers, the
consensus generated by the workgroup was expected to have more than enough value
claiming leverage to translate the agreements directly into a constitutional amendment,
despite the exclusion of important stakeholders and the secretive nature of these
negotiations.
The role of ground rules and a non-partisanfacilitator in creating a safe space for
dialogue in face-to-face multiparty meetings
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Some key attributes of this small negotiator group are worth exploring in more detail.
They met behind closed doors, in what they agreed would be a "discrete, not secret"
negotiation process (a senator from the PRD). Participants committed to other ground
rules, which included: a) not sharing any information with the media until a full agreement
had been reached; b) working on issues of common concern first and leaving the most
controversial issues to the end of the negotiation; and c) having Jorge Alcocer, a well
known expert and former politician, with no partisan affiliation, as the facilitator,
responsible for writing the single-text draft of the bill that would reflect the agreements
reached at different stages of the negotiation.
According to the legislators and experts interviewed, explicit consent and compliance
with these rules was critical to the success of the workgroup in reaching agreements and,
later, to the cohesiveness with which the members advocated the agreements reached, even
against the rage of the most powerful players in the country: the entire broadcast industry.
Among these ground rules, the designation of Jorge Alcocer, founder and chief editor
of the Vozy Voto magazine, 1 prestigious electoral expert who had participated in the
negotiation of previous electoral reforms, and former vice-minister of the interior, was a
key success factor according to several interviewees who participated in this work group.
According to an independent expert, Alcocer was assigned the following roles:
* Elaborate "a diagnostic of the situation."
* "Coordinate and moderate all meetings."
* Propose and enforce "ground rules."
"1Vozy IVoto: politica y elecciones [Voice and Vote: Politics and Elections] was founded in 1993 to discuss
issues of electoral reform and elections.
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* Write up and keep track of a "single-text draft of reform project," meeting
proceeding and agreements.
* Prepare and present working documents with "policy recommendations that
incorporated the concerns of all parties."
* "Comment on the issues and express opinions" on the solutions proposed by
participants.
* Write up the final "summary of agreements" that all the participants would use
to communicate the results of the negotiations.
Many of these responsibilities are in line with what a professional facilitator is
expected to do: moderate, plan meetings, and write up agreements and proceedings. But
the list also includes a set of responsibilities that are more in line with the role of an
independent expert advisor, such as commenting on the solutions proposed by participants.
Alcocer had, thus, a double role of expert and facilitator. Interviewees who
participated in these discrete negotiations acknowledge the contribution of Alcocer to the
workgroup on several dimensions, including the authorship of the "first drafts of the
reform model"; sound technical advice throughout the process; and quality documents and
"trust-building" (legislator from the PAN). But the narratives also suggest that he was
probably overloaded with roles that conflicted every now and then. "He was trusted and
highly regarded by all participants," says a legislator from the PAN, and then adds, "but as
facilitator he held on too strongly to his opinions." Independent experts who participated in
the work group had "the responsibility of evaluating the impacts that different aspects of
the reform might have," says one of them, but "the meetings were long and extenuating and
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every now and then someone would say, 'Hey, hey, so now who we need to persuade is
Alcocer, or who?"'
While these statements suggest that Alcocer was indeed key in generating both trust
among participants and a high-quality exchange of reasons, they also indicate that he was
under considerable stress by the multiple roles he was called upon to play. Had the
moderation and convening of the meetings been in charge of a professional facilitator
knowledgeable enough to follow the content of meeting discussions without necessarily
being a renowned expert, Alcocer might have been in a better position to express his ideas
and freely advocate his position.
The agreement on the ground rules and the appointment of a non-partisan facilitator
were two key success factors towards building trust and creating a safe space for dialogue
in multiparty face-to-face meeting in the midst of a highly polarized political context. One
of the main attributes of the facilitator was his expertise on electoral issues, which allowed
him to contribute substantively toward high quality reason-based discussion;
paradoxically, this same expertise generated tensions between his role as advisor and his
role as facilitator.
Initial societal reactions to the bill
The bill negotiated by the workgroup was formally presented to the Senate on the
31st of August of 2007, without the new communication model that was left confidential
until a few days before the vote, and with a public acknowledgement that an important
issue was pending: full agreement on the terms of the next general council's renewal.
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This initiated a short phase of intense public deliberations where three important
stakeholders, that had been excluded from the negotiations, reacted strongly against the
bill: the IFE's General Council, small political parties, and a loose network of independent
civil society organizations and intellectuals.
Several members of the IFE's General Council, in particular its President, Luis
Carlos Ugalde, took a strong stance against any anticipated removal of council members,
arguing that such a move would violate the autonomy of the IFE and therefore weaken its
independence (Morales, September 2, 2007). More generally, IFE personnel were critical
of the exclusion of the IFE from the deliberations and expressed concerned that the reform
would dramatically change the workings of the institution, in ways that they worried might
limit its autonomy and/or exceed its capacity, without having included the insights of those
working there (independent experts and electoral experts interviewed by Del Tronco,
2009).
On a different track, the five small political parties that were excluded from the
negotiations also united their voices to describe the reform as designed to reduce pluralism
in partisan representation and as discriminatory against the small parties. In particular,
these parties were against the changes to the rules for establishing coalitions and to the
formula for distributing public funds. The rule for the distribution of public funds
established that 30% of the pool should be distributed equally among all parties and 70%
in accordance to the percentage of votes attained by each party in the previous election.
The bill proposed that the entire 100% be distributed proportionally, a change that would
dramatically reduce funding for the smaller parties.
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While the new communication model was kept confidential at this point, at least two
legislators and an expert suspect that the media was already suspecting its content and,
thus, gave broad coverage to the concerns of these stakeholders.
Finally, Comite Conciudadano (CC), a prestigious and vocal civil society left-wing
coalition working on electoral issues for several years, was in favor of renewing the
communication model, but took on a critical and skeptical stance towards a reform that
they saw as falling short of fully incorporating the concerns of democracy activists toward
"strengthening citizen participation within the IFE and throughout the electoral process,
broadly speaking" (interview with a democracy activist). While much of the reform was
inspired in public debates where the CC had been a vocal participant, the members of this
civil society coalition had not been included in the negotiations, which is probably why it
did not exhibit any sense of ownership and only later came to partially support it.
Media, IFE and small parties were the direct target of some of the key changes that
the three big parties were pursuing and, thus, it made strategic sense to exclude them in
order to create a winning coalition with the value-claiming leverage to pursue these
changes. The question that remains to be answered is if it was possible to combine the
discrete nature of the negotiations with the inclusion of civil society actors that might have
improved the quality of deliberations and also the outcome by, for example, ensuring
venues for broader forms of political participation, beyond the three leading political
parties, advocating further reductions on the costs of political campaigns and new
mechanisms to strengthen citizen participation within the working of the IFE.
In the end, these three stakeholder groups questioned the legitimacy of negotiations
as being elitist and focused on the interests of the three big political parties. The critical
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stance adopted by these stakeholders posed a significant challenge to the political
feasibility of the reform.
While the excluded stakeholders reacted negatively to the bill--mostly because their
interests were not reflected in it--their criticisms contributed to reason-based discussion in
the public sphere and were, thus, a step forward in the accountability of the reform process,
even if they also challenged the value-claiming capabilities of the electoral reform
champions by partnering to oppose the reform.
Positional bargaining followed by log-rolling
These public discussions lasted only a couple of weeks during which negotiations
were never interrupted, but almost failed as a result of the different pressures. The climax
came when the Minister of the Interior, Francisco Ramirez Acuna, uttered a declaration
that enraged the PRD, affirming there were no plans to cater to "the blackmailing" of any
political party regarding the anticipated removal of the IFE's General Council (Ramirez,
September 3, 2007). In direct response to this declaration, the PRD radicalized and
threatened not to vote for any reform until the PAN committed to supporting the removal
of all IFE General Council members. Even the PRI reacted strongly to what they also
interpreted as boycott to the negotiation process by an actor that had not been part of the
negotiations (Ramirez, September 3, 2007). This was the most difficult stage of the
process, in the midst of an already tense public debate and a polarized socio-political
atmosphere.
It was a struggle for the symbols, for the meaning of the reform (Del Tronco, 2009):
the presidential election had been illegitimate and hence the IFE's General Council was to
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blame, or the election had been legitimate with the General Council enforcing the existing
rules of the game and the reform was simply strengthening an already democratic if
inherently imperfect system.
The moderate voices within the PAN, who were also leading negotiations, were
willing to accept at least a partial removal of council members, but internally, PAN
legislators in both chambers felt that this was a direct threat to the legitimacy of the
president.
Eventually, President Calderon and moderates persuaded the hardliners to address
the grievances of the opposition, accepting an anticipated, but stepwise removal of all
General Council members, starting with the IFE president, but leaving three out of nine
council members until 2010.Transition from full renovation of the council to a stepwise
renewal was conceived by all political parties and experts as an improvement to the
existing legislation, because it allowed for a better balance between experience and
renovation of the council throughout time. Plus, the 2003 renovation of the entire council
had been extremely controversial and political, precisely because the renewal of the entire
council was at stake. So, to some extent, the president was saving face with a stepwise
renovation that meant necessarily an early renewal of at least some of the council
members.
The deal was that six council members would remain in place for several months,
while granting the opposition a majority of six new council members including the IFE
president by the 2009 interim election and a fully renovated council by the following
presidential election, in 2012. The IFE president would be immediately removed. In
exchange, the presidency would win smoother governance conditions, particularly towards
the 2009 interim election, and a fiscal reform-that the PRD would only partially support,
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but would not boycott--to ensure greater tax revenues that it needed desperately in lieu of
declining oil production.
The president never publicly agreed to the renewal of the council, but he took a
strong public stance in favor of a reform that would strengthen electoral institutions and
committed to "respect the agreement reached by Congress" (Soto, September 4, 2007).
Still, many PAN leaders publicly opposed the deal, and accepted a strategic vote only
under direct instructions from the president and the party leadership (legislator from the
PAN), and because they were all persuaded of the importance of the fiscal reform.
While parties took a positional stance towards the most contentious issues in the
negotiation, the prior phase had served to generate trust among the negotiators, so that they
were able to creatively address the conflict of interests, and even compromise, in order to
move forward. Agreement on these issues was a huge step towards securing an effective
negotiation, one that did not directly compromise legitimacy to the extent that it sought to
integrate the concerns of citizens on a divisive issue: a) low levels of trust in the IFE, on
one side, and b) concerns over the independence of this institution from political parties, on
the other. Yet the final test of democratic legitimacy was yet to come.
A final phase offast-track contentious deliberations and reform approval
By the second week of September, a full agreement had been reached and legislators
from five political parties in both chambers had committed to supporting the electoral
reform, including an anticipated removal of council members. The big three parties agreed
to drop changes to the formula for the distribution of resources among political parties, a
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decision that mitigated the opposition from the five small parties (only legislators from two
political parties remained in opposition to the reform).
Other changes to the bill include the elimination of the explicit ban on independent
candidatures and the requirement that the chief of the new unit for the oversight of the IFE
be pre-selected by a committee of independent academics to prevent a politically charged
appointment by Congress, along with other minor changes that helped increase buy-in
from democracy activists and intellectuals. Otherwise, the project that the workgroup
crafted was approved almost intact and legislators from the three big parties were now
ready to present and publicly defend the new communication model and the entire bill in a
united front. In other words, the final test to the solidness of the deal was yet to come.
The details of the model of political communication were made public early in the
second week of September. The response was fierce. Even before the official
announcement, several newspaper gave account of rumors that the reform would hurt the
interests of the broadcasting industry by prohibiting the commercialization of propaganda,
and that Televisa and TV Azteca were trying to boycott the reform in collusion with the
other angry stakeholders (see Guerrero, September 7, 2007, and Garfias, September 7,
2007).
TV and radio coverage, following the official announcement, was overtly against the
reform with journalists, communicators and political analysts adamantly affirming that the
reform was violating freedom of expression and illegitimately hurting the autonomy of the
IFE. Most of this coverage failed to convey the fact that the reform was directly affecting
the interest of the broadcasting industry. It also magnified the critiques of those
stakeholders that were opposing the reform and understated the relevance of a renewed
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political pact around the rules of the electoral game in the aftermath of the polarizing post-
electoral conflict of 2006.
In addition to slanted coverage, the broadcasting industry directly lobbied against the
reform. The Chamber of the Radio and TV Industry (CIRT in Spanish) explicitly stated its
opposition in a public communication that was widely distributed in both print and
broadcast media (Irizar & Guerrero, September 11, 2007). Plus, the key decision-makers
were subjected to "pressures" of different kind, as Senator Labastida publicly declared
(Guerrero, September 7, 2007) and as a popular journalist and TV commentator explicitly
threatened in an op-ed directed to the president: if the reform is approved, "the media
industry will surely distance itself from the President"; "he has nothing to win and will pay
the political cost alone" (Fernandez-Menendez, 2007).
On September 11, 2012, Senators from the three big political parties accepted the
challenge posed by the two big media consortia to publicly debate the reform. The event
lasted more than four hours and was transmitted by all radio and TV broadcaster in the
country. A handful of legislators were confronted by a group of popular communicators,
media owners and journalists, all from the largest TV and radio consortia, opposing the
reform and accusing legislators of attempting to "limit freedom of expression" (Fernandez-
Menendez, 2007). The response from legislators was a united front in defense of the need
to reduce the influence of media in politics, particularly in elections.
TV and radio commentators attributed the commitment of legislators to defending
the bill to a "disconnect" from the anti-political party public sentiment and to a self-serving
desire to give political parties more control over the electoral process (see Fernandez-
Menendez, 2007). But legislators interviewed claim that they were prepared for the outrage
of media and were willing to share the political cost of infuriating this powerful
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stakeholder. According to several interviewees, there was a genuine interest in setting a
precedent of state autonomy versus the big media conglomerates, and this shared sense of
purpose was reflected in the zealousness and cohesiveness with which legislators from the
PAN, PRI and PRD defended the new communication policy model in this public debate
with the media industry.
The debate was highly polarized, with all the popular commentators bashing the bill
and its supporters. There was little room for a transformation of perspectives and most
likely it did not add to the popularity of the reform or to the already low credibility of
political parties and legislators. But the event certainly contributed to the democratic
legitimacy of the reform, as all the contested aspects were openly and rigorously discussed
in public, with legislators being fully accountable for the bill they had negotiated, despite
the uneven playing field set by the industry.
Perhaps inspired by the commitment exhibited by the legislators, or angry at the
shameless attack of the entire broadcast industry to stop the reform, and with a better
understanding of what was at stake in the reform, the entire CC, independent analysts,
electoral experts and academics were suddenly out to vocally defend what they thought
were the merits of the reform. Internationally renowned democracy expert, Jose
Woldenberg--also former President of IFE--and distinguished members of the CC, such as
Mauricio Merino and Alberto Aziz, among other intellectuals, media experts and
independent analysts, pointed in particular to the new communication model as a step
forward in the country's democratization process, and expressed deep concern over the
pressure exerted by the media industry against the reform.
The print press--and only the print press--gave a full account of this support and
provided a venue for those questioning the virulent response of the broadcasting industry
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to a reform that would directly hurt its financial interests (see, for example, Morales &
Ochoa, September 14, 2007; Gomez & Merlos, September 14, 2007; Woldenberg,
September 12, 2007; Riva-Palacios, September 14, 2007; Levario, September 10, 2007;
Trejo, September 13, 2007).
Two days later, on September 13, senators gave full proof of their commitment to the
negotiated course of action and approved the reform with 90% of the votes (111 votes in
favor and only 11 against). "We still needed a few more weeks to work on the details, but
we went directly to approval; after the reaction of the media we said, 'Let's convene for the
vote tomorrow"' (senator from the PAN).
The following day, on September 14, the reform was approved in the Lower
chamber. Legislators from two small political parties, the Green Party and Convergence,
took a critical stance, requested more time to debate the reform and proposed multiple
amendments, but the bill was again approved by more than 90% of the votes and sent to
the state legislatures for approval.
Then came the very last stage of the process, the vote in state congresses, which was
also subject to criticism under allegations that due process was violated. Several state
congresses approved the bill in the fast track.
All actors interviewed for Del Tronco (2009) acknowledge that the reform was
approved with limited opportunities for public debate--once negotiations among the three
big parties concluded--particularly in state legislatures. In defense of this path, "all actors
in the negotiation interviewed" by Del Tronco (2009, p. 33) agree that opening up the
discussions earlier or extending public deliberations over a longer period of time would
have "diminished the cohesion among political parties and [...] quite likely, eliminated any
chances of approval."
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A few months later, in December 2007, both chambers approved a comprehensive
reform to the Electoral Code in accordance to the constitutional amendment that included,
among many other changes, high fines for media owners that violated the new law. This
reform was again crafted by the three big political parties, but in the context of intense
public deliberations and against the overt opposition of the media industry.
The contentious public debate that legislators held with media representatives and
communicators was only a modest contribution to democratic legitimacy. While it
certainly added accountability to the process, lack of opportunity to enrich the bill with
insights from reason-based public discussion regarding the new communication model
limited equality andfreedom to participate. Also, because there was so little time to
discuss, actors adopted purely positional stances with no room to create value by
addressing conflicting interests.
Failed backlash attempt
In parallel, starting a few weeks after the reform was published, the angry
stakeholders--including business chambers, popular radio and TV commentators, the small
political parties and a few libertarian intellectuals--took a different path to block the reform
and initiated up to 42 different legal actions against the electoral reform (Aranda, 2011).
The key arguments of these suits were that different aspects of this constitutional reform
imposed limitations on basic civil rights-most saliently, freedom of expression-by
"forbidding citizens and civil society from buying air-time [...] [and thus] creating two
classes of citizens [political parties versus non-partisan citizens]" (Castafieda, 2011) and
that legislators had violated due process of constitutional reforms ("El Juego," 2011).
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An equally vocal coalition of more center-left-wing activists, intellectuals and civil
society organizations, led by the CC and the National Assembly on the Right to
Information (AMEDI in Spanish), defended the legitimacy of the electoral reform, in
particular the new communication policy model that granted state control over the
distribution of electoral propaganda airtime, as an important step towards more equitable
and, thus, democratic elections.
The prohibition against the sales of electoral propaganda is a strictly commercial
restriction that does not violate the principle of freedom of expression. In the same
way that propaganda to induce consumption of cigarettes or drugs is forbidden [...],
today the law protects the public interest by limiting the undue influence of private
moneys in electoral competition. The reform does not limit in any way the
expression of opinions in the public space or by journalists or guest speakers. The
only thing that is being restricted is the commercialization of electoral propaganda
in broadcast media. (Ackerman, 2011)
This coalition also accused the first coalition of orchestrating a negative campaign
against the reform in order to defend the interests of big media and coerce political parties
and even the Supreme Court to amend or void the new communication policy model
(AMEDI, 2011). The CC and the AMEDI were now persuaded that the content of the 2007
reform reflected most of the concerns debated publicly in the earlier years, from 2003 and
up to 2007, even if the heartfelt need to broaden channels for political participation had
been left pending. These two contrasting views were exchanged and documented in a host
of public venues (i.e., Gonzalez, 2011; Huchim, 2011, "El Juego," 2011) up until March
2011.
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The claims of human rights violations and of due process anomalies were overruled
by the Supreme Court in two controversial decisions. The first, in October 2008, ruled that
the Supreme Court could not judge the substantive unconstitutionality of a constitutional
reform. The second, in March 2011, established that a review of the process should only
follow from legal action initiated by those constitutionally empowered to participate in the
process (e.g., a minority of federal or state legislators).
Today, the new enforcement powers granted to the IFE as election referee, the
reduction in public funding for political parties, and the once polemic ban on sales of
electoral propaganda along with strict rules for equitable distribution of airtime established
in the new model of political communication have consolidated their legitimacy, or are at
least no longer subject to debate in the public space. The last three IFE council members
were elected after a long and complex political process, but with the vote of the three
leading political parties.
Current debates, spurred by accusations against Televisa of favoring PRI candidate
Enrique Pefia in the 2012 election, center on the need for greater transparency in the
relationship between government, political parties and media in order tofurther limit the
influence of the big media consortia in the electoral process, as well as in strengthening the
IFE to respond more expeditiously to complaints during campaigns (see, for example, De
la Mora, 2009; "Fresh Face," June 23, 2012; Torres, 2011; UN-HR Mexico, 2011).
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The failed attempt at sabotaging the electoral reform and the high enforcement levels
it has enjoyed suggest that, even if we might see a new electoral reform coming soon, the
new communication model is here to stay.
Reform Trajectory
The process that gave place to the 2007 Electoral Reform has clear antecedents in a
host of public debates, non-coercive, inclusive and of high quality, which took place from
2003 to 2007. However, there were no direct links between these discussions and the
negotiations that began in 2006.
Negotiation toward electoral reform began with a phase of private encounters at the
elite level in the midst of extreme social and political polarization. Leaders of the three
leading political parties were able to effectively negotiate the objectives of the reform and
the quid-pro-quos (i.e., electoral reform in exchange for fiscal reform) that would underlie
the collaborative efforts of the three leading political parties. Democratic legitimacy was
yet to be built.
Then came a second stage, as depicted in Figure 7, where a broader but still elite
group of legislators from the three leading parties and experts worked on the design of the
reform. This stage moved the process forward in terms of democratic legitimacy to the
extent that the deliberations among this group were unanimously acknowledged by
participants as a genuine pursuit of institutional mechanisms to improve equity in the
electoral system. Yet lack of inclusion of key stakeholder and the secrecy in which
negotiations took place did not satisfy basic principles of both equal and free participation,
thus limiting the legitimacy of the agreements reached by this workgroup.
Later came a short but intense period ofpublic deliberations where key stakeholders
were able to object to central aspects of the bill with wide coverage from an angry media.
While actors in these discussions adopted positional stances that left scant room for value-
creating negotiations, the contentious discussions added legitimacy to the private
negotiations, as critics were able to highlight the limitations of the reform in terms of basic
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freedoms, while supporters were compelled to provide detailed argumentation and
explanation of why the reform was in the public interest. The publicity of these debates
also helped communicate the different ways in which the reform captured many of the
proposals and concerns discussed in the 2003-2006 period.
Hence, once the reform was approved, in a deeper and more extended deliberative
process, public and inclusive, several highly credible stakeholders--mostly from civil
society and the academia--became allies of the reform, but still in the unleveled playing
field of a public sphere dominated by the big media consortia.
This period ended with the final Supreme Court decision in 2011. The fact that the
majority of Supreme Court votes upheld the reform (both in 2008 and in 2011), and that
current debates on electoral reform are emphasizing the need for even greater transparency
and controls in the relationship between politics and media, suggests that the reform was
indeed a significant step towards more equality in the electoral process, a step that resulted
from highly effective negotiations and high quality deliberations among a limited number
of stakeholders with specific concerns.
The outcome of this reform is effective change in the direction of greater equality,
but an ambiguous impact on basic freedoms and broader forms of participation.
Figure 7 summarizes the trajectory that this reform process followed:
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Figure 7: Trajectory of Electoral Reform 2007
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Fiscal Reform, 2007
Democratic Deficits: the needfor reform
The democratic deficits that the fiscal reform of 2007 sought to address are directly
linked to structural factors such as extreme poverty, stark income inequalities and
persistent relationships of clientelism and patronage, all of which generate inequalities in
the ability to participate freely in decision-making. These structural factors are perpetuated
by:
" Limited state capacity to redistribute income.
* Systematic inconsistencies in accounting standards and criteria for public
spending at the state and municipal levels, which inhibit accountability and allow
for the perpetuation of clientelism and patronage.
To address these democratic deficits, this reform aimed to increase the government's
revenue from direct taxation, decrease the federal government's dependence on oil
revenues, curb tax evasion by big businesses and increase accountability of public
spending. The need for an increase in public revenues was felt strongly by the three levels
of government, but the federal government led by the PAN was also concerned about low
levels of accountability and transparency at the level of state governments--led primarily
by PRI governors--and, hence, saw this fiscal reform as an opportunity to increase
standards of accountability at this level.
For several decades prior to the reform, low levels of tax collection had received
significant attention in the public agenda, as well as the dependence of public finances on
declining oil revenues and poor levels of accountability over public spending at the state
level (Aboites & Jauregui, 2005; Calva, 2007; Castellanos, Suarez & Montalvo, 2009).
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More generally, low tax revenues are common to most Latin American countries,
one of the regions with greatest income inequality and high levels of poverty, where fiscal
constraints limit state ability to redistribute and ensure equal opportunities to all citizens.
Indeed, a financially weak state is highly characteristic of hybrid regimes when compared
to well established democracies and fiscal reform is now widely accepted as essential to
democratization:
Taxation is at the same time an instrument to balance economic and political
powers, and a mechanism for increasing the State's capacity to build citizenship.
Far from being an accounting or economic matter to be handled by experts, taxation
is essential to sustaining democracy: building fiscal and tax capacities, fighting tax
evasion, and designing a more progressive tax structure are at the core of a
democratic agenda. (UNDP, 2011, p. 6)
As data from the UNDP (2011) shows, Gini coefficients before tax transfers are 0.52
and .46 in Latin America and OECD countries, respectively, already a significant
difference. But after tax transfers, income inequality in OECD drops down to 0.31, while
Latin American countries show barely any difference, with an average Gini as high as 0.50
after transfers. Such limited impact of the state in the distribution of income is linked to an
ineffective and regressive tax structure. The UNDP (2011) report on democracy in Latin
America shows a direct and negative correlation between direct income taxation and
income inequality, both in OEDC countries and in the region, and recommends that
countries in the region orient fiscal reform toward increases in direct income taxation
instead of value added tax. Yet direct taxation accounts for 4.1% of the GDP in Latin
America, compared to 15.6% within the OECD.
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Low levels of tax collection are particularly difficult to surmount due to declining tax
morality. According to the Latinobarometer (2008), while in 1998, 63% of Latin
Americans believed it was unacceptable to evade taxes, this percentage plummeted down
to 34% in 2008. Such a decline reflects decreasing confidence in the state's ability to
deliver public goods and the associated decrease in willingness to pay taxes. Indeed,
according to the UNDP (2011), tax evasion in Mexico is calculated at 38%, while countries
like France and Britain exhibit levels of evasion below 25%.
Public revenues are also essential to a state with the ability to finance strategic public
investments that may spur competitiveness and economic growth. Hence, even though the
private sector had acknowledged the need for fiscal reform in Mexico, it had effectively
used its lobbying powers to resist higher rates of income tax and the elimination of
exceptions that enable tax elusion and evasion, even if this is exactly what the international
development community recommends (see World Bank, 2006, and UNDP, 2011).
In addition to these challenges, Mexico has traditionally relied excessively on oil
revenues and, in 2007, had tax revenues way below the already low Latin American levels
(approximately 10% versus 15% of GDP, respectively, in 2007). 12
A state with such limited financial capabilities to redistribute income and fight
poverty has been a historical democratic deficit in Mexico, at least since the late 1980s--
when oil revenues began to decline and structural reforms led to a significant reduction of
the state apparatus. Furthermore, while standards of accountability over public spending
had increased significantly at the federal level with the democratization process, a parallel
process of decentralization in public spending towards state and local governments--in the
absence of equivalent standards of transparency--had fed into significant inefficiencies in
12 Data for Mexico from the Ministry of Finance (SHCP, 2012); data for Latin America from UNDP (2008).
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public spending, rampant corruption, and the endemic use of public monies to finance
relationships of clientelism and patronage that were beyond the scope of accountability
mechanisms operating at the federal level.
Such inefficiencies in spending feed into the already low levels of tax morality
among citizens who distrust government and its commitment to offer public goods.
Moreover, clientelism and patronage limit opportunities for equal, free and reason-based
participation even in the most basic decision-making processes, such as elections. Indeed,
as Sonnleitner, Alvarado & Sanchez (2012) document, these kinds of practices are still
pervasive and continue to be one of the most significant risks to the legitimacy of elections
to date.
Without state ability to redistribute income and proper incentives to allocate
resources efficiently and transparently, a hybrid regime is unlikely to move beyond chronic
poverty, inequality and patterns of public spending driven by relationships of patronage
and clientelism, instead of social investments to strengthen citizenship.
Outcome: Appraisal of Reform's Impact on Democratization
The Fiscal Reform that was approved on September 13, 2007 in the Chamber of
Deputies includes (Castellanos et al., 2009):
* Two new direct taxes:
" A single-rate business tax (IETU in Spanish) with limited exemptions
that complements the corporate income tax and applies to both
businesses and individuals with commercial activity; and
" A tax on cash deposits over 25,000 MXN (IDE in Spanish) as a
substitute for taxing the informal economy.
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" A scheme for a gradual increase on prices of oil and gas so as to reduce state
subsidies of these commodities and transfer the difference to state governments.
" Incentives for the increase in state taxes.
" Additional powers for the federal Congress to regulate public accounting and
standardize public information on the finances at the federal, state and municipal
levels.
" Additional powers for the Federal Auditor to oversee the legality of public
spending.
" New mechanisms to enhance independent program evaluation at federal, state and
municipal levels.
Different objections have been raised against this fiscal reform, including that it is
insufficient given the fiscal requirements and that the IETU tax is an inefficient substitute
to a general increase and elimination in deductions on corporate tax income that the
government did not seek out of fear of genuinely confronting the business sector
(interviewees from the PRD); that it de-incentivizes employment creation and economic
growth because it was poorly designed, without input from business to identify necessary
deductions (interviewees from the business sector); the increase in oil and gas prices (see
above) is regressive because it causes inflation (legislators from the PRD); as well as the
claim, overruled by a court decision, that the IETU is unconstitutional (interviewee from
the business sector).
The fact is that the Court ruled the IETU constitutional and, by 2011, fiscal revenues
had increased in 1.4% of GDP--the largest increase in 30 years--of which more than half
has been estimated by the Ministry of Finance as a direct effect of the IETU and its impact
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on revenues from corporate income tax (SHCP, June 30, 2011). All with inflation rates
remaining at historically low levels.
In a country and a region that ranks at the top in terms of income inequality (UNDP,
2011), the 2007 fiscal reform is a clear step forward in the country's democratization
agenda, in line with best international practices recommended by the UNDP. Indeed, one
of the key policy recommendations of both the World Bank (2006) and the UNDP (2011)
is to increase fiscal revenues by 5% of GDP, based mostly on direct taxation. The IETU
was designed to increase direct tax collection and accounts for the bulk of the increase in
government revenues resulting from the reform.
In addition to increasing tax revenues, strengthening the Federal Auditor and
granting power to the federal Congress to standardize public accounting at the federal, state
and municipal levels, new mechanisms to enhance independent evaluation of social
programs as well as criteria favoring public spending in infrastructure at the state and
municipal level, are important steps forward in terms of accountability at the three levels of
government. As discussed in the case of transparency reform, standards of transparency
and accountability in states and municipalities were far behind those of the federation. In
2008, the Congress approved the new General Law on Governmental Accounting,
establishing new standards and a timeline for compliance, based on the new powers that
this 2007 fiscal reform granted the federal Congress.
Standardization facilitates oversight and social control over public spending
throughout the public administration. What's more, high standards of accounting along
with independent evaluations of government programs facilitate reason-based discussion in
the public sphere and among decision-makers, with respect to the allocation of government
spending and the design of public policies broadly speaking. In addition, accountability
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generates incentives for a more efficient provision of public goods that, over time, should
increase the trust of citizens in the commitment of government to address their needs and,
hence, increase tax morality and willingness to pay taxes. Therefore, even if the increase in
direct tax revenues is only modest, by accompanying the reform with accountability
mechanisms, this reform also paves the way for political support towards future fiscal
reforms, such as the one currently under discussion as part of the Pact for Mexico signed
by the three leading political parties in 2012.
In short, despite its limitations, the fiscal reform of 2007 advances the
democratization agenda because it strengthens the redistributive capacity of the state, while
enabling more effective accountability of public spending, particularly at the state and
local levels. The following table summarizes this appraisal:
Table 5: Appraisal of Fiscal Reform's Impact on Democratization
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DEMOCRATIC DEFICITS: IDEAL OUTCOMES OF ACTUAL REFORM OVERALL
NEED FOR REFORM REFORM OUTCOMES APPRAISAL OF
IMPACT ON
DEMOCRATIZATION
Structural inequalities in ability 1. An increase in tax 1. A new direct tax on Effective change
to participate freely due to revenues through corporate income and with modest impacts
extreme poverty and persistent progressive taxation other fiscal adjustments on democratization
relationships of clientelism and equivalent to 5% of GDP lead to an increase in tax (somewhat greater
patronage, perpetuated by: as recommended for revenues by 1.4% of redistributive capacity
Latin American countries GDP. of the state and higher
1. limited state capacity to by both the World Bank standards for
redistribute income, and (2006) and the UNDP 2. State and municipal accountability)
2. accountability limited by (2011). levels are now following
systematic inconsistencies in 2. State and municipal shared and consistent
accounting standards and governments adopt accounting standards and
criteria for public spending at shared and consistent criteria favoring
the state and municipal levels, accounting standards and investments in
which enable the perpetuation criteria for public infrastructure, which
of clientelism and patronage. spending. constrains discretionary
s I spending.
A narrative of the process
Several previous attempts of fiscal reform to increase tax revenues had centered on
the unpopular idea of increasing the base for value added tax and, only marginally, on
eliminating exceptions on corporate taxes. Each of these attempts, most notably in the
administrations of Zedillo and Fox, was followed by public outcry, fierce opposition of the
private sector and even opposition from members of the incumbent presidents' party.
Public opposition centered against any measure that would lead to the establishment of
value added tax on food and medicines, while a silent and efficacious lobby by big
business focused on neutralizing attempts at eliminating exceptions on corporate taxes. In
any case, the need to increase government revenues had been well established several years
before, as well as the political obstacles for success.
In such a context and in the middle of post-electoral conflict, fiscal reform seemed
unlikely. Still, it was a top priority of the incoming Calderon administration and was
discussed by the team of the newly elected president and legislators, even before Calderon
took office, as a lower chamber representative explained. These conversations centered on
pointing out the fact of a sharp decline in oil revenues that would negatively impact all
three levels of government and on gaining insights into the concerns of the key actors,
chiefly state governors.
1) A Study Trip to the OECD: a safe space for multiparty face-to-face dialogue
The early discussion described above was still very general and, in the view of a
lower chamber representative--shared by several others--"the beginning of the discussion
on fiscal reform happened on a trip of 25 legislators [from different political parties] to the
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OECD in France... it was a week of sessions on expenditures, taxes and revenues," during
March of 2007.
Regardless of where interviewees locate the beginning of the process, the view that
this trip was a key moment is shared by legislators from all three main political parties: "It
was an important moment to discuss the situation of taxes in an international perspective,
as it clarified what the problem was" (lower chamber representative from the Committee of
Finance).
This study trip enhanced reason-based discussion, a free exchange of views and
information, as well as a shared diagnostic of the country's fiscal situation. It also
generated commitment among legislators from different parties to combat tax evasion
among corporations and increase revenues from direct taxation, even against the lobby of
big business. Interviewees from the PR, PRD and PAN agreed that a set of insights came
to be widely accepted among legislators from all political parties, beyond the traditional
partisan positions on fiscal policy, paving the way for the formation of a winning coalition
of legislators that voted for the reform. Even a legislator from the PRD who ended up
voting against several key issues of the reform acknowledged: "With legislators from the
three parties, PRI, PAN and PRD there was a seminar in the OECD... This was very useful
to curb the temptation to eliminate income tax and establish value added tax on food and
medicines." Moreover, another legislator describes how the seminars of this study trip and
the associated discussions led to the emergence of "a shared perception that fiscal reform
was necessary and a common vision that businesses did not pay [taxes]" and then adds that
''we all united around the idea that businesses had to pay [taxes]."
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In short, the study trip to the OECD was a key phase for the reform, contributing to
both effectiveness in the form of commitment among key legislators to the construction of
a winning coalition (i.e., value claiming) and legitimacy by way of generating reason-
based discussion and afree exchange of ideas, among decision-makers, in face-to-face
multiparty dialogue sessions.
2) Bilateral conversations or shadow boxing
Then came a phase of bilateral negotiations or "shadow boxing" (words of an
interviewee from the Ministry of Finance). Indeed, between April and June 2007, the
Ministry of Finance worked intensely on the design of the bill that was presented on June
20. There is no record of a steady workgroup negotiating the content of the bill. Rather,
this period was dedicated to bilateral conversations and preparation of working papers
describing the need for reform and different drafts of the bill. Although the most
controversial aspects of the reform were kept confidential until the bill was formally
presented, these bilateral conversations served to understand the interests of the different
stakeholders, as well as to explain objectives and key aspects of the reform to trusted
interlocutors, including legislators from the PAN and the opposition who agreed to meet
confidentially.
As a result, when the bill was finally presented, "people already knew what it was
about... the minister had told them personally. This helped to generate a positive response"
(public official from the Ministry of Finance); such "positive response" can also be
explained by the fact that this bill reflected, from the outset, some of the interests of key
stakeholders, including the need for monies expressed by governors from the opposition. In
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fact, this initial bill considered that 70% of the additional revenues would be spent by the
Federation and 30% would be distributed among the 32 states and Mexico Department of
Finance (Castellanos et al., 2009).
Also, these conversations led to the first agreement between the PAN and PRI: the
bill would be presented by the Executive and the PRI would then react. This agreement
was the result of log-rolling between these two parties. The PRI was willing to collaborate
towards the approval of a fiscal reform, but was reluctant to pay the political cost of
passing an unpopular reform that would increase taxes, while the president was urgent
about increasing tax revenues and, thus, was willing to pay the cost, so long as the PRI
agreed to work collaboratively towards agreement.
To summarize, these bilateral conversations served to exchange information
regarding interests and priorities of the parties. Such an exchange is the basis for value
creation in any negotiation.
3) Public Forums and Bilateral Negotiations
The presentation of the bill on June 20 was followed by three months of public
discussions and private negotiations. The formal proponent was the president as leader of
the Executive branch, with the Minister of Finances as key spokesman and undisputed
leader of negotiations.
This third phase of the reform process lasted for over the entire summer with the
participation of legislators from all political parties, state governors and their finance
ministers, business chambers, civil society organizations and several Mexican universities
(Castellanos et al., 2009). It should be noted that during this phase of public discussions
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and private dialogues, legislators pointed to the availability of information from
independent experts' sources, such as the OECD and several universities, as central to
feeding consensus on the need to increase direct taxation and, specifically, tax-paying by
big business.
All of these fed into an open exchange of reasons and a free flow of information that
significantly increased the democratic legitimacy of the reform. Nonetheless, in the view of
legislators from the PRD and business representatives, the public discussions of this phase
had little impact on the final reform that was approved. Also the independent experts who
provided information, mostly to the opposition, were not part of the negotiations.
Legislators from the PRD argue that "there was dialogue but not negotiations" because
several ideas they put forward were not included in the final reform. "The proposals of
legislators were not discussed; only the proposal of the Executive. This was a mistake... the
opportunity to enrich the proposal was lost" (same legislator from the PRD). Additionally,
the absence of independent experts from the negotiations might explain the alleged low
quality of the design of the IETU, particularly in terms of its impact on investment and
employment, even if it was effective in terms of raising revenues (the core interest of
government experts who ran the negotiations).
In general, after reviewing interviews from legislators, staff members, public
officials and private sector representatives, I found little information about exactly who
participated in what interviewees describe as elite negotiations and how. However,
different accounts point mostly to bilateral negotiations between the Ministry of Finance
and the PRI, mostly through legislators and state governors--and their Ministers of
Finance-'-affiliated with this party.
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In any case, these negotiations took longer than planned by reform champions and
seem to have reached a short moment of impasse towards the end of the summer, until the
Minister of Finance announced a series of changes to the bill in August of 2007. According
to a public servant, "It was the announcement ... of some adjustments to the bill that
unstuck the negotiation."
Changes included: deductions of wages, benefits and contributions to non-profits
from the IETU; exception from the IETU for small agricultural producers and community
farmers; and the establishment of a new fiscal regime for PEMEX that would gradually
reduce the extraction of oil revenues for public spending, so as to allow higher levels of
reinvestments (Castellanos et al., 2009). These adjustments effectively addressed some of
the concerns of key stakeholders, such as the non-profit sector that argued the reform
would lead to a decline in contributions of CSOs if deductions on IETU were not allowed;
the PRI and PAN that wanted a new fiscal regime for PEMEX that would grant greater
financial independence to this publicly owned enterprise; business that argued the IETU
would hurt employment rates if wages were not deductable; and the rural poor who wanted
to be exempted from this tax.
During this phase's negotiations, "The most difficult issue was the tax on gasoline"
(according to a legislator from the opposition). In the end, the Ministry of Finance accepted
an adjustment to a proposed scheme that would allow state governments to increase oil and
gas prices and keep the surplus. Instead of letting state governments decide on this
increase--and, thus, take on the political cost of the measure if they opted for a price
increase in their state--the federal government agreed to decrease the increase at a national
level and still transfer the revenues to state governments. This was a key negotiation to
bring the PRI on, since their governors were very reluctant to pay any political costs after
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their recent defeat in the 2006 presidential and congressional election, where they came up
in third place after both the PAN and the PRD.
In reference to the value created in this phase of the process, an interviewee claims:
"I have learned that with... intelligence and openness; and listening to the proposals of
others, you can build important agreements... the process of negotiation of the fiscal reform
confirmed this lesson" (PAN legislator).
Together, the changes introduced to the bill toward the end of this phase increased
the legitimacy of the reform because they were negotiated in the context of inclusive public
discussions--which allowed for more equal opportunities to participate--and reflected some
of the key insights that emerged from reason-based public deliberations. Simultaneously,
this added legitimacy decreased opposition to reform in the public opinion, created value
for several stakeholders and also added leverage to claim value in favor of the reform.
Plus, because some of these changes reflected the interests of the PRI and to some extent
the PRD, they also helped secure the vote of this party in favor of the reform.
Log-rolling: Fiscal vs. Electoral
Now, even these changes were not enough to guarantee the favorable vote of a
winning coalition of legislators because the negotiations of this reform were tied to the
negotiations of the electoral reform, which was also scheduled to be voted on that summer
of 2007. Electoral reform was a top priority for the opposition parties, while fiscal reform
was urgent for the incumbent party and the president. By committing to work on both
reforms, the three leading political parties were able to work collaboratively to address and
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pass reforms on two issues of great public concern: equality in elections and an increase in
fiscal revenues through progressive taxation.
The government had a vested interest in passing the fiscal reform before what they
anticipated would be a polarizing midterm election of 2009, while the opposition
(particularly the PRD) viewed the electoral reform as a necessary precondition to
collaborate on any other political negotiation with the ruling party PAN. The PRD
legislators negotiated their right to remain critical of the most controversial aspects of the
reform and vocally criticized the increase in gasoline prices, thus letting the PRI and the
PAN take on the political cost of the reform, but they participated actively in both private
negotiations and public dialogue sessions, voted in favor of most articles, and pledged not
to filibuster fiscal reform or call for social mobilization against the new taxes, all in
exchange for the electoral reform.
Hence, when the electoral reform reached an impasse in September of 2007, the
fiscal reform was stopped and critics of both reforms pointed to these log-rolling tactics--
used to assemble the fiscal and electoral reforms as a package--as one of their main deficits
of democratic legitimacy:
The position of legislators... in pointing out that there won't be a fiscal reform as
long as the electoral reform is not approved.. .for the lay person, is at least weird...
The only reason to tie one reform to another is political; and not in the high sense of
the political... but in the lowest sense, [which is] to see what I can get out
personally or for my political party in the negotiation. (Sarmiento, 2007, quoted in
Castellanos, Suarez & Montalvo, 2009, p. 173)
In fact, big business, media and libertarian intellectuals were not pleased by the
results of these packaged negotiations. But once both reforms were finally approved,
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almost simultaneously, on September 14, 2007, these angry stakeholders were able to
question the legitimacy of the reform processes only to the extent that they left scant room
for public discussion of each, on their merits, or did not allow for changes resulting from
such public debate and scrutiny, as was the case of the electoral reform.
However, in contrast to the electoral reform, the 2007 fiscal reform was publicly
presented, discussed for several months and then modified, before it was approved against
the vocal opposition of the business sector. The result was a reform that may have
generated modest impacts on tax revenues at some cost to private investment and
employment, but did so on the basis of higher levels of democratic legitimacy than the
electoral reform. Such difference with the electoral reform was a strategic choice of reform
champions:
Nobody was excluded intentionally... We listened and responded to everyone, even
if we didn't take on their suggestions. This can be verified reviewing the press,
where you may find disagreements with the content, but nobody claims we didn't
listen... We sat down with all those who requested the opportunity to discuss" (a
public official from the Ministry of Finance).
Even those who publicly criticized the content of the reform acknowledge the quality
of the process: "The reform [process] managed to create an environment of negotiation that
didn't exist before... It was different from other reforms... it was well conducted. It can be
considered a model to make reforms" (a legislator from the opposition).
In short, log-rolling between fiscal reform and electoral reform was a key enabling
factor to ensure a winning coalition capable of claiming value in favor of reform. It also
created value for both the Executive and the opposition because these were priority issues
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for each. In the case of fiscal reform, this tactic was complemented with public forums, so
that it didn't come at a cost to democratic legitimacy.
Reform Champions
Throughout this entire process, the Minister of Finance was the most notable reform
champion. "In the fiscal reform there was a boss ... [This] communicated clarity to all
fronts. There was a single line... In the fiscal reform there was no division or noise among
government actors" (a legislator from the PAN). Indeed, "communication on all fronts," a
disposition to listen to everyone and the commitment to provide pedagogical explanations
of the reform to all stakeholders--the OECD study trip under his leadership is just an
example of this--are among the attributes that interviewees assign to this reform champion,
suggesting a concern to base the approval of the reform on reason-based discussion and
shared understandings. There is also a concern for effectiveness, where the ability to
generate "a single line" of negotiation stands out.
Similarly, the President of the Committee of Public Finances in the lower chamber
was also a key player and reform champion. As legislators from different political parties
recount, a key enabling factor for this reform was an atmosphere of dialogue and
negotiations--particularly between the PRI and the PAN--that was generated in the
Committee led by Chidiac months before the formal presentation of the bill. Furthermore,
Chidiac also established a reputation as a trustworthy interlocutor for the government in
confidential negotiations, despite being from the opposition.
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The interviewees suggest that both reform champions were highly committed to
fiscal reform and conscientiously sought to enhance quality deliberations and effective
negotiations.
Reform Trajectory
Figure 8 below illustrates the trajectory of this reform, starting with the safe space for
dialogue created during the study trip to the OECD, which moved the process in both
dimensions because it enabled reason-based discussion, generated shared understanding
and also showed a commitment to build a winning coalition to advance the needed fiscal
reform. Afterwards came a phase of private bilateral conversations that increased
negotiation effectiveness and ended with the presentation of a bill that included some key
concerns of stakeholders.
The formal presentation of the bill was followed by an intense phase of both public
forums and private negotiations. The former added legitimacy by enhancing more equal
participation among a wide array of stakeholders, while the latter secured effectiveness of
negotiations by incorporating the interests of key actors in the final version of the bill,
including the approval of the electoral reform that was top priority for the opposition. Even
if some interviewees expressed frustration with the low impact that public discussions had
on the reform, and others argue that the reform could have been better designed, the
process ended with the approval of the reform by a comfortable majority from the PAN
and the PRI, as well as partial support from the PRD and its allies, despite the unpopularity
of the increase in gasoline prices and the opposition from the powerful corporate sector to
the new tax.
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Figure 8: Trajectory of Fiscal Reform 2007
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Security and Justice Reform, 2008
Democratic Deficits: the need for reform
The security and justice reform of 2008 resulted from the convergence of two
parallel processes seeking to address different, but closely interrelated, democratic deficits:
The security reform process sought to address rising rates of crime and violence that
were constituting a threat to all basic freedoms.
The justice reform was designed to transform an overcrowded and power-based
penal justice system that ran against basic principles of equal access to justice and
constrained reason-based decision-making by judicial authorities.
With regards to the security reform, the increasing levels of violence and the growing
public perception of insecurity in the country led President Felipe Calderon to place
combat against organized crime as a top priority from the beginning of his mandate. In
2006, official data reported 2,100 executions related to drug trafficking; by mid-2007, the
count was already at 1,200, suggesting an even more violent year (El Universal, 2007).
Moreover, highly predatory crimes, such as homicides, kidnappings, extortion and violent
robbery were soaring comfortably at 99% of impunity rate (Carbonell & Ochoa, 2008).
In direct connection with the problem of insecurity, the crisis of the justice system
was becoming more and more evident, with very low levels of credibility, high levels of
impunity, and allegations of systematic violations of individual rights as a result of
inefficiencies, fabrication of false evidence, corruption and different forms of abuse in
criminal proceedings (Aguilera, Merino & Hemnndez, 2009). According to Carbonell &
Ochoa (2008), 85% crimes went unreported by victims; 92% of trial hearings took place
without a judge and up to 80% of Mexicans believed judges could be bribed. Furthermore,
Garcia Silva (2008) from the National Institute for Research on Penal Sciences (INACIPE
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in Spanish) documented that 41% of detainees in Mexican prisons had not received a
sentence, with an average trial length of 350 days. And as a measure of the quality of
investigative and prosecution capabilities, 50% of arrests were based on flagrancy and a
quarter of these for robberies of less than $100.
These two phenomena were clearly reinforcing each other. The combined result of
the security and justice crises was an overcrowded prison population of mostly poor and
uneducated citizens, many of whom had not even been proven guilty, while the most
predatory criminals were operating in freedom and unpunished against the fiscal integrity
of increasingly fearful citizens.
At the theoretical level, most experts and interviewees agreed that justice and
security are almost two sides of the same coin. Indeed, violations to due process lead to
injustice and abuse, but also enable the perpetuation of corruption and the fabrication of
false evidence in the justice system, thus hindering the capacity of the state to persecute
and process predatory criminals. In turn, low standards of criminal investigations and
police coordination limit state capacity to both tackle crime and guarantee access to justice.
This shared understanding is evident in the following quotes from reform champions
both in the Senate, where the security reform was initially discussed, and in the Lower
chamber, where the justice reform was first presented:
"I was convinced that the security system was collapsed; with impunity rates at
99% and excessively long trials; there are so many innocent people in jail and many
guilty criminals free" (senator from the PRI).
"I wanted to address the climate of insecurity that prevailed in the country,
linked to the justice system; which go hand in hand with one another." (lower
chamber representative from the PRD)
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"[Slecurity and justice. These are two different subject matters, but completely
linked... An anachronistic justice system, that is unjust, ... criminalizes poverty and
generates impunity." (lower chamber representative from the PRD).
Hence, it made sense to have an integrated reform process to strengthen state
capacity to fight crime through a security reform to increase policy coordination and
persecutory capabilities, in adherence to higher standards of due process established by a
justice reform.
Nonetheless, from the perspective of President Calderon, in order to strengthen the
legal capacity of the State to fight crime, it was necessary to broaden executive powers to
impose precautionary measures such as precautionary detentions, home search without
warrants, or the investigation of private communications (interviewees with legislators
from the PAN and the PRI, 2009). The advocates of this approach were also interested in
securing greater levels of police coordination and prosecution capabilities. But any reform
that would impose higher procedural standards or increase the level of evidence needed to
imprison criminals was seen as a threat to state capacity to address the situation of
emergency and the associated pressure from the citizenry faced by the government.
In contrast, academics, advocacy groups, journalists and the international
community, united in the Network of Oral Trials and Due Process' 3 (NOTDP), were
primarily concerned with the need to strengthen standards of due process, in the form of a
deep transformation of the principles and processes of the entire justice system. Such
transformation would require major changes to the penal process and the introduction of
oral trials, along with new infrastructure and capabilities for all personnel involved in the
system, including judges, attorneys, defendants, lawyers, police and the citizenry. The
13 "Red de Juicios Orales y Debido Proceso" in Spanish.
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establishment of precautionary measures at the constitutional level, as proposed by the
Executive, would only legalize infringement of the standards of due process introduced by
the new justice system, therefore neutralizing its impact and perpetuating impunity.
These two approaches to the intertwined justice and security crises were seen by
many as incompatible or, at the very least, in great tension with each other. But the need to
address both was evident to all.
Outcome: Appraisal of Reform's Impact on Democratization
The Justice and Security Reform of 2008 at a glance
The security and justice reform approved in 2008 is a constitutional amendment that
introduced radical institutional changes, including (Aguilera et al., 2009):
" A new criminal justice system where criminal proceedings are to be adversarial,
public and oral; with a public prosecutor acting only as investigator and in equal
standing with the defendant during the trial, so as to eliminate the existing
imbalance of power between the defendant and the prosecutor who traditionally
functioned almost like a judge; and requires the establishment of due process
protocols and controls throughout the entire penal process, including the execution
of sentences.
" Introduction of institutionalized systems for alternative dispute resolution as part
of the new justice system.
" A clear process for reform implementation. This process mandates the creation of
an independent technical secretariat entitled to further the implementation of
constitutional reform across the country; deadlines for the reform to
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complementary legislation in accordance to the principles mandated by the
constitutional amendment; and a budget for implementation.
" A period of eight years for the implementation of the reform.
" Investigation powers for the police, under the leadership of the Attorney General.
" Exceptional precautionary measures for the executive branch in the pursuit of
organized crime, while incorporating judicial controls to the exercise of these
powers. Such powers include:
- Precautionary arrests for up to forty days, subject to the authorization of
"control judges."
" Faculties to expropriate goods in possession of organized crime without
any compensation.
* A new category of judges, named "control judges," specialized in organized
crimes and responsible for expedited response (36 hrs) to any request for the use
of precautionary measures by the Executive.
" A definition of organized crime and an explicit statement that social protest may
not be considered organized crime.
* Coordination mechanisms that require state and federal government to deliberate
and reach agreements on security policy, including the standardization of
protocols and police controls, as well as an integrated information system on
crime rates and criminal investigations.
The New Justice System (NJS)
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In terms of the democratization process, that the most significant contribution of this
constitutional reform is the introduction of an entirely new system of penal justice, is "the
most profound transformation in a century" (interview with legislator, 2009), where due
process is set as the guiding principle throughout the entire judicial process.
Furthermore, the oral format of trials is designed to increase transparency and
accountability of the justice system, while due process furthers the equality principle by
giving all parties equal power to present evidence and voice concerns during the trial. In
turn, a greater balance of power enhances reason-based discussion, instead of power
struggles, as the basis for judicial adjudication; and even the most basic freedoms are
protected by due process that limits the political, abusive or corrupt use of justice
institutions in the form of abusive practices, such as arbitrary detentions or torture.
However, implementations is still underway and involves a complex process
requiring the revision of 33 penal codes and associated legislation; new federal laws for the
use of alternative dispute resolution systems, the reorganization of the security and
sentence execution systems; new equipment and infrastructure; as well as retraining of
judges, prosecutors, police, public defenders and lawyers, and even curriculum
development for law schools throughout the country.
While the implementation deadline lies three years ahead, there is still a long way to
go. According to the most recent reports of the Implementation Commission Secretariat"
(SETEC, 2013) classifying states along four levels of implementation, 13 states are at the
fourth level, meaning that "the new justice system is already operating ... at least in some
part of the territory or for some crimes" (SETEC, 2013), out of which only three states
1 The Secretariat of the Commission for Implementation of the new Penal Justice System (SETEC) is in
charge, among other tasks, of monitoring progress from the federation and state governments along four
levels of implementation.
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have reached full implementation on all crimes and throughout the entire territory. Six out
of 32 states are at the third level 15 and the remaining 13 are all lagging behind at level two.
An in-depth study of the five cases where the NJS was operating by 2010 (USAID,
CEJA & SETEC, 2011) highlighted the following impacts of the reform:
* Preventive prison has significantly decreased. The average is currently 44.87%
out the total prison population, compared to a 74.47% rate in states where the new
justice system (NJS) is not operating.
* The effectiveness of the justice system, measured as the ratio of cases effectively
solved versus cases received, increased to as much as twice the effectiveness of
that of states without NJS. This result is directly connected to shorter trials and the
use of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. Indeed, Oaxaca, Zacatecas and
Chihuahua report effectiveness levels of 44%, 31% and 43% respectively,
compared to the average of 20.3% in states without NJS.
* The judge is present at 100% of the trial hearings under the new justice system,
compared to the national average of 8%, prior to the reform.
* Qualitative assessments of public defenders services (PDS) suggest that standards
of due process have increased significantly due the quality of their services, with
up to 90% of cases assisted by PDS in Oaxaca, while victims of crime received
better treatment and have more rights, including voice in the process, the right to
legal assistance and damage reparation.
15 States classified at the third level of implementation "have made 60% or more of the adjustments to the
regulatory framework and 50% or more of the required training. Furthermore, these states have included the
exact date of entry into force in their Penal Codes, as well as an approved strategy for gradual
implementation." (SETEC, 2013)
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In short, the new justice system seems to be delivering the democratic changes that
reform champions promised, but implementation is far from complete.
Advocates from the NOTDP worried that political support from President Calderon
and most state governments was weak in a recent assessment of the implementation
process (Espinosa, 2011), but incoming President Pefia Nieto (former governor of a state
that has reached level four) has pledged to complete the process and channel more
resources to implementation, as did all other political parties in the 2012 election and the
recent Pact for Mexico (signed by the PRD, PRI and PAN). Hence, while there are many
signs of ambivalence towards the implementation, there is a unanimous support for the
reform in the public sphere and active efforts from the NOTDP and other civic groups to
monitor implementation. No politician has dared propose a counter-reform, even if they
might be "dragging their feet" in the implementation process. In short, the reform appears
to be here to stay and has been a step forward, even if it might take a few more years
beyond the deadline to see it fully implemented.
Use and abuse ofprecautionary measures
While human rights activists celebrated the introduction of the new system and have
advocated its full implementation, they have been vocally critical of the precautionary
measures established in the constitution to fight organized crime and consider them a
significant setback to democracy. Moderates argued that the punitive aspects of the reform
were worth accepting in exchange for the most profound transformation of the justice
system (interviews with two justice experts) and that there are several paths that human
rights advocates may take to address possible abuses. Under more conservative views, the
punitive aspects of the reform better protect the rights of crime victims by strengthening
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the state's capacity to fight organized crime, subject to expedited judicial controls to
prevent abuse (interviews with security expert and with some legislators from the PRI and
PAN, 2009).
The fact is, after four years of the reform, a soaring use and abuse of the new
persecutory powers has not been reflected in reductions of crime rates and the crisis of
violence has only worsened. In the words of one of the most respected Mexican human
rights activists, Miguel Concha (2012):
The Mexican Commission of the Defense and Promotion of Human Right reports a
250% increase in the use of precautionary detentions, while the Mexico City
Ombudsman has seen a 550% increase in torture complaints filed, in the last two
years, without the application of the Istanbul Protocols to adequately investigate
them and sanction the guilty.
According to a security expert who was part of the negotiation and advocated
precautionary measures subjected to judicial controls (Gonzalez, S., personal
communication, July 6, 2012), the abuse of precautionary detentions reflects a lack of
constitutional clarity in the level of evidence required to grant judicial authorization that
has led to extreme leniency, far beneath international standards. According to this expert,
the abuse of precautionary detentions after the reform is so obvious that a judicial process
will sooner or later revert this negative effect. While this reversion might take the form of a
Supreme Court ruling that mandates changes to the protocols for judicial controls over
precautionary measures or a recommendation of the Inter-American Court, there is
currently broad consensus on the need to address this issue.
As for the expected reduction in crime rate, according to an independent think-tank
(Mexico Evalna, 2011), a year after the reform, in 2009, intentional homicides stood at
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15.5 for every 100,000 inhabitants; while impunity rates for this crime were estimated at
73.3%, already above the average 66.7% impunity rates in the Americas. Just a year later,
in 2010, intentional homicides had increased by 25% and impunity on this crime had risen
up to 80.6%. Overall, independent sources count up to 101,000 violent deaths in the six-
year long Calderon administration (quoted in Flores, November 27, 2012), after yearly
increases in the death toll up until the peak of 2011-2012. This six-year toll is comparable
to that of the Balkan and Iraq wars, with a total count of 100,000 and 147,000 respectively
(Flores, November 27, 2012).
Effective change with ambiguous impacts on democratization
To summarize, the progressive and radical reform of the penal justice system has
shown significant results in those states where it has been fully implemented, but in almost
half of the state governments and the federation, implementation is still underway.
Furthermore, there is significant evidence suggesting that persecutory measures are
operating without effective judicial controls, in detriment of basic freedoms, and have
failed to reduce crime and impunity rates.
Nonetheless, an impartial and effective penal justice system is an essential condition
for democratization in Mexico and the 2008 reform introduced a constitutional framework,
as well as a process that is underway, to fully implement it. Whether the price was too high
or not in terms of basic freedoms remains to be seen and will depend on how the
implementation of the security and justice reform evolves and on whether and when a
judicial process or counter-reform finally reverts the abuses of precautionary detentions.
Table 6: Appraisal of the Security and Justice Reform's Impact on Democratization
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A narrative of the process
Advocacy and deliberation in the public sphere 2005-200 7
The crisis of justice institutions was not new in Mexican public debate. Back in
2004, President Fox had presented a bill to introduce oral trials and due process, with
technical support from USAID. This first attempt faced stark opposition from lawyer
associations, the judiciary and opposition parties, PRI and PRD, under allegations that this
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DEMOCRATIC IDEAL OUTCOMES OF ACTUAL REFORM OUTCOMES OVERALL
DEFICITS: NEED REFORM APPRAISAL OF
FOR REFORM IMPACT ON
DEMOCRATIZATION
1. An overcrowded 1. Adoption and effective 1. A radical reform that introduces oral Effective change
and power-based implementation of justice trials and protects due process is in the (underway) with
penal justice reform at the federal and midst of an eight year implementation significant but
system impedes state levels lead to an process: ambiguous impacts
equal access to increase in accessibility * Thirteen states are at least partially on democratization
justice and due and impartiality of the operating under the NJS. (important steps
process, and thus justice system. * Capacity-building efforts have been towards a reason-
constrains reason- significant throughout the country and based decision-
based decision- all 32 states have completed the first making and equality
making by judicial 2. The legalization of stage of implementation. in the justice system,
authorities. precautionary measures * Full implementation of reform is but negative impacts
to fight organized crime part of the Pact for Mexico signed by on basic freedoms)
2. Rising rates of are a) used rationally the three leading parties.
crime and violence and subjected to effective * In three states that have completed
limiting all basic judicial controls, and b) implementation, effectiveness of the
freedoms. lead to a reduction in justice system has increased; preventive
crime and/or violence prison has declined; due process has
rates. been strengthened and victims have
more rights.
2. Several different sources suggest
systematic abuse of precautionary
imprisonment with ineffective judicial
controls, and no appreciable impacts on
the reduction of crime and impunity
rates.
reform was being imposed by the American government and was incompatible with the
Mexican legal tradition.
But as of 2005, the NOTDP irrupted in the public sphere to lead unprecedented
advocacy efforts to reform the justice system. This broad civil society coalition was
composed of experts, academics, civic activists, journalists, media companies and
prominent business leaders. The NOTDP advocated a new penal justice system to
implement more expeditious and fair trials, based on public oral trials, due process and
alternative dispute resolution mechanisms.
For more than two years, the NOTDP perused a creative and pedagogical
communication campaign that sought to generate awareness and public discussion on the
need for reform and the advantages of the new system they advocated. The Mexican Bar of
Lawyers and the judiciary were still decidedly skeptical of this justice reform project and
were prepared to block it, as they had effectively done with President Vicente Fox's bill,
arguing that it would lead to a collapse of the judiciary branch (interview with an academic
from the NOTDP). These criticisms were publicly contested by prestigious lawyers and
Mexican legal scholars participating in the NOTDP, who were able to persuade even
powerful businessmen and big media to join the NOTDP.
Interviewees from the NOTDP highlight the relevance of a short documentary that
was circulated broadly through word-of-mouth and YouTube. This documentary, The
Tunnel, 6 depicts the pitfalls of the justice system through the story of a young man in
preventive prison for more than ten years, waiting to be prosecuted for a minor theft. The
title of the documentary is a metaphor of the situation of thousands of Mexicans
imprisoned for years, waiting for their trial to take place, just because they lack proper
16 Available on YouTube ittp://www.voutube.com/watch?v=hfFOSe2Ok5Y
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legal counsel. It was brief and to the point: the Mexican justice system has collapsed and it
is the poor who are suffering the most.
In addition to the documentary, the NOTDP recruited prestigious journalists 7 and
opinion leaders who embraced the cause for security and justice reform. An academic from
the NOTDP confirms the relevance of this strategy:
Then we had Reforma [leading national newspaper].. .that hired a brilliant guy:
Miguel Trevifio who wrote the weekly "Juan Ciudadano" op-ed... Then Roberto
made the documentary "The Tunnel", this visual aid was very important in
generating awareness... I would say that if you take out any of these elements, we
would not have justice reform. (academic from the NOTDP)
Miguel Trevito (alias "Juan Ciudadano") and Roberto were both identified as key
players within NOTDP by several interviewees. With a weekly op-ed in Grupo Reforma
and the documentary, the NOTDP quickly incorporated a wide array of allies and reform
supporters.
The following is an excerpt from the Juan Ciudadano (May 15, 2006) op-ed that
eloquently illustrates the sophistication of the media strategy and its orientation towards
heightening awareness of unmet needs:
What happened really in Atenco18 ? The answers to this question vary, but nobody is
expecting that the truth will emerge from our justice system. There is more [public]
17 Notably Javier Trevifo, alias Juan Ciudadano, in El Norte and Ana Laura Magalini in Reform, both from
Grupo Reforma.
18 San Salvador Atenco is a small rural community in State of Mexico where ejidatarios (small local farmers)
organized protests and civil disobedience to oppose the expropriation of their land, where President Fox had
decreed the construction of Mexico's new International Airport during the first years of his administration.
These protests ended with the cancelation of the Airport project but also ended in several episodes of
violence and arrests where accusations of both human rights abuses towards protesters (several of which have
been well documented, including the raping of several women in 2006) versus accusations of violent protests
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trust in rumors than in what may emerge from a ton of papers that the court is likely
to stock in order to resolve [this case] ... The written and enclosed process of our
country's justice system is not oriented to reconstruct the truth... Quite to the
contrary... we lack mechanisms through which testimonies can be confronted
transparently... When everyone can see and listen to the [parties in a trial]..., we are
closer to being able to reconstruct the truth...
The NOTDP also participated and organized several public forums throughout the
course of at least two years before the reform was approved. These forums also served to
expand the coalition itself and were complementary to the media strategy in persuading
influential members of the political elite of its importance. The following speaks to the role
of the forums and their connection to the communication strategy:
As NOTDP we got to the Senate and ... communicated that we wanted to present a
bill and then a forum was organized, with the presence of just a few legislators... 4
or 5... Reforma [leading national newspaper] covered the event. From there on ...
Cesar Camacho connected... (academic from the NOTDP)
Thus, despite the general dismissal of President Fox's bill introducing oral trials in
2004, by the end of 2006, all registered political parties had included penal justice reform
introducing oral trials and due process as a policy proposal in their programmatic platforms
(Aguilera et al., 2009). This was part of the strategy that the NOTDP used in this phase.
Decision-makers, the business sector, media, civil society activists and academics were
being genuinely persuaded of the need for justice reform to introduce oral trials and
strengthen due process.
were the subject of years of litigation, and remain controversial to date (for details, see "San Salvador
Atenco," March 10, 2013).
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The media strategy and public forums of this initial phase managed to increase both
the negotiation effectiveness and the democratic legitimacy of reform. Indeed, it was a
value claiming strategy oriented to increase chances of reform to the justice system by
garnering a coalition capable of shifting the unfavorable balance of power between
reformists and conservatives. But it did so by generating a deeper understanding of the
issues through reason-based discussion in the public sphere, among citizens with equal
rights to participatefreely.
Two parallel negotiation processes
Based on its effective advocacy efforts, the NOTDP managed to garner the support
of members of five political parties (including the PAN, PRI and PRD) in the Chamber of
Deputies. These representatives endorsed a bill drafted by NOTDP and formally presented
it on December 19, 2006.
One these legislators, Cesar Camacho Quiroz from the PRI and President of the
Justice Committee, became the most visible reform champion of'justice reform among the
political elite. He worked with experts from the NOTDP throughout the entire negotiation
process and engaged in sustained dialogue with his colleagues from other political parties
in the lower chamber. He also organized a study trip to Colombia and Chile were the NJS
had been successfully implemented, and generated an environment of dialogue, negotiation
and commitment to justice reform in his committee, as several interviewees from different
political parties and the NOTDP acknowledge.
However, as of 2007, the advocacy efforts of the NOTDP and the political
negotiations led by Cesar Camacho in the lower chamber had to compete with a very
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different reform model. Crime rates were soaring in 2006 and "impunity rates were
reaching 99%" (senator from PRI), hence the need for greater police coordination,
prosecution capabilities and precautionary measures to fight organized crime, as argued by
the president when he presented a bill for security reform in March 2007 to the Senate.
This other reform project was backed by an aggressive media strategy in the context
of the President's War on Drugs. This campaign was all about the need of a strong state to
fight organized crimes and "beat" war lords. "'We reiterate to the public opinion that the
war against organized crime is just beginning and that it will be a struggle that will require
time', said Ramirez Acufia [Minister of Interior]" (Solis, December 11, 2006) in reference
to a military operation with which the War on Drugs began, only ten days after Calderon
took office.
Throughout the reform process, and much of the six-year Calderon administration,
this media strategy fed into and from the fears of citizens--thus limiting reason-based
discussion--but was highly effective in the short term, and certainly generated leverage for
value claiming in favor of the security reform that the president was advocating. It was still
the beginning of the Calderon administration when polls still suggested full support for the
War on Drugs (Wolf, 2011).
With such pressures from the public opinion, a workgroup of senators from the PAN,
PRI and PRD was installed immediately after the president introduced his bill. The
president had proposed the creation of a single unified police with independent
investigative power, as well as the precautionary measures for the Executive. The
opposition was against subjecting state and municipal police to the control of the federal
government, and they also feared abuse of precautionary measures. This multi-party
workgroup negotiated for months trying to produce a security reform that would
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effectively grant more power to the president, but that would also be acceptable for the two
leading opposition parties in the Senate. For such an endeavor, two prestigious academics
worked pro bono helping in the design of creative solutions to address conflicting interests.
An example of the creative solutions that this workgroup negotiated was the
introduction of control judges, a body of judges specialized in organized crime in charge of
expeditiously reviewing and granting authorization for the use of the precautionary powers
to fight crime (such as preventive prison). As a senator from the opposition--one of the
main reform champions--described: "The president wanted more powers to fight organized
crime,... but that opened the door to power abuse... we proposed the establishment of
'control judges', to provide expert and expedite judicial controls [over the exercise of the
new powers]." The workgroup also agreed to limit the use of the precautionary measures to
cases of organized crime, and to grant investigative powers to the police subjected to the
supervision of the Prosecutor. Also, the Executive came to understand that a single police
was unacceptable to the opposition and, instead, negotiated the regulation of a unified
information system, as well as a single set of protocols and controls that the federal
government would negotiate with state governors.
For almost six months, the two competing multiparty negotiation processes advanced
in parallel, one in the Senate, led by PRI Senators Codwell and Murrillo; and the other led
by Cesar Camacho, also from the PRI, in the lower chamber. While these three reform
champions were affiliated with the PRI, they failed to engage across chambers until their
reform projects were already developed and cross-partisan negotiations were well
advanced. This lack of communication and coordination between champions is pointed out
by most interviewees as one of the main barriers to dialogue and negotiation.
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By September 2007, Senators had made huge progress towards consensus in their
workgroup, but it was by then clear that reform champions of the justice reform, in the
lower chamber, were on a different track and ready to block the Senate's reform. The bill
that the Senate was working on "was a bill with draconian measures... that several
academics claimed implied violation to the constitutional rights of Mexican citizens,"
explains a senator from the PRI, but "we were under a lot of pressure from the citizenry to
deliver." "On the other side," says the same senator in reference to the NOTDP, "was the
vision of civic organizations, media and some legislators that were in the opposite
extreme... they said 'we have a bill with an orientation to due process' and they played like
an important actor, with support from Pro-Derecho19 and the media."
Hence, even if the NOTDP may have failed to massively affect public opinion, with
competing messages in support of the president's "war against organized crime," it
effectively influenced elite opinion leaders, more highly educated citizens20 and decision-
makers, including Representative Cesar Camacho, who conditioned support for the
security reform his fellow PRI Senators were negotiating, on the inclusion of the profound
changes to the justice system advocated by the NOTDP.
Hence, even in the midst of steaming "pressure from citizenry to deliver," the
NOTDP was able to incline the balance of power in favor of due process and managed to
raise a blocking coalition in the lower chamber against the project that senators had
negotiated. Such power was based on the force of the arguments used by the NOTDP and
1 Pro-Derecho is an initiative financed by the State Department and USAID to promote oral trials and due
process reform in Mexico.
2 Only 42% of the population reports reading newspapers (National Reading Survey, 2006, quoted in
Mexican Goverunent, November, 2008).
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the strength of the coalition it created around the perspective that it eloquently
communicated.
Still, by the end of September 2007, no one was moving anywhere. Indeed, even
with all his commitment, charisma and negotiation skills, Camacho was facing evasiveness
from representatives from the PAN, who were supportive of justice reform but advocated
waiting for the Senate to approve the president's bill. Also the president had expressed his
reluctance to an NJS which he perceived as a threat to the prosecution powers of his
administration in the midst of a security crisis and continued to exert pressure on senators
to approve his bill. But Camacho claimed leadership over the process--after all, their bill
had been presented first--and demanded that the lower chamber be the first to approve the
reform. With this idea in mind, he reached out his fellow PRI senators in an attempt to
bring both processes into a single negotiation.
During this process, joint problem-solving among senators increased value creation
and reason-based discussion toward a more rational security reform, in response to the
needs of the president, while the NOTDP and allied legislators also engaged in reason-
based dialogues with regards to justice reform. However, lack of communication across
chambers led to a moment of impasse when reform champions of both reform models
engaged in positional bargaining.
Convergence of two reform processes into one negotiation
By October 2007, it was clear for both senators and representatives that these two
reform projects would have to be negotiated into one. Integrating these two reform projects
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was not an easy task. Conflicting values were at stake and the topic was a high priority in
the political agenda of all actors involved in the negotiations.
The first bicameral meeting took place late in October and served to constitute a tight
workgroup integrated by legislators from both chambers and the three leading political
parties, as well as a group of independent experts supporting each legislator. A lower
chamber representative from the PRD describes the nature of the first meeting of this
bicameral work group:
The first time we met with Senators, they began to read to us and here is where the
tensions surfaced: ... Senators knew less or were less committed to justice and more
to public security. When they presented their vision... lower chamber representatives
reacted as one... the tension was between chambers.
And according to interviewees from the PAN and PRD, the legislators from the PRI also
struggled to agree on which chamber would take the lead. In the end, Representative
Camacho got his way and senators agreed to go second.
But once the workgroup began to meet regularly, the initial tensions gave way to
intense, thoughtful and reason-based negotiation, but under much pressure to produce a
consensus bill and genuinely polarized views on the issue. They met privately and worked
for several hours in a row.
During this phase, the independent experts played an important role. They were
present in most negotiation sessions and even met independently to work on specific and
highly technical aspects of the reform. They were each close to a different legislator, either
in the lower or upper chamber, and held starkly different views on some issues, but they
respected each other and were able to work collaboratively, free from partisan
commitments.
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The group of expert advisers was there from the beginning; this group made the
theoretical definitions. At times they would provide solutions to break our impasse;
at other moments it was us that had to negotiate the way out... they did a great job,
and very complementary in proposing solutions. (legislator from the opposition)
This workgroup had to validate the solutions negotiated by the senators or some
other formula to satisfy the Executive, while incorporating the NJS advocated by the
NOTDP. But there was fundamental tension between the two factions, where advocates of
due process saw in the regime of exceptionality the risk of abuse and encroachment of the
NJS, while those supporting a stronger Executive argued that the reform would increase
the levels of evidence required to prosecute--in the absence of police and prosecutor
capabilities to live up to the new standards--and would lead to even higher impunity rates.
In the end, Camacho and the NOTDP validated the prior negotiations of senators and
agreed to give eight years for the implementation of the NJS--to give enough time for
capacity building--in exchange for presidential support for the full justice reform.
Towards the end of the negotiations, the pressures from the public opinion were so
high, and some of the views still so polarized, that the workgroup began to wrestle with
internal tensions. A legislator from the PRD expresses frustration with this final phase of
the negotiation process, where PRI Representative Camacho, as Chair of the Justice
Committee, his staff and an academic from the NOTDP served also as facilitator of
negotiations, in charge of the documenting the final agreements and bill write-ups:
We [legislators] all had good expert advice; none of them was bad... [But] we did
have some moments of impasse.. .The bill on Saturday night was a different one... It
was the last push and we said, OK, let the staff polish it and--I don't know if it was
Cesar or directly his staff member--but I called Cesar and when he arrived he said,
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'Well, it stays like this or we don't have an agreement'... I said, 'No? Well then we
don't."'
While the support of a neutral facilitator might have avoided some of the
misunderstandings, the tensions had built up mainly due to fact that the two reform
processes had advanced in parallel and had generated almost opposite visions on the
reform, in the context of increasing pressures from the public opinion and the president to
approve security reform. In any case, these tensions may have limited the possibility for
more in-depth reason-based problem-solving to integrate the two reform models into a
more coherent legal framework.
Indeed, even though the security bill was presented by the president in March 2007,
and was not approved by both chambers until a year later (in March 2008), the cross-
chamber workgroup operated until late October 2007 and presented a bill for approval to
the plenary of the lower chamber less than two months later, early in December of 2007,
leaving little more than a month and a few weeks to integrate to polarized approaches to
the crisis of security and the failed justice system facing Mexico.
Reform critics have argued that the NOTDP and the opposition gave away too much
in these negotiation by granting extra powers to an already abusive system. "The figure of
control judges has been abused," claims one of the key experts that negotiated the reform.
"They stamp a yes on anything that the prosecutor requests." This same expert was an
advocate of granting additional powers to the Executive if and only if the figure of control
judges was put in place. But even he is not pleased with the performance of these judges
and points to a poor design and lax interpretation that could have been solved through a
more precise wording in reference to the level of evidence required for judicial
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authorization precautionary measures. "We legislated in a hurry," confessed a staff member
from a senator who participated all throughout the reform process.
The fact that judicial controls were poorly designed may also reflect the absence of
left-wing human rights activists from the negotiations. While these important stakeholders
was part of the deliberative process in early public forums and were generally supportive
of a NJS, they were never really part of the NOTDP and decidedly distanced themselves
when they learned that justice reform was coming in a package with precautionary
measures that they radically opposed (interviewee with civil society leader).
This phase was characterized by intense negotiations among two highly polarized
views and interests. Through a mix of reason-based discussion and compromise, parties
negotiated a bill that incorporated both views. While different win-win and log-rolling
solutions did create value for all parties, important parts of the agreement reflected
compromise rather than the emergence of shared understandings. Furthermore, these elite
negotiations excluded an important stakeholder and still had to stand on their own in the
public debate.
The last push: back and forth across chambers
When the negotiated bill was voted on in the lower chamber, in December 2007,
human rights activists and some left-wing legislators were very critical of the reform
because of what they considered two significant risks:
a) The criminalization of social protest in light of a loose definition of organized
crime that did not adhere to the standard set by the Palermo Conference, and
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b) The risk that controls on the additional persecutory powers would be weak so that
the "exception would become the rule" (interview with civil society leader).
Indeed, it its visit to Mexico in 2008, the Subcommittee on Prevention of Torture
and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment of the UN
(SPT-UN) documented evidence of torture in 50% of the cases of precautionary
arrests it analyzed in its visit to Mexico.
As several interviewees from the NOTDP and from Congress describe, human rights
activists and even some members of the NOTDP advocated adjustments to the bill after it
was voted on in the lower chamber, but only managed to garner the support of a minority
faction of legislators from the PRD and its smaller allies, the PT and Convergencia.
Senators engaged in a few months of push-and-pull between those who had been part of
the workgroup and other left-wing senators who allied with the human rights activists.
Some minor changes were incorporated in an attempt to address some of the concerns of
reform critics, but these did not satisfy critics and several left-wing senators voted against
it.
Finally, when the bill reached the lower chamber again, the skepticism of the
opposition towards granting the precautionary measures had grown and many more
representatives threatened to vote against the reform. In the middle of a heated debate in
the formal plenary session where the reform was voted on, the PAN agreed to eliminate
altogether one of the precautionary measures: home search without proper warrant.
Following this concession, a constitutional reform establishing an NJS with an eight-year
implementation deadline and precautionary detention for up to 40 days--subject only to
loose judicial controls--was approved by both chambers, with 366 votes in favor, 53
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against and 8 abstentions in the lower chamber, and 71 votes in favor, 25 against and 4
abstentions, in the final vote of the senate.
The final back-and-forth of this reform process allowed for afree and more inclusive
public exchange of reasons, which did have an influence on decision-making, thus adding
democratic legitimacy to the reform, following a period of negotiations behind closed
doors.
Reform Champions
This reform was the result of a complex negotiation process where multiple
stakeholders sought to participate and exert influence. But interviewees were clear in
pointing to specific individuals who made the difference in light of their commitment to
address the public interest at stake as well as their ability to build bridges and advocate
reform:
[The most effective were] Cesar Camacho and Ernesto Canales [from NOTDP].
Cesar dominated the political, he knew when and how to engage others. He also
knew the issues and had good standing in media; quality in expressing himself, he
was even a qualified interlocutor [in favor of reform] with the Supreme Court
judges themselves. Canales had the social power, the ... networking... (interviewee
with an academic from the NOTDP)
Other key players from the NOTDP include journalist Miguel Trevinio and academic
Miguel Sarre. From the security reform, academic expert Antonio Caballero as well as
Senators Codwell and Murillo, from the PRI, also played a major role in enabling the
negotiation and approval of this reform, as legislators from the PAN and PRD, and
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independent experts agree. Indeed, PRI senators were not going to give the president a
blank check, but wanted to "establish a social valuation as responsible opposition that
serves as a dam against the advancement of the right but that can also build agreements
towards reforms that the country needs" (senator from the PRI).
These quotes speak to the commitment of key individuals who operated from both
the public sphere and the political elite, building bridges, enhancing reason-based
discussion and negotiations.
Reform Trajectory
Figure 9 summarizes the trajectory of this bipolar reform process that started with the
highly deliberative and effective advocacy efforts of the NOTDP, which managed to
garner leverage to claim value in favor of the reform by promoting reason-based discussion
among free and equally entitled citizens, in the public sphere. After a year of fruitful
efforts, all political parties had endorsed NJS in their programmatic platforms for the 2006
elections. NOTDP and allies in the lower chambers continued to work towards justice
reform and introduced a formal bill in December of 2006. These efforts were toppled by a
very different bill introduced by President Calderon to reform the security system, and a
media strategy that fed from and into the fear of citizens from the start of the new
administration. This other bill was negotiated in the Senate by a small and highly effective
workgroup, which engaged in problem-solving and reason-based discussion towards a bill
that would be supported by the three leading parties in the Senate. These two parallel
processes made significant progress independently but ended at an impasse with each
other. Positional and power-based bargaining gave way to a bicameral workgroup that
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negotiated in private face-to-face multiparty meetings and managed to reach a compromise
between the two models.
None of the parties were fully satisfied by the outcome, but successful efforts at log-
rolling and creative problem-solving increased the size of the pie so as to allow both sides
to claim enough value to support a bill that was voted on, initially, by the lower chamber.
But an important perspective had been left out of these negotiations. The last phase of the
reform was a back-and-forth between chambers that significantly increased the democratic
legitimacy of the reform because it allowed this important perspective to participate in free
and inclusive reason-based discussion, leading to some adjustments to the bill that only
partially reflected the insights from these discussions.
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Figure 9: Trajectory of Security and Justice Reform, 2008
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Together, social actors operating in the public sphere and legislators from the political
elite met at the intersection so as to enable a complex and important reform that brought
about a fundamental change to the justice system based on core democratic principles,
along with other features that seem to compromise those same principles under a regime of
exceptionality designed to apply only to organized crime, under questionable assumptions.
These latter changes were backed by a very power-winning coalition composed of the
president, his party, the PRI and the less uniformed public. The former were supported by
another broad coalition of different composition but almost comparable leverage. The clash
of these two coalitions signaled a simple message: all or nothing. Champions opted for all,
for good and evil.
The end result is a hybrid of the two models. Interviewees are proud of the
negotiation process they participated in, but several acknowledge that the outcome was far
from perfect: "They say it seems like it was designed jointly by Ferrajoli2 ' and
Machiavelli," says a senator from the PRI, and then adds, "It is the reform of god Janus, a
[god] that had two faces. It has a regime of exceptionality, the face that establishes
precautionary detention for up to 40 days; the other face is the one that we can call due
process, the reform at eight years." Others choose to focus on the bright side, as expressed
by Carbonell 22 & Ochoa Reza (2010), two academics and NOTDP advocates:
The reform must be celebrated as a triumph of civil society and a huge
accomplishment of the political class, who was able to reach agreement to legislate
on an issue that directly impacts the quality of life of all citizens of the Republic. It
21 A famous legal scholar and most renown due process expert.
2 Miguel Carbonell is one of the key experts participating in NOTDP and among the most vocal advocates of
due process.
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is now the responsibility of this same political class, and of academics, media and
society in general, to live up to the underlying commitment.
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PEMEX Reform, 2008
Democratic Deficits: the need for reform
The 2008 reform of the state-own oil enterprise, Petr6leos Mexicanos (PEMEX),
sought to address democratic deficits linked to the following barriers for reason-based
decision-making and accountability in the administration of this state asset:
1. Short-term planning of energy policy and discretional decision-making by the
incumbent president.
2. Legal and ideological constraints on the administration of the nationally owned oil
industry.
PEMEX has been a historic symbol of national sovereignty since the expropriation of
private oil companies in the post-revolutionary era, in 1929. Ever since, crude oil
production has solved the needs of domestic oil consumption for almost nine decades and
has contributed nearly a third of state revenues. These funds have covered government
operation costs as well as subsidies and social programs. Therefore, any national or
international factor that affects crude oil production directly impacts the country's economy
and socio-political stability.
As Table 7 shows, this symbol of national greatness was in a clear crisis, with
declining oil production, starting with a 1.5% reduction in 2005, up to a 9.5% drop in 2008;
yearly drops in reserve levels since 2004; and doubling the rate of reserve restitution from
2004 to 2008, which signals the growing cost of extracting ever deeper oil deposits.
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Table 7: Oil and Gas Production and Exploration 2004-2008
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Production of crude oil and natural gas 4.4 4.4 4.43 4.39 3.96
(MMbpced)
Production of crude oil (MVMbcd) 3.38 3.33 3.26 3.08 2.79
Variation -1.50% -2.30% -5.50% -9.20%
Production of natural gas (MMMpcd) 4.57 4.82 5.36 6.06 6.92
Variation 5.40% 11.20% 13.10% 14.20%
Exportation of crude oil (MMbd) 1.87 1.82 1.79 1.69 1.4
Variation -2.80% -1.30% -5.90% -16.80%
Reserves IP of liquids and gas 17.65 16.47 15.51 14.72 14.31
(IVlMMbpce)
Variation -6.70% -5.80% -5.10% -2.80%
Rate of reserve restitutioniP (2) 23.00% 26.00% 41.00% 50.30% 71.80%
Rate of reserve restitution 3P (3) 57.00% 59.20% 59.70% 65.80% 102.40%
Source: PEMEX (2009)
While such declining oil production reflects physical constraints on the availability of
this non-renewable resource, it also evidences decades of low re-investment levels linked to
the use of oil surplus as a "fast-cash machine" (a legislator from the PRI) to cover
administrative expenses of the federal government, lack of administrative autonomy and
accountability, as well as generalized short-sightedness in energy policy planning.
Since the 1990s, attempts at energy reform had all focused on privatizing state-owned
assets or eliminating barriers for private investment, under the assumption that market-
oriented administration would bring more efficiency to the sector. But this neo-liberal
approach, when applied to PEMEX, had clashed over and over with deeply rooted
nationalism, even during the golden years of the Washington Consensus, when
privatization swept the country in almost all other sectors of the economy.
The response to these ideological and legal constraints for the participation of the
private sector was a decline in public investments, as well as in-house R&D, and an
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increase in subcontracting of private corporations to develop increasingly sophisticated
schemes for the exploration and the exploitation of oil under highly bureaucratic and rigid
procedures.
Outcome: Appraisal of Reform's Impact on Democratization
The 2008 reform of the regulatory framework of PEMEX and, more generally, of the
energy planning procedures, includes the following key innovations:
" Greater management and fiscal autonomy to PEMEX with a mandate to enhance
efficiency as well as sound investment decisions, through five-year strategic
planning subjected to congressional approval.
" A new deliberative body, the National Commission of Hydrocarbons (NCH)
for long-term planning of energy policy, in charge of defining a ten-year state
policy plan, subject to congressional approval.
" New mechanisms for greater transparency and accountability of PEMEX, such as:
o A new governance structure of PEMEX to include five independent experts,
ratified by Congress, on the corporation's board of directors, in charge of
heading the following committees: transparency, contracts, audits and
technological developments. Issuing of "citizen bonds" as a mechanism to
finance PEMEX and enhance public accountability through the distribution
of equity among Mexican citizens.
" Possibility of incentive-based contracts with the private sector that allow for the
establishment of a premium for efficiency in the exploration and exploitation of oil
by subcontracted corporations.
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" Incentives for contracting with Mexican businesses to promote the appropriation
of private sector technology and know-how by PEMEX.
" A fund for R&D in sustainable energy, renewable sources and clean
technologies to foster energy transition.
These changes were designed to have long-term impacts in the performance of
PEMEX and the industry at large. "This is a long-term sector, by definition... it will take at
least six year to see results... it would be a lie to say that this [reform] is going to solve
things magically, as if it were a magic wand" (legislator from the PRI). Hence, it is too
early to analyze empirical evidence of the reform's impact.
However, a public official claims that "the new contract scheme is a huge step
forward that allows enough flexibility to tailor contracts in a way that ensures high levels of
efficiency without losing state ownership over oil surplus" (public official from the
Ministry of Finance). Contracts are now designed through reason-based analysis and
discussions, instead of following purely bureaucratic procedures. In the debate over oil
policy in Mexico, efficiency and sovereignty had been traditionally portrayed as antonyms
and divided the political elite into two camps. The reform was an important step forward in
transcending this tension, even if important barriers for greater efficiency of the state-
owned enterprise, such as the role of PEMEX' s union in the company's management or
greater flexibility for the participation of the private sector, were not addressed.
Furthermore, even if oil production is still declining, the introduction of experts as
independent board members has served to advance accountability of a state-owned
enterprise that has been, historically, a black box. "[W]e now have allies inside the board
that share relevant information with us and help us point in the right direction" (interview
with civil society expert). A renewed PEMEX board of directors and the new NCH have
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also served as institutionalized deliberative bodies for long-term planning--beyond six-year
executive administrations--and reason-based decision-making.
But according to an interviewee from the private sector "the most important
achievement of the 2008 reform was that the political elite was able to reach agreement of a
'taboo' issue, so that in the near future, one might expect that a new reform will be more
easily processed." And indeed, the newly negotiated Pact for Mexico includes as one of its
major points a second reform to PEMEX that should allow for a deeper reform towards
efficiency, based on Brazil's Petrobras model. Such a stance--shared by the three leading
political parties in Mexico--was unthinkable back in 2008 and reflects the emergence of
broadly shared understandings resulting from reason-based public discussions that have
been institutionalized through the establishment of new deliberative bodies.
Thus, it is fair to say that the reform of PEMEX is a modest step forward in the
country's democratization process, primarily furthering principles of both accountability
and reason-based decision-making, without much conclusive evidence yet to back this
statement in terms of oil profits or efficiency gains, beyond the appraisal of reform
champions and key stakeholders involved in the process.
Table 8: Appraisal of the PEMEXReform's Impact on Democratization
DEMOCRATIC IDEAL OUTCOMES ACTUAL REFORM OVERALL
DEFICITS: NEED FOR OF REFORM OUTCOMES APPRAISAL OF
REFORM IMPACT ON
DEMOCRATIZATION
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Reason-base decision-
making and
accountability over
PEMEX, a key state
asset, is limited by:
1. Short-term planning
of energy policy and
discretional decision-
making.
2. Legal and
ideological constraints
on the administration
of the national owned
oil industry.
1. Deliberative bodies of
independent experts
acquire decision-making
powers for long-term
planning.
2. Elimination of legal
constraints on the
efficient administration
of PEMEX's assets are
eliminated, under strict
accountability; leads to
an increase in long-term
profits and investment.
1. A Commission for
Hydrocarbon Policy, and a more
plural PEMEX Board of
Directors, are now in charge of
long-term planning, with the
inclusion of independent experts
designated jointly by the
Executive and Congress. These
bodies have effectively
participated in long-term
planning.
2. Too early to assess. But only a
few incentivized contracts have
been signed with the private
sector and the citizen bonds
introduced by the reform have not
been issued.
Effective change
with modest impacts
on democratization
(mechanisms to
increase reason-based
decision-making are
operating with limited
effectiveness)
A narrative of the process
Intra-party deliberations and Bilateral negotiations
The 2008 PEMEX Reform was led primarily by the federal government represented
by the Ministry of Energy and, to a lesser extent, by high-level officials from the Ministry
of Finance. While the formal legislative processes started in April 2008, bilateral
conversation between the government, the PAN and the PRI started earlier that same year.
And even before this conversation began, the PRI had gone through an internal
deliberation, out of which energy policy, including a PEMEX reform, had emerged as a
priority. In reference to this process, a PRI senator explains:
In the previous legislature we lacked a common agenda... the novelty for this
process was the coordination between the chamber of deputies and senators... We
(and when I say we I mean senators from the PRI) strategically defined that we
should have a shared agenda with the 10 most important issues for the country... this
translated into a definition of our priorities and our agenda with the party President
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and our legislators in both chambers; ... an agenda towards which we would work in
both chambers.
Senators from the PRD and their staff members describe similar intra-partisan deliberation
from which energy policy and PEMEX reform also emerged as priorities.
In general, intra-partisan dynamics are more likely to be collaborative than cross-
partisan interactions. They thus lend themselves to free and reason-based discussion among
equals. In turn, the consensus that emerges from these deliberations may pave the way to
interest-based negotiations and reason-based problem-solving with representatives from
other political parties and across chambers, as was the case of PEMEX reform. But as the
same PRI senator explained, this was not an institutionalized practice in the Mexican
legislative process, "in the previous legislature none of this took place"; rather, they had
spent too much time on "hot issues and had not focused on the most relevant issues; ...
[they] didn't have a common agenda [as PRI] between deputies and senators."
But this time around, when the bilateral conversation began, the political parties had
"done their homework" so to speak, by clarifying their interests. The Ministry of Energy
was seeking to grant PEMEX greater autonomy and transparency, and to privatize some of
the industry assets, such as transportation infrastructure for gas and oil, storage, and oil
refining, while keeping oil exploitation and revenues under state control and ownership.
The PRI wanted greater autonomy for PEMEX but was skeptical of privatization and
expressed commitment to protecting the interests of the PEMEX union. Communications
between the federal government and the PRD did not take place at this stage due to post-
electoral conflict, but the PRI and PRD did exchange information and identify greater fiscal
autonomy for PEMEX as a common interest.
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By the end of March 2008 the president and his party, the PAN, had effectively
communicated why they wanted a reform to PEMEX and the PRI had expressed
willingness to collaborate in order to project an image of responsible opposition. But the
PRI was not willing to take on the heat of putting such a taboo issue on the public agenda.
This led to a short period of push-and-pull, described as follows by a high-level public
official from the Ministry of Energy:
Politically speaking, there was an uncomfortable push-and-pull with respect to
whom should present the bill... What the PRI puts on the table is: "there is going to
be a political cost ... it has to come from the Executive because of the risks that it
entails. For us to participate, the government has to set the agenda."
Shortly after, the president presented the bill and launched its communication strategy,
while the PRI kept its word and worked actively as the key facilitator of negotiations
around the PEMEX reform.
Two types of interaction characterized this phase. First, intra-party deliberations
within the opposition, base onfree exchange of reasons, had identified PEMEX reform as a
priority issue for the country. Second, bilateral conversations moved the process forward in
terms of negotiation effectiveness, as they paved the way for an alliance between the PAN
and the PRI toward reform. Toward this end, clarity in the interests of parties allowed for
value creating through log-rolling, with the government taking on the political cost of
sparking the discussion of a taboo issue in exchange for the commitment of the PRI to
collaborate in the negotiations. Broader public deliberations were still pending.
A pedagogical media strategy
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Even before the presentation of the bill, the Executive launched an ambitious
communication strategy centered on generating shared understandings about the need for
reform among the citizenry. The goal was to uncover issues and highlight the stakes of no
change. The campaign was launched by President Calderon in March 1998, underscoring
the energy crisis facing the country due to a sharp decline in oil production and revenues,
and thus the urgency of reforming PEMEX. Two weeks later, the bill was formally
presented in Congress to reform the governance structure of Mexico's nationally owned
petrol enterprise (PEMEX) and increase private investment in the energy sector. This was a
bold move considering the failure of previous attempts at reforming PEMEX in the three
former administrations. Furthermore, citizens conceptualized a "reform to increase
investment of the private sector" as a synonym of "privatization," where PEMEX had
previously been an untouchable symbol of national sovereignty ever since the
nationalization of petrol in 1929.
Not surprisingly, both opposition parties criticized the reform bill as an attempt to
covertly privatize PEMEX, but the underlying needs were hardly questioned and the three
main parties (PAN, PRI and PRD) agreed to celebrate a series of national forums that had
considerable media coverage.
A significant shift in public opinion was reported by independent pollsters even
before the forums were over. According to GEA-ISA (2008), citizens were more inclined to
view PEMEX as owned by citizens instead of government; they were slightly less inclined
to favor the reform presented by President Calderon, but overwhelmingly supportive of a
reform to address the energy crisis that did not involve any form of privatization or
increased participation of business (see Table 9).
Table 9: Citizen Attitudes towards PEMEXReform 2008
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ITEM February/Apri
PEMEX is owned by 64% (M*) 30
PEMEX should be reformed 59% (yes)
Support for the President's refonn 56% (yes)
Reform should allow private ownership
of equipment and infrastructure in industry 55% (yes)
Reform should promote transparency 75% (yes)
Reform should grant administrative
and fiscal autonomy 61% (yes)
Source: GEA-ISA, June 2008. *M=Mexicans;
1 2008
/o (G**)
June 2008
77% (M) 20% (G**)
67% (yes)
46% (yes)
48% (yes)
83% (yes)
62% (yes)
**G=Government; Margin of effor=5%
These changes are not solely attributable to the communication campaign. They also
reflect the impact of public forums organized by the Senate, which lasted two months and
received broad media coverage. But these forums were a reaction to the Executive's
offensive, as several interviewees suggest. In any case, by July 2008, all political parties
represented in Congress had acknowledged the need for reform:
In the end ... all [political parties] presented a bill. Not just the President. The
highest [political] cost was not to contribute to solve the problem. The
communication strategy was much more effective [than expected] ... it managed to
communicate the need for reform. Public opinion ended up helping more than we
had anticipated. (government official in reference to the PEMEX reform)
By providing information on declining oil production and revenues, the Executive
sparkled public debate on the challenges facing PEMEX, contributing both to reason-based
public debate and to value claiming in favor of reform resulting from a shift in public
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opinion. However, at this initial phase, with resources to pay for a massive communication
campaign, the government had a disproportionate influence in framing the debate, thus
limiting equality of participation.
A broad blocking coalition enables inclusive negotiations
PEMEX reform was high on the priority list of President Calderon, but the coalition
of political parties (PRD, PT and Convergencia) supporting Lopez Obrador had publicly
announced, from the beginning of the 2006-2009 legislature, that it would not negotiate
with any representative from the executive branch and referred to Calderon as a "spurious
President," which is why, in the early stages of the negotiations, lobbying efforts from the
federal government focused on the PRI, which had enough votes to assemble a winning
coalition in conjunction with the PAN, the ruling party.
The rumor is that these efforts were so fruitful that PAN and PRI had agreed to
approve the reform fast-track in April 2008 (all interviewees from the PRD share this
perspective), even if legislators from the PRI and PAN affirm that fast-track was never
agreed upon. In any case, a few days after the president presented his bill, the coalition of
left-wing parties occupied the Congressional tribune in the Chamber of Deputies and
threatened to filibuster any attempt to vote on the president's reform and to mobilize
citizens into the streets to protest the "covert attempt at privatizing PEMEX" (interviewee
from the PRD).
The coalition supporting AMLO was a broad social movement that had filled the
streets of Mexico City and other locations in several previous rallies. In fact, an interviewee
from the executive branch acknowledges that they were worried that a massive
mobilization might paralyze the country and were "certain that there would be chaos" if the
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coalition decided to mobilize in opposition to the reform. This same interviewee also claims
that the PRI hardened its anti-business position following the coalition's threat.
The positional stance adopted by AMLO as head of the social movement is
considered by most interviewees as the main obstacle for dialogue and negotiation. AMLO
was criticized as positional even by fellow party members of the PRD. "There are people
that genuinely believe that the reform is covert privatization but there are also people that
use this idea to keep the mobilization alive; as a political resource," says a staff member
from the PRD. "AMLO resisted even talking about the issue," says a public official from
the Ministry of Energy.
In the end, the PRD and its allies suffered a split, with a fraction of legislators from
this coalition holding onto the position of not negotiating under any circumstance, and
another majority fraction willing to support a reform that would satisfy their substantive
partisan interests (defined in the earlier intra-partisan deliberations described above)
because they wanted to present an image of "responsible opposition" (words of a PRD
senator). This decision also reflects the previous deliberative efforts among PRD legislators
and a fluid communication at least within this majority faction of the PRD legislators: "the
majority of the PRD [senators]... with the support of the majority of PRD deputies, decided
to sit at the negotiation table."
It was this negotiating faction that had the last say in the negotiation process and most
interviewees point to them as among the most effective actors in the process because of the
way in which they used the threat of mobilization to secure a seat at the negotiation table
while receiving credit for participating constructively in the negotiations and preventing the
alleged attempt at covertly privatizing PEMEX. "Graco [PRD Senator] ... claimed the space
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for the PRD to work on the negotiation; he is the architect of this," explains a high level
public official from the Ministry of Energy.
However, without the hardliner blocking coalition, these moderate members of the
PRD might have been excluded from the negotiation altogether. "Even AMLO helped. In
the end, without the movement ... many of our ideas wouldn't have passed," says a staff
member from the negotiating faction of the PRD.
Whether dogmatic or strategic, the power of the blocking coalition led by AMLO
secured a seat at the negotiation table for the PRD with leverage to claim value in favor of
its agenda. It also leveled the playing field between and allowed for more equal
participation between nationalists and neo-liberals. However, the coalition also limited the
possibility offree and reason-based dialogue. "Any proposal that was perceived as
'privatizing'... was left out of the discussions" (Farfan & Briones, 2009, p. 349).
Public and pluralforumsfor reason-based discussion
The president's negotiation team had originally planned a more elite negotiation
process on what was considered a highly controversial issue in Mexico. But in response to
the PRD's initial opposition to the Executive's bill, the three large political parties (PRI,
PAN and PRD) agreed to organize two months of public forums where experts, stakeholder
representatives, academics and politicians from across the ideological spectrum
participated.
A public official from this negotiating team describes being skeptical of the forums
that the PRI and the PRD advocated: "We, as the Executive, didn't like the idea because of
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the delay." However, all public officials, experts and legislators interviewed acknowledge
that these public forums brought multiple benefits to the process, including:
" The generation of a shared diagnostic; a business representative describes the
impact of the forum as follows: "At the outset there was no consensus regarding
the diagnostic presented...; many thought that they [the government] were just
scaring people to force a reform... In the end everyone agreed that this diagnostic
was almost lenient. That is indeed a great step forward."
" The emergence of new issues that enriched the original bill presented by the
president, including "all the sustainability issues, renewable energies, energy
transition; the National Commission of Hydrocarbons" (high level public official
from the Ministry of Energy).
" Broader public support for the reform. As another public official relates, "The
polls showed how citizens were starting to pass on the [political] cost to those who
were blocking reform; it was then that they [the PRD] sat at the table."
" Greater levels of commitment from PAN, PRI, PRD and the Green Party to
negotiate and pass a reform: "It was at the end of the forum that these other parties
presented their reform bills in cascade... " (public official from the Ministry of
Energy) because "it was [then] more costly not to contribute to the solution" (staff
member of a PRD legislator).
In contrast with the average congressional forum, where no more than a handful of
legislators appear mostly to give their speech and then leave, these forums lasted several
weeks and were attended, from beginning to end, by key legislators from both chambers
and all political parties. It was not your ordinary forum; it became the most prominent
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national event of the summer of 2007 with wide media coverage that fed into societal
expectations of a reform. The fact that lower chamber representatives participated in the
forums added to the reason-based approval process in this chamber, despite the leadership
exhibited by senators in this process. Interviewees attribute this anomaly to the fact that the
length, topics and speakers of the forum were negotiated by consensus among the three
leading political parties, with the objective of indeed having a broad and inclusive public
conversation.
The following quote from a PRI senator illustrates the mindset of those who
organized the forums: "as time goes on and the complexity of issues increases, we are
going to have to rely more on forums, it is the participation of society."
The energy policy forums organized by the Senate ended up giving leverage to
reform champions in claiming value precisely because everyone agreed that a reform was
needed. Also, the plurality and comprehensiveness of the forums ensuredfree and equal
participation for all perspectives on the issues under discussion. Plus, a high attendance of
legislators at these forums and the emergence of new issues speak to the contribution of
these public discussions to reason-based discussion. In short, this phase was an
unambiguous step forward toward negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy.
Multiparty negotiations in face-to-face multiparty meetings
Bilateral conversation continued throughout the entire process, most notably between
representatives of the Executive and the PRI, from which important agreements emerged,
including full protection to the interests of the PEMEX workers union; no private
ownership of oil refineries or privatization of assets; but greater flexibility by allowing
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PEMEX to design incentive-based contracts, as well as new mechanisms for administrative
and fiscal autonomy.
However, by the end of the summer of 2008, all the other political parties, experts,
civil society leaders and the citizenry at large shared the diagnosis summarized in Table 7,
as well as the view that PEMEX needed greater management and fiscal autonomy,
additional transparency mechanisms and a robust long-term planning process that could
transcend six-year executive administrations. This consensus was reflected in the fact that,
in the course of two months, four political parties had presented similar bills to reform
PEMEX and energy policy more broadly. The issues had been discussed, shared
understandings had emerged and the interests of each political party had been made explicit
in these bills. Moreover, party leaders had already negotiated that assets would not be
privatized and that the constitution would not be reformed. It was time to negotiate the final
bill in detail.
All interviewees comment on the hours and hours of intense negotiations in the
Energy Committee of the Senate, with the participation of legislators, mostly from the three
leading political parties, technical experts and staff members. Reforms to ten legal statutes
were discussed and negotiated. Key to the success of this complex negotiation was the
participation of highly respected experts.
During the negotiation we had experts sharing their opinions all along; this gave the
processes permeability. This is not a common practice. In the end, it is a decision of
the legislators ..., but we shouldn't commit the sin of arrogance. (legislator from the
PRI in PEMEX reform process)
Also, from the very beginning of this process, communication within party fractions
and across chambers was a defining feature, in contrast to the justice and security reform.
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During the multi-partisan negotiations, efforts from the Senate to include the lower
chamber continued: "We invited legislators [to meetings organized by the energy
committee in the Senate] from the energy committee in the lower chamber" (legislator from
the opposition); these legislators from the lower chamber were informed and consulted all
along the final round of negotiations led by senators, in a process that "we would open and
then close" (senator from the PRI).
These negotiations involved a mix of creative problem-solving and positional
bargaining. The Green Party managed to introduce mechanisms to promote investment and
development towards renewable energies, a move that everyone saw as win-win. The PRD
included transparency mechanisms--in an unexpected coalitions with the PAN--to at least
counterbalance the power of the PEMEX union and the opacity of the company's
administration, as well as deliberative bodies for long-term planning, which were generally
accepted; greater fiscal and administrative autonomy for PEMEX, a priority for the PRI and
PRD, were also granted without resistance.
Finally, in a more positional negotiation, the PRI and PRD conditioned their
favorable vote to exclude any form of privatization of assets, and--the PRI alone--to sustain
the crony privileges of the PEMEX workers union. In exchange, incentive-based contracts
were introduced in response to the concerns of the Ministry of Energy, after a harsh push-
and-pull to ensure that these contracts were not just another form of covert privatization.
"In the end, none of the bills prevailed in its original form."
Despite the positional aspects of these negotiations, interviewees made a positive
assessment of the quality of dialogue and commitment to genuinely address underlying
issues through reason-based discussion, as well as the trust that was developed and
trustworthiness that participants exhibited. As one of the participants expresses: "What I
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value was the way in which many of the actors involved surmounted the distance [or
differences]. ... Now we are friends." (staff member for PRD legislator in PEMEX reform
process)
Finally, in September 2008, for the first time after two failed attempts (one in the
Zedillo administration and one during Fox's), members of the political elite--including
legislators from the PRI, PAN and a majority of PRD--reached agreement on key issues
related to the energy crisis and PEMEX governance structure, with 93% and 84% of votes
in favor in the Senate and Lower Chamber, respectively.
This last phase of the reform process took place at the level of the political elite and
centered on integrating the priority interests of four political parties. These efforts created
value for all parties. And because these negotiation involved experts and remained
permeable to different stakeholders, they also enhanced reason-based decision-making. But
because parties adopted a positional stance on some of the issues, the scope of these
reason-based discussions was limited.
Reform champions
The complexity of this reform required the commitment and collaboration of several
individuals, mostly from the political elite, who enabled reform by promoting broad and
inclusive public deliberations and effective negotiations based on reason-based discussions.
These individuals include Senators Graco Ramirez (PRD), Gustavo Madero (PAN) and
Labastida (PRI), as well as the late Minister of the Interior Juan Camillo Murinio, among
other public officials.
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Of them all, Senator Labastida from the PRI is by far the most widely acknowledged
reform champion, mostly by members of other political parties. Here is a statement that
speaks to this:
Senator Labastida ... [knew] when to end the conversation; when to sit at the table,
when to appear, when to let others appear... He didn't have personal aspirations and...
[understood] his role as facilitator... He conveyed that it was not his ego but the
interest in being a vehicle. That is of great value and it was key. (high-level public
official from the Ministry of Energy)
Despite the fact that this reform process was formally initiated by the federal
government and required collaboration from many individuals, it was a senator from the
opposition who served as key reform champion, exhibiting commitment to the issues, as
well as to both a legitimate and effective decision-making process.
Reform Trajectory
The PEMEX reform is a good example of how public forums and safe dialogue
spaces may be combined in a virtuous circle that produces higher levels of both legitimacy
and effectiveness. Parties to the negotiations began discussing an initial set of priority
issues, mostly in bilateral conversations that contributed to a mutual understanding of
interests and priorities, paving the way for effectiveness.
Later, through an aggressive communication strategy, the Executive generated
leverage to claim value in favor of reform, but did so by generating public awareness on the
issues and enhancing reason-based public discussion. In response to this unilateral
communication campaign, a broad blocking coalition led by former presidential candidate,
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AMLO, emerged forcefully and threatened to mobilize opposition into the streets, under
allegations that the reform was a covert attempt at privatization. In order to move beyond
fixed bargaining positions, legislators from all parties agreed to deepen public debate
through inclusive public forums where positions and perspectives were contrasted and
subjected to public scrutiny, and where new issues of minority actors were added to the
agenda. Towards the end of these forums, the opposition movement fragmented and a
majority accepted a place at the negotiation table, from which they were able to block those
"covert privatization" attempts. Finally, champions assembled a multi-partisan work group
where a handful of legislators negotiated the difficult issues in face-to-face private
meetings, away from the spotlight of media. A senator from the PRI summarizes this
alternative approach as follows: "We opened up the discussion to generate inputs and then
we closed it to generate agreements."
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Figure 10: Trajectory of PEA'FEXReform, 2008
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CHAPTER 4: NEGOTIATION EFFECTIVENESS VS DEMOCRATIC
LEGITIMACY AND EMERGING POLITICAL PRACTICES
This chapter looks at all six cases together. I start by presenting quantitative
indicators of the democratic legitimacy of deliberations and the effectiveness of
negotiations, as subjectively assessed by participants and key stakeholders of all six cases,
where I find a positive relationship between these two dimensions of reform process. The
following section then identifies nine practices used by reform champions to further
negotiation effectiveness and/or democratic legitimacy and presents qualitative data on
their usage across cases. The intensity in the use of these innovative practices is then
contrasted with the assessments of negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy, as
evidence of the mediating role of practices in advancing, simultaneously, negotiation
effectiveness and democratic legitimacy, thus offering a compelling explanation to account
for the positive relationship between legitimacy and effectiveness exhibited across the six
cases. Indeed, the cases that are more closely situated in the upper-right corner are those
where reform champions more comprehensively deployed the nine practices.
Democratic Legitimacy vs. Negotiation Effectiveness
This section presents cross-sectional data on the effectiveness of negotiations and the
democratic legitimacy of the six cases. The data is based on the SPA and allows for a
comparison of all cases along the two criteria of effective negotiations: value creation and
value claiming; and three of the four criteria of democratic legitimacy: free, equal and
reason-based participation in decision-making. Accountability was assessed on the basis of
objective criteria, as described in the methods section of this chapter.
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The following table presents the average assessment and standard deviations for each
attribute of negotiation and legitimacy across all six cases.
Table 10: Democratic Legitimacy and Negotiation Effectiveness
REFORM
CRITERIA
Value Created
(st dv)
Value
Claimed
(st dv)
Average
3.99
(1.24)
3.38
(1.32)
Transparency
4.78
(0.44)
4.00
(1.12)
Media
2.33
(1.66)
2.13
(1.46)
Electoral PEMEX
4.16
(0.66)
3.09
(1.32)
4.67
(0.52)
4.33
(0.82)
Reason-Based
(st dv)
Participation
Equality
(st dv)
Free
Participacion
(st dv)
Accountabilit
y
of decision
(st dv)
3.40
(2.20)
3.30
(2.11)
3.47
(1.40)
4.33
(.76)
3.83
(1.06)
3.83
(0.66)
4.33
(0.87)
5.00
2.56
(1.29)
2.64
(1.17)
2.25
(0.93)
3.00
3.95
(1.07)
3.02
(1.41)
3.30
(1.57)
3.57
(1.62)
3.54
(1.63)
3.29
(1.58)
4.00 5.00
3.25
(1.04)
3.22
(0.92)
3.56
(1.24)
3.21
(1.11)
3.54
(0.47)
4.07
(0.79)
5.00 4.00
Negotiation
Effectiveness
Democratic Legitimacy
3.71
(1.23)
3.63
(.99)
4.39
(0.60)
4.25
(0.46)
2.23
(1.64)
2.62
(0.72)
3.62
(0.82)
3.57
(0.76)
4.50
(0.63)
3.85
(1.19)
3.93
(0.79)
3.76
(0.58)
3.43
(0.79)
3.71
(0.43)
Again, the size of the sample and its nature do not lend themselves to statistical
analysis. The data should be understood as a complement to the narratives and not as an
attempt to conduct statistical inference. The table shows the consistently low score of the
media reform of 2006, the case that I selected as a counterfactual case. On every criterion
of both dimensions, this process presents the lowest scores of all six cases, which is
consistent with the narrative of the case. Perhaps the only surprising result is that the
negotiation effectiveness ended up at even lower levels than democratic legitimacy.
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Penal
4.29
(0.76)
3.57
(0.98)
Fiscal
3.71
(0.76)
3.14
(0.90)
Q
Looking at each of the six criteria separately, the two lowest scores for the media reform
are in stability and in free participation, which also seems consistent with the narrative,
with a court decision ruling almost half the reform unconstitutional and a process in which
the lobbying power of the media along with party discipline left little room for the genuine
exchange of opinions among legislators in the pursuit of the best solution. As a civil society
leader recounts: "Senator Corral and Osuna would talk about the reform; but party leaders
didn't want to confront media and had given instructions to vote the reform favorably."
In contrast, the case with the highest overall legitimacy score is the transparency
reform. This case also ranks high in terms of negotiation effectiveness, only slightly below
the PEMEX reform and with the highest score of the lowest standard deviation of all cases
in terms of value creation. This result is consistent with the sense of pride that participants
in the transparency reform process expressed in the interviews. Even interviewees who
were critical of different aspects of the reform or the process expressed high levels of
satisfaction with the agreement reached. In fact, out of nine interviewees who filled out the
survey, only two of them rated value created at "4"; all the rest gave a "5." If at all,
interviewees were more critical of the extent to which the force of the better argument
guided the decision-making process and of the equality of participation, which is also
consistent with the criticisms about the exclusion of unions and political parties from the
reform; and also reflects the relatively elitist nature of the negotiations. As a transparency
advocate explains: "[This process] was led by government, understanding the concerns and
claims of citizens, but they ... left scant space to generate a sense of ownership over the
process among civil society."
From the remaining four cases, the PEMEX reform stands out in terms of overall
negotiation effectiveness and value claiming, but ranks lowest in terms of free participation.
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This is consistent with the narratives describing a complex negotiation process where the
use of hard bargaining tactics on behalf of a left-wing coalition enabled a more inclusive
negotiation process, at the cost of free and open discussion of solutions involving greater
participation of the private sector in the oil industry.
The electoral reform also stands out in terms of reason-based discussions. This also
reflects the narrative, where highly effective negotiations and quality deliberations geared
primarily toward a common concern (the excessive influence of big media in elections)
generated high levels of cohesiveness and stability of agreements even in the face of an
aggressive offensive from the media. In contrast, the electoral reform has the second to
lowest ranking in equality of participation, just above that of the media reform, which is
also in line with descriptions of an elitist, political party-centered process.
Interestingly, the fiscal reform, which was negotiated in the same package as the
electoral reform, exhibits higher rates in terms of both free and equal participation,
reflecting the intense public discussions that did take place for several months in this other
reform process before the bill was voted on.
Now let us look at the following scatter plot, depicting levels of negotiation
effectiveness and democratic legitimacy for each of the six cases. As Figure 9 shows, with
the exception of media reform, all other five cases locate themselves in the upper-right
quadrant of the two-by-two matrix, with the media reform standing out in the lower-left
quadrant. Of those cases situated in the top-right quadrant, the transparency reform and
PEMEX reform stand out as better than the rest of the cases in both dimensions.
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Figure 9: Democratic Legitimacy vs. Negotiation Effectiveness across Cases
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Because all five cases in the upper-right quadrant were selected as examples of
effective negotiations and dialogue, while the media reform case was selected to be a
counterfactual to the other five, this data is again not conducive to make statistical
inferences relating legitimacy and effectiveness. However, what the data clearly do show is
that it is possible for a process to score high in both dimensions, even if powerful interest
groups--e.g., state governors in the particular case of transparency--are resisting change.
Furthermore, data on the impact of these six reforms on democratization suggests that
the transparency reform is the case that exhibits the clearest impact in furthering the system
of rights and decision-making rules that a democracy, deliberatively understood, requires;
while the media reform, our counterfactual, is the one with the most questionable impact,
based on both objective evidence and subjective appraisals of both reform champions and
critics.
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Together, the narratives and the data presented in this section suggest that democratic
change may be pursued more effectively by enhancing both democratic legitimacy and
negotiation effectiveness or, at the very least, that there is no insurmountable tension
between legitimacy and effectiveness. The following section of this chapter explores the
role of concrete political practices in resolving potential tensions between these two
dimensions, so as to further both.
Nine Emerging Practices to Advance Democratic Change
The role of Reform Champions in renewing political practices
All but one of the cases used in the above analysis were described by participants as
exemplary, in one way or another--even if they also acknowledged shortcomings--in terms
of both negotiation and deliberations. This sense of pride is directly connected to new or
emerging practices that furthered one or several criteria of negotiation effectiveness and
democratic legitimacy. The following are five examples, one from each of the five cases, of
such manifestations of pride and their connection to specific practices, as well as a mindset
that understands the value of horizontal collaboration, dialogue and negotiation, starting
with a quote about the security and justice reform:
First we understood the issue; we studied it and, after, we started
communicating. Then we went with the legislators... with concrete policy proposals
and ... with all the political parties... It surprised me that the bill was approved in
such a relatively short period of time;... For me it was a very broad learning
process... I am convinced that there is a new way of doing politics in our country;
and it is through the involvement and persuasion of society. (member of the citizen
coalition that advocated the security and justice reform)
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When civil society organizations say that in Mexico you can't change things...,
[I say] it is not true. You can change the rules of the game. [civil society advocate
and journalist in justice reform]
These advocates of justice reform point toward two important practices that, until
recently, have been rare among civil society advocates in Mexico: a) willingness to engage
in dialogue with all political parties, and b) substantive understanding of the issues and
development of a sound technical proposal. The latter is key to enable societal participation
in reason-based decision making, while both the former and the latter are central to the
possibility of effective negotiations between social actors and the political elite. The first
quote ends with a statement that signals a sense of pride of participating in a "new way of
doing politics," while the second quote suggests that, indeed, the mindset of these
advocates is not that of your traditional social actor.
Next an example from the negotiations of the PEMEX reform:
Senator Labastida [from the PRI] ... knew when to end the conversation; when
to sit at the table, when to appear, when to let others appear... He didn't have
personal aspirations and... [understood] his role as facilitator... He conveyed that it
was not his ego but the interest in being a vehicle. That is of great value and it was
key. (public official from the Ministry of Energy, affiliated with the PAN)
This quote reflects the commitment to the issues, beyond personal or partisan
interests, that is essential for reason-based deliberations. The quote also describes a bridge-
building orientation that is key to value creating and integrative bargaining more broadly.
The quote is from a high-level official working directly for the president, describing the
qualities displayed by a legislator from the opposition.
The following are three statements from the fiscal reform:
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I have learned that with... intelligence and openness, and listening to the
proposals of others, you can build important agreements... the process of negotiation
of the fiscal reform, confirmed this lesson. (legislator from the PAN)
The reform [process] managed to create an environment of negotiation that
didn't exist before. (legislator from the opposition)
The negotiation process of the fiscal reform was different from other
reforms... it was well conducted. It can be considered a model to make reforms.
(legislator from the opposition)
Willingness to listen is key to both value creating in negotiations and to any form of
dialogue. These quotes also suggest that participants created an environment conducive to
negotiate and deliberate that is valued, beyond what legislators experience in "other
reforms."
Now a statement from an academic expert in transparency:
In a process of this nature you have to build consensus based on a lot of
dialogue, so as to align the interests of actors... Technical support should be "to the
point" and not to show off, it is important to provide solutions... to know where to
be stubborn and where not; what is essential and what is accessory... This was not
your typical case... we didn't have the stubborn guy... (independent expert who
participated in the transparency reform)
This expert expresses commitment to providing sound technical and "to the point"
input in the form of "solutions," which is crucial to both reason-based decision-making and
to value creating in negotiations. The interviewee also exhibits a willingness and a
commitment to negotiate, along with an acknowledgement of the uniqueness of this
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specific case in terms of a more general disposition to negotiate. We see both a mindset and
practices that are conducive to negotiations and quality deliberation.
And finally an example from the electoral reform, from an independent expert in
electoral institutions:
The construction of the model [of political communication] was a collective
endeavor... In all three political parties (PRI, PAN, PRD) there was a vision of a
shared diagnostic [sic]: "if we continue as we are, the de-facto powers will end up
deciding who the next president is... we have to go to the root of the problem."
(expert in electoral institutions who participated in the negotiations for the electoral
reform)
This quote is an acknowledgement of the commitment of decision-makers to
genuinely address a democratic deficit and to work collaboratively toward that end. The
clear identification of a common concern significantly enhances value-creating
opportunities, particularly if parties agree that such concern is a priority and are willing to
collaborate towards a solution. Furthermore, willingness to go to "the root of the problem"
enables high-quality, reason-based deliberation.
Even in the case of media reform, an independent media expert from academia says:
They [reform critics] did a good job organizing the public forum in the
Senate; everybody participated there... and they made a lot of noise, managing to
garner support from many key players such as Reforma and El Universal [leading
newspapers in Mexico], and also the public radio... this all created momentum to
then stop it all; for what happened later in the court [where the reform was ruled
unconstitutional]. (independent expert from academia in reference to the coalition
that reform critics)
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As this independent expert suggests, the media reform had moments of intense public
deliberations, where different perspectives were contrasted with respect to the same media
reform that the Chamber of Deputies had approved in fast-track without evidence of
deliberations of any sort. The quote also points to the efforts of reform critics at creating a
broad coalition and displaying a communication strategy to exhibit the limitations of the
reform and to disclose the practices of the industry giant. Broad coalitions with an effective
communication strategy may play a key role in creating a more equal playing field in
decision-making and in generating broader public discussions of the issues, all of which
fosters more equal participation in decision-making and, ultimately, at the bargaining table.
These examples all illustrate practices that are consistent with the democratization
dynamics described in Chapter 1, where reform champions identify democratic deficits and
are willing to engage in both deliberative practices and negotiations in order to pursue
institutional change. These quotes were all from reform champions, recognized as such by
other interviewees, in addition to their own account of the commitment to advancing the
reform.
Reform champions share a mindset that understands the importance of negotiations
and dialogues. They also have a self-understanding of their role and enact practices that are
consistent with this mindset.
In five out of the six cases under study, I found evidence of distinguishable, self-
identified reform champions, committed to change, who took on leadership roles in
advancing the reforms. The exception is the media reform, where not even the industry self-
identified as a reform champion. All interviewees, including legislators and industry
representatives (except Televisa reps) point to Televisa as the main lobbyist of the reform.
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But none of the interviewees self-identified as reform champions nor did they point to a
self-identified champion.
Senator Hector Osuna played a key role as president of the legislative Committee on
Radio and TV, but there is no evidence of Osuna self-identifying as a reform champion. He
and several other legislators justified their vote in the debate during the plenary sessions in
which the reform was approved, but none of them were pointed to as genuinely committed
to the changes that the reform would allegedly bring about. In fact, senators with a track
record of championing a democratic reform of the media and telecommunications sectors,
such as Javier Corral, opposed the bill fiercely.
According several interviewees, party leaders from the PAN and the PRI lobbied their
fellow legislators intensely, but centered their argumentation on the fact that elections were
coming close and that it was important to be in good standing with the media.
In contrast, for all the other five reforms, interviewees both self-identified as
champions and pointed to the commitment and leadership roles of other individuals as key
factors that enabled negotiations and dialogue. All those identified as reform champions
also self-identified as such during the interviews.
For all these five cases, interviewees identified several reform champions as highly
committed individuals taking on different types of leadership roles in favor of the reform:
in the spotlight (like Representative Cesar Camacho in the justice and security reform) or
low profile (like the IFAI staff member in the case of transparency); among social actors
(like Ernesto Canales from NOTDP in the justice reform) or among the political elite (like
Representative Cesar Camacho or Senator Francisco Labastida).
Reform champions contributed substantively to deliberations in the public sphere and
in elite conversations because they understood the issues and the need for reform; they also
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partnered across parties and stakeholder groups; they helped claim value in the direction of
the desired change as they persuaded key actors and built bridges in support of the reform.
They also enhanced integrative negotiations, identifying win-win solutions and log-rolling
opportunities.
Finally, reform champions also further accountability to the extent that they engage in
public reason-giving to explain the reform and take public ownership over it. In the case of
the media reform, with no distinguishable champions among legislators, the responsibility
was diluted. Who should citizens blame out of nearly 600 legislators who voted in favor of
it?
Now, before analyzing the key innovative practices deployed by champions, it is
important to acknowledge that the five cases analyzed also exhibited shortcomings and
hybrid-type practices, here and there. I will provide three examples of these other types of
practices:
(Example 1: Media Reform)
There has been no investment; ... the industry has gone through six years of
litigations between the regulatory agency and the ministry of communications; all
because of the pigpen [sic] created by the negotiation of the Televisa Law;
...because of the resentment and anger it generated. (an industry consultant)
(Example 2: Fiscal Reform)
The proposals of legislators were not discussed; only the proposal of the
Executive. This was a mistake... the opportunity to enrich the proposal was lost.
(legislator from the PRD in fiscal reform)
(Example 3: PEMEX reform)
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[We saw] inflexibility coming from the government, giving instructions to the
PAN to ban certain issues from the negotiation. When people have a clear
instruction and their loyalty to the President is at stake, in the conception of
Tlatoani23 [sic] that we have in Mexico, it is against the rules to question what the
boss is saying...
[later in the interview] A senator from the PRD said a fellow Senator was in
favor of the reform but had instructions to oppose it. (a legislator from the
opposition in PEMEX reform)
I don't provide more examples because the press and popular culture give routine
account of obscure negotiations and authoritarian practices that are pretty much business as
usual in the Mexican political culture and in hybrid regimes in general. Also, rather than
documenting practices that are typical of the hybrid regime, I am interested in the
innovative practices, in those processes or aspects of a process that revert the logic of the
hybrid system and are able to push the democratization process forward. Thus, the question
is what new or emerging practices--with the potential for reverting the logic of hybridism--
were used across the six cases under investigation and whether we can make any links
between the use of the practices and the outcome of the process in terms of pushing
democratization forward.
Practices deployed by reform champions versus practices prescribed in the literature
Looking across all six cases, I was able to identify actions undertaken by reform
champions that match--or are at least similar to--those nine best practices highlighted in the
2 TIatoani is the term that Aztecs used to refer to their almighty ruler. Tlatoanis are famous because of the
absolute power that they had.
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conceptual framework as prescriptions to increase legitimacy and/or effectiveness of
decision-making.
Table 11 lists the nine practices from the literature and compares each with the
closest form of action that I found in the cases as practices actually executed by champions
and identified by interviewees as key enabling factors of negotiation and dialogue. The
table also divides practices by the two levels of intervention at which they take place: a)
public sphere discussions or b) elite conversations, and clearly indicates that all nine
practices may have an impact on negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy
criteria.
For each of the nine practices used by champions, I will develop full descriptions and
compare them with the practice prescribed in the literature. I will then provide examples
from the cases to illustrate how each may contribute to both negotiation effectiveness and
democratic legitimacy by directly impacting one or more criteria from each dimension, thus
constituting action prototypes that are both strategic and communicative. Furthermore, this
analysis will also illustrate the limitations of these action prototypes, pointing towards
complementarities between public sphere practices and those geared towards elite
conversations.
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Table 1]: Best Practices from the Literature vs. Practices Used by Reform Champions
Best practices prescribed by the fields of multiparty Practices used by reform champions in case studies
Level of negotiations and deliberative democracy
intervention
1. Build a broad coalition capable of different forms of 1. Build a broad coalition of social and political actors
social mobilization
2. Design and convene public and inclusive forums 2. Convene public and inclusive forums to discuss
directly connected to decision-making, with clear reform issues under agreed-upon ground rules for
groundrules for constructive engagement constructive engagement
3. Design and implement a media strategy 3. Design and implement a pedagogical media strategy
4. Identify and select trustworthy interlocutors who 4. Identify and engage trustworthy interlocutors from
adequately represent all stakeholders key stakeholder groups
5. Convene multiparty face-to-face meetings under clear 5. Convene multiparty face-to-face meetings under clear
ground rules for collaborative engagement ground rules for collaborative engagement
6. Devise and encourage mutually advantageous 6. Devise and encourage mutually advantageous
packages packages
7. Hire an external professional facilitator 7. Appoint a non-partisan professional as facilitator with
the consent of all parties.
8. Design and implement a joint fact-finding process with 8. Invite trusted independent experts as participants in
consent from key stakeholders the negotiations, with consent of all parties
9. Assist with intra-group communication 9. Assist intra-party and cross-chamber communication
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Let us look at the interviewee data to illustrate how these practices were used and
understood by reform champions and other key actors in each case. Here again, practices
are divided into those that feed public sphere discussions and those that shape elite
conversations.
Practices oriented to Public Sphere Discussions
1. Build a broad coalition of social and political actors. In the context of multi-
partisanship that has characterized Mexican politics since the demise of the PRI hegemony
in 1997, legislative majorities have been negotiated case by case for almost every
legislative reform. Without stable majorities in Congress, coalition building is a
prerequisite to pass any reform. The specific configuration of these bi-partisan or multi-
partisan coalitions is not the focus of this practice. Rather, I use the term broad coalition to
refer to a coordinated effort of both social and political actors, beyond the Congress, to
advocate or influence the reform process through public discussions, propaganda,
negotiations and/or social mobilization.
Negotiation researchers and practitioners have documented and theorized with
respect to the role of coalitions in any negotiation with more than two parties at the table
(see Raiffa, 1982, and Sebenius, 1994). Most notably, as discussed in the conceptual
framework, in any multiparty negotiation, coalitions constitute a powerful vehicle along
the value-claiming dimension, both as shields (blocking coalitions) against exclusion
and/or disadvantageous agreements and as swords (winning coalitions) to gain leverage in
advancing a specific agenda or desired policy change (Susskind, 2002).
In the context of congressional negotiations, broad coalitions that summon a plurality
of actors are also able to mobilize a variety of resources in favor of or against a reform,
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including mass mobilization, media coverage, expert support, information and public
relations at the decision-making level, among others. A broad winning coalition in support
of a reform may significantly increase the costs of opposition and may also generate public
discussion in the public sphere, so as to increase the legitimacy of the reform.
Alternatively, blocking coalitions can be extremely effective in stopping a reform that is
perceived as harmful or illegitimate because it benefits a few powerful actors.
In terms of democratic legitimacy, as argued by social movements research
(Avrizter, 2002), broad coalitions may add depth and inclusiveness to public deliberation.
However, as the PEMEX case illustrates, they also risk narrowing the conversation as they
engage in positional bargaining.
In Mexican congressional negotiations, at the federal level, coalitions are formed by
legislators from two or three political parties and, quite often, some powerful interest group
is accused of having disproportionate influence on the outcome of the negotiation. Many
reforms go through with little or no involvement of civil society.
An example of a very effective coalition built at the level of the political elite is the
one that championed electoral reform, which was negotiated behind tightly closed doors,
leaving little or no room for debate and mobilization in the public space before the reform
was approved. This reform resulted from in-depth discussions and tight agreements
supported by center, left- and right-wing legislators, so that critics were confronted with a
very strong-even if elitist-coalition, a coalition capable of mobilizing more than two-
thirds of both chambers. This coalition was so robust that it was able to enact legislation
opposed to the interests of big media companies, one of the most powerful lobbying groups
in Mexico. However, the highly elitist nature of the coalition limited the democratic
legitimacy of the reform and led to low public support for the reform.
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In contrast, for three of the six cases under study, the formation of broader coalitions,
composed of both social actors and members of the political elite, were reported as being
central enabling features of the reform process. Moreover, these coalitions with non-
legislative actors played a key role in securing the democratizing content of the reforms.
In the case of transparency, it was the coalition of IFAI public servants with a
handful of experts and advocates that made the difference. This coalition resulted from and
promoted reason-based discussions in public forums and produced a reform model on the
basis of a problem-solving orientation, as several interviewees from IFAI and academia
describe. Later, these non-partisan individuals were able to garner the support of governors
from different parties, thus securing value-claiming leverage to the reform. In addition to
publicly advocating the proposal and thus generating public discussion and awareness of
the need for reform, these governors also presented the amendment project to the party
whips from all political parties in the Chamber of Deputies and, most importantly, served
the purpose of neutralizing opposition from more autocratic governors. In building the
coalition with governors, experts and advocates championing reform also contributed to
value-creating by working on a model for transparency reform that would take into account
the concerns of governors over state autonomy, while also establishing higher standards of
state legislation.
The coalition advocating the transparency reform was a broad coalition in the
thinnest sense of the definition provided above, since it was primarily driven by a small
group of experts, advocates and civil servants. However, the low profile chose by IFAI,
advocates and academics who championed reform, in favor of securing the spotlight for
governors, generated the perception of an elitist partisan-driven reform, even if everybody
agreed that it was indeed a step forward.
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NOTDP is a good example of a broader coalition. It was created as a non-partisan
and multi-stakeholder loosely coordinated network in support of a comprehensive justice
reform to introduce oral trials and other elements of due process in the penal process. This
broad coalition of experts, civil society organizations, journalists and business leaders was
extremely effective in neutralizing the opposition of lawyers, the judiciary and government
itself. Indeed, the NOTDP, composed of "civic organizations, media and some legislators...
played like an important actor" (senator from the PRI).
Broad coalitions of social actors and members of the political elite can also work to
block or delay decision-making that is deemed undemocratic. In addition to stopping a
potentially harmful decision, such a blocking coalition can also deter decision-makers from
advancing in a specific direction and secure a place at the bargaining table for its members.
The negotiation of the PEMEX reform illustrates this idea. A broad blocking coalition
played a central role even in the media reform. It emerged forcefully in the public sphere a
few days before the approval of the reform in the Senate. Thus, it did not stop or influence
the media reform approved in 2006, but by leading an intense discussion in the public
sphere right before it was voted on and by subjecting it to intense public scrutiny after it
was approved, the coalition contributed to reason-based discussions and made legislators
who voted favorably accountable for their decision.
On the other hand, in reference to this same case, several interviewees also point out
that while the AMLO-led movement helped level the playing field, it also limited free and
reason-based deliberations around important issues facing PEMEX, such as alternatives to
spur private investment in a declining and inefficient state-owned oil industry.
Generally speaking, coalitions are powerful vehicles in any multiparty negotiation as
they significantly increase leverage to claim value. Furthermore, to the extent that
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coalitions provide leverage to social actors in a weaker position vis-d-vis defacto powers
or "tyrannical" majorities, this practice may also add equality to the decision-making
process and therefore increase its democratic legitimacy. Also, by building broad
coalitions, reform champions may also enable value-creating and reason-based decision-
making to the extent that coalitions are assembled on the basis of genuine problem-solving
and the pursuit of shared understanding to address democratic deficits. Finally, blocking
coalitions (even those that fail to stop a decision) may serve to create awareness of the
shortcomings of a reform, thus adding accountability to the process.
On the dark side, powerful coalitions often take on positional stances in favor of--or
against--a given course of action, constrainingfree and reason-based discussion of certain
issues, despite strong evidence suggesting the need to address them.
2. Convene public and inclusive forums to discuss reform issues under agreed-upon
ground rulesfor constructive engagement. There is a popular saying among Mexican
politicians that states: "If you want to stop a reform, organize a forum." Nonetheless, plural
and public forums were highlighted as enabling factors in four out of six cases.
The forums of the cases have little in common with the innovative deliberative
forums exemplified in the conceptual framework (i.e., Fiskin & Lasslett, 2006; Baiocchi,
2002), where ordinary citizens exchange perspectives and deliberate with each other. In
contrast, the kind of forums organized by reform champions in the cases are typically
structured in the format of panel presentations or round tables with a handful of speakers,
and, thus, provide limited opportunities for ordinary citizens to participate, beyond the
traditional Q&A session.
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Despite their limitations in terms of producing opportunities for reason-based
discussion among the ordinary citizens, these forums were described as key to reform
success and share a specific set of features: a) they are open to attendance by the general
public, b) they are directly convened by reform champions in the context of ongoing
efforts to advance reform; c) they are open to the press and are used as part of the media
strategy; d) they give voice to different positions and perspectives; and e) participants
agree to follow ground rules for constructive engagement.
In three of these cases (the initial round of forums in the transparency reform; the
series of forums in the PEMEX reform; and those organized by the NOTDP to advocate
the justice reform), the bills that were finally approved suffered significant changes
reflecting insights from the forums, suggesting that the decision-making process was
indeed permeated by them.
Perhaps the most successful examples of this kind of forum were those of the
PEMEX case. Interviewees from all parties and stakeholder groups acknowledge that the
in-depth public discussions among experts and representatives from different stakeholder
groups, which were designed by consensus of the three leading political parties, brought
multiple benefits to the process, such as:
o The generation of shared understandings out of free and reason-based
discussions, in particular, a shared diagnostic that was the basis of the
negotiations.
o Greater leverage to claim value in favor of reform resulting from: a) broader
public support for the reform reflected in polls, b) greater levels of commitment
from PAN, PRI, PRD and the Green Party to negotiate and vote on the reform.
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o More equal terms of participation, as reflected in the incorporation of new
issues that were surfaced by minority groups and later incorporated in the final
bill, including "all the sustainability issues, renewable energies, energy
transition; the National Commission of Hydrocarbons" (high-level public
official from the Ministry of Energy).
In contrast, the forums of the fiscal reform and a second round of forums in the
transparency reform, while also inclusive and plural, only had a mild influence on the
approved bills. As a legislator from the PRD expresses about the fiscal reform: "there was
dialogue, but not negotiation." Similarly, a second round of forums organized by the
Lower chamber to discuss the transparency reform had no significant influence on the bill
that the three main political parties had already negotiated and crafted in detail, based on
the model advanced by IFAI and allies. These forums left a similar feeling among
participants, as this quote from an academic suggests:
They used the commonplace system of the public hearings that serve to create
an atmosphere around the proposal... they give the tribune to those who want to
express themselves. It is a ritual and, in the end, they do what was planned. There is
not always a connection between them [the hearing and the negotiation of the
agreements]...[but] society is pleased with this reform and this generates greater
trust between society and government.
Now, even this second kind of public and plural forums, which are more of "a ritual,"
add legitimacy in the form of accountability and even leverage to claim value in favor of
reform. So what kind of reform can one stop by organizing a forum, as conventional
wisdom suggests? Interviewees from the electoral reform claim that this reform would
have been blocked if the new communication model had been made public with more time
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for public discussion. Even if this is true, it does not preclude having engaged in an early
stage efforts to organize public forums by way of eliciting broader societal concerns,
before or in parallel with the cross-partisan negotiations.
In the case of media reform, the forums were deemed of high quality and very
inclusive of the different perspectives. Hence, they had a positive effect on democratic
legitimacy, even if they had no impact whatsoever on the bill under discussion. However,
the fact that most participants pointed to shortcomings, which could lead to greater
concentration and benefit the incumbent monopolist consortia, suggests that these forums
certainly did not add leverage or public support for the reform; rather they ended by
fueling a blocking coalition that failed to stop its approval, but managed to neutralize its
most controversial aspects. Presumably, despite the positive impacts of the forums on
legitimacy, the industry was better off with no forums, as was the case in the Lower
chamber 7-minute approval process.
To summarize, public forums may add leverage to claim value in favor of reform (by
influencing public opinion) and may also contribute to every single dimension of
democratic legitimacy, includingfree and equal participation, reason-based discussion and
accountability. But these events may also threaten the viability of an unpopular reform or
the ability of a secretive coalition to move forward on their planned course of action, thus
potentially hurting negotiation effectiveness along the value-claiming dimension.
3. Design and implement a pedagogical media strategy. As reviewed in the
conceptual framework, multiparty negotiation experts and advocates alike recommend
designing and implementing media strategies (e.g., Kunde, 1999). Now, there are many
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kinds of media strategies and, in fact, it is almost impossible for a reform to pass unnoticed
by the press.
In the cases of electoral and media reform, for example, legislators like Manuel
Bartlett (PRD) and Javier Corral (PAN) denounced different forms of personal harassment
on behalf of the big media consortia. This is an example of a media strategy where actor
"x" seeks to undermine the credibility of the opponent's spokesperson. An alternative
communication strategy is to sell a specific solution or policy proposal based on
oversimplified messages that exacerbate fears or preconceived ideas, as President Calderon
sought to do as he championed the security reform.
While these strategies might prove to be effective under different scenarios, they do
not add much in term of legitimacy and were actually not mentioned by the interviewees as
key to reaching agreements. On the contrary, the harassment by communicators on TV
towards dissenting legislators during the media reform process served to feed into the
zealousness with which the latter pursed the action of unconstitutionality, and also severely
damaged the overall democratic legitimacy of the reform. This media strategy might have
dissuaded other legislators from joining the dissenting groups and was therefore effective
in terms of short-term value claiming, but such leverage came at a high cost in terms of
legitimacy and, in the long run, also reduced effectiveness.
In contrast, interviewees from the security and justice reform as well as the PEMEX
reform describe a different kind of strategy centered on providing new information and
thought-provoking messages and generating awareness on the need for reform.
Interviewees agree that this kind of media strategy was indeed central to reform success.
The PEMEX campaign was financed by the federal government and could hardly be
afforded by one or several legislators from the opposition, or by social actors. Hence, even
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if pedagogical, the campaign was perceived as unfair play by the opposition because it
generated unequal terms in the public discussion. Advocates of the justice reform pursued
a similar media strategy with a very low budget, centered on sharing new information
creatively, and pedagogically explaining the benefits of an alternative justice model with
innovative communication devices such as "the documentary 'The Tunnel'... [a] visual aid
[that] was very important in generating awareness" (academic from the NOTDP). Because
this campaign came from the margins, it had the opposite effect of balancing the playing
field in favor of the minority opinion and against the position of the president.
The transparency reform process followed a similar strategy of focusing on the
unmet needs. However, IFAI also decided to hold a low media profile in terms of
advocating for reform, up until the coalition of governors took on the initiative a full year
after the public discussions had begun. The strategy worked and, accordingly, media
coverage highlighted the general consensus among state governors and-later-legislators
from different political parties in favor as evidence of the need for standardization of local
transparency laws.
To summarize, a media strategy is central to increasing leverage to claim value and
to enhance accountability in the public sphere. In addition, there is a specific approach to
media that uses thought-provoking messages and new information on pressing issues.
These communication strategies have a pedagogical orientation that fosters reason-based
discussion among the citizenry and may have a lasting influence on public opinion. In
shifting public opinion, this kind of strategy may also serve to generate greater equality
between the majority "status quo" opinion holders and those disruptively challenging it
from the margins. But, devoid of a pedagogical orientation, a communication strategy may
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also limit reason-based decision-making when it builds on the public's fears and uses
superficial propaganda that promise quick fixes. Also, a media strategy--even if
pedagogical--that is led by an already powerful actor, such as the incumbent party or a
powerful interest group, may exacerbate existing process inequality.
Practices oriented to elite conversations
4. Identify and engage trustworthy interlocutors from key stakeholder groups. Trust
and trustworthiness have been identified by negotiations research as key enabling factors
of integrative bargaining, problem solving and, generally speaking, value creating, because
they are preconditions for the reciprocal flow of information that value creating requires
(see Thompson, 2002). Free and reason-based deliberation also requires a presumption
from participants that all other participants are acting in good faith (Habermas, 1999). Such
a presumption is ultimately a matter of trust and trustworthiness.
Indeed, the trustworthiness of interlocutors was reported as a central feature in five
of the six cases. Interviewees describe efforts at identifying, appointing and engaging
knowledgeable, experienced, and honest interlocutors. Many of these key actors knew each
other from previous political negotiations.
For example, reform champions from different political parties, civil society and
academia describe how they came to trust and sought out legislators from the PRI. In
particular, interviewees from the PAN-led administration report having reached out to
trusted PRI legislators in their efforts to champion the PEMEX, the fiscal, and the security
reforms. These champions also acknowledge that their PRI counterparts played a key role
in enabling cross-partisan collaboration.
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The transparency reform describes similar patterns of trust-building and outreach to
trustworthy actors, in particular during the small group negotiations where legislators and
experts "worked elbow-to-elbow" (staff member to a PRD legislator). Similarly, in the
electoral reform, an independent expert says: "negotiations flow better when people know
each other and there is trust" and then recounts that key negotiators from each of the three
leading political parties "had been participating in processes of electoral reform since 86."
This group of negotiators treated each other as equals and discussed issues openly because
of the trust in each other's discretion. Such a free flow of information allows for the
surfacing of interests and is a precondition for value-creating.
In contrast, the case of the media reform is better characterized as a polarizing
process that generated distrust and even feelings of anger towards those who advocated the
reform.
Now, in both the deliberative democracy and the multiparty negotiations research,
the prescription is to reach out to trustworthy interlocutors from all relevant stakeholder
groups. However, I found no evidence of a systematic effort to engage all relevant
stakeholders in any of the cases. At most, the effort is at engaging key stakeholders, in
particular, the three large political parties, and one or two other relevant groups according
to the case, such as governors in the transparency reform, businesses in the fiscal and
PEMEX reforms (although quite marginally in both cases), and experts and civil society
groups in the cases of transparency and justice. Generally speaking, negotiations were
driven mostly by multi-partisan representation, in detriment of the equality fostered by a
more thorough stakeholder representation.
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These examples illustrate how reaching out to trustworthy interlocutors from key
stakeholder groups furthers democratic legitimacy by enabling afree flow of information
and fostering equal respect among participants. When such trust refers also to confidence
in the knowledge and experience of participants, then reason-based decision-making is
also furthered by the quality of the substantive exchange. In terms of negotiation
effectiveness, the quotes of the electoral reform also illustrate how trust enables integrative
bargaining conductive to value-creating.
5. Convene multiparty face-to-face meetings under clear ground rules for
collaborative engagement. Minimum levels of transparency are a prerequisite for
accountability in any democracy. Nevertheless, when politicians engage in dialogue in
presence of the media, they tend to stress their differences with other political parties and
actors through overly simplistic messages and rigid political positions. Or as an
interviewee legislator describes: "when media is present it is all a big show." Under such
circumstances, deliberation will serve to highlight dissenting opinions and to shed light on
the plurality of existing perspectives on any given issue. But seldom will political actors
feel safe exposing their underlying interests and priorities, seeking common interests with
the adversary, or exhibiting willingness to genuinely listen to each other. Moreover, they
will want to seem convincing and committed to a course of action, which is why they will
emphasize positions instead of interest.
Hence the importance of complementing public discussions with face-to-face
meetings in private settings, where actors can be flexible, exchange information freely and
share their reasoning in greater depth, without worrying about the next day's newspaper
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headlines. Such face-to-face multiparty meetings among decision-makers is essential for
negotiation effectiveness, to the extent that it enables information sharing for value-
creating solutions, and for democratic legitimacy because parties can engage in reason-
based discussion of the kind that generates shared-understandings, as in the case of the
study trip to the OECD organized by the minister of finance, in the context of the fiscal
reform, where legislators from all political parties came to agree on the need to increase
revenues from direct taxation.
In those cases where these private meetings served most effectively to deliberate and
negotiate the reform, multiple parties were represented and clear-cut process rules for
collaborative engagement were established by consensus and followed by the participants.
For example, in addition to keeping the press out of the meetings, in most cases parties also
agreed not to leak anything to the media until agreements were reached. In the electoral
reform, parties also agreed to use a single-text procedure to capture progress on the
negotiation of the bill.
It was in this kind of private meetings that the integrative solutions of the security
and justice reform described above emerged; it was also where the final bill of the
transparency reform was negotiated; where the new communications model of the electoral
reform was crafted; and from where a tri-partisan agreement for a PEMEX reform in 2008
emerged.
Two additional features increased both the effectiveness of negotiations and the
quality of deliberations in these private meetings: a) the designation of a non-partisan
professional as facilitator and b) the participation of independent experts throughout the
negotiation process. Because of their relevance, these features are treated as separate
practices and discussed in more detail below.
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Now, despite the relevance of safe spaces for dialogue, the cases also illustrate that
they are no substitute for public deliberations, even if they are often treated as such. While
statements from experts and legislators in the electoral reform reflect a mindset that shares
the idea that politicians have to decide between an open or closed process, the PEMEX
reform is a good example of how public forums and safe dialogue spaces may be combined
in a virtuous circle that produces higher levels of both legitimacy and effectiveness.
To summarize, convening face-to-face private meetings with key stakeholders is key,
both in terms of providing a venue for quality deliberations based on afree flow of
information and reason-based discussion--particularly when participants have substantive
expertise--and in terms of the possibility of discussing innovative value-creating solutions.
These strategic meetings are also often where coalitions that increase leverage to claiming
value in the legislative process are negotiated.
However, to the extent that these processes are not complemented with public
discussions before and after negotiations, their outcome will have serious deficits of
legitimacy in terms of both equality and accountability, because of their inherently elitist
and non-transparent nature.
6. Devise and encourage mutually advantageous packages. Win-win solutions that
seek to further common interests or log-rolling where parties exchange concessions on
basis of their respective priorities are examples of tactics used to devise mutually
advantageous packages that are widely considered as the core value creating (e.g., Lewicki
et al., 2011).
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Traditional deliberation theory tends to emphasize the force of the better argument as
the measure of quality deliberation (Habermas, 1999) in such a manner that may lead to
what negotiation theorists call a positional stance that does not lend itself to consensus
building or agreements of any sort. The examples of the cases illustrate how reason-based
decision-making may generate higher order and more efficient solutions when there is an
effort to integrate different kinds of reasoning and the underlying legitimate interests.
All six cases are full of examples of efforts to devise mutually advantageous
packages and five of them illustrate, also, how the devising of such packages may
simultaneously encourage reason-based decision-making.
In particular, log-rolling can be a powerful tool in enhancing cross-partisan
collaboration to addressing issues of public concern through in-depth deliberations, as
illustrated by the parallel negotiations of the electoral and fiscal reform. Electoral reform
was a top priority for the opposition parties, while fiscal reform was urgent for the
incumbent party and the president. By committing to work on both reforms, the three
leading political parties created a framework for collaboration to address and pass reforms
on two issues of great public concern: equality in elections and an increase in fiscal
revenues through progressive taxation.
Now, critics of these reforms point to these same log-rolling tactic as perhaps the
main deficit of democratic legitimacy, to the extent that they enhanced the approval of
reforms without making adjustments to reflect insights from broader public deliberations,
particularly in the case of electoral reform. These two cases illustrate that the devising and
encouragement of mutually advantageous solutions may lead to value-creating and even
quality deliberations across party lines, but also that these practices are no substitute for
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broader discussion and accountability mechanisms where the public may scrutinize the
agreements reached in private negotiations.
Similar advantageous packaging was encouraged by reform champions in the case of
the PEMEX reform. The president and his party, the PAN, wanted a reform to PEMEX and
the PRI was willing to collaborate in order to project an image of responsible opposition,
but they were not willing to take the heat of putting such a taboo issue on the public
agenda. Shortly after, the president presented the bill and launched its communication
strategy, while the PRI kept its word and worked actively as the key facilitator of
negotiations around the PEMEX reform.
In the case of the security and justice reform of 2008, creative win-win and log-
rolling solutions were instrumental in reaching a mutually advantageous agreement
between the two competing reform paradigms: the NOTDP due process model and the
president's initiative to expand executive powers against organized crime. An example of
this is the figure of control judges, a body of judges specialized in organized crime in
charge of expeditiously reviewing and granting authorization for the use of the
precautionary powers to fight crime (such as preventive prison).
Note that all these examples of log-rolling and creative win-win solutions involve
legitimate concerns and issues of public concern that appeared to be incompatible or at
least in tension: due process versus efficacious prosecution of crime. Moreover, the
negotiated solutions creatively manage to address the two interests or values in tension,
thus creating value for all parties--and the public interest--by integrating the interests and
reasons of both sides.
Win-win solutions that enlarge the "size of the cake" by furthering common
interests-with or without concessions--also add to value claimed by all parties that share
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such interest and, along with log-rolling, are often the basis for solid coalition formation
based on a mutually advantageous agenda that the coalition members commit to advocate.
In both the transparency reform and the electoral reform, interviewees point to mutually
advantageous agreements that played a central role in the process of building the winning
coalitions that voted on the reforms. Transparency standards in the states and greater equity
in elections were issues of public concern that required reforms that powerful interest
groups (governors and media, respectively) were expected to oppose. In such contexts,
coalitions built on the basis of mutually advantageous packages balanced the playing field
in favor of democratic changes. Also, in working toward their shared interests (that
happened to be in line with the public interest), parties in these negotiations engaged in
problem-solving that enhanced reason-based decision-making and created value for all
parties.
However, it will always be tempting to use win-win negotiations and log-rolling to
advance one's course of action--or even illegitimate interests--without the need to win the
public debate on the basis of reason-giving. In the case of the security and justice reform,
reform critics have argued that the NOTDP and the opposition gave away too much in
order to advance a new justice system, in terms of extra powers to the executive branch in
an already abusive system. And even more clearly, the media reform illustrates how win-
win or log-rolling solutions may also be used to advance particular interests that may be
outright contrary to the public interest, as the case of the media reform suggests, where the
leadership of the political parties negotiated full support to the reform without changing "a
single comma" so as to be in good standing with the media in the 2006 elections. Such log-
rolling certainly gave leverage to the media reform so long as it remained secret, up until
the reform was approved. But when the alleged deals were subjected to public scrutiny,
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after the elections, they generated public outcry and fueled opposition in the judicial
process.
Generally speaking, win-win solutions and log-rolling to devise mutually
advantageous packages played a fundamental role in enabling all six reforms because they
created value and constituted the "glue" around which coalitions were built. These tactics,
in particular log-rolling, can also generate the incentives for cross-partisan collaboration in
joint problem-solving that enhances reason-based decision-making. However, the device
and encouragement of mutually advantageous packages may also lead to questionable
outcomes that do not reflect reason-based discussions if they advance illegal or illegitimate
interests (e.g., any form of corruption) or if concessions exchanged between parties do not
stand on their own in the public debate.
7. Appoint a non-partisan professional as facilitator, with the consent of all parties.
In Mexico, chairs of congressional committees and their chiefs of staff are traditionally
expected to serve as conveners and facilitators of meetings and cross-partisan negotiations
at the committee level. They are also the natural leaders in convening face-to-face
multiparty meetings of the kind described above, because of their knowledge of the issues,
their experience as legislators and their leadership within political parties. Many of these
chairs and their staffs are natural bridge-builders and facilitators, but they are also affiliated
with a political party that appoints 24 them as committee chairs under the expectation that
they will be--above all--loyal to the party, in contexts of highly adversarial electoral
competition. This is most likely why there are so many stories about last-minute, covert,
24 In Mexico congressional factions distribute the leadership of committees according to the weight of each
party in Congress. Then, each party faction appoints chairs of the committees that they lead.
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changes to bills--or "madrugetes 25--against the terms agreed upon with legislators from
other parties, as well as numerous cases of committees that suffer from chronic impasse.
Despite their partisan affiliations, in five out six cases, at least one or several
committee chairs and/or their chiefs of staff were identified by fellow legislators as both
reform champions and facilitators, primarily because of their role in convening and
chairing face-to-face meetings for multiparty dialogue and devising of mutually
advantageous packages. Nonetheless, even these committee chairs acknowledge their
partisanship and yearn for non-partisan support:
There are only a few professionals that are non-partisan in Congress... We
need more ... high-level human resources that are not from one party or another...
The committees' chiefs of staff are appointed by the Chairs at will, they have party
loyalties, so they don't have the commitment to institutions and the law. (senator
from the PRI and Committee Chair)
This statement refers to the negotiation of the PEMEX reform, where negotiations took
place without the support of non-partisan professionals who could serve as facilitators or
independent experts.
Similarly, a legislator from the PRD expressed frustration with the final phases of the
negotiation process where PRI Representative Cesar Camacho, as Chair of the Justice
Committee, and also the most renown champion of the NOTDP justice reform model,
served also as facilitator of negotiations, but did so without fully embracing impartiality--
in the view of fellow legislators--because his priority was advocating radical justice
reform.
2 The Spanish term "madrugete" could be literally translated as "early rising" and means that the adversary
woke up early to deceive you before you could even notice or do anything about it.
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Although the professional facilitator is a well-established profession in the US and
clearly emerging in Mexico, there is no tradition of using them for political negotiations.
Facilitators are increasingly used for forums among large groups of people (several dozen
or more) where conveners are keen on fostering full participation and exchange of
perspectives among all the participants. However, the cases I studied did not rely on this
kind of more inclusive deliberative forums. Rather, venues were of two types: a) the public
forums with panel presentations, or b) private meetings involving no more than a handful
of participants. The former type of venue requires, at most, a moderator skillful enough to
keep track of time, while the latter may well flow without formal facilitation.
However, the literature on multiparty negotiations (Susskind et al., 1999) suggests
that facilitators might indeed be useful to increase both negotiation effectiveness and
democratic legitimacy, because of their expertise in enhancing respectful exchange of
information and creative problem-solving to address conflicting interests. Furthermore,
facilitators and mediators are also expected to propose and enforce ground rules designed
specifically to generate a safe space for dialogue and equal participation, both in public
forums or private conversations, where arguments may be respectfully exchanged and
reflexively considered.
Interestingly, the two cases with the most successful multiparty face-to-face meetings
relied heavily on non-partisan professionals who served as facilitators. One of these cases
is the multi-partisan workgroup in charge of negotiating the write-up of the transparency
reform, where Publio Rivera, the committee's chief of staff, and top level public officials
from IFAI played an effective and non-partisan facilitation role, "giving voice to all
stakeholders... experts, governors, municipal associations... without taking sides"
(legislator from the PAN)
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The other case is the electoral reform, where expert Jorge Alcocer was key to
generating and enforcing ground rules for the safe space as well as high-level reason-based
discussions among representatives from the three leading political parties. Different
accounts of the contribution of Alcocer to the process suggest that he was indeed key to
generating trust among participants and a high quality exchange of reasons, but they also
indicate that he was under considerable stress from the multiple roles he was called upon to
play, including the crafting of technical solutions in his role as the most prestigious expert
or the devil's advocate in analyzing proposals made by others, in addition to the more
traditional moderation and meeting follow-up roles of the impartial facilitator. The
inclusion of a professional facilitator, working as a team with Alcocer, might have allowed
the latter to express his ideas more freely and in equal opportunity vis-a-vis other
participants.
The case of transparency reform, where the roles of facilitators (technical and
internal versus political and external) and independent experts were distributed across at
least five different individuals, illustrates how complementarities in profiles and
responsibilities can be exploited to provide non-partisan support for the process, without
overburdening a single individual. The transparency case also illustrates the value added
by facilitators in both private conversations and public sphere discussions.
All in all, the intervention of non-partisan professionals as designated or self-
appointed facilitators was certainly a contribution to both negotiation effectiveness and
democratic legitimacy in the two cases. Yet the use of facilitators is rare, perhaps because
powerful participants feel they can get more their way without this third-party equilibrating
role.
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By appointing non-partisan professionals as facilitators, reform champions may
expect to generate a safe space for dialogue and problem-solving where information and
perspectives may be exchanged to create value through the device of mutually
advantageous packages. Also, by generating trust, these facilitators may enhance mutual
respect among participants that foster treatment as equals among participants and enables
reason-based discussion. Now, to the extent that facilitators manage to promote equal
participation, they may also be a threat to value-claiming by the most powerful
participants, participants who might otherwise have disproportionate influence in the
decision-making process.
8. Invite trusted independent experts as participants in the negotiations, with consent
ofallparties. Independent experts played a role in all six cases, even if only as participants
in the forums and public discussions. However, only a few of them participated throughout
the more elite negotiation process in crafting solutions and evaluating policy
recommendations proposed by the different parties at the table. This participation
resembles only marginally what Susskind et al. (1999) label as "joint-fact-finding," where
all relevant stakeholders in a multiparty negotiation agree on a process to collect
information on a given issue. Rather, the inclusion of independent experts in the case
studies was less about "fact-finding" and more about crafting the bills and elaborating on
the rationale behind the different proposed legal amendments.
As the quote from the PRI senator in the PEMEX reform suggests (see PEMEX
case), lack of independent, non-partisan expert support is a chronic deficit in Mexican
legislative negotiations.
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In those cases where reform champions actively sought the participation of outside
independent experts trusted by all parties, interviewees acknowledge their contributions as
a central enabling factor. This is the case of the security and justice, the transparency, the
PEMEX, and the electoral reforms. Across these cases, interviewees describe how these
experts increased the quality of reason-based discussion of such quality that even
conscious shifts in perspectives were enabled; they also helped legislators focus on the
"essentials,'" while understanding the need for compromise and interest harmonization.
But independent experts have their own agenda, based on insight from their work
and their disciplinary orientations. They are not employees of the legislators and most of
them make their contributions pro bono. The fact that they are not subjected to party
loyalties and collaborate pro bono insulates their contributions from economic and political
interests, enabling more unconstrained opinion expression. Such freedom might not always
be welcome in the context of elite political negotiations where the force of the better
argument might be an impediment to close mutually beneficial agreements. In fact,
independent experts were absent in the interviewees' narratives of negotiations in the fiscal
and media reforms. Without independent experts, the fiscal reform failed to account for the
need to include investment and employment concerns in the design of the tax, while the
media reform saw its legitimacy compromised because it is generally perceived as being
crafted by industry consultants without support or endorsement from any independent
experts.
A statement from a PRI legislator in the PEMEX reform illustrates that value that
reform champions place on expert participation, in a context where ambivalence and even
reticence towards this form of participation seems to be the norm:
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During the negotiation we had experts sharing their opinions all along; this
gave the processes permeability. This is not a common practice. In the end, it is a
decision of the legislators ..., but we shouldn't [commit the] sin of arrogance.
(legislator from the PRI in PEMEX reform process)
Here again, the inclusion of independent experts has clear advantages in terms of
promoting reason-based decision-making and the unconstrained expression of opinions
from individuals who are not directly linked to economic or political interests.
Furthermore, experts are also effective problem-solvers because of their deep
understanding of the issues and, thus, contribute to value creation by generating sound
technical advice with respect to policy alternatives that integrate conflicting interests. In
turn, sound technical solutions that integrate conflicting interests will tend to be more
stable over time.
But the cases also illustrate that expert advice is not prevalent, perhaps because the
freedom with which they speak is not always welcome in legislative negotiations where
reform supporters feel they have enough leverage to advance their agenda unilaterally,
regardless of whether or not the reform is in the public interest, as was the case in the
media and--perhaps to some extent--in the fiscal reform. In such cases, the involvement of
independent expert may even undermine the leverage of the reform and, thus, the value
claimed by reform supporters.
The inclusion of independent experts in the negotiations contributes to high quality
deliberations and enhances reason-based decision-making. Also, to the extent that these
experts are social actors with the autonomy to express their views with independence from
economic or political interests, they contribute tofree argumentation. Furthermore, experts
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may also be effective at value creating because of their deep understanding of the issues,
and the associated ability to generate policy alternatives that integrate conflicting interests.
Now, precisely because these actors are free to express their views, powerful parties
might view independent experts as a threat to value claiming.
9. Assist intra-party and cross-chamber communication. Approval by an absolute--or
qualified--majority in both chambers is a legal requisite for any legislative decision. This
means coordinating the will of at least 251 (out of 500) Lower chamber representatives and
65 (out of 128) senators. Therefore, the practice of ensuring communication within
partisan fractions or like-minded legislators and across chambers is quite basic and obvious
to the functioning of any parliament. For Walton and McKersie (1965), intra-
organizational or intra-group bargaining is a negotiation sub-process altogether that is
essential to any negotiation involving two or more stakeholder groups.
Now, because Mexico's regime is characterized by strong parties with high levels of
party discipline, there is a strong tradition of intra-party communication and coordination,
even in detriment of freedom to publicly dissent with party leadership (Bejar, 2003). Such
discipline is an enabling factor in elite negotiations and is also an efficient mechanism in
the context of a legislative body with more than 600 legislators who would be unable to
understand in-depth each issue they vote on. Party discipline is also compatible with
democratic legitimacy if knowledgeable legislators and experts representing different
perspectives discuss the issues in depth and then present the results of their negotiations to
their partisan factions and to public scrutiny. But discipline may also come at a cost to
democratic legitimacy if it is imposed instead of constructed through intra-party persuasion
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based on substantive reason-giving on the merits of the reform and without broader public
deliberative practices.
Paradoxically, in Mexico, what is often more problematic than intra-party
negotiations is cross-chamber communication and coordination. As a senator from the PRI
who championed the PEMEX reform explains the size of this challenge and how there has
been an effort at addressing it:
There is a common trait in our legislative processes... that is fundamental. It is
an umbrella that covers the process: a good coordination between senators and
deputies. ... The fifty-ninth legislature left 220 signed bills that had been approved
by the Senate and yet got stuck in the lower chamber; and 240 approved by the
lower chamber that were never voted on or formally processed by senators. In the
current legislature there are only 90 that came out of the Senate and haven't been
approved by deputies and 106 approved by the Senate still pending in the lower
chamber.
A good example of limited communication across chambers and top-down
imposition is the media reform, where party leaders from the PAN and the PRI negotiated
support in the Senate for a reform that had been approved without public discussion in the
lower chamber, "without changing a comma," despite the multiplicity of voices that
suggested it needed important adjustments. The result was a backfiring where prominent
legislators from the three main political parties got together to oppose the reform and
expose the capture of their party leaders by the industry and later a Supreme Court ruling
major aspects of the reform unconstitutional.
In the case of security and justice reform, two competing multiparty negotiation
processes advanced in parallel for several months, one in the Senate, led by Senators
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Codwell and Murrillo, and the other led by Cesar Camacho, in the lower chamber. All
three legislators are affiliated with the PRI, but failed to engage across chambers until their
reform projects were already developed and cross-partisan negotiations were well
advanced.
In contrast, for all the other four cases, interviewees describe fluid intra-party and bi-
cameral communication and discussions throughout the negotiations and attribute the
success of negotiations to the ability of reform champions participating in the negotiations
to inform legislators in each participating faction, in both chambers, on their progress and
to collect feedback from them.
In the transparency reform, a key enabling factor was "taking into account the
concerns of senators, so that it wouldn't be modified or stopped in the Senate." Similarly,
communication with party factions and across chambers was a defining feature throughout
the negotiation and deliberations of the PEMEX reform, where senators led the process but
included lower chamber representatives all along the process.
The electoral and fiscal reforms are other examples of high intra-party and cross-
chamber coordination. Indeed, I have already discussed how the electoral and fiscal
reforms were negotiated in a tightly knit package that involved intense intra-party and
cross-chamber communication. On exactly the same date, September 13, 2007, the lower
chamber voted on the fiscal reform while the Senate voted on the electoral reform. And
only a day after, on the 14th, both reforms were approved by the pending chamber. This
level of coordination was only possible because of the emphasis that negotiators assigned
to effectively communicating the agreements.
Such level of fluid communication and coordination increased negotiation
effectiveness by providing leverage to the agreements. It also fed into a reason-based vote
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on both the electoral and fiscal reforms. However, because legislators were in such a hurry
to approve the electoral reform before the media industry had time to mobilize opposition,
both reforms were approved by the second chamber only 24 hours after being approved by
the first chamber. Such power-based tactics might have been necessary to counter the
power of big media and big business that opposed both reforms, but it also hurt the
accountability and overall democratic legitimacy of the process.
In general, party discipline combined with cross-chamber coordination, in the
absence of public discussion, may allow for the approval of important reforms that are
nonetheless unpopular and/or hurt the interests of influential defacto powers. However,
such leverage will come at a cost to democratic legitimacy to the extent that public
discussion is obviated. In particular, the fast-track (even if partial), made possible through
party discipline, hinders accountability and compromises reason-based decision-making.
In short, assisting intra-party and cross-chamber communication is essential for both
value creating (to the extent that information on interests is exchanged) and value
claiming, because it clarifies the mandate of champions and may also further equal, free
and reason-based decision-making among fellow legislators. However, without other
practices to enhance public sphere discussions, assisting internal communications might
serve to quell dissent at a cost to accountability and reason-based decision-making.
The Mediating Effect of Practices in the Relationship between Negotiation
Effectiveness and Democratic Legitimacy
Table 12 summarizes the effect of the nine practices over the two criteria of
negotiation effectiveness and the four pillars of democratic legitimacy, as analyzed above.
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The "plus" sign means that the practice enhanced the given criteria in one or more cases,
while the minus mark indicates that the criteria was hindered or undermined by the practice
in one or more cases.
At a glance, the reader may appreciate that all practices proved to enhance both
democratic legitimacy and negotiation effectiveness in one way or another. Furthermore,
for one practice--trustworthy interlocutors for key stakeholder groups--I found positive
effects on several legitimacy and effectiveness criteria, but no evidence of a negative
effect.
For three other practices (public forums, non-partisan facilitator, and involvement of
independent experts), I also found multiple effects on both dimensions in several cases.
Together, forums, facilitators and independent experts enhance reason-based decision-
making, as well as free and equal participation in the deliberative process; they also
contribute in different ways to value creating and to the stability of agreements. However,
these three practices may also have a negative effect on the same dimension: value
claiming.
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Table 12: Relationship between Practices and Criteria of Democratic Legitimacy and
Negotiation Effectiveness.
Democratic Legitimacy Negotiation
effectiveness
Criteria Freedom Equality Reason- Accountability Value Value
Practices based claiming creating
1. Build a broad coalition of
social and political actors 
- + +/- + + +
2. Convene public and
inclusive forums to discuss
reform issues under agreed-
upon ground rules for
constructive engagement + + + + +/-
3. Design and implement a
pedagogical media strategy +/- ±1- + +
4. Identify and engage
trustworthy interlocutors from
key stakeholder groups + + + +
5. Convene multiparty face-
to-face meetings under clear
ground rules for collaborative
engagement + - + - + +
6. Devise and encourage
mutually advantageous
packages +/- + +
7. Appoint a non-partisan
professional as facilitator with
the consent of all parties. + + 
- +
8. Invite trusted independent
experts as participants in the
negotiations, with consent of
all parties
9. Assist intra-party and cross-
chamber communication + + +/- - + +
(+) practice that directly enhanced the given criteria in one or more case studies;
(-) practices that undermined a given criteria in one or more of the cases.
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The possibility of a negative effect on value claiming is not intrinsic to the practice.
In fact, independent experts may significantly add leverage to claim value in favor of the
desired change because of their credibility and ability to influence public opinion. An
independent professional, serving as facilitator of dialogue in multiparty face-to-face
meetings, can also add leverage by contributing to the cohesiveness of the cross-partisan
winning coalition negotiating in such a space, as both the transparency and electoral
reforms show. Similarly, forums may significantly add leverage to claim value where
arguments in favor of reform are prone to emerge from reason-based discussion, as the
forums of the PEMEX reform illustrate. Rather, public forums and independent expert
involvement are a threat to value claiming if and only if there are convincing reasons to
oppose the desired changes and if these reasons are prone to emerge in public and/or
private deliberations. Hence, these three practices, together with the other one mentioned
above, add up to five practices that political or social actors should confidently deploy to
advance effectiveness and legitimacy in any reform process that genuinely seeks to
advance democratic principles. I will thus refer to them as best practices.
In contrast, a pedagogical media strategy to surface unmet needs, broad coalition
building, mutually advantageous packages, safe space for dialogue, along with intra-party
and cross-chamber communication, constitute five practices that add leverage to claim
value in favor of the desired changes. Four of these are also highly effective at enabling
integrative bargaining that creates value and may add legitimacy by promoting reason-
based discussion as well as free and equal participation. However, the cases also show that
the leverage granted by these practices may also come at a cost to one democratic principle
or several. For example, negotiations in private face-to-face meetings, as well as party
discipline secured through intra-party communication, may both compromise
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accountability, as the electoral reform suggests; mutually advantageous packages that
compromise democratic values may run against reason-based decision-making, as in the
security and justice reform; a media strategy financed by a powerful actor may exacerbate
inequalities in the opportunities to influence opinion formation in the public debate, as
illustrated by the PEMEX reform; and even a broad coalition, if it is built around pre-
existing taboos, prejudices and overly simplistic narratives, may narrow the scope of public
discussions and private negotiations, thus hurting reason-based decision-making, as
exemplified by the left-wing blocking coalition in the PEMEX reform.
Now, the cases also show how the potential negative effects of using these value-
claiming practices may be offset by deploying some of the five best practices highlighted
above. For example, mutually advantageous packages negotiated in private settings may be
subjected to public scrutiny in public and inclusive forums, to ensure accountability and
broader reason-based discussion. This kind of combination was evidenced most clearly in
both the transparency and the PEMEX reform, both of which were evaluated by
interviewees with the highest levels of both negotiation effectiveness and democratic
legitimacy.
Each of these reform processes had moments of dialogue in safe space, where
integrative solutions were negotiated and independent experts helped craft technically
sound solutions to the issues under discussion. But they were also both complemented with
moments of broad public discussion, fed by creative communication campaigns and
inclusive forums to discuss the issues and the possible solutions.
These sequences of complementary practices describe trajectories where
effectiveness and legitimacy reinforced each other to enable legal and constitutional
reforms with the favorable vote of more than two-thirds in both chambers. Now, not all the
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sequences present a comprehensive use of the nine practices, nor do they all end with
equally high levels of negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy.
Table 13: Use of Practices across Cases
Cases Energy Fiscal Transparency Penal Electoral Media
Practices
1. Build a broad coalition of 1 0 1 1 0 1
social and political actors
2. Convene public and inclusive I 1 1 1 0 0
forums to discuss reform issues
under agreed-upon ground rules
for constructive engagement
3. Design and implement a 1 0 1 1 0 0
pedagogical media strategy
4. Identify and engage 1 1 1 1 1 0
trustworthy interlocutors from
key stakeholder groups
5. Convene multiparty face-to- 1 1 1 1 1 0
face meetings under clear ground
rules for collaborative
engagement
6. Devise and encourage I 1 1 1 1 1
mutually advantageous packages
7. Appoint a non-partisan 0 0 1 0 1 0
professional as facilitator with
the consent of all parties.
8. Invite trusted independent 1 0 1 1 1 0
experts as participants in the
negotiations, with consent of all
parties
9. Assist intra-party and cross- 1 1 1 0 1 0
chamber communication
Total 8 5 9 7 6 2
As Table 13 shows, the transparency and PEMEX reforms exhibit the highest level
of intensity, with nine out of nine and eight out of nine, respectively. In contrast, for the
media reform, only two practices were deployed throughout the process. Moreover, this
level of intensity in use of practices is associated with higher levels of both negotiation
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effectiveness and democratic legitimacy, so that the two cases with higher levels of both
effectiveness and legitimacy are also the transparency and PEMIEX reforms, while the
media reform is at the bottom on both dimensions.
Figure 10: Legitimacy and Effectiveness vs. Intensity in the Use of Practices
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As Figure 10 suggests, the intensity in the use of these nine practices is positively
related to negotiation effectiveness and to democratic legitimacy. This suggests that the
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use of practices may mediate the positive relationship--illustrated at the beginning of this
chapter--between negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy (see Figure 9).
Finally, despite the positive relationship between these two dimensions, an overall
comparison between the practices prescribed in the literature and the practices deployed by
reform champions suggests that reform champions are more ready to use practices that are
geared to elite conversations in private settings than practices geared to public sphere
discussions. Indeed, of the four practices that were discussed in the conceptual framework
as part of the literature review, reform champions only used two as prescribed (media
strategy and broad coalition building). Public forums were not deliberative, nor did they
deploy professional facilitators, as prescribed. In contrast, four out of five practices
recommended for more private settings were used almost as in the textbook (face-to-face
meetings, trustworthy interlocutors, mutually advantageous packages and internal
communications). This suggests room for greater innovation in the use of practices
oriented to foster public discussions and broaden opportunities for citizen participation, in
order to further increase legitimacy and effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
What kind of practices do reform champions use to advance democratization from
within hybrid regimes? How do these practices enable effective and legitimate institutional
change to addresses democratic deficits? In connection to these research questions, I
present and analyze empirical evidence on practices used in six cases to advance legal
reform in Mexico on issues that are central to the democratization agenda, during the 2006-
2009 period.
The analysis focuses on the assessment of two dimensions of process, namely,
democratic legitimacy and negotiation effectiveness, and points to a positive association
between these two dimensions. This positive relationship is explained by the intensity of
the use of a set of innovative political practices that consist of action that is both strategic
and communicative.
Indeed, a nuanced analysis of nine practices, all of which were used across two or
more cases, shows how they each advance different democratic principles (equality,
freedom, reason-based discussion and/or accountability) and criteria of negotiation
effectiveness (value creation and/or value claiming), although most of them also run the
risk of hindering one or several of these criteria.
In particular, several practices that are strategic in building leverage for value-
claiming, such as coalition building or a communication strategy to raise awareness, may
hurt reason-based decision-making and even the possibility of free and equal participation;
other practices such as multiparty face-to-face meetings in private settings, which enable
integrative negotiations and reason-based discussion, may have a cost in terms of
accountability. But the cases also illustrate that different combinations followed by reform
champions may allow the reform process to move in a historical trajectory where
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legitimacy and effectiveness reinforce each other, furthering each and every one of the six
criteria, and thereby enable stable institutional change that addresses identified democratic
deficits and advances democratization in Mexico.
Such a finding challenges mainstream deliberation theory (most notably Habermas,
1999) that portrays negotiations as running counter to the logic of reason-based
deliberations that are necessary to produce democratic legitimacy. Instead, the evidence
suggests that in order to move beyond hybridism to fully democratic regimes, reform
champions should thoughtfully plan action that is both strategic in increasing negotiation
effectiveness and communicative in generating reason-based insights for legitimate
decision-making.
In the case of transparency reform, an initial round of public forums provided high
levels of democratic legitimacy from the start by ensuring free flow of information and
reason-based discussion that led to a shared diagnostic on the need for greater standards of
transparency legislation in state governments and to a sound reform design. Then came a
phase of effective negotiations and quality deliberations in face-to-face private meetings
between trustworthy interlocutors, both to build the coalition of governors and to negotiate
the details of the bill among legislators from different parties. And finally, before the
unanimous vote in favor of reform, a second round of public forums were held where
reform critics freely pointed out the limitations of the reform and reform champions
convincingly highlighted its benign nature. Public discussion, before and after
negotiations, ensured broad reason-based discussion in the public sphere and also fostered
equality and accountability in ways that compensated for the effects of negotiating behind
closed doors.
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While the case of the PEMEX reform began with bilateral negotiations behind closed
doors, it was followed by the formation and mobilization of a broad blocking coalition, as
soon as the reform project was made public. The opposition to reform was faced with an
aggressive pedagogical communication strategy and a series of inclusive public forums
where all political parties, stakeholder groups and independent experts participated. After
the forums, two more parties joined another round of multi-partisan negotiations in private
face-to-face meetings. According to interviewees, this safe space for dialogue remained
permeable to the opinion of experts and legislators from both chambers, where reform
champions "would open [the discussion] and then close it to make decisions" (senator from
the PRI).
Similarly, for the security and justice reform, a small group of experts and advocates
formed a broad civil society coalition (the NOTDP) that was able to spark extensive public
discussion and raised awareness of the need for justice reform, through both public forums
and a thought-provoking communication strategy. These practices fed reason-based
discussion in the public sphere and gave much leverage to reform champions in claiming
value in favor of justice reform. A handful of lower chamber representatives took on this
project and presented a bill. In parallel, a bill for security reform presented by the president
was being negotiated in multiparty face-to-face private meetings in the Senate. In the
context of a security crisis and the president's war on drugs, senators were under pressure
from public opinion to legislate. Nonetheless, the effectiveness of the NOTDP at
generating commitment to justice reform among experts, opinion leaders and lower
chamber representatives was such that senators were forced to negotiate a single justice
and security reform with lower chamber deputies. These negotiations took place
throughout another round of multiparty face-to-face private meetings and the agreements
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were then voted on in the lower chamber, partially modified in the Senate in an attempt to
accommodate human rights concerns, and then voted on again in the lower chamber.
The electoral and fiscal reforms were both negotiated under an overarching
agreement among leaders from the three main political parties in private face-to-face
meetings. This overarching agreement laid the ground for highly effective reform
processes, although still devoid of legitimacy. Then, each reform followed an independent
process of deliberation and negotiation. For the fiscal reform, legislators from all parties
first participated in a study trip to the OECD that offered opportunities for face-to-face
dialogue and generated consensus on the need for reform; the president's bill was then
subjected to broad public discussion and negotiated, in parallel, mainly between
representatives from federal and state governments. In contrast, the electoral reform was
negotiated behind closed doors, with support from a non-partisan facilitator and
independent experts that ensured reason-based even if elite discussion, followed by only a
very brief moment of public discussion before it was voted on.
The historical trajectories of each of these reforms illustrate the complementarities of
the implemented practices and a pattern of mutual reinforcement between different
elements of democratic legitimacy and negotiation effectiveness. These trajectories
contrast starkly with the case of the media reform, where I was unable to find evidence of
how or when negotiations behind closed doors secured the unanimous, 7-minute long, fast-
track approval of a highly controversial reform in the lower chamber, followed by plural
and public forums that pointed towards the need to make important adjustments to this bill
that was then approved in the Senate without changing "a single comma." Instead of
addressing the interests of the multiple parties in society with a stake in this issue, it served
largely the interests of the most powerful interest group. A year later, most of the elements
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of this "reform" were rejected by the Supreme Court and thus the reform proved to be
unstable, reflecting an ultimately ineffective negotiation strategy.
The quantitative assessment of these cases points to a similar conclusion. All five
cases are situated in the top-right quadrant (two varying degrees) of the two-by-two matrix
of legitimacy and effectiveness, while the media case is located in the bottom-left
quadrant, exhibiting decision-making processes of low levels of both democratic
legitimacy and negotiation effectiveness. Furthermore, the cases that ranked highest in
terms of intensity in the use of the nine practices identified also exhibited higher levels
democratic legitimacy and negotiation effectiveness, suggesting that these political
practices indeed mediate the positive relationship between the two dimensions.
The cases were selected because of their relevance to democratization, while the data
was collected based on snowball sampling. Because of the non-random selection of both
cases and interviewees, the data presented in this essay are not conducive to make
statistical inferences of any sort. However, the narratives of interviewees, along with the
quantitative data on the subjective assessment of process, are consistent with the
democratization theory outlined in this essay and offer insights into the relationship
between the democratic legitimacy and the negotiation effectiveness that democratization
from within hybrid regimes requires.
Among the six cases, the transparency reform stands out as better than all others in
terms of democratic legitimacy--followed closely by the energy reform that ranks slightly
higher in terms of negotiation effectiveness. These two cases also exhibit the most
comprehensive use of all nine practices. Furthermore, the case of transparency is also the
one reform with the clearest non-ambiguous impact on democratization. In short, this
reform process is the one that more clearly illustrates the archetypical dynamics of
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democratization from within a hybrid regime--depicted in the conceptual framework
(Figure 3)--where reform champions build on existing rights and entitlements to lead a
process of deliberation and negotiations that allows decision-making closer to the ideal "by
the people and for the people," thus enabling a reform that further strengthens the system
of rights, therefore addressing the democratic deficits identified by champions.
In contrast, the media reform case--which was originally selected as a case of high
negotiation effectiveness, but low democratic legitimacy--exhibits even lower levels of
negotiation effectiveness than it does of democratic legitimacy, and is thus located in
lower-left quadrant. This reform process was the one that made the most modest use of the
highlighted practices, deploying only three out of ten practices. It is also the reform process
with the most questionable impact on democratization, based on both objective evidence
used to appraise the outcome of the reform and the subjective assessment of all
interviewees.
Contrary to the transparency case, the media reform best illustrates the cycle of
hybridism (Figure 2), where minimalistic conceptions of democracy feed into a mindset
among decision-makers where authoritarian and adversarial negotiation practices are
accepted and implemented to enact decisions "by a few in favor of a few." Decisions like
the fast-track approval of the 2006 media reform in the lower chamber, followed by
widespread critiques to the reform from independent experts and different stakeholder
groups in public hearings that were organized before the Senate voted on the reform
without changes--under pressure from the media industry--enjoyed scant public support
and triggered outright opposition that was able to organize because the hybrid system
protected the right to do so. The end result was polarization, conflict escalation and
impasse, which ended up eroding the legitimacy of the system altogether. Litigation
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against the reform led to the Supreme Court ruling key aspects of the reform
unconstitutional and recommending new legislation that stood at an impasse in Congress
for more than five years.
In the middle of these two extreme cases, but also in the upper-right corner and thus
closer to the transparency reform, we have four cases that touch upon very different issues
(elections, security and justice, energy and fiscal policy) and yet, share three common
features with the star transparency case.
First, they all started from an unfavorable balance of power, where change seemed
politically infeasible because they touched on the material or symbolic interests of
powerful social or economic groups that sought to oppose reform. Indeed, governors were
reluctant to increase transparency standards in their state legislation; the media industry
vocally opposed the new communication model that would give more equity to the
electoral process; the bar of lawyers and the Supreme Court opposed justice reform that
would fundamentally transform the system in which they operated and the Executive
resisted that same reform that would increase the standard of proof in criminal
investigations; and the business sector lobbied intensely to resist direct taxation increased
by the fiscal reform.
Second, they all succeeded in altering the balance of power in favor of reform,
through a combination of political practices that managed to create positive feedback loops
between negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy.
Third, despite the favorable change in the balance of power, and in direct connection
to the negotiation practices deployed throughout the reform process, champions opted to
compromise on substantive issues in order to secure a winning coalition of votes in both
chambers. These compromises had either of the following two effects on the reforms'
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impact on democratization: a) they limited the scope of reform and, thus, the depth or
scope of impact in furthering democratic principles, or b) they led to ambiguous impacts
on democratization, with features that address democratic deficits, but also include other
features potentially compromising one or several substantive democratic principles. The
former is the case of both the transparency and PEMEX reforms: transparency champions
compromised on leaving political parties and unions out of the scope of reform, while
those championing PEMEX reform accepted excluding any solution that would imply
greater participation of the private sector in the oil industry. The ambiguous impacts on
democratic principles seem to be true of the justice and security reform, as well as for the
electoral and fiscal reforms. In the case of the security and justice reform, in exchange for a
structural reform to the justice system to introduce oral trials and strengthen due process,
the NOTDP and allied legislators accepted a questionable extension of precautionary
powers to fight organized crime that activists and experts agree have directly led to an
increase in systematic violation of human rights in the fashion of legal arbitrary detentions.
In turn, the electoral reform has also been criticized as elitist and political party-centered,
both in terms of a process that excluded civil society and in its substantive design that
ultimately limits opportunities for political participation among non-partisan citizens. The
fiscal reform also ended up approving a tax that advances a democratic principle because it
is progressive and has effectively increased public revenues, but was poorly designed most
likely because there was no real effort to deliberate and negotiate a design with support
from independent experts that would lower the negative impacts on economic investment
and employment.
In short, these five cases have elements of the democratization dynamics and are
widely regarded as having generated stable institutional change to address democratic
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deficits, even if they also exhibited, in different degrees, elements of the cycle of hybridism
that limited the depth and scope of reform or generated ambiguous effects on
democratization.
It is worth mentioning that the processes that exhibited the most comprehensive use
of the ten practices (transparency and PEMEX) are the only two reforms that had non-
ambiguous impacts in addressing democratic deficits, even if they compromised in depth
or scope. The other three cases involved a less comprehensive use of the same ten practices
and compromised not on the depth or scope of reform, but on other substantive democratic
principles altogether. The compromise on one or several democratic values to advance
other democratic values might reflect insurmountable tensions between these values, or
between value claiming vis-a-vis value creation and democratic legitimacy such that
reform champions sacrificed the latter to secure the former.
This might be the case of the justice and security reform, where the NOTDP accepted
cautionary powers to fight organized crime that public discussion has deemed as running
against the due process that ensures accountability in the justice system and even basic
freedoms in the fight against drugs and organized crime, in exchange for the
comprehensive justice reform they advocated to advance all four democratic principles
throughout the system as a whole. However, the narratives from this case suggest that lack
of communication across chambers, combined with pressures from the public opinion to
legislate solutions to the security crises, led to a rushed negotiation process--without an
independent facilitator--to integrate two competing and almost opposed models. In such a
context, creative integrative solutions, such as the establishment of judicial controls over
the precautionary powers, were poorly designed.
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Similarly, a closer look at the set of practices deployed in both the electoral and
fiscal reforms show that these two processes lacked precisely two of the most strategic
value-claiming practices: a) a communication strategy to generate awareness of unmet
needs, and b) a broad coalition beyond Congress. These reform processes also failed to
deploy two practices that enhanced several legitimacy criteria and value claiming in other
cases: public forums were not part of the electoral reform, and the fiscal reform failed to
involve independent experts in the negotiations. In fact, the two processes exhibit a lower
intensity in the use of practices than do the transparency, PEMEX and security and justice
reforms. Hence, the alternative explanation is that the institutional changes ended up
compromising democratic principle because they introduced only a limited repertoire of
practices and thus failed to generate the leverage--and legitimacy--required to claim a
reform capable of producing institutional change with unambiguous impacts in addressing
democratic deficits. This hypothesis is also consistent with the positive association I found
between intensity in the use of practices and assessments of both democratic legitimacy
and negotiation effectiveness.
Moreover, analysis of the use of practices also suggests that the more comprehensive
the use of these innovative political practices oriented to further both effectiveness and
legitimacy, the more leverage reform champions will gain to override the logic of the
hybrid system, which relies on the concentration of power in a few hands.
Such focus on political practices is relevant only in the context of a theory that leaves
room for agency. Indeed, in my analysis, practices are conscious decisions made by
champions of reform. Champions are characterized, in my framework and according to
interviewees, as being genuinely committed to democratic change as well as willing to
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build bridges and negotiate. Without these decisions and mindset, the sequence of practices
lack meaning and the trajectories are nothing more than random patterns of events.
Reform champions may come from the political elite or may be social actors working
at the level of the public sphere. In fact, in three reform processes interviewees identified
key actors from both the political elite and the public sphere, and there is not a single case
in which leadership could be ascribed to a single champion. In all cases, several members
of the political elite negotiated with fellow elite members but also stood up to defend and
champion reform through deliberative practices in the broader public sphere. In turn, social
actors who were deemed reform champions worked at the level of the public sphere but
also negotiated the changes they advocated with the political elite, thus enabling
institutional change to address democratic deficits.
Furthermore, while champions share a mentality that is open to negotiations and are
generally committed to broader conceptions of democracy, none of the reform trajectories
seems to have resulted from an apriori plan that organized the exact sequence of practices
that were ultimately deployed. Rather, champions partnered with other champions and
even with key actors from the opposition to reform, each proposing or taking the lead on
different practices, in response to different junctures throughout the process. For example,
the forums for the PEMEX reform were organized in response to opposition and in
consensus with opposition, while in the case of transparency, the IFAI was mostly in
charge of forums while legislators led the cross-partisan negotiations.
Key research insights
Together, the narratives and the data reviewed in this dissertation point to the
following conclusions:
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1. It is at least possible for a process of legal reform to score high on both
dimensions, even if powerful interest groups-such as state governors in the case of
transparency--are resisting change. In fact, the more powerful the groups resisting change,
the greater the need to generate leverage through the mutually reinforcing power of
effective negotiations and democratic legitimacy.
2. Even the most powerful interest groups may fail to advance legal reform if they
disregard democratic legitimacy. As the case of media reform illustrates, basic freedoms
and constitutional controls that exist in most hybrid regimes provide political space for the
organization of opposition and the activation of legal action against decision-making that is
considered outright illegitimate. In this case it was the courts that served as the means for
reversing the decisions reached, thereby rendering the results unstable.
3. The use of complementary political practices intended to further different aspects
of both democratic legitimacy and negotiation effectiveness generate trajectories where
these two dimensions reinforce each other and enable legal reform to address democratic
deficits in a stable manner, and thereby advance the democratization of Mexico beyond
what I characterized as a hybrid state.
4. Although this dissertation does not focus on an empirical investigation of the
impact of each reform, the available data that was compiled for this study suggest that the
impact of legal reform in addressing democratic deficits, or the quality of outcomes, is
connected to the quality of the process. Indeed the transparency case exhibited the highest
levels of negotiation effectiveness, democratic legitimacy and intensity in the use of
practices, and is also the only legal reform that has had a non-ambiguous and clear impact
on democratic deficits identified by champions. In contrast, the media reform, our
counterfactual, is the reform process that exhibited the lowest levels of democratic
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legitimacy, negotiation effectiveness and use of practices, and also seems to have had the
most questionable impact in addressing democratic deficits in the regulatory framework of
the media industry.
5. The dynamics of democratization in hybrid regimes described in the conceptual
framework and illustrated by several of the cases seems to rest on at least three
preconditions: a) the existence of reform champions committed to democratic change, b) a
mindset characterized by a broader understanding of democracy and a willingness to
engage in negotiations at the level of the political elite, and c) a basic set of rights and
constitutional controls that enable the organization of opposition or advocacy coalitions
among social actors as well as the activation of legal controls on the abuse of power. The
two former preconditions were well documented by the data from interviews. The last
acknowledges the democratic elements of the hybrid regimes as enabling further
democratization efforts, to the extent that they redistribute political power within the
political elite and in favor of citizens entitled to participate in the public sphere.
6. Democratization may be championed by members of the political elite or by social
actors advocating at the level of the public sphere. In either case, champions are more
likely to succeed by deploying a sequence of practices that combine effective negotiations
at the level of the political elite with broad public discussion in the public sphere.
Activating the right sequence is prone to require partnering of champions across political
parties and stakeholder groups.
7. The logic of the hybrid system is still pervasive in Mexico and is prone to activate
itself in almost any reform process, offering resistance to democratic change and good
processes, and potentially forcing different forms of compromise from reform champions.
But because the power to activate the democratic cycle rests on the system of rights and
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constitutional controls, legal reforms that provide non-ambiguous discrete contributions to
democratic principles also advance the pace of democratization by widening the political
space in which reform champions operate and narrowing opportunities for the abuse of
power.
More Recent Democratizing Efforts
Recent political developments in Mexico under the Pact for Mexico (Pacto por
M6xico, in Spanish)--signed by the three main political forces (PAN, PRI and PRD)
toward the end of 2012--are worth investigating in detail. Yet even a superficial analysis of
this unique process of political negotiations suggests high-quality reason-based discussions
and integrative negotiations in safe space for dialogue, among members of the political
elite, as the basis for 95 agreements along the following three thematic lines: a)
"strengthening of the Mexican State" to ensure good governance and ability to advance
change vis-d-vis defacto powers; c) the "democratization of the economy and politics, as
well as the broadening and enforcement of social rights"; and c) "the participation of the
citizens as key actors in the design, execution and evaluation of the public policies" ("Pacto
por M6xico," March 17, 2013). These three thematic lines are directly connected to the
four pillars of democratic legitimacy and, thus, constitute a comprehensive democratization
agenda that addresses the central deficits of the Mexican hybrid regime.
Indeed, perhaps the most interesting aspect of the Pact is the emphasis on the
underlying commitment to counter the influence of "the defacto powers" both by leaders
of the new PRI administration, including President Enrique Penia and Minister of Interior
Osorio Chong, and the two leading opposition parties, PAN and PRD ("%A que poderes
ficticos?" April 03, 2013).
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Despite the unprecedented scope and depth of the Pact as a cross-partisan agenda, the
accords have also been subject to criticism. Indeed civil society groups have described this
process as cooked "behind the back of society" among the political elite, "excluding other
political parties, social organizations and businesses" (Wikipedia, March 17, 2013).
However, some of the most popular Pact accords capture the insights and societal
consensus built through years of public discussion in plural forums and intense advocacy
efforts by broad civil society coalitions. This is the case of education reform and the
telecommunications reform that have already been approved by both chambers with wide
popular support. These two reform processes have been negotiated in safe space, but they
build on the democratic legitimacy acquired through years of public discussion.
Even more than the star transparency case, these two reform processes have received
broad public support that speak to high levels of democratic legitimacy, and have also
managed to shift the balance of power in favor of democratic reform and against two of the
most powerful interest groups in contemporary Mexican politics: the two teachers unions
and the two monopolists of the telecommunications industry: Grupo Carso (the
conglomerate controlling telephone and cell phone communications in Mexico, owned by
top Fortune millionaire Carlos Slim) and Televisa.
Other items in the Pact's agenda, such as the creation of a National Gendarmerie to
fight organized crime, or fiscal reform to establish value added taxes on medicines and
food, lacked similar legitimation processes prior to their inclusion in this accord through
elite negotiation. Both of these have been widely criticized by civil society groups and/or
members of the opposition.
As a whole, this tri-partisan agreement already ranks high in terms of negotiation
effectiveness. But, based on the theory and insights that emerge from this essay, the key
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prediction would be that this comprehensive agenda to address democratic deficits through
stable institutional change will move forward effectively only on those items that build on
prior deliberative practices or that manage to stand on their own in public discussions post-
accord.
Future research directions
Beyond Mexico, the relevance of the findings of this dissertation to other nations and
regions has not been empirically explored and would require research of this intensive case
study nature in other settings or research designs more suitable for causal inference. Within
the case study paradigm, there is much to gain by developing ad-hoc measures for each of
the six criteria of negotiation effectiveness and democratic legitimacy. Such measures
could be tested for convergent, discriminate and predictive validity in different contexts,
while addressing problems of common-method variance. Another approach to this is to
attempt to design experiments that embody variations in democratic legitimacy and
negotiation effectiveness in laboratory settings. A first step in doing so is represented in a
parallel study (Hemnndez & Curhan, 2012).
My hope is to further develop the ideas generated in this thesis through research
using both methods-cases in other political contexts and in laboratory settings.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
Interview Protocol
1. What motivated you to participate in this reform process?
2. From your perspective, what were the underlying issues that this reform sought to
address?
3. Who where the key actors in this negotiation?
4. What were their interests?
5. What were you trying to accomplish and what was your strategy?
6. How did the process begin? Describe the key moments.
7. Which would you say were the key factors (behaviors/attitudes/events) that enabled
negotiations and dialogue?
8. Which factors constituted obstacles?
9. Who was the most effective actor in the negotiation? Why?
10. Who was the least effective? Why?
11. What is the most significant change you perceive as a result of this process?
12. What did you personally learn?
13. Which perspective or opinions that you held at the beginning changed during the
process? What enabled this change?
14. What would you say will be the impact of the result of this negotiation on the issues
it sought to tackle?
15. What relevant actors were excluded from the negotiation?
16. What impact did the process have on relationships of trust among participants? Why?
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Appendix B
Subjective Process Quality Assessment (SPQA)
How much do you agree with the following statements on a scale of 1 (completely
disagree) to 5 (completely agree)?:
1. "The final agreement reflects the main interests and concerns of all those who
participated in the negotiation."
1 2 3 4 5 NA
completely completely
disagree agree
2. "The issues addressed in the process are of the highest priority for my
party/organization/sector."
3. "My party/organization/sector is fully satisfied with the result of the process."
4. "The process was characterized by a 'push and pull' where the final agreement
reflects the balance of power between the parties."
5. "The force of the better argument surfaced at all moments."
6. "The process of dialogue and negotiation generated shared understandings and
learning among all participants. We all learned substantially about the issues."
7. "The participants had fixed opinions when the process started and these did not
change at any time."
8. "The participants adequately represented all interest groups and perspectives about
the issues discussed. Nobody was missing."
9. "Important voices and perspectives that would have enriched the discussion were
missing."
10. "During the processes, all participants were treated as equals."
11. "Not all the opinions were equally valued."
12. "Hierarchies prevented an open dialogue, based on reason."
13. "Threats and blackmailing had a decisive influence over the final agreement."
14. "The parties dialogued in good faith, seeking the best solution to the problem."
15. "Distrust among the parties limited the quality of dialogue."
16. "The agreements or recommendations that emerged from the process directly
influenced formal decision-making in the both legislative Chambers."
17. "Many of the most valuable recommendations were not taken into account or got
'stuck' in the formal legislative process."
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Appendix C
List of Interviewees
Name Position and affiliation at Reform Date of Interviewer
time of reform interview
Alcalde Virgen, Director of Public Fiscal May 14, 2009 Roberto
Mois6s Accounting, Ministry of Castellanos,
Finance (SHCP) Claudia Sudrez
Alcocer, Jorge Director of Centro de Estudios Electoral January 25, Mara
para un Proyecto Altemativo 2013 Hernindez
de Naci6n
Alejandro Legal scholar, expert in media Media October 5, Mara
Madrazo 2012 Hemindez
Baflos Martinez, Member of the General Electoral September, Jos6 del Tronco
Marco Antonio Council, Federal Electoral 2009
Institute (IFE)
Becerra Laguna, Director of Public Affairs, Transparency May 26, 2008 Mara
Ricardo National Institute for Hernandez
Transparency and Information
Access (IFAI)
Benitez Chief of Staff, Interior Affairs Justice March 25, Mara
Tiburcio, Commission, Senate 2009 Hemrindez
Mariana
Bernal, Marco Representative, Chamber of PEMEX June, 2009 Mara
Antonio Deputies (PRI) Hemndez
Borrego Representative, Chamber of Justice April 23, 2009 Mara
Estrada, Felipe Deputies (PAN) Hemrtndez
Bueno Torio, Senator (PAN) PEMEX June 4, 2009 Mara
Juan Hemndez
Caballero Department Chair, Justice April 15, 2009 Mara
Juirez, Jos6 Department of Legal Studies Hemindez
Antonio at CIDE
Camacho Representative, Chamber of Transparency March 13, Mara
Quiroz, Cesar Deputies (PRI) 2009 Hemidndez
Canales Santos, Lawyer & President of the Justice April 20, 2009 Ana Lucia
Ernesto Network for Oral Trials and Garcia
Due Process
Carrasco Senator (PAN) Electoral September, Mara
Altamirano, 2007 Hemindez
Di6doro
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Castillo Representative, Chamber of Justice May 28, 2009 Mara
Romero, Deputies (Convergencia) Hernmndez
Patricia
Creel Miranda, Senator (PAN) Electoral May 15, 2009 Mara
Santiago & January 29, Hernidez
2013
Diaz Rodriguez, Research Assistant, Prof. Transparency March 25, Sylvia Aguilera
Vanessa Ernesto Villanueva 2009
Fitch, Oscar Executive Director, Council Fiscal May 25, 2009 Roberto
for the Promotion of Tourism Castellanos y
in Mexico Vania
Montalvo
Fix Fierro, Professor, Institute for Judicial Transparency March 23, Sylvia Aguilera
Hdctor Felipe Studies, UNAM 2009
Garcia Senator (PAN) Electoral August, 2009 Jose del Tronco
Cervantes,
Ricardo
G6mez Alvarez, Senator (PRD) PEMEX May 25, 2009 Ana Lucia
Pablo Garcia
Gonzilez Liaison to Federal Entities, Fiscal May 18, 2009 Roberto
Anaya, Jos6 Ministry of Finance (SHCP) Castellanos,
Antonio Claudia Suirez
Gonzalez Ruiz, Justice Expert Justice May 25 & 27, Mara
Samuel 2009 Hemndez
Guerra Ochoa, Representative, Chamber of Fiscal May 18, 2009 Roberto
Juan Nicasio Deputies (PRD) Castellanos,
Claudia Suirez
Guerrero, Independent expert, full time Media March 8, 2013 Mara
Manuel professor at Universidad Ibero Hernindez
Ameriana
Gutidrrez Representative, Chamber of Media June, 2009 Mara
Zurita, Dolores Deputies (PRD) Hernindez
del Carmen
Herrera Flores, Vice-minister of Energy PEMEX May 11, 2009 Mara
Jordy Planning, Ministry of Energy Hernndez
(SENER)
Javier Corral Senator (PAN) Media July, 2012 Mara
Hemindez
Javier Tejado Key lobbyist and lawyer, Media June 13 & 16, Mara
D6nde Televisa 2012 Hernindez
Joaquin Senator (PRI) Justice May 8, 2009 Mara
Coldwell, Pedro Hernindez
Jos6 Luis Executive Director, Prensa y Media & March, 2009 Mara
Buendia Democracia (PRENDE) A.C. Transparency & March 7, Hernindez
Hegewisch 2012
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Jose Luis Independent expert, currently Media August 16, Mara
Peralta Commissioner for the Federal 2012 & Hernndez
Commission for February 20,
Telecomunicacions 2013
(COFECO)
Jusidman Founder and President, Incide Electoral July 28,2009 Jose del Tronco
Rapoport, Clara Social, A.C.
Labastida Senator (PRI) PEMEX June 29, 2009 Mara
Ochoa, Hemindez
Francisco
Laynez Federal Fiscal Prosecutor, PEMEX June 5, 2009 Mara
Potiseck, Javier Ministry of Finance (SHCP) Hemndez
L6pez Ayll6n, Professor, Institute for Judicial Transparency March 18, Sylvia Aguilera
Sergio Studies, UNAM 2009
L6pez Tijerina, Chief of Staff, Finance Fiscal June 5, 2009 Vania
Gildardo Commission, Chamber of Montalvoy
Deputies Claudia Suarez
Lozano Lozano, Representative, Chamber of Justice April 16, 2009 Mara
Andr6s Deputies (PRD) Hemndez
Lujambio President, Institute for Transparency March 30, Mara
Irazdbal, Alonso Transparency and Information 2009 Herndndez
Access (IFAI)
Minjares Chief of Staff, Ministry of Fiscal May 15, 2009 Roberto
Jim6nez, Jos6 Finance (SHCP) Castellanos,
Manuel Claudia Suirez
Montalvo Representative, Chamber of Transparency March 24, Rosarios
Rojas, Victorio Deputies (PRD) 2009 Espinosa
Nacif Member of the General Electoral July, 2009 Jose del Tronco
Herndndez, Council, Federal Electoral
Benito Institute (IFE)
Nnliez Jim6nez, Senator (PRD) Electoral July, 2009 Jose del Tronco
Arturo
Ortega Representative, Chamber of Transparency May 19, 2009 Mara
Martinez, Pilar Deputies (PAN) & June 6, Hemndez
2009
Ortiz Tejada, Staff member, Chamber of Electoral July, 2009 Jose del Tronco
Carlos Deputies (PRI)
Pablo G6mez Representative, Chamber of Media June 13, 2012 Mara
Deputies (PRD) Hemnndez
Pacheco Llanes, Representative, Chamber of PEMEX March 11, Ana Lucia
Ram6n F61ix Deputies (PRD) 2009 Garcia
Pando Leyva, Executive Director, National PEMEX August 17, Mara
Luis Miguel Business Council (CCE) 2009 Hernindez
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Parra Noriega, Representative, Chamber of Transparency March 10, Mara
Gustavo Deputies (PAN) 2009 Hernindez
Perez Cruz, Chief of Staff, Energy PEMEX June, 2009 Mara
Miguel Commission, Chamber of Hemrindez
Deputies
Pulido Jim6nez, Executive Director, Fundar: Transparency March 19, Mara
Miguel Centro de Andisis e 2009 Hemndez
Investigaci6n A. C.
Ramirez Senator (PRD) PEMEX June 2, 2009 Mara
Garrido Abreu, Hemrindez
Graco
Rios Espinosa, Justice Expert, researcher at Justice May 28, 2009 Sylvia Aguilera
Carlos ProDerecho
Rivera Rivas, Chief of Staff, Constitutional Transparency February 26, Mara
Publio Affairs Commission, Chamber 2009 Hemndez
of Deputies
Roberto Garcia Independent media expert and Media June 14, 2012 Mara
Requena industry consultant & march 8, Hernndez
2013
Rodriguez- Staff, Chamber of Deputies PEMEX May 29, 2009 Ana Lucia
Padilla, Victor (PRD) Garcia
Romero Le6n, Former Excecutive Director, Fiscal June 5, 1009 Vania
Jorge Fundar: Centro de Montalvoy
Investigaci6n y Analisis A. C. Claudia Suarez
Ruiz Alarc6n, Staff, Senate (PRD) PEMEX May 21, 2009 Ana Lucia
Fluvio Cesar Garcia
Ruiz Vega, Industry lawyer, now lawyer Media August, 2012 Mara
Eduardo for TV Azteca Hernindez
Sarre Iguiniz, Professor, Instituto Justice March 24, Mara
Miguel Tecnol6gico Aut6nomo de 2009 Hernandez
M6xico (ITAM)
Trejo P6rez, Representative, Chamber of Fiscal May 15, 2009 Roberto
Pablo Deputies (PRD) Castellanos,
Claudia Suirez
Trevifno de Editorialist, Grupo Reforma Justice June 27, 2011 Rosarios
Hoyos, Miguel Espinosa
Ugalde Former President, Federal Electoral August, 2009 Jos6 del Tronco
Ramirez, Luis Electoral Institute (IFE)
Carlos
Valad6s Rios, Professor, Institute for Judicial Transparency March 13, Mara
Diego Studies, UNAM 2009 Hemnndez
Woldenberg Former President, Federal Electoral July, 2009 Jos6 del Tronco
Karakowsky, Electoral Institute (IFE)
Jos6
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